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Dr. Howard Birnbaum, an expert in the science of materials who
developed new concepts to prevent materials from failing, passed away
on Monday, January 24, 2005. Dr. Birnbaum was a founding member
and chair of the APS Proposal Evaluation Board (later the Program
Evaluation Board) and its successor, the Scientific Advisory Committee
(SAC), serving from 1989 to the present.  In his advisory capacity from
the earliest days of this facility, Howard played a major role in shaping
the direction of the APS, thanks to his thoughtful recommendations and
strategic vision. The APS and the entire materials research and syn-
chrotron communities greatly miss his wit and wisdom. 

“I owe a personal debt to Howard,” said APS Director Murray
Gibson, “both for his unflagging commitment to the APS, and for his
support when I was a professor at the University of Illinois. Howard
combined intelligence and integrity in a manner that defines scientific
nobility.”

Dr. Birnbaum's research interests involved physical metallurgy, the
physics and mechanical properties of solids, dislocation theory, hydrogen in solids, interstitial diffusion, and
hydrogen embrittlement. He was the Director Emeritus of the Materials Research Laboratory at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In 1988, he was elected to the National Academy of Engineering for his
exceptional work on the effects of hydrogen and hydrogen embrittlement on the properties of metal. In 2002,
Dr. Birnbaum received the Materials Research Society's highest honor, the Von Hippel Award.

Dr. Birnbaum attended Columbia University (B.S., 1953, and M.S., 1955), then studied with Professor
Tom Read at the University of Illinois (Ph.D. in metallurgy, 1958). He taught at The University of Chicago as
an instructor and then as an assistant professor at the Institute for the Study of Metals. In 1961, he returned
to the University of Illinois as an associate professor and was promoted to a full professor in 1963. His tenure
at The University of Chicago Institute of Metals (the first interdisciplinary materials laboratory) and the
University of Illinois' Materials Research Laboratory taught him the great promise of the interdisciplinary
approach to research. After teaching in the field of materials science, he became the Director of the Frederick
Seitz Materials Research Laboratory in 1987 and served in that capacity until his retirement in 1999.

Dr. Birnbaum's career, spanning the period in which several fields of science and engineering coalesced
into the new field of materials science, was devoted to teaching, research, and the support of interdisciplinary
materials science. He worked with about 40 Ph.D. graduate students and 20 research associates in a num-
ber of research areas, including defects in solids, deformation and fracture, hydrogen diffusion, and hydrogen
behavior in materials. He is the author of many publications in these fields.

He was a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the American Physical Society, the Materials Society, and the American Society for
Metals, and a member of the National Academy of Engineering.
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Whether you are an existing user of the
APS, a prospective user, or simply curious about
our unique facility, I welcome your interest and
hope that you find our 2004 annual report valu-
able. This was another milestone year for the
APS. Growth was observed in most of our met-
rics; for example, the number of user visits
increased by over 6% to 8,531 and our publica-
tion output increased by 17%. This healthy
growth results from the availability of new beam-
lines, enhanced support, and increased time at
existing beamlines. The machine operated at its
most reliable yet—the mean time between faults
exceeded two days for the first time ever. And the
machine performance increased. For example,
our real-time feedback system has been imple-
mented to give a more stable beam using inser-
tion device x-ray beam position monitors (see
page 149).  

For me, the highlight of 2004 was the culmi-
nation of our strategic planning for new scientific
directions at the APS. A series of workshops
involving more than 300 scientists (many not experienced users of
synchrotrons) was held in the summer and resulted in the “Five-
Year Scientific Vision for the APS” (page 12). In that document, we
lay out compelling opportunities for instrumentation and new user
communities to continue the growth of the APS into the next
decade. I want to thank all the people who participated, especially
the organizers of all the workshops: Gopal Shenoy (APS) and
Sunil Sinha (U.C., San Diego).

Promising new construction is going on at the APS. The
Center for Nanoscale Materials is being built, and we will soon see
the construction of the final lab/office module at the APS—LOM
437. Sectors 30 (Inelastic X-ray Scattering), 26 (Nanoprobe), and
11-BM (Powder Diffraction) are under construction. And in the last
year, three canted undulator beamlines for structural biology
moved forward (see inset for a picture from the General Medicine
and Cancer Institutes Collaborative Access Team [GM/CA-CAT]  at
sector 23, which achieved the first dual monochromatic beams into
their research stations in early 2005). This year our activities in
support of the next-generation x-ray laser—the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) at Stanford—made significant progress as
procurement began for the ~130 m of undulator

The APS increased its responsibility for the operation of
beamlines that were previously supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences. As
of the time of this writing, we are now responsible for 12 sectors—
a majority of the physical sciences beamlines at APS. The consol-
idation of these capabilities has added more stability and efficiency

in operation, and we work with these sectors, our partner users,
and other CATs to best serve the user community. We recognize
that a compelling need at our facility is the optimization of a larger
number of dedicated beamlines in techniques such as small-
angle scattering and high-energy x-ray scattering, and we have
developed a strategic plan for our beamlines to accomplish this.
This plan complements the APS five-year scientific vision, which
focuses on completely new capabilities. The APS and our partner
CAT users are evolving a strategic plan for the future of our beam-
lines that offers the broadest and most powerful spectrum of tech-
niques to serve the scientific community.

In other news, Argonne National Laboratory went through a
major change. What used to be Argonne West, in Idaho, is in
2005 now a part of the new Idaho National Laboratory. As a result,
Argonne East underwent reorganization, which led to the creation
of a new Directorate: Scientific User Facilities (SUF), which com-
bines the APS and the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS)
into one Directorate, under my leadership. There are many
shared interests between IPNS and APS and further opportunities
to exploit the scientific complementarity of x-rays and neutrons.

The year 2004 saw a number of important safety innovations
at APS, some the positive outcome of lessons learned from unfor-
tunate events at APS and elsewhere. In particular, we have
strengthened our user-accessible laser facilities at APS for
improved safety of non-expert users. Internally, we have devel-
oped a robust and general series of policies and procedures for

WWWWELCOMEELCOME

... is Associate Laboratory Director for Scientific User Facilities at Argonne National Laboratory and Director of the
Advanced Photon Source.

J .  MU R R AY GI B S O N. . .

Janet Smith (University of Michigan), Director of GM/CA-CAT, and Murray Gibson in
the 23-ID-D research station.

Please see “Welcome” on page 7

WWEELLCCOOMMEE
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The Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) met on January
25, 2005, having just received the sad news of the passing of
Howard Birnbaum. His passing is a deep loss to the SAC, to all
of the APS, and to me personally. Howard was a man who
spoke truth to power; he was a man of the highest integrity, who
was fearless in his dealings with any and all bureaucracies. At
the same time, he was a man of learning and culture outside
science, renowned for his personal kindness. In his final years,
as he faced personal health problems that would have stopped
lesser men, he was indomitable, continuing to function as only
Howard could. He was the Chair of the original Proposal
Evaluation Committee and continued to serve on its successor
committee until his death. He will be sorely missed.

This meeting of the SAC was devoted to strategic planning,
Sector Review Panel (SRP) reports, and user programs, along
with a half-day cross-cut review on science using the time struc-
ture of the APS (which will be reported separately). The model

of operation for the APS has been changing over the past three
years, along with the scientific environment in which it operates.
That, along with budget pressures on all scientific activities,
makes it imperative that priorities be set for future investment
and emphasis. To this end, and in light of the small number of
APS sectors left for allocation, during the 2003 meeting, the
SAC requested that Gopal Shenoy and Sunil Sinha organize a
survey of future opportunities for science at the APS. As always,
they rose to the challenge and arranged a series of workshops
that are described elsewhere in this annual report. The output
from these workshops became a vision for the future direction
of the APS that will guide future decision making and planning.
After a presentation of this vision by Murray Gibson, it was dis-
cussed in great detail by the SAC over the course of the meet-
ing. Needless to say, we had many thoughts and suggestions,
but, on the whole, we were very pleased that the process was
off to a good start, and we commend all involved. Of special

TT H EH E A P S  SA P S  S C I E N T I F I CC I E N T I F I C AA DD V I S O RV I S O R YY CC O M M I T T E EO M M I T T E E
J .  MI C H A E L RO W E. . .
... (Chair, APS Scientific Advisory Committee) was the Director (now retired) of the Center for Neutron Research at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology.

The APS Scientific Advisory Committee, photographed on January 25, 2005. Seated, l. to r.: Wayne Hendrickson, J. Murray Gibson,
Mike Rowe (SAC Chair, 2003-2005), ANL Director Hermann Grunder, and Partner User Council Chair P. James Viccaro. Standing, l.
to r.: Paul Bertsch, William Bassett, Joachim Stöhr, Denis McWhan, Pierre Wiltzius (SAC Chair, 2005-2007), Peter Ingram, John Helliwell,
Paul Peercy, James Norris, APSUO Chair Mark Rivers, and Gerhard Materlik. Not pictured: Kathleen Taylor.

Please see “Advisory” on page 7
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The highlight of the year was the
2004 Users Meeting for the APS on
May 3-6, where over 600 APS users set
a new attendance record. They were
rewarded with an outstanding collection
of scientific talks and workshops. The
meeting was dedicated to the memory
of Cullie Sparks, who was a pioneer in
synchrotron radiation research, and
whose career was recalled in a wonder-
ful talk by Gene Ice (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory). The meeting also
saw the presentation of the first
Rosalind Franklin Young Investigator
Award to Alexis Templeton for her work
on the role of microorganisms in the
environment. (For a complete report on
the meeting and the Franklin Award,
see  page 144.)

The Advanced Photon Source
Users Organization Steering Commit-
tee (APSUOSC) plays an important role
in representing the interests of the APS
general user community. The APS
General User Program has now been
running in its current form for more than
two years, and we felt it was time to
conduct a review and assess how the
program was working. A subcommittee
was formed, chaired by Keith Brister (BioCARS), to study the
program and make recommendations to APS management.
The committee worked hard to solicit input from all of the stake-
holders in the system, and over 300 people provided input in
some form. While the program is felt to be generally working
well, the committee has formulated a number of recommenda-
tions for improvement and submitted them to APS management
for consideration.

At the quarterly meetings throughout the year, the APSUOSC
has been called upon to advise APS management on issues
including the recently released strategic plans for the APS and
for the XOR beamlines, the upcoming Department of Energy
review of the APS, the centralized general user proposal sys-
tem, the partner user proposal system, non-resident user
access issues, and the transfer of Office of Basic Energy
Sciences sectors to APS operations support. The policy initiated
last year to help keep the steering committee up to date on new
developments among users by inviting user group representa-
tives to join the committee for lunch and give short presenta-
tions was continued. In the course of the year, all APS user

groups have this opportunity to share issues and concerns with
the steering committee.

The APS management has taken a number of steps to
increase user input into management decisions. These include
inviting the chairs of the APSUOSC and the Partner User
Council or their representatives to attend the weekly APS
Operations Directorate Meeting; to participate in all Sector
Review Panel meetings where APS sectors undergo their three-
year reviews; and to attend the annual meeting of the APS
Scientific Advisory Committee. This involvement gives the user
community a genuine voice in the APS decision making
process.

Washington outreach continues to be a focus for the APSU-
OSC. In April 2005, a team of user-group chairs from the APS,
as well as from our sister DOE labs, the National Synchrotron
Light Source, the Advanced Light Source, and the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, will travel to Washington,
D.C., to expound on the importance of the DOE investment in
synchrotron science.  

TT H EH E A P SA P S UU S E R SS E R S OO R G A N I Z AR G A N I Z A T I O NT I O N
MA R K L.  R I V E R S . . .
... (Chair, APSUO Steering Committee) is an Associate Director of the Center for Advanced Radiation Sources (CARS) at The
University of Chicago and GeoSoilEnviroCARS Principal Investigator.

The 2004 APSUO Steering Committee. L. to r.: Malcolm Capel (Cornell University), Carol
Thompson (Vice Chair, Northern Illinois University), Keith Brister (The University of Chicago), Julie
Cross (University of Washington), Ward Smith (Argonne National Laboratory), Mark Rivers
(Chair, The University of Chicago), Stephen M. Durbin (Purdue University), Timothy Graber (The
University of Chicago), Thomas Gog (Argonne National Laboratory), Stephan Ginell (Argonne
National Laboratory). Not pictured: Gene Ice (Oak Ridge National Laboratory).

TTHHEE AAPPSS UUSS EE RR SS OORR GG AA NN II ZZ AA TT II OO NN
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In its second year, the APS Partner
User Council (PUC), which is made up of
member representatives from each sector
on the experiment hall floor, continued to
solidify its role as the primary forum for dis-
cussion of management issues involving
the APS and the collaborative access
teams (CATs). I was re-elected as Chair for
another year, and John Quintana accepted
the invitation to continue as Deputy Chair. 

As an ex-officio member of the APS
Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC), the
Chair or his designee participated in all of
the Sector Review Panels during the year,
as well as the annual SAC meeting in
January 2005. In addition, Quintana
attended the APS Weekly Operations
Meeting as the PUC representative. He
then presented a summary of the Oper-
ations Meeting issues at the PUC executive
sessions. As usual, either the Chair or Dep-
uty Chair contributed to setting the agenda
for the APS/Users' Operations Monthly
Meeting.

Four PUC meetings were held in 2004,
all of which were well attended by the sec-
tor representatives. The principal thrust of
the meetings continued to be discussions of
issues related to current and future beam-
line operations, APS facility development,
and the relationship between the APS and
partner users. In the opinion of the Chair, discussions at the
meetings continue to be at times lively and most often relevant
and productive. 

Perhaps one of the more challenging issues faced by the
PUC in 2004 related to the new “Policy and Procedures for
Proprietary Research at the APS.” Essentially every industrial
participant was represented at a special ad hoc meeting organ-
ized by the PUC and attended by APS management. As a result
of this meeting and subsequent interactions, the new policy was
discussed and modified with input from the PUC and from the
industrial community, and procedures for implementation of the
policy were developed. 

As part of the same ad hoc meeting, discussions were held
regarding possible APS guidelines for evaluating the impact of
beam time usage by non-academic partner-user researchers.
As a result of the dialog, new guidelines that included relevant
input by the community were accepted by the PUC. 

A second highlight in 2004 was the formation of the APS
Advocacy Committee, composed of PUC members and chaired
by Ed Stern from the University of Washington. As a direct out-
come of this committee, a letter was drafted (with input from the
APS Users Organization, or APSUO) to the national Inter-
agency Working Group (IWG) on Synchrotron Facilities. The let-
ter, which was signed by the Chairs of the PUC and the APSUO,
stressed the importance of the partner user access mode at
synchrotron facilities and requested that this mode be consid-
ered in the IWG analysis and in recommendations regarding
U.S. synchrotrons. 

More recently, the PUC meeting has proved to be an effec-
tive forum for discussion of the APS strategic plan for the near-
term development of the facility. In addition to providing input on
the plan for the APS-managed sectors through the X-ray Oper-
ations and Research groups, PUC members have begun work-

TT H EH E A P SA P S PP A R T N E RA R T N E R UU S E RS E R CC O U N C I LO U N C I L
P.  JA M E S VI C C A R O. . .
... (Chair, APS Partner User Council) is the Executive Director of the Center for Advanced Radiation Sources (CARS) at The University of
Chicago and ChemMatCARS Principal Investigator.

The 2004 APS Partner User Council. Front row, l. to r.: Andrzej Joachimiak (SBC-CAT), Robert
Fischetti ( GM/CA-CAT), Larry Lurio (IMMY/XOR), John Chrzas (SER-CAT), Lisa Keefe (IMCA-
CAT), Douglas Robinson (MU-CAT), Barry Lai (XOR). Second row, l. to r.: Murray Gibson
(APS), Denny Mills (APS), Bruce Bunker (MR-CAT), Edward Stern (PNC-CAT), P. James
Viccaro (ChemMatCARS, PUC Chair), Raul Barrea (Bio-CAT). Third row, l. to r.: Kevin
D’Amico (SGX-CAT), Brian Stephenson (Nanoprobe-CDT), John Quintana (LS-CAT & AOD),
George Srajer (XOR), Thomas Gog (CMC/XOR). Fourth row, l. to r.: Paul Zschack (UNI-CAT),
Steve Heald (PNC-CAT), Dean Haeffner (XOR), Eric Dufresne (MHATT/XOR), Reinhard Pahl
(BioCARS), Denis Keane (DND-CAT), Mark Beno (BESSRC/XOR & XFD).

Please see “Partner” on next page
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interest was a discussion of the joint mission of the APS and the
off to a good start, and we commend all involved. Of special
interest was a discussion of the joint mission of the APS and the
Center for Nano-scale Materials, for which Director Eric Isaacs
joined the meeting. I urge you to read the APS vision document
(which is printed in this volume pXX), in order to understand the
many future scientific opportunities that are foreseen. While this
is not a detailed road map for the future, it is the first step in that
process. In the area of strategic planning, it is often the planning
that is important, rather than the plan.

One of the next steps in the strategic planning process is
an operational plan for the future of the X-ray Operations and
Research (XOR) beamlines that incorporates the overall APS
vision, along with the needs of the current users and programs.
Gabrielle Long, Associate Division Director in the Experimental
Facilities Division, presented a first draft of this plan to the SAC,
which discussed it at length and offered its own suggestions.
The plan provides a road map for the future development of the
XOR sectors, with an emphasis on more dedicated beamlines
to better and more effectively meet the needs of the users. This
plan was developed with input from all of the stakeholders.
Continuing input from beamline staff and internal and external
users will be sought and welcomed. While there will inevitably
be changes as the plan goes forward, this step is the beginning
of a major transformation of activities at the APS that will set the
stage for the next decade of accomplishment.

The SAC also discussed the SRP reports for sectors 1-4, 7,
10, 18, 31, 33, and 34. In each case, the SRP was chaired by a
member of the SAC, who presented the results to the whole
committee. These reports are endorsed by, and become the

ing with the APS to coordinate the strategic plan with the user-
operated sectors. 

In addition to these highlights, the PUC proved in its sec-
ond year of existence, to be an effective nexus for focused dis-
cussions on user concerns relating to operations and develop-
ment, as well as other user-related issues. In one of the last
meetings of the year, the Chair formed two ad hoc committees:
one to consider strategies for promoting user access to the
structural biology beamlines at the APS, and the other to make
recommendations concerning the current PUC mission state-
ment, policy, and leadership of the council in the coming year. 

The first year of the PUC was a learning experience for the
user groups who participated. The new responsibility placed on
the partner users to define and to pursue to closure issues that
are relevant to effective scientific productivity at the sectors is at
times a daunting challenge. In the opinion of the Chair, during
this second year, PUC representatives have risen to this chal-
lenge, and the council is establishing itself as a relevant mem-
ber of the APS team. I look forward to continued success in the
coming years.  

recommendations, of the SAC. This process now is working
well, and we thank all those involved for their assistance.

The final item on the agenda was a discussion of the user
program at the APS. This session started with a presentation by
Keith Brister (The University of Chicago/Center for Advanced
Radiation Sources), Chair of the General User Program
Evaluation Committee. This committee was set up to look at the
APS-run general user program, now that it has been operational
for several cycles. The committee’s report suggested several
possible improvements, but no major change in the fundamentals
of the program. Dennis Mills (Deputy Associate Laboratory
Director, APS) presented a report on partner users and led a dis-
cussion of the accomplishments and outputs of this program to
date. The discussion centered on criteria for acceptance of a
Partner User Proposal (PUP) and mechanisms for review of the
accomplishments of the program (at present, PUPs are reviewed
by the SRPs, and the investigators are required to write a sum-
mary of accomplishments at the end of the PUP). After a stimu-
lating discussion, the SAC concluded that the user programs are
working to meet the needs and goals of the users, the APS, and
its sponsors, but that minor changes should be considered.

On a personal note, this was my last meeting as Chair of
the SAC; after one more meeting, I will no longer be a member
of the committee. With the departure of Wayne Hendrickson
and the loss of Howard Birnbaum this year, the evolution from
the PEB to the SAC is nearly complete. It has been both inter-
esting and challenging to be associated with the APS over these
somewhat turbulent years and to have helped in some way to
implement necessary changes. I look forward to watching your
accomplishments over the coming years.  

“Advisory” from page 4

carrying out work on our radiation safety systems, and we have
heightened attention to electric safety and instituted appropriate
training for our employees and our users. Personal and environ-
mental safety always comes first at the APS, to the benefit of
our users, employees, and the public.

Educational outreach is a very important activity for the
facility. A highlight this year has been the creation of an interna-
tional Web site (lightsources.org), which provides information
and news on synchrotron sources worldwide. The APS took a
leadership role in building this partnership, which involves sup-
port from some 17 facilities across the world, and helps educate
the public, politicians, and potential users about our unique
tools. The light source community is tightly integrated, and this
activity is just one of many that is mutually beneficial.

You can find in this annual report write ups on many of the
high-profile scientific discoveries that resulted from studies at
the APS; I hope you enjoy reading them. Our success is based
on the hard work of our users and employees, and I thank you
all. We are also grateful to our sponsor, the Department of
Energy Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, for
their continuing support.  

“Welcome” from page 3 “Partner” from page 6
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The Advanced Photon Source (APS) facility occupies an 80-acre site on the Argonne National Laboratory campus, 
about 25 miles from downtown Chicago, Illinois. 

For maps of the Argonne/Chicago area, see http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/maps/maps.html.
For directions to Argonne, see http://www.anl.gov/visiting/anlil.html.

A C C E S S T O B E A M T I M E A T T H E A P S
There are two ways to obtain beam time at the APS: as a general user (a researcher not associated with a particular beamline)
or as a partner user (a member of a collaborative access team, or CAT). If you are a CAT member, contact your CAT for instruc-
tions on applying for CAT beam time. At minimum, 25% of the time at all operating beamlines is available to general users, but
many offer considerably more general user time, up to 80%.

How general users can apply for beam time at the APS:
1) First-time users should read the information for new users found on our Web site at http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/new_users.html
before applying for beam time. Also, certain administrative requirements must be completed. In particular, a user agreement
between the APS and each research-sponsoring institution must be in place.

2) To choose the appropriate technique(s) and beamline(s), see the techniques and beamlines directories in the “Data” section of
the volume, or at: http://beam.aps.anl.gov/pls/ apsweb/beamline_display_pkg.technique_dir for techniques,
and http://beam.aps.anl.gov/pls/apsweb/beamline_display_pkg.beamline_dir for beamlines.

3) Submit a proposal via the Web-based system. Proposals are evaluated before each user run. For more information and the cur-
rent proposal schedule, see the proposal system overview (http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/beam time/prop_submission.html).

For news from, and information about, light sources worldwide, see lightsources.org

The front door to the Advanced Photon Source central laboratory/office building. The APS conference center is at right.

GGEETTTTIINNGG BBEEAAMM TTIIMMEE AATT TTHHEE AAPPSS
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DD evising a menu of new possibilities for the APS
experimental program defies the conventional wis-
dom about too many cooks. Workshops that

brought together an abundance of experts from a wide range of
scientific disciplines to consider “Future Scientific Directions
for the Advanced Photon Source” have produced a bounty of
ideas for expanding the already robust research at this national
user facility.

The workshops, which were held in May, July, August, and
September 2004, were organized and chaired by Gopal Shenoy
(ANL-XFD) and Sunil Sinha (U. of C., San Diego). They brought

APS users and person-
nel into contact with
leaders from the broad
scientific community
who are both experts in
their fields and new-
comers to the use of x-
ray techniques. The
workshops had as a pri-
mary goal “the expan-
sion of both the scien-
tific leadership of APS
users and the bound-
aries of science's fron-
tiers in the next decade”
by identifying new
opportunities for scien-
tific discovery and
impact using synchro-
tron radiation sources
during the next 5 to 10
years and seeking ways
of bringing new scien-
tific communities to the
use of synchrotron x-ray

beams. Speakers at the workshops also dealt with the (literally)
nuts-and-bolts questions of new instrumentation and operational
requirements needed for these programs. Also considered were
evaluations of existing APS beamline capabilities in terms of the
future beamline capabilities that would be needed for new pro-
grams.

A sampling of the topics presented at the workshops includes
a new source of x-ray beams that deliver pulses of light on the
picosecond time scale; using x-rays to capture the detailed mech-
anisms of molecular functions as they occur; a wide range of new
(or newly combined) synchrotron x-ray techniques to provide
unprecedented insights about materials structures on the atomic
scale; and the behavior of a wide range of biological functions on
the molecular scale. Strategies for fabrication, characterization,
and understanding of nanoscale materials; emphasizing new

TTHHEEHHEE WWOORRKKSSHHOOPPSSOORRKKSSHHOOPPSS OONNOONN FFUUTTUURREEUUTTUURREE SSCCIIEENNTTIIFFIICCCCIIEENNTTIIFFIICC
DDIIRREECCTTIIOONNSSIIRREECCTTIIOONNSS FFOORRFFOORR TTHHEETTHHEE AADDVVAANNCCEEDDDDVVAANNCCEEDD PPHHOOTTOONNHHOOTTOONN SSOOUURRCCEEOOUURRCCEE
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Sunil Sinha (left) and Gopal Shenoy at
the workshops on future scientific
directions for the APS.
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functionalities; and a beamline dedicated to the use of a 40-MW
super magnet to be used for the study of materials under extreme
magnetic forces were also discussed. 

The conclusions of each workshop are summarized as fol-
lows:
1) Emerging areas of biological crystallography will address the
essence of living systems through the measurement of structural
dynamics at the molecular level and the responsible chemical
forces. 
2) High-energy x-ray tools will focus on understanding the rela-
tionships between the structure and the properties of materials
over several hierarchical length scales ranging from the atomic to
the nanoscopic to the mesoscopic scale. 
3) The emerging research topics in membrane science are truly
interdisciplinary and represent the interfaces among materials
chemistry, physics, molecular biology, and medicine. They will
have the broadest industrial impact in areas ranging from gas-
phase separation to the hydrogen economy to drug delivery. 
4) Basic understanding of environmental materials and processes
at the molecular scale will be provided by x-ray techniques. This
knowledge is essential for risk assessment and management and
for reduction of environmental pollutants at field, landscape, and
global scales.
5) X-ray phase analysis lends itself to numerous emerging oppor-
tunities in x-ray imaging with ultra-high spatial resolution. The
impact of both 2-D and 3-D x-ray imaging on many areas such as
medical diagnostics, new materials discovery, paleontology, etc. is
huge.
6) It is of paramount importance to understand the magnetic
behavior of individual nanomagnetic building blocks, which are
combined into more complex structures leading to the develop-
ment of spintronics devices with new functionalities. The spin-sen-
sitive x-rays techniques will have a major impact on the field of
confined magnetism.
7) Rearrangement of atoms or electronic states or protein struc-
tures in response to various external stimuli takes place over 15
orders in time domain. The time-resolved x-ray techniques utilized
at storage rings can be the most powerful probes of this important
science, which has broad applications in astrophysics, atomic
physics, chemical physics, materials science, and biology.  
8) Understanding the behavior of confined matter when the length
scales range from the mesoscopic to the nanoscopic has attracted
recent attention because of the potential nanotechnology applica-
tions. The x-ray methods that offer atomic resolution will provide
considerable understanding of nanomaterials and processes that
occur at the nanoscale.

The workshop summaries were presented at the second APS
Strategic Planning Meeting (SPM), held on September 2–3, 2004,
and co-chaired by Shenoy and Gabrielle Long (ANL-XFD). The
SPM served to summarize all of the workshops in the series, high-
lighting scientific opportunities identified during each of the work-
shops and leading to the “Five-Year Scientific Vision for the
Advanced Photon Source,” which follows. Workshop and SPM
slides can be accessed on the Web at http://www.future.
aps.anl.gov/Future/future.htm. The study is documented through
a report, based on the summaries from each of the workshops,
available at http://www.future.aps.anl.gov/Future/report.pdf.
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dence that the scientific impact of the APS will grow dramatically
in the next decade. 

This vision for the next five years at the APS has been
reviewed by the APS Scientific Advisory Committee. Input was
also sought from the two representative user bodies at the
APS—the APS User Organization Steering Committee and the
APS Partner User Council. Of course, this is not intended to be
an all-encompassing, detailed plan. Instead, it identifies a menu
of persuasive opportunities at the time of writing. As in the past,
new beamline construction at the APS is expected to involve
external partnerships and will remain proposal-driven. This doc-
ument will provide a context in which existing and future propos-
als can be reviewed, and it is expected to stimulate successful
proposals. 

Because this is an executive summary, further details will be
made available elsewhere. There are three sections here: a
summary of fields in which new impacts from synchrotron radia-
tion science are anticipated, a high-priority list of necessary
major beamline-scale instrumentation, and a discussion of areas
and approaches to build new APS user communities. Where
major new instrumentation needs are identified, the APS has
appointed technical liaisons for each instrument, who will co-
ordinate the technical aspects of instrument design with internal
and external teams, as appropriate. In recent beamline construc-
tion projects, partners (in the form of collaborative development
teams) are involved in initial development and commissioning
through close collaboration with the APS. During operation, the
APS expects to take primary responsibility for beamlines in the
physical sciences and operate them for open access through the
general user and partner user programs. 

NE W SC I E N T I F I C OP P O R T U N I T I E S
F O R SY N C H R OT R O N RA D I AT I O N

Across the wide spectrum of scientific areas covered by the
workshops, several general themes emerged. The need for simul-
taneous characterization with high spatial and temporal resolution
was appreciated in diverse fields—from biology to condensed-mat-
ter physics. This frontier challenges the limits of third-generation
sources, and exciting development opportunities will be built upon
by the next generation of ultra-fast, ultra-brilliant x-ray laser
sources. Second, in many fields, the unique capabilities of hard x-
rays to perform in situ studies of materials in real environments will
become increasingly important. Last, but by no means least, it is
apparent that close juxtaposition, if not integration, of complemen-
tary tools is invaluable. For example juxtaposition of tools and
expertise for electron, optical, and x-ray microscopy, or x-ray and
neutron scattering, offers the most compelling resource for users.
Co-location of tools for materials synthesis and processing, such as

12

TT he Advanced Photon Source in 2005 is beginning its
eleventh year since producing first light and has seen
its user base grow to nearly 3,000 individual scientists

per year. Today, the APS has 46 instrumented beamlines occu-
pying 30 sectors. Nonetheless, there remain four uncommitted
sectors, opportunities to optimize existing insertion device
beamlines or expand others with canted undulators, and over a
dozen undeveloped bending magnet beamlines. Furthermore,
the highest priority identified for the facility by the most recent
University of Chicago Review Committee was the evolution of a
greater number of dedicated, and fewer multipurpose, beam-
lines. 

For these reasons, the APS and its Scientific Advisory
Committee have developed plans that address priorities for new
or improved beamlines over the next 5 to 10 years. To make
choices that will have the most positive scientific impact, we
have engaged the wider community in developing our plans.
We recognize that powerful new instrumentation is needed, but
that, in many cases, outreach to new user communities can be
just as important. We commissioned a broad study on “Future
Scientific Directions for the Advanced Photon Source,” which
looked at the scientific opportunities where synchrotron radia-
tion could play new roles, and we connected these with instru-
mentation and community needs. The study chairs, Gopal
Shenoy, of the APS, and Professor Sunil Sinha, of the
University of California, San Diego, made use of extensive com-
munity input in organizing a series of nine workshops that were
held in 2004. Each workshop focused on a compelling scientific
area and brought together synchrotron experts with scientists
who had not previously used synchrotron radiation. Every work-
shop provided an executive summary and aims to publish a full
report in a scientific journal. 

Following the conclusion of the workshops, that in total
involved over 300 scientists, a summary strategic planning
meeting was held at which the workshop highlights and other
relevant input were presented and discussed with a broadly rep-
resentative audience. This document is based on that summary
meeting. It briefly summarizes the scientific opportunities in the
fields identified through the study and categorizes the major
needs for instrumentation and community activities to maximize
APS scientific impact in the next decade. Our scientific vision
and its followup serve as a blueprint for the development of new
instrumentation, including entire beamlines, and for APS man-
agement decisions on staffing, accelerator operations, and
improvements. It also puts flesh on Phases I and II of the APS
20-year plan submitted to the Department of Energy in 2003
(h t tp : / /www.aps .an l .gov /aps /down loads /20030223-
roadmap.pdf). If the vision for new instrumentation and commu-
nity support in this document is fulfilled, we have every confi-

FFFFIVEIVE-YY-YYEAREAR SSSSCIENTIFICCIENTIFIC VVVVISIONISION
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in the new Center for Nanoscale Materials at Argonne, is an excel-
lent example. This integration of capabilities should also extend to
theory and modeling.

The pulsed structure of synchrotron x-ray sources offers
access to Time Domain Science down to the tens-of-picosec-
ond (ps) scale. Future x-ray lasers promise three orders of mag-
nitude improvement. Stimulating scientific opportunities are
found in atomic and molecular physics, chemistry, biology, and
condensed matter physics—from the study of chemical reac-
tions and excited states to the transport of carriers in semicon-
ductors. This group of scientists can take much greater advan-
tage of existing sources such as the APS and grow a commu-
nity that will use x-ray lasers in a decade or more. There is great
interest in pushing the capabilities from the current time struc-
ture of the APS toward shorter time scales and in better utilizing
experiments from the current limits up to much longer time
scales. A novel approach to generating 1-ps pulses is under
serious consideration within the APS. Developments in chop-
pers and detectors are also very important to maximum utiliza-
tion of the time structure of the beam.

Whereas high-energy machines like the APS are often
associated with hard x-rays, the performance of the machine
promises new Frontier Science Using Soft X-rays. At 0.5–3
kV x-ray energy, the APS ring (with a suitable undulator) can
produce exceptionally brilliant beams that are very stable and

can be controllably polarized. There are several exciting areas
of science that this capability can impact, including nanomag-
netism. Soft x-ray imaging was identified, in the APS 2003
cross-cut review of microbeam science, as an important frontier.
A unique and interesting opportunity involves the use of angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and related
spectroscopies at these energies. Such experiments would pro-
vide access to the momentum-resolved electronic structure that
ARPES gives so well, while at the same time being less sur-
face-sensitive. Applications include understanding electronic
transport in exotic conductors and untangling the role of mag-
netic and charge transport in materials.

There are abundant Emerging Scientific Opportunities
Using X-ray Imaging in fields including geology, paleontology,
biology, engineering materials, and complex systems. In fact,
the interest from new user communities in full-field x-ray imag-
ing is probably the widest of any x-ray technique. The ability to
study structure in materials on scales from nanometers to cen-
timeters is very powerful. For example, it can be applied to
understanding materials failure by crack propagation, to real-
time imaging of physiological processes in insects and small
animals, to understanding gene expression in plants, and to the
study of micro-fossils to find clues to the origins of the earliest
life in the solar system.

The excitement of producing new Mesoscopic and
Nanoscopic Materials that are not found in nature, and that
have unique properties, has driven the burgeoning field of
nanoscience in the last decade. Such properties include
improved catalysis through tailored nanoparticle surfaces, bet-
ter information storage and computation, and self-organized
structures for better drug encapsulation and delivery. Many of
these materials are complex and hierarchical. Key frontiers to
enable progress include the understanding and control of self-
assembly, where x-ray techniques, especially in situ, will play a
major role. It is also becoming clear in nanoscale systems, that
knowledge not only of structure, but of dynamics, will be key,
and so x-ray spectroscopy will be important.

The goal of research in Nanomagnetism is to build, from
nanoscale building blocks, complex integrated systems with
new functionalities. It is clear that the ability to characterize
both the magnetic structure and the dynamics of individual and
assembled nanostructures will enable progress, and that syn-
chrotron radiation will offer important capabilities. Frontier sci-
ence will juxtapose high spatial resolution (the ~5-nm scale of
the exchange interaction) and ultrafast studies (the ~1-ps time
scale of spin-orbit coupling and other intrinsic magnetic phe-
nomena) to revolutionize our understanding of nanoscale mag-
netism. Areas of impact include magnetoresistive memory,
spintronics, and tailored magnetic materials for energy applica-
tions.

Measurement of short- and medium-range atomic structure
in nanomaterials is one powerful application of High-Energy X-
rays, which provide a unique tool to study real materials in real-
istic conditions. The penetrating power rivals that of neutron
sources, but adds a finer microfocusing capability for inhomoge-
neous materials and the higher Q-space range needed for disor-

Membrane technology has advanced the state of the art in
water treatment and purification; in the electronics, semiconductor,
chemical, petrochemical, and pharmaceutical industries; and in
environmental applications, such as low-cost control of carbon
dioxide absorption to combat greenhouses gases. New research
opportunities include medical and biological processes (such as

hemodialysis used
in artificial kidneys);
essential compon-
ents for  the fuel-
cell and hydrogen-
energy economies
and technologies;
and separation of

proteins in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical, and biotech indus-
tries. Biomembrane science takes this field back to its source: a
better understanding of cell membranes themselves. These com-
plex, heterogeneous systems are highly adaptable and are critical
to a wide range of biological processes, including ion transport and
signal transduction. The evolution of a wide range of synchrotron-
radiation-based techniques is proving to be essential to gaining
molecular-level structural information about membranes, mem-
brane interfaces, and interacting supramolecules. Moreover,
applying these varied techniques to real-time studies can provide
information on the time evolution and molecular interactions in
membranes. (Image: A natural membrane. Courtesy of Garrett &
Grisham)

Meembrannee SSccieennccee
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dered materials. Revolutions in the micromechanics of materials
and improved disordered and nanophase materials can all be
anticipated from increased synchrotron research with high-
energy x-rays.

Membrane Science is a truly interdisciplinary emerging
field, at the interfaces amongst chemistry, materials, physics,
molecular biology, and medicine. There is synergy to be
exploited between inorganic membranes—of importance for
chemical separation such as hydrogen fuel—and organic mem-
branes, including the vital cell wall. Techniques of particular
value include small-angle x-ray scattering, reflectometry, and
photon correlation spectroscopy. The major technical challenges
are extending experiments to the time domain and enabling spe-
cialized in situ experiments.

Synchrotron radiation has had a stunning impact on
Biological Crystallography in the last 20 years, to the extent
that most structures are now solved on synchrotron sources. In
particular, the tunability and intensity of insertion devices has
permitted the development of anomalous dispersion techniques
for structure solution. Given the great importance of this field to
human health and biology, it is imperative that facilities such as
the APS remain at the forefront, anticipating the scientific needs
of the community. The scientific impact from expected develop-
ments will involve understanding molecular machines, the critical
role played by membranes, and the dynamics of proteins. In all
these areas, x-ray techniques will play a role, but it is increas-
ingly apparent that integration of x-ray techniques with other
methods (e.g., electron cryomicroscopy) will also be essential.

Environmental Science presents multidisciplinary chal-
lenges in complex systems that have tremendous societal impor-
tance. Synchrotron radiation is playing a large and growing role,
especially through its ability to characterize on the molecular
scale with high spatial resolution, for example, to elucidate biore-
mediation in soils. Challenges include understanding and con-
trolling the transport of contaminants in the ground, developing
approaches to environmental remediation based on understand-
ing at the molecular level, and ensuring the stability of environ-
mental repositories.

NE W,  LA R G E-SC A L E
IN S T R U M E N TAT I O N PR I O R I T I E S

In almost all of the workshops, it was evident that the evolu-
tion of dedicated and well-supported beamlines is of paramount
importance at the APS. Nonetheless, many science areas, such
as nanosciences, will not rely on just a single x-ray technique but
will need access to many. Better technique-dedicated facilities
are the most effective solution, except where a technique will be
almost exclusively used by one community, in which case the
advantage of staff and ancillary infrastructure specific to the sci-
ence will be highly desirable. 

The following prioritized list contains compelling new instru-
ment capabilities, all of which are needed in the near term to
realize the scientific promise of the APS. More details about
each instrument can be found in the workshop reports and
through the appropriate APS technical liaisons (page 17).

• SHORTER PULSE CAPABILITIES FROM THE STORAGE RING

As a result of stimulating discussions at the time domain
science workshop, the APS has investigated a scheme (due to
Zholents, et al.) for the creation of picosecond pulses by a trans-
verse radio frequency kick and x-ray crystal optics compression.
The initial study was just completed, and the results indicate
that this is feasible. The capability can be applied to one or two
sectors without disturbing the storage ring and offers extremely
exciting and unique possibilities to extend the capabilities for
time-domain science by two orders of magnitude. This would be
associated with dedicating either one or two adjacent sectors to
ultrafast time-domain science and parallel efforts elsewhere to
support such science at longer time scales. 

• LONG BEAMLINE FOR FULL-FIELD IMAGING

Phase-contrast imaging and tomography require coherent
beams with large illuminated fields of view. At present, this is
best achieved with a very long (~200 meters) beamline free of
focusing optics. Options still remain at APS to construct a new
beamline, or modify an existing beamline, for these purposes,
and it is strongly believed that we need such a dedicated facil-
ity to foster the tremendous needs of the imaging community.

• BIO-NANOPROBE

This tool is focused on the study of metals in cells, which is
very important to biology and medicine. There is a large com-
munity of users who could take advantage of the unique and
complementary aspects of x-ray spectromicroscopy. The APS
could serve this community with a dedicated beamline offering
high spatial resolution and spectroscopic sensitivity. This oppor-

The largest poison-
ing in history is believed
to have occurred due to
natural arsenic (As) con-
tamination of the wells in
Bangladesh. These deep
wells, sunk in the 1970s,
were introduced to avoid
surface cholera contami-
nation. Controversy still
brews as to the origin of
the arsenic contamina-
tion, but recent micro-x-ray absorption spectroscopy studies car-
ried out at the APS suggest that cyclic changes in mineral hosts
of arsenic are the culprits. Depth profiles of As concentration
and oxidation state suggest As bearing sulfides account for a
majority of arsenic at well depth and that arsenic is being liber-
ated from this source during natural seasonal redox cycles.

This study is only one example of the growing role to be
played by synchrotrons in advancing environmental science.
(Photo: http://asp.grameen.com/annualreport/2001/arsenic.htm)

Ennvironnmeenntal SSccieennccee
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tunity emerged from a number of workshops held at the APS in
recent years. The large demand justifies a dedicated facility,
and the advantage would be an expert staff to interact with
novice users and a close connection with related facilities such
as those for optical and electron cryomicroscopy. It is expected
that the user base at the APS will sustain several nanoprobe
instruments such as this. The nanoprobe, for the Center for
Nanoscale Materials (under construction at sector 26), will
focus on nanoscience in non-biological, or biologically inspired
materials. The bio-nanoprobe would focus on biology itself. A
third instrument for environmental sciences, for which the reso-
lution demands are often less severe, could likely be accommo-
dated at an existing or improved beamline.

• DEDICATED MICROFOCUSING STATION

FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY

There is an important subset of structural biology problems
which need a small-crystal (<10 µm) capability, where no such
dedicated capability exists today at the APS. It makes sense
that one of the structural biology sectors at the APS should offer
such a dedicated capability. It is not anticipated that a new sec-
tor need be constructed. Other innovations in structural biology
can be accommodated at existing sectors.

• HIGH-MAGNETIC-FIELD FACILITY AT THE APS
High magnetic fields offer a unique probe to understand,

and ultimately control, the transport properties of materials. A
recent National Research Council report emphasizes the need

for in situ x-ray scattering tools at high magnetic fields. This
could be accommodated at a new dedicated scattering sector
for magnetism. We propose that one beamline should have a
high-DC magnetic field capability (at least 20 T), with both hori-
zontal and vertical field geometries, which would be unique in
the world. Collaboration with the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory, and related plans to establish facilities at neutron
sources, are being explored.

• DEDICATED HIGH-ENERGY X-RAY CAPABILITIES

Particularly, there is a need for a high-energy undulator line
dedicated to applications requiring high brilliance, especially
microfocusing. In addition, dedicated beamlines with high flux
will be needed for pair-distribution-function and other work (e.g.,
in solution). The latter could likely be accommodated by restruc-
turing existing beamlines.

• IMPROVED SOFT X-RAY CAPABILITIES

A dedicated soft x-ray beamline in the approximate energy
range of 0.5–3 kV should be produced with a specially designed
undulator to allow ARPES and related spectroscopies with sub-
surface sensitivities. The brilliance from a specially designed
source, combined with the stability and polarizibility of the
beam, would lead to a unique capability for those experiments
requiring illumination of small volumes. Additional soft x-ray
capabilities for imaging, scattering, and magnetism should also
be provided.

• INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING

The Phase I design of the Inelastic X-ray Scattering beam-
line (APS sector 30) involves the co-existence of medium-
energy-resolution (MERIX) and high-energy-resolution (HERIX)
capabilities at one sector. Whilst we have investigated options
for increasing the length of the straight section to accommodate
more and longer insertion devices, it seems clear that a sector
dedicated to HERIX and a sector dedicated to MERIX should be
Phase II of this plan. The best choice would be to accommodate
dedicated HERIX capabilities at sector 30 and to establish
another insertion device sector with a dedicated MERIX beam-
line. The latter might be accommodated without constructing a
completely new sector. Because of the brilliance needs of both
techniques, the MERIX sector requires a longer straight section
with multiple permanent magnet undulators, and the HERIX sec-
tor a dedicated superconducting undulator (now under design).

• IMPROVED DETECTORS

Optimized detector systems will be critical to fully realize
the expected increase in productivity from dedicated beamlines
and specialized insertion devices. We recognize that a sus-
tained effort in detector development could have the most sci-
entific leverage, and we aim to be aggressive in securing
advanced detectors for our users. We will be preparing detailed
plans in the near future for detector development in areas such
as avalanche-photodiodes and pixel-array detectors. We will
work in close collaboration with other facilities in the U.S. and
abroad.

In the study of matter, going to extremes is often the path to
startling and useful discoveries. Just as extremes in pressure and
temperature have provided fruitful experimental environments, the
use of high-field magnets to study the properties of matter remains

a frontier. High magnetic fields
interact with charge and spin in
materials but, until now, any
structural effects of the highest
fields could not be measured
with synchrotron radiation. The
National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory at the University of
Florida, and the APS are pro-
posing construction of the
largest high-field magnet beam-
line facility in the world, to be

located at the APS. To achieve the desired steady fields of up to 35
T, the magnet would marry resistive and superconducting technol-
ogy to produce a hybrid “magnet within a magnet” that has demon-
strated the world's highest fields to date. (Image: Proposed “down-
bore” magnet for APS beamline. Courtesy of G. Boebinger,
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory)

Sccieennccee wwith aa 
High-FFieeld Magnneet
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A powerful method for preserving scientific specialization
as beamlines become optimized by technique is the use of vir-
tual portals. In this concept, a group (typically partner users)
acts as a conduit for all experiments into a number of APS
beamlines and provides the high-level scientific expertise and
advice that is most effective. Although this model has not yet
been tested, we are anxious to begin exploring it. An example
could be in structural biology, where access to specialized
beamlines—for systems under extreme conditions, for powder
diffraction, and for small-angle scattering, to name a few work-
shop priorities—could be coordinated by an existing resource in
cooperation with the APS and other partners.

Another vehicle recommended during several workshops
was the establishment of advisory panels in strategic scientific
areas to help guide the APS as programs and capabilities
evolve. 

Joint appointments between the APS and other Argonne
divisions, universities, and other institutions offer a special kind
of partnership that can be very effective.

The need to facilitate in situ experiments, which may take a
longer time than typical experiments and may often be effective
in partnership, is clear in many areas. These experiments can
be fostered through dedicated end stations. Frontiers of in situ
experiments include time-resolved measurements at high spa-
tial resolution.

Note that this list neglects important capabilities already
existing or under construction at the APS. For example, a need
expressed by the materials science and structural biology com-
munities for powder studies will be accommodated by the dedi-
cated bending magnet powder diffraction beamline under con-
struction at sector 11. Also, this list does not include many tech-
niques that are very important yet do not yet exist in dedicated
form at the APS, such as small-angle x-ray scattering, because
we believe that such dedicated facilities will emerge from reor-
ganizing our internal X-ray Operations and Research (XOR)
beamlines. A strategic plan for the development of XOR sectors
has recently been prepared.

While the list above focuses on large-scale instrumenta-
tion, there is strong support from the existing and potential user
community for broader instrumentation development. This
includes improving the x-ray source, which is a high priority for
the APS, and x-ray optics and end station instrumentation,
where responsibilities are shared with partner users. 

Intrinsic to the success of all these plans is the need for the
APS to develop insertion devices optimized for each of our ded-
icated beamline capabilities. For example, superconducting
undulators are being developed for high-energy and inelastic
scattering. Development of such devices represents Phase II of
our 20-year strategic plan and goes hand-in-hand with creating
dedicated beamlines, which is the principal aspect of Phase I.

OU T R E A C H TO
NE W SC I E N T I F I C CO M M U N I T I E S

In this section, we discuss some important issues, which
emerged from the workshops, related to nurturing and building
new user communities. As a general observation, it is well-rec-
ognized that APS scientific staff or resident partner users, who
are expert in the fields of the user, are best suited to maximiz-
ing the scientific impact of user research. Such resident scien-
tists provide expert assistance, and they reach out to the rele-
vant scientific communities. Not only is this best for the users
and the facility, but it is also very effective for career develop-
ment of beamline research staff. Given the balance of time
available for user support versus personal research, it is highly
effective for a beamline scientist to collaborate with outsiders
and to specialize in a particular field, at least for a period of time.
Whilst the APS staff will strive to provide more expertise, the
partner user program offers a vehicle to leverage this expertise
by bringing in expert users who may choose to reside for exten-
sive periods at the facility. In almost all the areas covered by the
workshops, the need for this expertise is established, but partic-
ular needs stand out in environmental molecular science, biol-
ogy, imaging science, and membrane science. In addition,
industrial partner users offer an important conduit from industry
to general users and strengthen the coupling of science and
technology.

Critical to the success of all our beamlines is adequate
staffing, and we are committed to using our resources in the
best way possible to foster productive and well-supported
beamlines. 

Many objects, from seeds (picture) to cracked concrete, exhibit
complex hierarchical internal structures that cannot be properly pre-
served or studied by
sectioning, and are
thus not amenable to
study with conven-
tional microscopes.
Many objects share
a low-density matrix
and a low-absorption
cross section for x-
rays. For such ob-
jects, x-ray phase-
enhanced imaging is
uniquely able to
reveal complex in-
ternal structures on
the submicron level
in macroscopic objects without sectioning. A dedicated long-imaging
beamline is necessary for sufficient coherence and field-of-view to
study problems in food science, genetics, engineering materials,
biology, and a wide range of other subjects. 
(Image: A mustard fruit rendered in three dimensions from tomo-
graphic data..  Diameter of the fruit is about 3 mm; length of image
is  6 mm.  Image taken at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility, courtesy of W.-K. Lee [ANL] and K. Donohue [Harvard U.] )

X-rray Imaginng ffor tthee LLifee Sccieenncceess
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the nature of damage for better structural insight. Details can be
found in the workshop reports and summaries.

A LA S T WO R D
Strategic planning is essential, and for a national user facil-

ity, current and potential users must be fully engaged. We are
delighted at the outcome of our series of vibrant planning work-
shops held in 2004. That outcome is embodied in this vision.
The new directions identified here will undoubtedly pay off in
high scientific impact, and we are committed to aggressively
pursuing these opportunities with the help of our user commu-
nity. Our plans for new scientific directions complement our
equally strong commitment to improve the machine perform-
ance and productivity for our existing users.  

As we bring in new communities of scientists requiring syn-
chrotron methods, but having little synchrotron research experi-
ence, we recognize that they will need help with the acquisition
and processing of data. This means that we will have to raise the
level of APS staff support in terms of guiding researchers in syn-
chrotron x-ray techniques and that we will need to increase the
quantity and accessibility of robust data reduction and analysis
packages. This implies a substantially higher level of APS
involvement in data handling, but we see it as key to the realiza-
tion of the promise in emerging areas of science.

Many enabling research areas that do not explicitly involve
new instrumentation also became clear as priorities. One exam-
ple is fundamental studies on radiation damage, both to under-
stand the consequences of this limiting issue in biological crys-
tallography and soft materials and possibly to use knowledge of

TE C H N I C A L L I A I S O N S

Shorter pulse capabilities from the storage ring:
Dennis Mills (DMM@aps.anl.gov)

Long beamline for full-field imaging: 
Wah-Keat Lee (WKLEE@aps.anl.gov) and Qun Shen (QSHEN@aps.anl.gov)

Bio-nanoprobe:
Stefan Vogt (VOGT@aps.anl.gov)

Dedicated microfocusing station for structural biology:
John Quintana (JPQ@aps.anl.gov)

High-magnetic-field facility at the APS:
George Srajer (SRAJERG@aps.anl.gov)

Dedicated high-energy x-ray capabilities:
Dean Haeffner (HAEFFNER@aps.anl.gov)

Improved soft x-ray capabilities:
Richard Rosenberg (RAR@aps.anl.gov)

Inelastic x-ray scattering:
Ercan Alp (EEA@aps.anl.gov)

Improved detectors:
John Quintana (JPQ@aps.anl.gov)
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APS Research Groups:
XOR—sectors 1-4
X-ray Operations and Research

DND-CAT—sector 5
DuPont-Northwestern-Dow Collaborative Access Team (CAT)

MU-CAT—sector 6
Midwest Universities CAT

MHATT/XOR—sector 7
Center for Real-Time X-ray Studies

IMMY/XOR—beamline 8-ID
IBM-McGill-MIT-Yale

CMC-CAT—sector 9
Complex Materials Consortium CAT

MR-CAT—sector 10
Materials Research CAT

BESSRC/XOR—sectors 11 & 12
Basic Energy Sciences Synchrotron Radiation Center

CARS-CAT
Center for Advanced Radiation Sources

GeoSoilEnviroCARS-CAT—sector 13
BioCARS-CAT—sector 14
ChemMatCARS-CAT—sector 15

HP-CAT—sector 16
High Pressure CAT

IMCA-CAT—sector 17
Industrial Macromolecular Crystallography Association CAT

Bio-CAT—sector 18
Biophysics CAT

SBC-CAT—sector 19
Structural Biology Center CAT

PNC/XOR—sector 20
Pacific Northwest Consortium

LS-CAT—sector 21
Life Sciences CAT

SER-CAT—sector 22
South East Regional CAT

GM/CA-CAT—sector 23
General Medicine and Cancer Institutes CAT

NE-CAT—sector 24 & beamline 8-BM
Northeastern CAT

Nanoprobe-CDT—sector 26
Nanoprobe Collaborative Development Team (CDT)

IXS-CDT—sector 30
Inelastic X-ray Scattering CDT

SGX-CAT—sector 31
Structural GenomiX CAT

COM-CAT—sector 32
Commercial CAT

UNI-CAT—sectors 33 & 34
A University-National Laboratory-Industry CAT
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Right: The Advanced Photon Source facility
at Argonne National Laboratory.

Below: The Center for Nanoscale Mate-rials
(as of March 2005), under construction on
the west side of the APS experiment hall. 

-
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Using data collected at the APS,
investigators from Indiana University,
Dalhousie University, and Argonne
National Laboratory studied the
(K2O)15(Nb2O5)15(TeO2)70 glass cer-
amic (15-15-70) and found no evi-
dence of previously proposed fluorite
crystallization and cation ordering.
Rather, their work demonstrated that
(1) the crystalline phase is a distortion
of the K2Te4O9 structure, and (2) SHG
activity does not require the major
chemical changes previously thought
necessary. This polymorph of K2Te4O9

is in space group P21/c with a tetrago-
nal lattice (a = 7.821 Å, b = 16.590 Å)
and is consistent with all observed dif-
fraction data, including the cubic
arrangement of cations in the x-ray
patterns, as well as the bond lengths,
angles, and additional features from
the neutron diffraction data.

The melt quench method was
used to synthesize glass samples,
which were treated at 425°C for 14 h
to produce ceramics. The 5-BM (Te
edge) and 1-BM (Nb edge) beamlines
at the APS were used to collect
anomalous powder x-ray diffraction data. At the Nb and Te
absorption edges, x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) were meas-
ured and analyzed by using the computer program CHOOCH.
Powder patterns were taken for Nb and Te with photon ener-
gies representing 5, 30, 50, and 120 eV below absorption
edges.

Powder neutron diffraction data were collected and ana-
lyzed by using the General Purpose Powder Diffractometer
instrument at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source at Argonne. 

The researchers used five different data sets to corroborate
the proposed model: (1) XAS of 15-15-70 glass ceramics for Te
and Nb; (2) the lowest energy and tetragonal polymorph crystal
structures of K2Te4O9 along the b-axis, which showed a cubic
motif; (3) the neutron diffraction data compared to the calculated

HH O WO W CC RR Y S TY S T A L SA L S FF O R MO R M VV I AI A OO R D E R I N GR D E R I N G
I NI N GG L A S SL A S S CC E R A M I C SE R A M I C S

pattern for the tetragonal polymorph, and the face-centered
cubic fluorite model previously proposed; (4) the results of the
powder x-ray diffraction experiments compared to the tetragonal
polymorph and the fluorite model; and (5) the total correlation
functions for the x-ray and neutron data compared to that calcu-
lated for the K2Te4O9 polymorph model and the fluorite model.

Consistent with their earlier work, the researchers found
15-15-70 glass to be a phase-separated mixture with droplet
morphology, although the new model shows the droplet/crys-
talline phase to be rich in Te. Such a conformation is expected
when a melt lies between two stable crystalline compositions,
that being the case here because K18Te41O91 differs minimally
from K2Te4O9 when Nb is left out. Similarities between K2Te4O9

and the cube suggested by the x-ray pattern imply a distortion

BB ecause it is symmetric, glass is generally not expected to demonstrate the non-linear optical properties that are
characteristic of some crystals. But recent studies are changing the way we look at glass. When heat is used to
form crystallites, a glass ceramic arises—one that exhibits optical second harmonic generation (SHG). One of

these glass ceramics contains tellurium (Te) and niobium (Nb) oxide, which have been the subject of some debate
regarding the final structure of the crystalline phase. A new model for this tellurium-niobium oxide, resulting from x-ray and
neutron diffraction studies carried out at the DND-CAT beamline 5-BM and the XOR 1-BM beamline, refutes previously pro-
posed models and suggests a more direct route to crystallization by means of an ordering of the existing structure.

Fig. 1. Polymorphs of K2Te4O9.  Left: stable crystal structure from single-crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion.  Right: pseudo-cubic K2Te4O9 structure.  This is a prototype for the crystalline phase of
the 15-15-70 glass ceramic that satisfies all diffraction data and topological and chemical
constraints.  The violet arrows on the stable structure symbolize the shortening of the b-axis
and stretching of the a•c distance, resulting in the pseudo-cubic structure.

SSTTRRUUCCTTUURRAALL SSTTUUDDIIEESS
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that can be explained without significant changes to bonding
geometries or connectivities (Fig. 1). Such a model can account
for the discrepancies between the x-ray diffraction patterns and
the neutron diffraction patterns, which lacked the cubic charac-
teristics, by addressing the different relative scattering strengths
of oxygen and the metals. The model also explains observed
phase separation behavior.

The model, as described for the crystalline phase, shows
inversion symmetry. Current research is aimed at exploring 15-
15-70 glass ceramic to characterize an additional mechanism
that leads to SHG from an isotropic distribution of inclusions that
is small when compared to the length of incident light. Taken
together with the existing data, these results will lead to a much
greater understanding of the complex optical behavior (especially
the non-linear response) of glass ceramics.  — Mona Mort

See: R.T. Hart1, J.W. Zwanziger2, and P.L. Lee3, “The
Crystalline Phase of (K2O)15(Nb2O5)15(TeO2)70 Glass Ceramic is
a Polymorph of K2Te4O9,” J. Non-Cryst. Solids 337, 48 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Indiana University, 2Dalhousie University,
and 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: jzwanzig@dal.ca

This research was funded by NSF grant DMR9870246. R.T.H. has been
supported by a Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need
(GAANN) Fellowship administered by the Department of Education.
This work was also supported in part by a fellowship from Merck
Research Laboratories. Use of the Advanced Photon Source and the
Intense Pulsed Neutron Source was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG.-38.
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rr esearchers from Oak Ridge National Laboratory have combined sophisticated theoretical and experimental
techniques to gain detailed knowledge of the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of complex crystalline sam-
ples. The samples were probed using high-intensity x-rays from the UNI-CAT 34-ID beamline at the APS.

The polychromatic x-rays were
concentrated in a very narrow (500nm)
beam and diffracted from microscopic
portions of a small sample of iridium
(Ir) that had been subjected to a weld,
which caused a portion of its volume
to melt, and then recrystallize as it
cooled. Due to the heating and cooling
around the weld, a heat-affected zone
was produced. Internal stresses were
pronounced within that zone. Some of
those internal stresses were relieved
through plastic deformation (which is
a permanent change in the structure
of a material). The plastic deformation
of the crystalline iridium could largely
be attributed to dislocations in the
crystal's structure. In general, an edge dislocation occurs when
a partial plane of atoms in the crystal's structure is sandwiched
between two full planes of atoms. Because the x-ray
microbeam penetrated just a few microns into the iridium, at
most only a couple of distinct crystalline grains within the sam-
ple were encountered at any beam position on the sample.

When a polychromatic x-ray beam is intercepted by a sin-
gle crystal, it reflects some of the x-rays into a characteristic
geometrical pattern that depends on the crystalline structure
and on the orientation of the crystal. From a nearly perfect crys-
tal, the Laue pattern will appear as a series of sharp spots on

an area detector. The spots correspond to wavelengths at
which the x-ray scattering from atomic planes in the crystal
interfere constructively. When portions of the sample's heat-
affected zone were probed by the microbeam of polychromatic
x-rays, the resulting diffraction patterns show pronounced
streaking of the Laue spots. The streaks are largely a result of
dislocations within the crystalline iridium. (Streaking can also
be attributed to effects of elastic strain within a crystal; however,
in this case elastic strain was considered to have a negligible
impact upon the resulting diffraction pattern.) The researchers

Fig 1. Comparison of Laue diffraction patterns: the left-hand graphic displays experimental data,
while the right-hand side is based upon computer simulation.

Continued on next page
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II n its wurtzite and cubic phases, boron nitride is one of the hardest materials known and has many industrial uses.
Although the process of forming the superhard phases from the flaky graphite-like hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN)
has been known for nearly 50 years, our understanding of how the bonds change as the material transforms from

one phase to another is limited, based primarily on theoretical calculations and indirect experimental evidence. The
lack of a direct in situ experimental probe for electronic structure at high pressure had left researchers with a number of
unanswered questions. Recent developments in high-pressure inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS), however, gave researchers
from the Carnegie Institution of Washington, The University of Chicago, and the Brookhaven and Argonne national lab-
oratories a direct method for probing electronic bonding changes under these challenging conditions. The research
team used this method to investigate how BN changes at high pressure.

Standard spectroscopic techniques for light (low-Z) ele-
ments, such as soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy (SXAS)
and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), are limited
in high-pressure environments because the diamond anvils
typically used for generating high pressure absorb x-rays in
the energy range of interest. Although IXS has potential for
high-pressure studies, it has been limited by the small differ-
ential scattering cross section in combination with the small
sample size. 

The research group carrying out this experiment was able
to use IXS by making several equipment modifications: they
used a cylindrical diamond anvil cell with a beryllium gasket
through which x-rays can enter and exit. They obtained a
usable signal by focusing the full undulator beam on the sam-
ple and using a post-sample slit to discriminate signal from
background. This method measures loss of the incident hard x-

ray photon energies with ever better resolution, allowing the
study of light elements.

As the anvil-cell pressure increased, the group observed
the conversion of h-BN's (in-plane) sp2 and weaker (out of
plane) p bonds into wurtzite's very hard and stable (diamond-
like) sp3 bonds and found that the bonds convert simultane-
ously in both crystallographic directions. The revealing experi-
ments were conducted at the HP-CAT beamline 16-ID and the
GSECARS-CAT beamline 13-ID at the APS.

The group obtained spectra in two crystallographic direc-
tions as they put the h-BN sample under increasing pressure,
transforming it into wurtzite or w-BN (Fig. 1). The bonding infor-
mation from the spectra suggests that the sp3 bonds form
simultaneously in both directions without relative displacement
or rotation between the layers of h-BN structure. Each nitrogen
atom appears to bond with three boron atoms in the same plane

showed that streaking direction and intensity are related to the
unpaired dislocation density tensor.

For a particular crystalline grain, there are many possible
dislocations that can cause streaking of a Laue pattern. The
researcher's task was to determine which type of dislocation—
known as a “slip system”—was responsible for the particular
Laue pattern seen in their experiment. The researchers con-
ducted computer simulations for the grain probed in their exper-
iment, which indicated that only two of the possible twelve slip
systems would yield Laue images closely resembling the
images produced in the experiment. Further mathematical
analysis identified the slip system that best matched the exper-
imental data and theory (Fig 1).

It was also found that crystalline deformation near the weld
was closely correlated to the thermal gradients and to the local
crystallographic orientation in that region. Furthermore, misori-
entations of the crystal's lattice structure in the heat affected
zone appeared mainly about an axis perpendicular to the weld
direction.

The researcher's results demonstrate that a combination of
sophisticated computer modeling, modern experimental tech-

niques, and high-intensity x-ray sources, such as Argonne's
APS, can give important insights into the microscopically inho-
mogenous behavior of materials. These methods can be further
extended by the use of differential aperture x-ray microscopy, a
new method that allows for the measurement of distinct small
volumes deep within low Z samples. — Phil Koth

See: G.E. Ice and R. Barabash, “Polychromatic X-ray
Microdiffraction Characterization of Local Crystallographic
Microstructure Evolution in 3D,” Proceedings of the 25th Risø
International Symposium on Materials Science: Evolution of
Deformation Microstructures in 3D, C. Gundlach, K. Haldrup, N.
Hansen, X. Huang, D. Juul Jensen, T. Leffers, Z.J. Li, S.F.
Nelson, W. Pantleon, J.A. Wert, and G. Winter, eds.; 351 (Risø
National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark, 2004).
Author Affiliations: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Correspondence: barabashom@ornl.gov

This research was supported by the  U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences under contract No. DE-AC05-00)R22725 with
UT-Battelle LLC. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under contract No.W-31-109-ENG-38.
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and a boron atom from the next layer down. At the same time,
each boron atom forms a bond with a nitrogen atom buckled
down from an adjacent layer above. This results in a much
stronger solid. Yet, although the bonding is similar, w-BN is still
distinct from crystalline c-BN.

The new IXS method and the results obtained thus far will
allow researchers to investigate a number of pressure-induced
phenomena in boron and nitrogen materials, including polymer-
ization, metallization, superconductivity, semiconductivity, and
superhardness. It should also offer some contrast between BN
and the properties of carbon.  — Yvonne Carts-Powell

See: Y. Meng1,2, H.-K. Mao2, P.J. Eng3, T.P. Trainor3, M.
Newville3, M.Y. Hu1,2, C. Kao4, J. Shu2, D. Hausermann1,2, and

R.J. Hemley1, “The Formation of sp3 Bonding in Compressed
BN,” Nat. Mater. 3, 111 (February 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 3The University of Chicago,
4Brookhaven National Laboratory
Correspondence: ymeng@hpcat.aps.anl.gov

Use of the HP-CAT facility is supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) Office of Basic Energy Sciences; the DOE National
Nuclear Security Administration; the National Science Foundation; the
Department of Defense Tank, Automotive and Armaments Command;
and the W.M. Keck Foundation. Use of the Advanced Photon Source is
supported by the DOE Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Fig. 1. Spectra of boron's K absorption edge (left) and nitrogen's K absorption edge (right) at
varying pressures, obtained using inelastic x-ray scattering. As pressure increases, the peaks
corresponding to sp2 and p bonds recede and are replaced by those of sp3 bonds. The
scattered intensity is normalized to the incident intensity. High-pressure spectra were taken in
horizontal and vertical geometries to probe bonds in directions parallel and perpendicular
to the c-axis. The top spectra are from the starting h-BN sample at 1 bar. The bottom spec-
tra are from cubic BN. 
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A particularly puzzling surface phase transition is the
reconstruction of tin (Sn) atoms on a germanium (Ge) sur-
face. When a Ge (111) surface is covered by approxi-
mately one-third of a monolayer of Sn at room tempera-
ture, the adsorbed layer forms the so-called √3 × √3 pat-
tern (Fig. 1). As the substrate is cooled to 100K, the Sn
atoms undergo a reversible phase transition to a 3 × 3
structure. When this 3 × 3 structure is examined by means
of scanning tunneling microscopy, some of the Sn sites
appear different from the others. Previous studies with x-
ray diffraction measurements have yielded conflicting
results, so the research team used XSW observations to
examine the surface reconstruction.

X-ray standing wave imaging is an element-specific
analysis tool that relies on x-ray fluorescence induced by
the interference pattern created near a surface by an
incoming x-ray beam and its Bragg reflection. XSW has
advantages over conventional x-ray diffraction in interpret-
ing the data, because it yields both phase and amplitude
information, as opposed to x-ray diffraction, which loses
the phase component. 

To create the samples, Sn was evaporated onto the
sputter-cleaned Ge surface at room temperature, then
annealed at 473K in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber. X-rays
at 7 keV energy from 5-ID-C were directed onto the Ge sur-
face, and the Sn x-ray fluorescence was collected at various tem-
peratures by a solid-tate detector. To form the XSW image, the
Ge crystal was rotated relative to the incident beam, causing the
standing wave pattern to move in and out from the surface.

The researchers used the XSW data to obtain a set of
Fourier components that were added together to derive a real-
space 3-D atomic density map of the adsorbed Sn atoms rela-
tive to the Ge substrate lattice.  In the room temperature struc-
ture, the map showed that the Sn atoms aligned laterally over
a Ge atomic position in the second layer down of Ge atoms.
Furthermore, the Sn distribution was found to be vertically
split—with one-third of the Sn atoms 0.45 Å higher than the
remaining two-thirds. This distribution showed no change when
going through the surface reconstruction (when the Ge crystal
was cooled), consistent with an order-disorder picture. Below
the transition temperature, the Sn atoms are locked in place,
while above the transition temperature, they undergo fluctua-
tions between the two vertical positions. The use of XSW to
study this particular surface reconstruction has resolved a num-
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ber of controversies over the structure of the Sn adsorbate
layer and the nature of the phase transition involved. In addi-
tion, the work highlights the value of third-generation synchro-
tron facilities such as the APS to provide the very bright mono-
chromatic x-ray beam essential to these kinds of surface struc-
tural probes.  — David Voss

See: J.S. Okasinski, C.-Y. Kim, D.A. Walko, and M.J. Bedzyk,
“X-ray Standing Wave Imaging of the 1–

3
Monolayer Sn/Ge(111)

Surface,” Phys. Rev. B 69, 041401 (2004).
Author Affiliation: Northwestern University
Correspondence: bedzyk@northwestern.edu

This work was supported by the NSF under Contract Nos. DMR-
9973436, DMR-0076097, and CHE-9810378; the State of Illinois under
Contract No. IBHEHECANWU96 to NU, and the U.S. DOE under
Contract Nos. W-31-109-ENG-38 to ANL and DE-FG02-03 ER 15457
to NU. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

AA vast range of chemical and materials science phenomena occur on surfaces, so it is important to understand
how atomic-layered structures form on substrates. Of particular interest are surface phase transitions, in which
one ordering of atoms on a surface changes to a different ordering. The starting point for unraveling the

details of surface phase transitions is an accurate picture of the surface on an atomic scale. Despite many experimen-
tal investigations, the dynamics of a wide range of structural transitions remain unresolved. Recently, researchers from
Northwestern University, using the DND-CAT 5-ID-C beamline at the APS, have developed a technique for examining
arrangements of adsorbed atoms on surfaces in three dimensions (3-D) as a function of temperature by means of x-ray
standing wave (XSW) imaging.

Fig 1. (left) Schematic of 1/3 monolayer of Sn atoms (red) adsorbed on a
Ge (111) surface (top Ge layer: open circles; bottom Ge layer: filled cir-
cles). The 1 × 1 two-dimension unit cell is outlined in green, the √3 x √3 in
red, and 3 × 3 as dashed blue lines. (right) A lateral cut (top) and vertical
cut (bottom) through the Sn 3-D atomic density map that was generated
by a summation of a small set of x-ray standing wave measured Sn Fourier
components. The cuts were selected to coincide with the maximum (dark
red) in the Sn density. The subsidiary maxima are due to unmeasured
Fourier components being artificially set equal to zero in the summation
(i.e., truncation error). The small open circles represent the positions of the
Ge top layer of atoms that forms the 1 × 1 unit cell.
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The mineral α-AlF3 is commonly used in the chemical
industry as a catalyst for fluorocarbon manufacture and as an
additive for improving the electrolysis of aluminum ore in alu-
minum production. The material has a distorted perovskite
structure related to the compound rhenium oxide at room tem-
perature. However, heat it above 468ºC, and the material
changes, adopting the cubic rhenium oxide structure.

According to the team, using conventional approaches—
such as powder diffraction and neutron diffraction—to analyze

OO C TC T A H E D R A LA H E D R A L TT I LI L TT PP R O V I D E SR O V I D E S CC AA TT A LA L Y S TY S T CC LL U E SU E S

TT he smallest of structural changes can lead to large changes in the properties of technologically important
materials. Take perovskites, for instance. The perovskite structure is an archetypal crystal structure found in a
diverse range of minerals, including materials with useful catalytic and electronic properties. But subtle distor-

tions from the archetypal structure can turn an active catalyst into an inactive one or a superconducting material into
an insulator. Now, researchers from the State University of New York at Stony Brook, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Michigan State University, and Argonne National Laboratory have used high-energy x-rays from the XOR 1-ID beamline
at the APS to study the structure-dependent properties of a perovskite-related mineral: alpha-aluminum trifluoride (a-
AlF3). Their findings show how new x-ray diffraction methods can allow researchers to detect and model subtle changes
of structure more accurately than before, and confirm that these new methods have many significant applications in
chemistry, materials science, and for geologically important materials.

Fig. 1. Two corner-sharing AlF6 octahedra, bridged by a single
fluorine atom (top). The time-averaged fluorine position is shown
as a black sphere and the actual fluorine position is shown in
red, which rapidly rotates around the average position at high
temperature. The pair distribution functions as a function of tem-
perature are shown in the middle graph. The first peak corre-
sponds to the aluminum-fluorine bond distance and shows a
gradual increase as a function of temperature. The bottom plot
shows the difference between the average and instantaneous
fluorine positions as a function of temperature.

this phase change does not provide enough detailed information
as to how the change occurs. These techniques yield useful long-
range information that is averaged but cannot reveal the dynam-
ics of the process. By necessity, it is the movement of ions or
atoms that underlies the structural change. Recently, the team
obtained data from the XOR 1-ID beamline that are detailed
enough to reveal the dynamics of structure-changing processes.

Earlier studies have explained the structural changes in
perovskites and other minerals in terms of the rotation of rigid
octahedral sub-units in the crystal structure. Indeed, scientists
use the rigid unit model with great success to describe the
phase changes in silica and various natural perovskites. In the
case of aluminum trifluoride, these octahedra comprise a cen-
tral aluminum atom surrounded by six fluorine atoms, one at
each vertex of the octahedron. By combining two distinct tech-
niques—so-called “Rietveld refinement” and a pair distribution
function—the team was able to observe the shifting octahedra
within the material's structure at temperatures just below the
phase change, at the temperature at which the phase change
occurs, and temperatures just above it.

The group also ran molecular dynamics simulations in par-
allel with their refinement of the beamline data. The simulations
gave them a way to “animate” the phase transition as one form
of aluminum trifluoride is converted into the other as the temper-
ature increases. The simulations then allowed the researchers
to refine their model still further by comparing the simulation
with their experimental results.

The study shows that the high-temperature structure of alu-
minum trifluoride is highly dynamic and is essentially composed
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of a superposition of tilted AlF6 octahedra that rotate between
the different tilted structures, leading to an apparent cubic,
undistorted structure.

The researchers hope to extend their approach to other
materials, including other perovskites; catalysts such as CeO2

(cerium dioxide); negative thermal expansion materials, such as
zirconium molybdate; and perovskite minerals of geological rel-
evance. One such mineral, magnesium silicate, comprises the
bulk of the Earth's mantle and is the subject of investigations to
explain anomalous seismic behavior observed at the boundary
between the mantle and the Earth's core. The researchers
anticipate that the combined experimental approach, in which
both local atomic structure and long-range structure are probed,
will provide valuable insight into how local structural distortions
couple with physical properties or reactivity in this and other
related mineral structures.  — David Bradley

See: P.J. Chupas1,5, S. Chaudhuri1, J.C. Hanson2, X. Qiu3,
P.L. Lee4, S.D. Shastri4, S.J.L. Billinge3, and C.P. Grey1,

“Probing Local and Long-Range Structure Simultaneously: An
In Situ Study of the High-Temperature Phase Transition of
α-AlF3,” J. Am. Chem. Soc. 126, 4256 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1State University of New York at Stony
Brook, 2Brookhaven National Laboratory, 3Michigan State
University, 4Argonne National Laboratory, 5Present address:
Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: cgrey@mail.chem.sunysb.edu
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AA s most concert musicians and all good piano tuners know, two musical notes of similar pitch will interfere with
each other and produce an undulating “beating” effect that indicates how well-tuned the instrument is. A
similar beating phenomenon has been shown to be influential in the realm of quantum physics, where the

wave-like nature of electrons interferes with the atomic structure of a nanoscale metal film. Such effects may prove very
important for future technologies as the size of devices quickly shrinks to atomic dimensions. Many researchers have
already predicted these effects in theoretical studies, but experimental observation of them has been more elusive.
Recently, a team of researchers from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, using the UNI-CAT 33-ID beamline
at the APS tackled the problem with an experiment using x-ray scattering from thin lead films on silicon.

Because of the penetrating nature of x-rays, detailed infor-
mation not only about the surface of a film, but also about the
substrate that supports it can be obtained by means of x-ray dif-
fraction. Such an ability allows for measurement of absolute film
thicknesses over a wide surface area. With this technique, the
researchers observed the structural evolution of nanoscale films
as they passed through various phases at different temperatures;
the technique also revealed quantum influences caused by elec-
tron confinement on the physical properties of the films.

Thin-film samples were fabricated by evaporating Pb onto
Si(111) substrates in an ultra-high-vacuum chamber at the UNI-
CAT facility. Each substrate was cleaned and pretreated before
growing a Pb film of a specific thickness. The films were then
slowly warmed from 110K to room temperature while examin-
ing the surface morphology at select times by measuring the
extended x-ray reflectivity. The data were then analyzed to
reveal the distribution of nanostructure heights, which showed
that the surface energy of a film, and hence its relative stability,
is strongly dependent on its thickness.

The samples were found to undergo an unusual set of
structural changes as they warmed: At 110K, the deposited Pb

atoms form smooth closed films in a layer-by-layer fashion. The
bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows such a film, which is 11 atomic lay-
ers thick. At around 200K, the film transforms into a state often
referred to as the “magic height” phase since all of the nanos-
tructures on the surface are the same height (12 atomic layers
in Fig. 1). Finally, at higher temperatures (around 280K), the
films roughen and the height distribution greatly broadens,
reflecting the broader energy landscape of the system.  By ana-
lyzing the distribution of nanostructure heights at the final tem-
perature, researchers can obtain a measure of the relative sta-
bility of each thickness with respect to its neighbors. This quan-
tity can, in turn, be related to the surface energy for that height
(Fig. 1, top), which exhibits an unusual oscillation pattern as a
function of thickness. This oscillation strongly resembles the
beating pattern that arises from the interference of two sinu-
soidal functions that have nearly the same frequency, as with
two musical notes of similar pitch.

The oscillations and beating pattern can be explained by
quantum confinement of the electrons in the thin layers of Pb.
In the case of a thin film in the classical limit, where the elec-
trons can occupy a continuum of energy levels, the surface
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Fig. 1. Curves in the bottom panel show the percent surface area cov-
ered by different thicknesses of Pb. Starting at 110K, the morphology
evolves from an initial thickness of 11 atomic layers, through various
preferred thickness states, and to a final state at 280K that exhibits pro-
nounced oscillations. The corresponding relative surface energy for the
280K curve is shown in the top panel, exhibiting a beating pattern that
decays with increasing thickness. The beating pattern is attributable to
quantum confinement of electrons in the thin film layers.
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TT
hin films of ferroelectric material for use in future “electronic” devices can be as thin as 1.2 nanometers with-
out loss of function, according to a synchrotron x-ray study carried out by researchers using the BESSRC/XOR
beamline 12-ID at the APS. The results show that a thin film of one particular ferroelectric material, lead
titanate, is still stable even in a layer that is a mere 1.2 nanometers (three unit cells) thick.

An electric field can control the permanent polarization in a
ferroelectric material in much the same way that a magnetic
field controls the magnetization of a ferromagnet. Ferroelectric
materials known as perovskites, of which lead titanate is one,
share their crystal structure with the mineral perovskite. They
are being keenly investigated for new applications in microelec-
tronics.

Ferroelectric materials are already being used in microelec-
tronic devices, such as non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM), that exploit ferroelectricity to store information. An

electric field can switch the permanent polarization from one
direction to the other, representing the switch from a 0 bit of
information to a 1. The development of NVRAM could provide
computers and ever-smaller portable information devices with
high-density solid-state memory that, unlike conventional RAM,
does not lose its information when switched off. The Argonne
research removes a potential limitation on how dense these
devices can be when fabricated.

Perovskites also have other potentially useful properties.
They are piezoelectric materials, for instance, which means

energy is constant with thickness. But electrons in a quantum
well structure only occupy discrete levels, leading to oscillations
in the surface energy. The beating pattern arises from the inter-
ference of the electron waves with the atomic lattice structure of
the crystalline films. These results show that x-ray diffraction
affords a detailed look at quantum effects in nanostructured sur-
faces unavailable with other probes. Moreover, such diffraction
experiments are made possible by the high brilliance and excel-
lent resolution of third-generation synchrotron facilities such as
the APS  — David Voss

See: P. Czoschke,  H. Hong, L. Basile, and T.-C. Chiang,
“Quantum Beating Patterns Observed in the Energetics of Pb
Film Nanostructures,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 036103-1 (16 July
2004).
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that they change shape when a voltage is applied, or generate
a voltage when they are deformed. They are also pyroelectric,
producing a voltage when the temperature changes.
Electronically controlled switches, valves, pumps, and sensors
in so-called “lab-on-a-chip” devices, or microelectromechanical
systems, could exploit such properties.

Technologists hoping to exploit the novel electrical and
magnetic properties of such advanced materials in thin-film
form have often encountered problems maintaining their prop-
erties in very thin films. Researchers found that films of lead
titanate thinner than 100 nanometers, for instance, have
reduced polarizability and sometimes exhibit no ferroelectric
behavior at all. If this problem proved to be the result of a fun-
damental incompatibility between ferroelectricity and reduced
thickness, it might present a lower limit on the size of microelec-
tronic components based on such materials.

Researchers from Argonne National Laboratory and  Northern
Illinois University were not convinced that the size effects seen in
previous studies would arise in all ferroelectric samples. It can be
very difficult to separate the effects of true size dependence from
those of uncontrolled experimental variables, such as stress and
composition, that can vary with sample size. Recent theoretical cal-
culations carried out by other researchers had also predicted that
perovskite films would still have ferroelectric properties, even in films
just a few nanometers thick.

The group set about making detailed experimental obser-
vations that would unambiguously settle the long-standing
question of the thickness limit for ferroelectricity. The team used
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition to grow thin layers of
the perovskite lead titanate on single crystals of strontium
titanate. By carrying out x-ray scattering experiments during the
deposition process, they were able to control the thickness of
the layer very precisely to an integer value of the film's unit cell.
By using this in situ approach and the high-brilliance synchro-
tron x-ray beam from the APS, the team obtained accurate data
from high-quality samples as thin as 1 unit cell.

In these thin films, the ferroelectric phase forms in nanome-
ter-scale stripes of alternating polarity, which produce charac-
teristic signals, or satellite peaks, in the x-ray scattering results.
The researchers used these satellite peaks to identify the ferro-

electric phase. Fig. 1 shows the scattering pattern from a 3-unit-
cell- (1.2-nanometer) thick film that is shown to be ferroelectric.
The team found thinner (2- and 1-unit-cell-thick) films to be non-
ferroelectric. This tiny thickness limit for ferroelectricity bodes
well for fabricating submicroscopic layers for use in various
novel applications.   — David Bradley

See: D.D. Fong1, G.B. Stephenson1, S.K. Streiffer1, J.A.
Eastman1, O.Auciello1, P.H. Fuoss1, and C. Thompson2,
“Ferroelectricity in Ultrathin Perovskite Films,” Science
304(5677), 1650, 11 June 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Northern
Illinois University
Correspondence: stephenson@anl.gov

Work supported by the State of Illinois and by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under
Contract no. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. X-ray scattering pattern from ferroelectric stripe
domains in a thin film of lead titanate 3-unit-cells thick.
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For the x-ray measurements, a powdered sam-
ple of SiC crystals was obtained. The powder was
then compressed to form a pellet, placed into a dia-
mond anvil cell (DAC), and surrounded by a pres-
sure-transmitting fluid consisting of methanol and
ethanol. The DAC device was used to exert high
pressures on the sample, which reached a maxi-
mum of 50 GPa. The highly monochromatic syn-
chrotron x-rays derived from the HP-CAT beamline
were focused by Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors to a
square area of just 10 µm per side (1 µm = 10-6 m).
The x-ray wavelength was λ = 0.4246 Å. Angle dis-
persive x-ray diffraction (XRD) was the technique
employed to decipher the crystalline structure of the
sample at various pressures.

Silicon carbide crystals come in a variety of dis-
tinct forms called “polytypes.” All SiC polytypes
share a common building block or bilayer, which in
the case of SiC, can be conceptualized as two pla-
nar sheets of atoms bonded together—one sheet of
silicon atoms, the other of carbon atoms. The x-ray
diffraction patterns obtained from this research
showed that, at all pressures, the SiC crystals in the
sample were all of the 6H polytype. The “6” means
that the bilayer is repeated six times, while the “H”
denotes the crystals' hexagonal structure. Pressures
exerted on the sample were determined by measur-
ing the fluorescence of tiny ruby chips placed in the
sample chamber. The volumes of the SiC crystals, which
decreased as the pressure increased, were deduced from the x-
ray diffraction data. From those measurements it was deter-
mined that from zero pressure to the maximum of 50 GPa, the
linear compressibility of the SiC crystals was very nearly
isotropic (i.e., the same in every lattice direction).

The ultrasonic measurements, carried out at the State
University of New York at Stony Brook, were performed at pres-
sures up to 13.6 GPa. The SiC sample was held in a specialized
hydraulic press. Both compressional P and transverse S ultra-
sonic waves were induced in the sample. Measurement of the
velocities of those waves allowed the volume of the sample to be
determined at various pressures (Fig. 1).
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A prime goal of the x-ray and ultrasonic experiments was
the determination of the bulk modulus (K0) and bulk modulus
pressure derivative (K′0) of the SiC crystals. Both K0 and K′0
can be determined using an equation of state. The equation of
state is basically a model that expresses the pressure exerted
on the crystals as a function of volume, K0, and K′0. The pres-
sure and volume data from the x-ray and ultrasonic experi-
ments were fit to the equation of state and the values of the
bulk modulus and its pressure derivative were determined
independently for each of those two techniques. From the x-ray
diffraction measurements, the researchers found K0 = 218.46 ±
4.9 GPa, which overlaps the value of the bulk modulus derived

SS ilicon carbide (SiC) is currently the focus of intensive research. Its favorable attributes include high mechanical
hardness, excellent thermal conductivity, and tolerance to high temperatures (over 600°C) without significant
structural degradation. Because of these and other positive features, SiC is thought to have great potential for

application in a variety of important technologies, such as high-temperature and high-current electronic devices. In this
research, a team consisting of investigators from the University of Hawaii, the State University of New York at Stony Brook,
and Argonne National Laboratory examined small samples of SiC utilizing synchrotron x-rays and ultrasonic sound
waves. For both types of measurements, the SiC samples were subjected to a range of pressures in order to reveal cer-
tain key properties of the material, including the bulk and shear modulus, along with their corresponding pressure deriv-
atives. The x-ray measurements were carried out at the HP-CAT 16-ID beamline at the APS.

Fig. 1.  Comparison of the variation of the unit cell volume ratio with pressure.
Data from four experiments are compared: the x-ray diffraction and ultrasonic
experiments described in this summary; a subsequent x-ray diffraction experi-
ment that used a different pressure media than the one described here; and
finally, a previous experiment conducted by Bassett et al, J. Appl. Phys. 74, 3824
(1993).
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from the ultrasonic measurements, K0 = 216.56 ± 1.1 GPa.
Notably, the two experimental techniques yielded the same
value for the bulk modulus pressure derivative of K′0 = 4.19 ±
0.09. The values of K0 and K′0 were close to those determined
by several other research teams that employed similar tech-
niques and materials.  — William Arthur Atkins

See: G. Amulele1, M.H. Manghnani1, B. Li2, D.J.H. Errandonea3,
M. Somayazulu3, and Y. Meng3, “High Pressure Ultrasonic and
X-ray Studies on Monolithic SiC Composite,” J. Appl. Phys. 95,
1806 (15 February 2004).
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The group studied a particular perovskite manganite:
Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3. Spectra were obtained at the material’s Mn-K
transition edge both above and below the structural phase tran-
sition temperature.
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PP erovskites are the parent minerals for an increasingly important group of oxides. Perovskites have remarkable
electronic properties that depend on the different electronic degrees of freedom—spin, charge, orbital degen-
eracy, and electron-lattice coupling—and the way these interact. Even after 50 years of research, scientists are

still unclear about what electronic arrangements account for perovskite's unusual properties. Researchers from Rutgers
University, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor (HASYLAB), the Joint Research
Center  for Atom Technology, and Argonne National Laboratory used resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) at the CMC-CAT
9-ID beamline at the APS and beamline X22C at the National Synchrotron Light Source to better understand the elec-
tronic ground state of a perovskite manganite. Their results provide new information about the material and led them
to suggest an orbital ordering scheme.

The oldest theory regarding the ground-state of half-doped
manganites is a charge and orbital ordering model by
Goodenough: the Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites form a checkerboard,
and the molecular orbitals form zig-zag magnetic chains. In
1997, Radaelli and others proposed a structure supporting this
theory. But x-ray spectroscopy experiments did not show any
charge ordering. A conflicting “Zener polaron” theory published
in 2002 suggested a different crystal structure, with no checker-
board ordering. 

The research team observed the presence of inequivalent
Mn atoms but not the charge ordering. Their work is evidence
against the Zener polaron theory. It does show that inequivalent
Mn atoms order as suggested in the older theory. However, the
results also imply a new pattern of orbital ordering The data sug-
gest that all the Mn sites have similar charge density with differ-
ent 3d orbitals orientations. Because this orientation is crucial to
the magnetic and transport properties, the work suggests new
considerations for the physics of manganites.

Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3
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Fig. 1. Resonant x-ray diffraction allows researchers to obtain
spectra that sheds light on the higher orbitals of Mn in the crystal
structure of perovskite manganites. The RXD data shows very dif-
ferent curves for Mn in different positions within a crystal unit cell.
Although standard crystallographic methods barely distinguish
the two inequivalent sites, RXD converts some hundredths of an
Angstrom difference into a 500% variation in the signal intensity.
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Polarization fatigue is a well-known prob-
lem in ferroelectric capacitor technology. One
problem that may cause polarization fatigue
stems from the migration of oxygen atoms to
the electrode region. This migration, in turn,
leads to formation of oxygen vacancies which
can pin polarization domain walls and inhibit
switching. Another mechanism involves the
formation of a layer near the electrode inter-
face that reduces the total electric field in the
ferroelectric material and shuts down its abil-
ity to reverse polarization. Both of these pro-
posed mechanisms appear to be microscopic
in nature; to study them in detail requires a
precise, high-resolution structural analysis
tool. X-ray microdiffraction can be used to
image the evolution of polarization domains in
buried ferroelectric thin films during switching
with submicrometer resolution.

The ferroelectric devices studied here
were made in the University of Wisconsin
group of Chang-Beom Eom by first depositing
an SrRuO3 bottom electrode on an insulating

NN E WE W DD E TE T A I L SA I L S O FO F FF E R R O E L E C T R I CE R R O E L E C T R I C SS W I TW I T C H I N GC H I N G

AA ll of our current information technology relies on devices that process information as binary ones and zeroes.
Ferroelectric materials are of special interest to developers of the next generation of such devices because
they exhibit polarized electronic states that can represent bits of information. Moreover, these materials retain

their polarization states without consuming electrical power, making ferroelectrics the subject of intense study for non-
volatile memory applications in which data are stored even when the power is turned off. One problem, however, is
polarization fatigue: after a number of cycles, the switchable polarization begins to taper off, rendering the device unus-
able. A team of researchers from the University of Wisconsin, Bell Laboratories, and the University of Michigan used the
MHATT/XOR beamline 7-ID at the APS to study the micron-scale details of polarization fatigue in ferroelectric oxides.

Fig. 1. Microdiffraction images of polarization switching in a Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 thin film capac-
itor. (A) Images made following a -10 V pulse (top) and a shorter 10 µs +5 V pulse (bot-
tom) show nearly complete polarization switching. Longer electrical pulses completely
switch the device. (B) The boundary between two regions with opposite polarizations.

EELLEECCTTRROONNIICC && MMAAGGNNEETTIICC MMAATTEERRIIAALLSS

Resonant x-ray-diffraction is an excellent tool for investigat-
ing the electronic ordering of the material because it is
extremely sensitive to the environment of the resonant ions.
RXD involves measuring the intensity of a reflection as a func-
tion of the incident photon energy. This technique obtains spec-
troscopic information regarding the molecular orbitals of the
material. It also provides diffraction and scattering information
because of the coherence of the resonant process. 

By tuning the incident energy to the Mn K-edge, the
researchers probed the unoccupied density of p-orbital states.
The probe was a 6.550 keV photon with enough energy to be
absorbed by a deep core electron, which was then promoted
above the Fermi level (from the 1s to 4p orbital). This 4p orbital
extends beyond the closest oxygen neighbors. The 4p map-
pings of the different Mn sites in the crystal unit cell are dramat-
ically different (Fig. 1).  — Yvonne Carts-Powell

See: S. Grenier1,2, J. P. Hill2, D. Gibbs2, K.J. Thomas2, M. v.
Zimmermann3, C. S. Nelson4, V. Kiryukhin1, Y. Tokura5, Y.
Tomioka5, D. Casa6, T. Gog6, and C. Venkataraman6, “Resonant
X-ray Diffraction of the Magnetoresistant Perovskite:
Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3” Phys. Rev. B 69, 134419 (15 April 2004). 
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SrTiO3 substrate. Epitaxial PbZr1-xTixO3 (PZT) films with a nom-
inal composition of x = 0.55 and thicknesses of 80 or 160 nm
were grown on top of the electrodes by means of radio fre-
quency sputtering, followed by a top electrode layer consisting
of sputtered polycrystalline platinum. A beam of 10-keV x-rays
from the 7-ID beamline was focused onto a 0.8-µm spot on this
ferroelectric structure, and the diffracted x-rays were detected
by using conventional x-ray diffraction techniques. Images of
the stored polarization with the ferroelectric layer were obtained
by scanning the x-ray beam across the device. An advantage of
this configuration is that electrical measurements can be made
in situ during x-ray diffraction experiments. As a baseline, dif-
fraction images were collected for each of the two stable polar-
ization states to establish that x-ray microdiffraction was an
accurate probe of the ferroelectric behavior.

The results of this study showed that polarization fatigue
was qualitatively different when the switching was driven by
lower-amplitude electric-field pulses (0.625 MV per cm peak)
switching versus higher-amplitude field pulses (1.2 MV per cm
peak). Fatigue was observed in both regimes as the polariza-
tion-field hysteresis loops collapsed after repeated cycling with
triangle wave pulses at 1 kHz. Low electric-field fatigue was
observed within 104 pulses as the PZT layer structure became
pinned into an unswitchable state, which could be restored by
exposure to higher electric-field pulses.  

A different process was found for fatigue induced by high
field pulses. Although the onset of fatigue occurred after a much
higher number of electric-field cycles, the decrease in switch-
able polarization and the structural changes were more dra-
matic and irreversible. The x-ray microdiffraction images

showed that isolated regions of severely decreased x-ray scat-
tering intensity begin to form and that these eventually coalesce
to encompass the entire region under the electrodes. The dif-
fraction data indicate that there is a drastic loss of structural
order as the fatigue progresses to failure of the device.

These measurements, made possible by the high bright-
ness of the third-generation synchrotron at the APS, confirm
that several mechanisms may be at play during fatigue and fail-
ure of ferroelectric devices. The results also indicate that x-ray
microdiffraction is an ideal tool for high-resolution studies of
structural changes in thin-film devices under a wide range of
conditions, especially when structural and electronic phenom-
ena are deeply enmeshed. 

See: D.-H. Do1, P.G. Evans1, E.D. Isaacs2,†, D.M. Kim1, C.B. Eom1,
and E.M. Dufresne3, “Structural Visualization of Polarization Fatigue
in Epitaxial Ferroelectric Oxide Devices,” Nat. Mater. 3, 365 (1 June
2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Wisconsin, Madison; 2Bell
Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, 3University of Michigan
(†Present address: Argonne National Laboratory)
Correspondence: evans@engr.wisc.edu

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation through
the University of Wisconsin Materials Research Science and
Engineering Center (grants number DMR-0079983 and  DMR-0313764
[C.B.E.]). E.D. acknowledges support from the U.S. Department of
Energy (grants number DE-FG02-03ER46023 and DE-FG02-
00ER15031) and from the NSF FOCUS Physics Frontier Centre. Use of
the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38).

Julie Cross (Argone National Laboratory) in the
PNC/XOR 20-ID-C research station, using a video
microscope to center a 70 µm-diameter molybde-
num wire on the rotational axis of a six-circle Huber
Psi goniometer. 
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There are two ways to isolate RXMS from charge scattering:
analyze the polarization of x-rays with a linearly polarized probing
x-ray beam, or use circularly polarized x-rays of alternating helici-
ties and calculate the difference of I+ and I- (respectively, the scat-
tering intensities of the + and - helicities of the primary x-rays). For
multilayered samples, the use of circularly polarized x-rays is
preferable because the cos2θ polarization factor retains a large
value at small scattering angles. Because of its ability to detect
high count rates in reasonably short times, an avalanche photodi-
ode detector is optimal for investigating the weaker magnetism
induced in nonmagnetic metals. 

The research team used this technique in an experimental
setup based around an APD with a homemade 1-GHz bandwidth
amplifier and an SR400 photon counter. The linearly polarized
source hard x-rays are converted into circularly polarized beams
using a rotary oscillating 0.45 mm-thick diamond crystal. To mini-
mize instabilities, a quarter-wavelength phase plate is rotary oscil-
lated to flip the helicity of the x-ray beam, and I+ and I- are synchro-
nously measured (digital lock-in technique). Experiments using the
SPring-8 light source at the Japan Synchrotron Radiation
Research Institute demonstrated that this detector system could
measure RXMS at superlattice Bragg peaks at various peak count
rates in a multilayered sample near the K absorption edge of Co.
With count-loss corrections in the peak profiles taking into account
the electron bunch rates in the light source, the APD measures
RXMS of 0.1% in flipping ratios at observed count rates up to low
seven in I+ and I-.

The experimenters used this setup on the XOR 4-ID beamline
to measure RXMS from “nonmagnetic” Cu layers in a Co/Cu multi-
layer on a silicon substrate. To maximize difference scattering
intensity, the x-ray energy was tuned to 8991 eV (close to the K
edge of Cu), and RXMS flipping ratios were observed at first-, sec-
ond-, and third-order Bragg peaks. The research group could quan-
titatively measure RXMSs as small as 0.01% in flipping ratio at
APD peak count rates of ~3 x 106 cps.

The peak profiles obtained demonstrate nonuniform spin polar-
ization in the out-of-plane direction in the 4p-state electrons of Cu
between the Co layers of the sample, and are either positive or neg-
ative. However, at the Co K edge, the 4p states are all spin polar-
ized in the negative direction, as would be expected since 4p states
in the ferromagnetic Co layers should be polarized to the same
extent throughout. With the Co/Cu multilayer sample placed in a
strong in-plane external field, the exchange coupling was measured
across the multilayers, providing a model polarization profile that

RR E S O N A N TE S O N A N T XX -- R AR A YY MM A G N E T I CA G N E T I C SS C AC A T T E R I N GT T E R I N G
I NI N NN O N M A G N E T I CO N M A G N E T I C / M/ M A G N E T I CA G N E T I C LL AA Y E R E DY E R E D SS A M P L E SA M P L E S

shows an oscillatory behavior across the 3.9 nm-thick Cu layers that
is consistent with RKKY (Rutherman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida) theory
adapted to a planar geometry. Thus, this APD detector system
enabled the study of the indirect exchange coupling and magnetic
structures of “nonmagnetic” materials using RXMS and provided
data in a relatively short time using synchrotron-generated circu-
larly-polarized x-rays, even for nonmagnetic materials sandwiched
between ferromagnetic layers in a sample. — Mark Wolverton

See: Y. Hayasaki1, K. Ishiji1, H. Hashizume1, N. Hosoito1, K.
Omote2, M. Kuribayashi2, G. Srajer3, J.C. Lang3, and D. Haskel3,
“Measurement of Resonant X-ray Magnetic Scattering from
Induced Cu Polarizations in Exchange-coupled Co/Cu Multilayers,”
J. Phys. Condens. Matter 16, 1915 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Nara Institute of Science and Technology,
2Rigaku Corporation, 3Argonne National Labor-atory. 
Correspondence: hhashizu@ms.naist.jp

The experiment at SPring-8 was supported under proposals nos.
2002B0462 and 2003A0480; the one at APS under proposal no.GUP-
100. This work supported by Collaborative Research Projects of the
Materials and Structures Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology. Use of
the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

PP robing the partially magnetic structures of compound materials or alloys can be difficult. Neutron scattering to
tell one type of atom from another works only in well-ordered structures. Now, using the technique of resonant
x-ray magnetic scattering (RXMS) at the XOR 4-ID beamline at the APS, researchers from the Nara Institute of

Science and Technology, the Rigaku Corporation, and Argonne National Laboratory have employed the faster proper-
ties of an avalanche photodiode detector (APD), which can count x-rays at rates up to 107 photons s-1, to detect and
measure the weaker magnetism induced on nonmagnetic metals, even in the nearby presence of ferromagnetic
atoms.

Fig. 1. Magnetic polarization profile induced in the 3.88-nm-thick
Cu layers used to calculate RXMS patterns. A Cu layer is sand-
wiched between ferromagnetic Co layers with their interfaces
located at z = 0 and 3.88 nm. Theoretical patterns assume this
polarization profile for the 50 Cu layers in the sample.
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The team grew crystals highly doped with Co and Mn in
sequence with 2 Å intervals of Ge(001) by using combinatorial
molecular beam epitaxy. The total concentration (x) of dopants
was varied, while the relative concentration (a/b) between Co and
Mn was maintained. The epitaxial growth process and the struc-
tural evolution and composition of the samples were studied by
using real-time in situ scanning reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and x-ray fluores-
cence spectroscopy (XFS) from 2-BM, 2-ID-E, and 7-ID-C.

Above a doping concentration x, a roughening transition
occurs, which is con-
firmed by RHEED
and XRD and also by
complementary scan-
ning probe micros-
copy (SPM) and high-
resolution transmis-
sion electron micros-
copy. Around this
transition, as the at-
omically smooth  two-

CC O M P E N S AO M P E N S A T I N GT I N G F O RF O R SS T R E S ST R E S S F R O MF R O M DD O PO P A N T SA N T S
I NI N T H ET H E GG R O W T HR O W T H O FO F RR O O MO O M -- TT E M P E R AE M P E R A T U R ET U R E
FF E R R O M A G N E T I CE R R O M A G N E T I C SS E M I C O N D U C TE M I C O N D U C T O R SO R S

SS pintronics—the science and application of electronics based on electron spin and charge—is a burgeoning field
with vast potential applications. But the full realization of its potential depends on the development of semicon-
ductors that are ferromagnetic at room temperature and also compatible with traditional silicon-based circuits.

Such semiconductors have proven devilishly difficult to create, however, because doping at the high levels needed for
room-temperature ferromagnetism induces too much epitaxial strain, which can lead to disorder and phase separation
in the crystal lattices. How is it possible to achieve the high doping percentage required while preserving the semicon-
ductor? A team of researchers from the University of North Carolina and Argonne National Laboratory, using beamlines
MHATT/XOR 7-ID-C, XOR 2-BM, and XOR 2-ID-E has found a possible answer to this question. Employing two different ele-
ments as dopants, the experimenters were able to compensate for the epitaxial strain and suppress the phase separa-
tion effects manifested at higher doping levels.

Fig. 1. The evolution of structure, magnetism, and electronic transport of highly doped
Ge(001) epitaxial films using combinatorial approach. a. The composition profile versus
position on the sample measured by XFS (blue for Co and red for Mn). b. Surface morphol-
ogy measured by RHEED: the 0th order specular intensity in log scale versus q perpendi-
cular to the surface (vertical) and composition. c. X-ray diffraction intensity in log scale
versus reciprocal lattice vector L in the [11L] direction of Ge (vertical) and composition.
d. Conductivity in log scale and Curie temperature (points) versus temperature and com-
position. The structure exhibits a transition from smooth coherent epitaxy to rough/disor-
dered growth at doping concentration ~10 at. % (b and c) that correlates with a semi-
conductor to metal transition (d) and an anomaly in Curie temperature. Within the
ordered semiconducting regime, the correlation between the doping profile (a) and epi-
taxial strain as indicated by the fringes in (c) demonstrates the strain compensation effect
due to the two dopants in Ge lattice.

dimensional (2-D) RHEED intensity diminishes and peak width
increases, rough three-dimensional (3-D) RHEED features begin
to appear, turning completely 3-D at higher x values. As x
increases further, growth becomes still more disordered. An epi-
taxial phase diagram derived from these measurements shows
that this transition depends on the relative doping concentration.
With a/b ~3 up to maximum doping of ~14 at. %, there is coherent
2-D epitaxial growth. Within this window, promising Ge magnetic
semiconductors have been discovered with ferromagnetic transi-
tion temperature TC near room temperature. As a/b deviates from
~3, lattice strain increases and growth becomes unstable, with the
films exhibiting lattice relaxation, surface roughening, and phase
separation. The differing tetrahedral covalent radii of Mn and Co
compared to Ge (Mn is larger, Co smaller) make it possible for Co
and Mn to compensate for each other's strain effects. Specifically,
the expansion caused by Mn doping can be offset by the compres-
sion resulting from Co doping. 

Further studies show that the onset of the roughening transi-
tion also depends on the film thickness. The observed thickness
dependence indicates that phase separation, along with strain, is
a major factor in controlling the epitaxial growth. In other words,
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The magnitude of the modulation vector (q0,) decreases
with increasing oxygen concentrations (or “hole” doping) from
1/2 (2-unit-cell) in the heavily underdoped compound to 1/5 in
the overdoped material. At optimal doping a 4-unit-cell super-
structure was observed (Fig. 1).

These superstructures correspond to short-range ordered
regions of correlated displacements, as indicated by the inten-
sity asymmetry between the two satellite peaks on either side
of a Bragg point (Fig. 1). Furthermore, measurements of the
intensity of a given satellite along a direction corresponding to
the normal to the CuO2 planes (i.e., c*-axis) indicated that
atomic displacements on only three neighboring CuO, BaO,
and CuO2 planes are mutually coupled. A model displacement
pattern (Fig. 2) has been deduced by fitting integrated intensi-
ties (Fig. 1). The model portrays a pattern remarkably similar to
that obtained via first-principles atomic-relaxation calculations
in the presence of oxygen-vacancy ordering, a study carried
out by D. de Fontaine and coworkers (University of California,
Berkeley). Thus, the 4-unit-cell lattice modulation at optimal
doping is consistent with the presence of an oxygen-ordered
(“Ortho-IV”) phase, or “nanodomains.”

These nanodomains induce a long-range strain in the
host, creating an intrinsically inhomogeneous lattice. The strain

SS H O R TH O R T -- R A N G ER A N G E OO R D E R E DR D E R E D SS U P E R S T R U C T U R E SU P E R S T R U C T U R E S
I NI N Y B C O  SY B C O  S U P E R C O N D U C TU P E R C O N D U C T O R SO R S

TT here is mounting evidence that high-Tc cuprates are inhomogeneous even in the superconducting phase.
Although the driving force for these inhomogeneities might well be electronic instabilities, lattice strain, or a
combination of both, a consensus on the nature of these inhomogeneities and their role in the overall phase

diagram remains elusive. In the case of yttrium-barium cuprates (YBa2Cu3O6+x, or YBCO), x-ray diffuse scattering stud-
ies carried out at the XOR 4-ID beamline at the APS by researchers from Argonne National Laboratory; the University of
California, San Diego; the University of Houston; and the Max-Planck-Institut für Metallforschung revealed superstructures
characterized by a wave-vector of the form q0=(qx, 0, 0) throughout the superconducting region of its electronic phase
diagram. 

properties, thus bringing the great promise of spintronics tech-
nology much closer to realization.  — Mark Wolverton

See: F. Tsui1, L. He1, A. Tkachuk2, S. Vogt2, and Y.S. Chu2,
“Evidence for Strain Compensation in Stabilizing Epitaxial
Growth of Highly Doped Germanium,” Phys. Rev. B 69,
081304 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of North Carolina, 2Argonne
National Laboratory
Correspondence: ftsui@physics.unc.edu

The work supported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation,
Grant No. DMR-0108605. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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when compared to systems with low solubility alone, the added
lattice strain can lead to earlier onset of defective and inhomo-
geneous crystal growth as doping concentration increases.

The research team has shown that using complementary
transition metal dopants, such as Mn and Co, can reduce inter-
nal stress and thus resist phase separation and stabilize epitax-
ial growth at the higher doping levels needed for the production
of room-temperature ferromagnetic semiconductors. Because
not all potential dopants possess the complementary character-
istics to compensate for each other's individual strain profiles, it
is possible to narrow the search for appropriate materials based
on known structural and chemical characteristics. Moreover, the
team's work demonstrates the practicality of engineering the
semiconducting materials with tailored electronic and magnetic

Fig. 1. (a)-(d) H-scans for different values of K and L=0 (7K). Black
and red vertical lines are experimental and calculated intensities.

Continued on next page
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manifests below ~200K as Huang diffuse scattering (HDS)
around the Bragg points (Fig. 3) in both twinned (left) and de-
twinned (middle) crystals. HDS has a distinct symmetry com-
pared to the expected thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) pattern
(Fig. 3, right). Intensity along a line near the Bragg point clearly
reveals a pair of lobes, as opposed to the central peak
expected from TDS. Thus, HDS is independent of stress de-
twinning of the crystal and is intrinsic to YBCO. Note the satel-
lite peaks on either side of the Bragg point.

T-dependent measurements of superlattice peaks
revealed that the intensity at ~300K is more than two-fold
smaller than that at ~7K, which cannot be explained simply in
terms of a Debye-Waller-factor effect from the average lattice.
It seems that these “nanodomains” are elastically softer than
the host, which can be important in influencing electronic prop-
erties in these cuprates.

In summary, YBCO compounds are intrinsically inhomoge-
neous because of the formation of O-vacancy ordering. Thus,
the treatment of superconductivity in these cuprates in terms of
a single homogeneous phase seems unrealistic. —  Z. Islam

See: Z. Islam1, X. Liu2, S.K. Sinha2, J.C. Lang1, S.C. Moss3,
D. Haskel1, G. Srajer1, P. Wochner4, D.R.
Lee1, D.R. Haeffner1, and U. Welp1,
“Four-Unit-Cell Super-structure in the
Optimally Doped YBa2Cu3O6.92

Superconductor,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 93,
157008 (2004).    
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National
Laboratory, 2University of California, San
Diego, 3University of Houston, 4Max-
Planck-Institut für Metallforschung 
Correspondence: zahir@aps.anl.gov

S.C.M. thanks the NSF for support on DMR-
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109-ENG-38.

Fig. 3. Bottom: Contour plots of HDS and calculated TDS around (4,0,0) Bragg point. Top:
Intensity profile along the red-dashed line (see bottom panels) in reciprocal space.

Fig. 2. An ideal atomic displacement pattern in optimally doped
YBCO, projected on the ac plane (7K).
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The Co/Ge ferromagnetic/semiconductor system is of
interest because hcp (hexagonal close packing) cobalt has the
largest magnetocrystalline anisotropic energy (MAE) of the fer-
romagnetic transition metals, and because germanium can
readily interface with silicon, the material from which most
semiconductor devices are made. The MAE is a measure of the
tendency of ferromagnetic magnetic moments to assume spe-
cific orientations. This orientation-related energy is mediated by
the orbital magnetization through the spin-orbit interaction,
which links the spin to the atomic structure of the ferromagnet. 

Researchers from the Argonne and Los Alamos national
laboratories and from the University of Arizona studied the
growth, electronic structures, and magnetic characteristics of
Co/Ge boundary layers in experiments performed at the APS.
Their on-line analysis chamber was equipped with in situ
growth and surface preparation capabilities, which were used
to grow ultrathin Co films on a Ge(100) substrate (sample 1).
The cobalt was deposited by means of e-beam evaporation,

UU LL T R AT R A T H I NT H I N CC OO FF I L M SI L M S O NO N GG EE SS H O WH O W
EE N H A N C E DN H A N C E D OO R B I TR B I T A LA L MM A G N E T I CA G N E T I C MM O M E N T SO M E N T S

while the substrate was maintained at a low temperature
(~170K) to minimize intermixing and avoid alloy formation.
Photoemission spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffrac-
tion were used to characterize the quality of the prepared sur-
faces. A Co wedge (sample 2) was grown separately to gain
easier access to a wider thickness range and to study temper-
ature dependence. The 0-Å to 50-Å Co wedge was grown at
room temperature on a substrate taken from the same wafer as
the in situ sample and capped with a 30-Å Au protective layer. 

A circularly polarizing undulator provided an intense flux of
>96% circularly polarized photons, while an electromagnet sup-
plied a controllable field for x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) measurements. XMCD was measured by means of the
total electron yield with samples in remnant magnetic states (Fig.
1); sum rule analysis of the XMCD data yielded the ratios of the
orbital and spin magnetic moments of the Co films. To measure
the orbital and spin moments independently, the researchers
determined the electron occupancies of Co 3d states by integrat-
ing the x-ray absorption spectra for the thin Co films. These
measurements yielded an occupancy measurement once a thick
Co film was referenced to an averaged figure for bulk Co (taken
from previously published theoretical studies).

Photoemission data indicated the formation of a <4.8-Å
Co/Ge mixed interfacial region for the in situ-grown sample.
Rocking curves of the Co wedge system provided evidence of
a similar but larger (~7.5-Å) intermixed region. The thicknesses
of nonmagnetic Co were estimated at 2.1 Å and 4 Å for the in
situ and the wedge samples, respectively. Coercivity measure-
ments along the wedge showed a dramatic change due to a
bcc (body-centered cubic)-to-hcp phase transition. The growth
of Co beyond the magnetically inactive Co/Ge intermixed
region was uniform for both samples, with the wedge showing
a typical perpendicular roughness of ~2 Å.

XMCD indicated an enhanced orbit-to-spin moment ratio
for the narrow region of Co growth above the Co/Ge interfacial
region for the in situ-grown sample, where a loss of perpendi-
cular symmetry enhanced the orbital moment. The Co wedge
showed a constant but larger orbit-spin ratio, possibly due to
the presence of the Au overlayer (see Fig. 1 inset). The total
moment per atom was measured at 1.53 µB (at 36 Å), which
compared well with published data. 

TT he next major revolution in microelectronics may come from the ability to manipulate flows of electrons
by using both their spin-related magnetic moments and their electrical charge. Much needs to be
learned, however, before the potential of spin-based electronics (spintronics) can be fully exploited.

One outstanding issue concerns interface formation between semiconductors and ferromagnetic metals, where
interfacial roughness and intermixing and mismatch-induced strain tend to disrupt the passage of spin-aligned
currents. Researchers using the XOR 4-ID beamline at the APS have gained new insights into several characteris-
tics of one important ferromagnetic semiconductor.

Fig. 1. Absorption spectra for both antiparallel spin directions, with
the difference being the dichroic signal. Inset: Orbital-to-spin
magnetic moment ratios as a function of Co coverage calcu-
lated from a sum rule analysis of the XMCD data for both samples.
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The data demonstrate, among other things, that low deposition
temperatures are not sufficient to avoid interfacial intermixing with
this ferromagnetic/semiconductor system. — Vic Comello

See: P. Ryan1, R.P. Winarski1, D.J. Keavney1, J.W. Freeland1, R.A.
Rosenberg1, S. Park2, C.M. Falco3, “Enhanced Magnetic Orbital
Moment of Ultrathin Co Films on Ge(100),” Phys. Rev. B 69, 054416
(2004).
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II n the energy industry, as much as 10% of all the power converted and transmitted is lost because of electrical resist-
ance in wires and components. The development of high-critical-temperature superconducting wire could revo-
lutionize the industry by cutting these losses to near zero, allowing electricity to be carried without resistance. Now,

researchers from the Illinois Institute of Technology and the Argonne, Los Alamos, and Oak Ridge national laboratories
are using the MR-CAT 10-ID beamline at the APS to gather new clues about the chemistry of candidate superconduc-
tor materials, such as ceramic oxide compounds composed of yttrium (a rare earth element), barium, and copper. This
particular class of superconducting oxides exhibits promising properties, including a critical temperature above the boil-
ing temperature of liquid nitrogen, excellent current transport characteristics, and good performance in strong mag-
netic fields—such as those that occur in motors and transformers.

Fig. 1. The features revealed by this high-resolution diffraction
space mapping have shed new light on the consequences of
structural changes in the M-123 films, which will help researchers
choose appropriate procedures for depositing the buffer layer
and the M-123 film itself. This, in turn, will allow them to fabricate
high-performance coated conductors more effectively and
bodes well for rapid progress in electric power technology pro-
grams worldwide.

Y-123 (104)/(014)

Eu-123 (006)

STO (200)

Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Los
Alamos National Laboratory, 3University of Arizona
Correspondence: pryan@aps.anl.gov
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Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Numerous research groups around the world have focused on
growing epitaxial films of MBa2Cu3O7-x (known as the M-123
phase), in which M is either the metal yttrium or another rare earth
element, such as erbium or neodymium. Such films become super-
conducting at around -183° C. But more information is needed
about how to control the growth of these ceramic films if they are to
be made into viable zero-resistance wires for use in electrical con-
version and transmission equipment.

One approach to making superconducting wire involves coat-
ing a textured metal substrate with M-123 to produce an epitaxial
film. Such coated conductors are seen as the way forward for high-
current and high-voltage applications because they should cost
about the same as copper wires and be commercially viable even
when the required cooling is taken into account.

Current synthetic schemes for making these coated conductors
require the deposition of a film of M-123 onto a textured substrate
in such a way that the texture of the substrate is adopted by the film.
In order to make this happen, several buffer layers are applied to the
substrate first to prevent substrate atoms from diffusing into the film.
Each step of the substrate fabrication and film synthesis process
requires meticulous attention to detail.

The researchers are exploiting the combined techniques of
Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron-based x-ray diffraction to
help them understand how the multilayered superstructure needed
to form such coated conductors evolves during processing.

Raman spectroscopy data are providing information about
phase purity, crystal morphology, and overall texture development,
leading to identification of the best specimens for detailed x-ray dif-
fraction analysis at MR-CAT. The spatially resolved diffraction
measurements (Fig. 1) have allowed the researchers to discern how
well the M-123 film texture mimics the underlying substrate, as well
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as to observe the influence of the buffer layer on the quality of
the M-123 films.

An important aspect of this research is that the diffraction
space mapping measurements were performed at high resolu-
tion with a robust signal-to-noise ratio, which allowed the
researchers to examine in detail the features that reveal struc-
tural effects in the films. Such studies would not have been
possible without the brilliance and concomitant energy resolu-
tion afforded by the APS.

The lower image in Fig. 1 shows the diffraction space map
in the vicinity of the Eu-123 (006) reflection which occurs in
close proximity to the (200) reflection of the strontium titanate
(STO) substrate. From the precisely measured two-theta and
omega values we can determine the degree of strain in the Eu-
123 layer near the interface with the STO surface. The upper
image in Fig. 1 is the diffraction space map in the vicinity of the
(104)/(014) reflections of twinned Y-123 on STO. The map evi-
dences the proper development of the twin structure required
for optimum superconducting properties. A detailed explanation
of the results in Fig. 1 is presented in the appended reference

The features revealed by this high-resolution diffraction
space mapping have shed new light on the consequences of
structural changes in the M-123 films. Such information will

help researchers make high-performance coated conductors,
which bodes well for rapid progress in electric power technology
programs worldwide. The implementation of M-123-based
superconducting generators, transformers, and transmission
lines might be possible in the coming decade.  — David Bradley

See: K. Venkataraman1, A.J. Kropf1, C.U. Segre2, Q.X. Jia3,
A. Goyal4, B.W. Kang4, S. Chattopadhyay1, H. You1, and
V.A. Maroni1, “Detection of Interfacial Strain and Phase
Separation in MBa2Cu3O7-x Thin Films Using Raman
Spectroscopy and X-ray Diffraction Space Mapping,” Physica C
402, 1 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Illinois
Institute of Technology, Chicago, 3Los Alamos National
Laboratory, 4Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Correspondence: maroni@cmt.anl.gov
This research was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),
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The researchers quickly heated a nickel-based, single-crys-
tal superalloy to the melting temperature, then studied the heat-
affected zone (HAZ) using polychromatic microbeam synchro-
tron diffraction from the UNI-CAT beamline, as well as electron
and optical microscopy. In particular, the researchers looked at
the changes in the gamma prime particles in this zone. 

Nickel-based, single-crystal turbine engine components
consist primarily of a two-phase microstructure: a face-cen-
tered cubic gamma solid-solution matrix phase and a uniform
distribution of ordered gamma prime precipitates. Advanced
single-crystal superalloys typically contain 50 to 70 volume per-
cent gamma prime. In order to maintain the high-temperature
mechanical properties, both the fusion zone of the weld and the
HAZ must retain the single-crystal nature of the microstructure
and the high-volume fraction of gamma prime precipitates.

The group found that, during welding, the material near the
fusion line is heated so much that the gamma prime particles
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SS ingle-crystal nickel-based superalloys are used in advanced aircraft and land-based turbine engines because the
materials offer excellent high-temperature properties. The high cost of the material encourages users to repair
(rather than replace) damaged or worn parts and to refurbish as-cast parts that contain defects. Both repairing

and refurbishing require welding of nickel-based single crystals, which can result in major problems, such as dislocation
structure changes. Researchers from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, using the UNI-CAT 34-ID beamline at the APS, ana-
lyzed structural changes arising from welding operations, including how dislocations form in the area outside the weld,
where the temperature does not reach the melting point.
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dissolve entirely or partially. As the area cools, they precipitate
again. Near the fusion line, the process is particularly intense,
and after cooling,the gamma prime phase particles that form are
only about 10–20 nm across—about an order of magnitude
smaller than before.

The heating and cooling also cause thermal expansion and
contraction of the material, resulting in a strong plastic deforma-
tion of both the HAZ and the entire weld. This cycle produces
dislocations, the arrangement of which depends on both the
thermal gradient field and the dissolution and reprecipitation of
gamma prime particles. The highest density of dislocations is
located at the edge of the fusion line, where the temperature gra-
dient and its rate of change are highest. The dislocations are
concentrated in the gamma matrix of the single-crystal superal-
loy. Furthermore, the researchers pinned down the major type of
dislocations to dislocation slip systems that form Z-shaped lines.

Continued on next page
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The experiments to support these conclusions involved
examination of heated samples of the alloy. The microstructures
of the materials were examined by using transmission electron
microscopy, optical microscopy, and both conventional Laue dif-
fraction and Laue diffraction using high-energy polychromatic
x-rays from the 34-ID beamline of the APS (Fig. 1). Analyzing
the Laue streaks allowed the researchers to determine the den-
sity of unpaired dislocations and dominating slip systems.

The experiments provided much more localized informa-
tion. The x-ray synchrotron measurements provided three-
dimensional maps of the crystalline phase, orientation, and
plastic deformation with 1-µm spatial resolution. Dimensions of
the beam were 0.5 × 0.5 µm  with a penetration depth of about
30 µm.  — Yvonne Carts-Powell

See: O.M. Barabash, J.A. Horton, S.S. Babu, J.M. Vitek,
S.A. David, J.W. Park, G.E. Ice, and R.I. Barabash, “Evolution
of Dislocation Structure in the Heat Affected Zone of a Nickel-
Based Single Crystal,” J. Appl. Phys. 96(7), 3673 (1 October
2004).
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Past efforts to increase corrosion resistance of Zr-based
alloys have relied primarily on empirical development, which
has resulted in practical thermo-mechanical processing
schemes for achieving improved corrosion responses. This
empirical approach has about run its course, suggesting that
further significant improvement in corrosion resistance requires
a mechanistic model of the corrosion process. Efforts to
develop a model of this complex process have been hampered
by the resolution limitations inherent in the experimental tech-
niques that have been employed. 

The high brilliance of x-ray beams from the APS allowed
data acquisition with a lateral resolution that had heretofore
been unobtainable. Microbeam x-ray diffraction was used,
along with transmitted light optical microscopy, to obtain
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information on these oxide structures as a function of dis-
tance from the oxide/metal interface. For this study, the
alloys were selected on the basis of their wide variation in
corrosion rates. This work resulted in the first spatially
resolved sub-micron observations of the oxide structures
formed on Zr alloys while the oxides were still attached to the
base metal.  

The experiments performed at beamline 2-ID utilized the
x-ray microprobe, which produces a monochromatic 0.2-µm ×
0.3 µm x-ray beam with a flux of 5 × 109 photons/s and an
energy bandwidth of 0.01%. The distance between the
oxide/metal interface and the oxide/water interface measured
by using this method agreed with optical determinations of
oxide thickness to within 0.5 µm.

TT he fuel utilization of light-water nuclear reactors depends greatly on the corrosion resistance of the zirconium
(Zr)-based alloys used as fuel cladding and structural components. To provide insight into the relationship
between the structures of the oxide layers formed on Zr-based alloys and their resulting corrosion behavior, sci-

entists from Pennsylvania State University, Westinghouse Electric Co., and Argonne National Laboratory used the XOR 2-ID
beamline at the APS for a detailed study of oxides formed in 360°C water on four Zr-based alloys.

Fig. 1. Microstructure of a single-crystal alloy weld (a) including the
fusion zone (FZ), fusion line (FL), heat-affected area (HAZ), and
bulk material (BM). Laue patterns from different locations (b-d)
collected on the 34-ID beamline of the APS with inset transmission
electron microscopy images.
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Optical microscopy re-
vealed a layered oxide struc-
ture in which the average layer
thickness was inversely propor-
tional to the accelerated (post-
transition) corrosion rate. The
detailed diffraction studies
showed that the oxide con-
tained both tetragonal and
monoclinic ZrO2, with a higher
fraction of tetragonal oxide
near the oxide/metal interface.
Evidence of a cyclic variation of
the tetragonal and monoclinic
oxides across the oxide thick-
ness was also observed, with a
period of the layer thickness.
The regularity of the layered
structures indicates that the
corrosion process remained
the same from the beginning to
the end of the corrosion test. 

The detailed spatial reso-
lution of the experiment is
demonstrated by Fig. 1, which
shows diffracted intensity ver-
sus the diffraction angle as the beam is scanned from the
metal, across the oxide/metal interface, and through the oxide
to the oxide/water interface. The peaks are associated with
particular crystallographic planes in the various phases pres-
ent in the metal and oxide, providing information about the
phases present and their crystal orientation at various loca-
tions in the oxide layer. 

Diffraction peaks associated with the hexagonal close-
packed Zr phase (subscript Zr) may be observed in the left part
of the figure (in the metal). Closer to the oxide/metal interface
are hydride peaks (subscript hyr) resulting from the ingress into
the metal of hydrogen released in the corrosion reaction, and
which forms hydrides ahead of the advancing oxide/metal inter-
face. The red arrows indicate a Zr3O sub-oxide phase that also
forms ahead of the advancing oxide.  Just inside the oxide, the
peaks of the majority oxide phase (monoclinic ZrO2, subscript
m) become dominant, but a strong tetragonal peak is also seen
(101t). It is apparent from the figure that the monoclinic and
tetragonal peaks are both periodic in the oxide layer. In fact,
their periodicity is exactly out of phase (when one is high, the
other one is low), indicating a process in which the advancing
oxide front forms alternatively tetragonal or monoclinic oxide as
it reacts with the metal. 

The peak shown with an asterisk at the oxide/metal inter-
face is visible only in the first 0.2-0.3 µm near the oxide/metal
interface. This peak is an indication that at the oxide/metal inter-

face, a highly oriented tetragonal phase is formed, which serves
as a precursor of the monoclinic phase seen in the bulk of the
oxide. Such detailed information about near-interface oxide
structure would not have been obtainable by using bulk diffrac-
tion methods. The information obtained in the experiment
allowed the researchers to propose a model for the advance-
ment of the oxide layer that will be useful in comparing the
oxides formed in different alloys.  — Vic Comello
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffracted intensity versus diffraction angle, from the oxide/metal interface to the
oxide/water interface of a ZIRLO oxide layer formed in a 360°C pure-water environment. The subscripts
“m” and “t” stand for monoclinic and tetragonal oxide peaks, “hyr” for hydride peaks, and “Zr” for zir-
conium metal peaks.
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Using the DAXM technique, .5-µm-diameter polychro-
matic x-ray micro-beams were used to study crystal deforma-
tion near a grain boundary in compressed aluminum. In order
to study the underlying science of deformation at grain bound-
aries using the DAXM technique, the research group exploited
the fact that polychromatic x-rays generate full Laue diffraction
patterns from each position along the microbeam. Obtaining full
x-ray diffraction patterns from each position along the
microbeam means, in turn, that it is possible to determine the
precise crystal orientation for each point along the microbeam.
Hence, it is possible to determine crystal orientation changes
with micron resolution from all points along the x-ray beam, as
described in detail previously [1] and discussed in a recent
review [2].

Figure 1 is a composite showing a vertically strained three-
grain aluminum sample and indicating the position along the
grain boundary between grain A and grain B at which DAXM
measurements of the crystal rotations (i.e., deformation) were
performed. The figure also shows a color-coded, 3-D mapping
of the crystal rotations near the (16°) grain boundary. These
rotation results for four positions parallel to the grain-boundary
demonstrate the ability to measure deformation microstructure,
non-destructively, in 3-D with micron spatial resolution using
DAXM. When compared to 2–5° rotations found away (~1 mm)
from the grain boundary, the 5–8° rotations found in grain A near
the A-B grain boundary represent pile up of deformation at grain
boundaries; moreover, the observation of larger lattice rotations
in the grain A side of the boundary compared to the grain B side
of the boundary demonstrates the impact of grain orientation.
Such measurements are of qualitative interest by themselves,
but they will be of quantitative importance, when compared to
computer simulations and multi-scale modeling, in developing
an overall predictive understanding of materials properties. 

This research focused on revealing the detailed structure
of a polycrystalline aluminum sample subjected to plastic defor-
mation. However, the underlying technology of DAXM, when
combined with highly intense x-ray sources such as the APS,
holds bright promise for the high-resolution, 3-D examination of
a large range of diverse materials, including metallic alloys,
advanced composites, and functionally graded materials.  

— B.C. Larson
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MM aterials such as diamond are exceedingly hard in single-crystal form; but soft metals, such as aluminum and
alloys, obtain the strength needed for industrial and technological applications through a three-dimen-
sional (3-D) mosaic of tiny crystals with varying orientations that form grain boundaries where they meet.

Although the resistance of grain boundaries and junctions to deformation is known to be the source of their increased
strength, the details of the process are highly complex and it is still not possible to predict theoretically how to make
stronger, lighter, cheaper alloys without expensive trial-and-error materials development. Researchers from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and the Alcoa Technical Center have employed the recently developed technique of differential-
aperture x-ray microscopy (DAXM) on the UNI-CAT 34-ID and MHATT/XOR 7-ID beamlines at the APS to study the effect
of grain boundaries on the crystal microstructure generated during the deformation of a ductile metal, aluminum.

Fig. 1. Aluminum tri-crystal after 20% vertical compression showing
grains A, B, and C and an arrow denoting the position of DAXM orien-
tation measurements at the A-B grain-boundary; the color coded 3D
orientation mapping shows the magnitude of lattice rotations increas-
ing in grain-A within ~50 µm of the 16º A-B grain-boundary and it indi-
cates smaller changes within grain-B.
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The distribution of electrons in various materials can be
determined by measuring how a beam of radiation aimed at a
sample is absorbed and/or scattered. In the research dis-
cussed here, electron distributions within a sample of water
were examined by using inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS).
“Inelastic” means that the x-ray photons lost energy as they
interacted with the atoms of water. As a result of that interac-
tion, lower-energy x-rays emanated from the sample in a vari-
ety of directions (hence the term “x-ray scattering”). The ener-
gies and frequencies of the scattered x-ray photons were
then measured using a device the researchers designed and
constructed themselves.

The experimental setup consisted of a tiny volume of
water in a small glass tube. The APS provided synchrotron x-
rays with very uniform energies and momenta. When the syn-
chrotron x-rays impinged on the water, they interacted with
the valence electrons of the water's oxygen atoms, creating a
plasmon. A plasmon is a collective oscillation of free electrons
within a material. The researchers measured the energy of
the resulting scattered photons, as well as the angles at
which they were scattered. One key piece of information,
however, could not be measured: the phase of the electric

field of the scattered x-rays. This uncertainty is commonly
termed the “phase problem,” and it appears not only in IXS
measurements, but in other x-ray techniques as well. The
team solved the phase problem by deriving new mathemati-
cal formulas to obtain meaningful results from x-ray measure-
ments, and then used those formulas to, in effect, reconstruct
the missing x-ray phases. That phase reconstruction was
essential for calculating the electron dynamics in the water
sample.

Using the data collected over a two-day period at the
APS, the researchers were able to calculate the state of the
plasmon over extremely short spans of time and space.
Specifically, the electron dynamics were resolved to a time of
41.3 attoseconds (1 attosecond = 10-18 seconds), with a spa-
tial dimension of 1.27 Å (1 Å = 10-8 centimeters).

The mathematical techniques described in the paper
were strictly applicable only to point sources (i.e., a stationary
point charge, such as a single electron). However, the
researchers modified those techniques in order to model the
effects on electron density caused by “extended” sources.
Two hypothetical cases were considered. The first case

AA host of modern techniques employ x-ray beams to decipher the microscopic structure of materials. But many
researchers also want to understand how processes within materials change dynamically (that is, over time).
Toward that end, researchers from Cornell University used synchrotron x-rays to dynamically image a distur-

bance in the electrons of water molecules on extremely small scales of time and space. The Cornell team completed
their project at the CMC-CAT beamline 9-ID of the APS after extensive preliminary research at the Cornell High Energy
Synchrotron Source (CHESS). 
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Fig. 1. Image depicting the disturbance to the distribution of outer (valence) electrons in a microscopic sample of water. The “dips” (or val-
leys) shown in the figure indicate regions of net negative charge (surplus electrons), while the peaks indicate a region of net positive charge
(electron deficiency). At t=0 the system was “struck” with a positive point charge at the center of the figure. Around 16 attoseconds (1.6 ×
10-17 s) after the impulse, the figure shows a large negative recoil centered at the origin (the dip at the center) and surrounded by a ring of
compensating positive charge lying at a distance of 1.3 Å from the origin. Outside the large, central ring is a second, smaller dip (again,
depicting negative charge) that is followed by a smaller secondary ring of positive charge at 3.8 Å from the center. The disturbance to the
valence electrons depicted in this figure is similar to electron disturbances that can occur around point impurities in metals, known as Friedel
oscillations.

Continued on next page
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entailed modeling an oscillating dipole within a solution. The
dipole consisted of two charges possessing opposite signs,
and separated by a distance of 1 Å. (Many excited states in
molecules can be modeled as electric dipoles because they
exhibit dipole selection rules.) The distribution of electrons
close to the dipole was calculated via a computer program.
The results were subsequently depicted in a computer-gener-
ated color image with different colors indicating different elec-
tron densities. Figure 1 is a computer-generated depiction of
the change in electron density after a perturbing event. One
possible application of the dipole model relates to the meas-
urement of distances in microscopic biological systems. 

The second case entailed calculating the disturbance to
an electron distribution caused by an ion of gold traveling
through a sample of water at one percent the speed of light.
As in the previous case, the disturbance to the sample's elec-
tron density was depicted by a computer-generated color
image. 

The achievements of the researchers were two-old. First,
data collected from IXS from a sample of water was used to
calculate, and graphically represent, the actual density distri-
bution of electrons within the sample over incredibly short

Previous experimental efforts to understand water struc-
ture have relied on several methods including infrared spec-
troscopy and neutron and x-ray diffraction. Unfortunately, the
structural information provided by infrared spectra is ambigu-
ous for water, and diffraction provides only radial distribution
functions that do not allow unique assignment of local hydro-
gen bonding configurations. In the work reported by Wernet et
al., x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and x-ray Raman
spectroscopy (XRS) were used to investigate local bonding in
the first coordination shell of water. In XAS, x-rays are
absorbed by core electrons close to the nucleus of the oxygen
atoms in water; in XRS, the x-ray photons are inelastically scat-
tered by the oxygen atoms. Both processes are highly sensitive
to the hydrogen bonds formed by the water molecules. The
XRS data were collected at the Bio-CAT18-ID beamline at the
APS; the XAS measurements were carried out at the ALS. 

The researchers found that the hydrogen bonding of liquid
water was very similar to that seen in the surface layers of ice
but very different from the bonding observed in bulk ice, in
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which water molecules are tetrahedrally coordinated. This new
finding indicates that, contrary to the conclusions of earlier
work, bulk water is not predominantly four-fold coordinated.
Instead, it appears that the x-ray spectroscopy results are con-
sistent with quantum chemical models in which the water mol-
ecules form two hydrogen bonds with their neighbors. In this
case, liquid water appears to consist of structures made of
chains and rings, which are, in turn, weakly hydrogen-bonded
to other chains and rings. 

Members of the research group believe that the work will
be controversial because many computer simulations over the
last 10 years tell a very different story. Because computer
power has increased rapidly and experimental techniques have
been more difficult to develop, the simulations have outpaced
the empirical data. Based on the recent models, many scien-
tists have concluded that, in changing from ice to liquid, water
molecules maintain their four-fold tetrahedral network structure,
but the liquid acquires more defects and disorder in the form of
different bond lengths and bond angles. The new x-ray spec-

WW ater may be the most important molecule on Earth, but our understanding of its properties is embarrass-
ingly limited. In solid ice form, water takes on numerous phases and structures that can be studied by
means of diffraction techniques. As a liquid, however, water poses a frustrating structural puzzle because

of the complex hydrogen bonding that forms a disordered network. Recently, researchers from the Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory, the BESSY laboratory, Stockholm University, Linköping University, and Utrecht University have used
the Bio-CAT 18-ID beamline at the APS, as well an Advanced Light Source (ALS) beamline, to obtain detailed informa-
tion about the nearest neighbor coordination geometry in liquid water.

spans of time and space. Second, theoretical modeling was
developed to show how ultra-fast processes in certain materi-
als can potentially be imaged using synchrotron x-rays. It is
also worth noting the symbiotic role the two synchrotron facil-
ities played in making this project possible. Approximately one
year of background research carried out at Cornell's CHESS
facility was validated with the aid of Argonne's APS facility and
its staff.  — Phil Koth
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troscopy data discussed here do not support this conclusion,
however, yielding a two-fold bonding picture instead.

The debate on the structural picture is likely to continue, but
these new data show the importance of third-generation facili-
ties such as the APS synchrotron. Core excitation spectro-
scopies—especially XRS, which can only be done at the newest
x-ray sources—are vital to understanding the local structure of
a complex system such as water. — David Voss
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Fig. 1. In ice, each water molecule is surrounded by four other molecules in a tetrahedral arrangement (left). This new result on liquid water
shows that the molecules are connected only with two others. This implies that most molecules are arranged in strongly hydrogen-bonded
rings (middle) or chains (right) embedded in a disordered cluster network connected mainly by weak hydrogen bonds. The oxygen atoms
are red, and the hydrogen atoms are gray in the water (H2O) molecules. (Figure courtesy of H. Ogasawara, Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory.)
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TT hough they lack long-range order, liquids contain a surprising amount of short-range order. The structure of this
order is reasonably well understood for closed-shell inert gas liquids, but not for metallic or covalently bonded
systems. While various theoretical approaches produce results that agree reasonably well with experimental

data for late transition metals, they fail for the early transition metals (e.g., Sc, Ti, V), for which the theories cannot even
reproduce the experimentally measured peak positions in the liquid structure factors. Because of the difficulty in obtain-
ing experimental data, it was unclear whether these failures pointed to inadequacies in the theories or in the quality of
the experimental data. This situation was clarified by more precise experimental studies carried out on the MU-CAT 6-
ID-D beamline at the APS by researchers from Washington University, the University of Massachusetts, the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center, the University of Alabama in Huntsville, and Iowa State University.

Using the recently developed beamline electrostatic levita-
tion (BESL) technique [1], which enables in situ x-ray diffraction
experiments to be made on electrostatically levitated droplets,
the researchers studied the short-range order in equilibrium and
supercooled liquids of early (Ti) and late (Ni) transition metals.
The structure factor [S(q)] data for Ni, above and below the melt-
ing temperature, are shown in Fig. 1a. The dashed line repre-
sents the results of first-principles calculations of S(q) from the
embedded atom method for the equilibrium liquid [2]. While the
theoretical calculations give a reasonable prediction of the peak
locations for S(q), they fail to predict the developing shoulder on
the high-q side of the second peak that was observed in the
experimental data (indicated by the arrow), which becomes
more prominent in the undercooled liquid. This shoulder is a sig-
nature of icosahedral short-range order (ISRO) in the super-
cooled liquid [1] and is consistent with a half-century-old hypoth-
esis of Frank [3], which links icosahedral order in supercooled
metallic liquids to the observed barrier for the nucleation of crys-
tal phases. The measured S(q) for Ti liquids (Fig. 1b) agrees
better with the predictions of theoretical calculations (dashed
lines) than do earlier data [4] (dotted line), although the second
peak in the experimental data is wider than predicted. The high-
q side of this peak is different than that for Ni (inset of Fig. 1b).

As shown in Fig. 2, the profile of the second peak in S(q)
for Ti is consistent with a distorted ISRO in the liquid. Although
such distortions, resulting from a competition between struc-
tural (maximum number of bonds) and electronic (Jahn-Teller
effect) factors, have been predicted in atomic cluster studies,
the present results are the first direct experimental observa-
tions of such distortions in a liquid. This is also the first time that
the degree of distortion has been correlated with atomic inter-
actions. The findings signal a competition between a tendency
for atomic close packing in the nearly filled d-band of late tran-
sition metals, which favors local icosahedral order, and the
importance of the angular dependence of the d-band bonding
in the early transition metals. Distorted icosahedral (or decahe-
dral) short-range order is also expected in other early transition
metal liquids. While the nucleation barrier for simple crystal
phases is expected to be little affected by the degree of perfec-
tion of ISRO in alloy liquids, the latter could have a dramatic

Fig. 1. X-ray structure factor for liquid (a) Ni (liquidus temperature
TL=1728 K) and (b) Ti (TL=1940 K) as a function of temperature; the
curves are displaced vertically for clarity.  (a) Dashed line from
theory [2]; these BESL data are in good agreement with recent
neutron diffraction studies using electromagnetic levitation [5]
(closed circles; selected data points are shown for clarity).  (b)
Dashed line from theory [2], dotted line from previous work  [4].
The differences between Ni and Ti are more clearly observed in
the insets, showing only the 2nd and 3rd peaks of S(q).
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effect on the nucleation of ordered phases with ISRO, as occurs
in icosahedral quasicrystals.  — Vic Comello
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Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental data (open circles) with the
calculated structure factors for Ti for an undistorted (thin line)
and distorted (thick line) icosahedron (θ = -6º and ϕ = 10º) includ-
ing the Debye-Waller factor (ro - 2.871 Å and <dro2> = 0.034 Å2).
The inset indicates the θ and ϕ distortions of the icosahedron.
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DD I G G I N GI G G I N G I NI N T H ET H E DD I R TI R T

CC ommon wisdom has it that each of us will eat a pound of dirt before we die. But how do materials respond to
the presence of dirt? In most cases, dirt is detrimental, but in some systems, it can help. Impurities in supercon-
ductors, for instance, enhance their ability to conduct an electric current without energy loss. A recently asked

question is, how might dirt affect the diverse class of compounds known as liquid crystals, which are not only ubiquitous
in modern electronic display devices, but also exist in biological systems, such as cell walls? Finding strategies to attack
this problem is at the core of experiments done at the IMMY/XOR beamline 8-ID at the APS and at the National
Synchrotron Light Source by researchers from the Johns Hopkins University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Real condensed matter systems (i.e., materials) have
imperfections, so understanding disorder is essential to a com-
plete understanding of materials. Physicists face a problem in
trying to understand real-world conditions.  Theoretical frame-
works that are ideal for neat, pure systems often have a hard
time standing up to those with externally imposed randomness.
Such systems are at the frontier of physics.

The Johns Hopkins/Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy group hope to answer important questions about one of the
most fragile states of matter: the smectic liquid crystal. Liquid
crystals are fluids in which the molecular constituents possess
a degree of order between fully ordered crystalline materials
and fully disordered simple liquids. There are many types of
well characterized liquid crystal phases, which makes them an
ideal test bed for discovering the effects of imposed random-
ness. Smectic liquid crystals normally form a layered arrange-
ment in which their long, rod-like molecules align parallel to
each other and stack into layers. Understanding how these liq-

uids respond to the presence of externally imposed disorder
(dirt, in other words) is a rather vexing question. The group
notes that the smectic doesn't handle the dirt well at all. The
phase is destroyed, which is not surprising. What remains,
however, is far more intriguing. From disorder, the theory goes,
a new state of matter known as a “Bragg glass” might emerge.
The research group is using a controlled chemical environment
to see if they can observe this new state.

The key to the group’s experiments is trapping the liquid
crystals in a gel. The structure of a gel imparts random con-
straints that the smectic must accommodate in its effort to form
neat layers. The group has focused on the behavior of smectic
liquid crystals based on the organic compound octyl-
cyanobiphenyl (8CB), which they can trap in a colloidal silica
gel, an aerosil. By exploiting beamline 8-ID, the degree of suc-
cess that the liquid crystal has in forming orderly layers can
directly be determined.

Continued on next page
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ried out at the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, which is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Division of Materials Sciences and Division of Chemical Sciences,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886. Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

The liquid crystal molecules interact with the gel surfaces
and a competition arises between the liquid crystal's natural
tendency to order and the pull of the randomness of the gel.
These x-ray studies are revealing the nature of this conflict in
detail as well as the forces that are involved in disturbing the
liquid-crystal order.

The research group found that the effect of the imposed
randomness on the smectic is profound, revealing a host of
interesting consequences. However, they note that they are
ultimately reporting a negative result. The specific motivation
for the experiment was to find evidence that, once the smectic
phase is destroyed by the externally imposed disorder, the
new state of matter, the “Bragg glass,” would emerge in its
place. In contrast to theoretical predictions, they did not find a
Bragg glass. The group believes that the jury is still out on
whether the theory is correct, and believes the answer may lie
in exploring systems with weaker disorder. Perhaps then,
researchers will see the new state latent in smectic liquid crys-
tals and a new phase of matter will emerge from the dirt.  

— David Bradley

See: D. Liang1, M.A. Borthwick2, and R.L Leheny1, “Smectic
Liquid Crystals in Anisotropic Colloidal Silica Gels,” J. Phys.
Condens. Matter 16, S1989 (30 April 2004).
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chusetts Institute of Technology
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Fig. 1. (a) Liquid crystals held within a gel produce an imperfect x-ray
scattering pattern. The less than pristine shape of the two lobes at the
top and bottom of the image reflect the degree to which the ran-
domness of the gel distorts the liquid crystal layering. (b) Schematic
of the liquid crystal (molecules shown in gray) entrained by the ran-
domly cross-linked network of the silica gel (blue).

(a) (b)

Joe Strzalka (University of Pennsylvania) in the CMC-CAT
9-ID-C research station, leveling the Langmuir trough on
the sample stage of the liquid surface spectrometer. 
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The first experiment  (for the SAXS measurements) involved
dissolving samples of symmetric poly(styrene-ethylene/ butylenes-
styrene) (PSEBS) tri-block copolymer and a short-chain poly-
styrene homopolymer (PS) in toluene, filtering the resultant solution,
precipitating it into cold propanol, annealing the solution under vac-
uum at the 8-ID beamline, collecting scattered x-rays by means of a
charge-coupled device-based detector; and finally, obtaining supple-
mental point-detector data at beamline X22A of the National
Synchrotron Light Source. The second experiment (for the CTEM
measurements) required annealing the solution under vacuum,
microtoming it, and staining the solution with ruthenium tetroxide
before carrying out the CTEM measurements.

The SAXS and CTEM results reveal the existence of two poly-
meric, membrane-based, equilibrium phases (Fig. 1): an L3 sym-
metric-sponge phase and an L4 asymmetric-sponge phase. On the
basis of these results, the collaborators suggest that PSEBS-PS
forms (1) an L4 phase that consists mostly of equilibrium vesicles
(spherical cavities) for volume fractions f < 0.22 and (2) an L3

phase for 0.22 < f < (at least) 0.43. In addition, for the first time, the
collaborators found an S-to-A transition between the two phases in
a copolymer-homopolymer blend. The S and A phases are distin-
guished by the two distinct volumes, which are separated by the
sponge-phase membrane: one labeled “inside” (I) and the other
“outside” (O). Specifically, when I and O volumes are equivalent,
the L3 phase occurs, but when I and O volumes are not equivalent,
the symmetry is broken, and the L4 phase occurs.

Because of this research, future microscopic calculations of
polymers should result in a better understanding of these complex
fluid phases and more accurate determination of key membrane
parameters—such as modulation wave vector, correlation length of
the I-O order parameter, amphiphile correlation length, membrane
thickness, and coupling characteristics between the I-O order
parameter and the amphiphile density.  — William Arthur Atkins

See: P. Falus1,2, H. Xiang3, M.A. Borthwick2, T.P. Russell3, and
S.G.J. Mochrie1, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93(14), 145701 (1 October 2004).
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BB asic modeling of the structure and phase behavior of polymeric materials can be accurately achieved through
the use of self-consistent field theory (SCFT), which was first formulated for polymers by S.F. Edwards and given
new utility for ordered block copolymers by M. A. Matsen and M. Schick. The study of polymer amphiphiles,

which consist of blocks of mutually incompatible polymers chemically attached to each other, offers the promise of a
detailed understanding of generic complex fluid phases that appear not only in polymer systems, but also routinely in
small-molecule-based complex fluids. Researchers from Yale University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
the University of Massachusetts worked with block copolymer-homopolymer systems in order to identify the symmetric-to-
asymmetric (S-to-A) transition between the symmetric sponge-phase (L3 phase or S phase) and the asymmetric vesicle-
phase (L4 or A phase). Using small-angle x-ray-scattering (SAXS) at the IMMY/XOR 8-ID beamline at the APS, and cryo-
transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) to determine structure and phase behavior, they found microstructures formed
from a random dispersion of poly(ethylene/butylene) membranes within polystyrene. The microstructures consist of two
unique solvent volumes—each dependent on the particular size of the membrane's volume fraction.

Fig. 1. SAXS intensity from PSEBS-PS blends with PSEBS volume frac-
tions of (from top to bottom) 0.015, 0.19, 0.30, and 0.40 for wave
vectors from 0.02 to 1.3 nm-1. For clarity, these profiles have been
multiplied by 125, 25, 5, and 1, respectively. The 0.32-inverse-nm-
period intensity oscillations clearly point to a membrane-based
microstructure for all compositions, while the behavior at smaller
wave vectors distinguishes L3 and L4 phases.
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Although resonance x-ray reflectivity has been used exten-
sively in the structural characterization of inorganic and bio-
organic multilayer films, its use with single monolayer films is
much more problematic because of the relatively low number of
resonant atoms, the small magnitude of the resonant effect,
and the lack of periodicity in the samples. Measurements on liq-
uid surfaces are inherently more difficult because interferomet-
ric techniques cannot be applied to enhance the diffraction sig-
nal from the monolayer. Nevertheless, the development of a
resonance x-ray reflectivity technique for the structural charac-
terization of Langmuir monolayers in amphiphilic macromole-
cules would be of great value because, among other things, it
would open the door to localizing resonant-atom-labeled sin-
gle-amino-acid residues within the scattering length density
profiles of monolayers of vectorially oriented proteins. 

A  VA  V I A B L EI A B L E MM E T H O DE T H O D O FO F CC H A R A C T E R I Z I N GH A R A C T E R I Z I N G
BB R O M I N ER O M I N E - L- L A B E L E DA B E L E D LL A N G M U I RA N G M U I R MM O N O L AO N O L A Y E R SY E R S

In the study at CMC-CAT, a monolayer of bromostearic
acid was used as a test case to confirm that known resonant
atom stoichiometry and location of the monolayer within the
chemical structure of the macromolecular species would
demonstrate that resonance reflectivity at the air/water inter-
face could specify atomic positions with sub-angstrom preci-
sion. Resonance reflectivity requires that the alignment of the
liquid surface spectrometer be precisely maintained as the x-
ray energy is varied about the resonant atom's absorption edge
and that model-independent data analysis techniques be used.
Furthermore, accurate measurement of the resonance effect
necessitated that x-ray radiation damage of the monolayer film
be avoided, even though the small total number of resonant
atoms in the monolayer requires long data acquisition times to
obtain satisfactory statistics. 

LL angmuir monolayers are important interfacial systems for the study of organic, bio-organic, and polymeric
amphiphilic macromolecules and their interactions with polar and nonpolar atomic and molecular species.
Their numerous biomedical and materials science applications, however, often require localizing the positions

of particular molecular, submolecular, or atomic components within the monolayers. Researchers from the University of
Pennsylvania and the Brookhaven and Argonne national laboratories, using the CMC-CAT 9-ID beamline at the APS,
applied resonance reflectivity to locate resonant bromine atoms that were covalently bound to the hydrocarbon chain
of an organic fatty acid in a Langmuir monolayer at an air/water interface.

Fig. 1. (a) Fresnel- and energy-normalized reflectivity data collected
from a 2-bromostearic acid monolayer at various energies: K = KBr =
13,474 eV; Δ = 200 eV. (b) Differences between the second data set
at E = K in (a) and the data at E = K reproduce well and indicate that
energy-dependent resonant effects exist in the data at E = K ± Δ. (c)
The electron density distributions derived via box refinement for the
stearic acid (solid) and 2-bromostearic acid (dotted curve) monolay-
ers. The contribution to the monolayer from Br, as determined from
the resonance data, is shown as the lower dotted Gaussian curve,
centered at z = -16.0 ± 0.2 Å, with a width of 2.8 ± 0.2 Å . For such small
molecules, labeling with Br does not preserve the isomorphism of the
monolayer, but for larger molecules such as proteins, substitution of Br
for H should not perturb the structure as significantly.
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The resonance x-ray reflectivity measurements were per-
formed at CMC-CAT's 9-ID beamline because a constant-exit-
height monochromator permits changes in the energy of the
beam while keeping downstream optics in alignment. To avoid
radiation damage, samples were translated transversely rela-
tive to the x-ray beam between data points and between suc-
cessive scans. The data collection protocol employed cycles
through several energies in the vicinity of the Br K absorption
edge. The protocol verified that the observed energy dependen-
cies were indeed resonant effects and demonstrated the correct
energy dependence of the resonance effect in the brominated
sample and the absence of an effect in a control sample without
Br. The protocol also confirmed the absence of radiation dam-
age to either sample. 

Determination of the Br atom's location within the mono-
layer profile structure required simultaneous fitting of all avail-
able data at different energies. For the analysis to specify the
location of the Br atoms with sub-angstrom precision, both the
real and the imaginary parts of the changes in the scattering
factor, as reported in the literature, needed to be considered. 

This study demonstrates the feasibility of combining reso-
nance x-ray reflectivity measurements on Br-labeled Langmuir
monolayers with the approaches to data collection and analysis
that are required to obtain reliable information on the locations
of the resonant species. A best-practice approach would also
measure the changes in the real and imaginary parts of the
scattering factor directly from the sample, thereby constraining
the locations of the resonant atoms even further. — Vic Comello

See: J. Strzalka1, E. DiMasi2, I. Kuzmenko3, T. Gog3, and
J.K. Blasie1, “Resonant X-ray Reflectivity from a Bromine-
Labeled Fatty Acid Langmuir Monolayer,” Phys. Rev. E 70,
051603 (November 2004). 
Author Affiliations: 1University of Pennsylvania, 2Brookhaven
National Laboratory, 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: strzalka@sas.upenn.edu
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UU nderstanding the behavior of polymer-surfactant mixtures is important for a host of applications as diverse as
detergents, paints, cosmetics, and DNA transfection. Charged flexible or semi-flexible polyelectrolytes (PEs)
are a subset of the larger group that contains interesting and useful molecules including DNA and actin. Most

studies focused on bulk properties of the mixtures, but researchers at Iowa State University and Hebrew University of
Jerusalem took a different approach. Using the MU-CAT 6-ID-B beamline at the APS to perform surface-sensitive x-ray
diffraction studies of the gas-liquid interface in PE-surfactant, they discovered that the interface plays an important role
in forming these complexes and inducing their aggregation.

The ways in which polymer-surfactant mixtures phase-
change, aggregate, and precipitate are not well understood. By
measuring surface tension and performing x-ray reflectivity
(XR) and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) studies, the
researchers examined the role of the surface on the formation
of PE-surfactant complexes and investigated how adding salt
to the mixture induces crystal formation.

The group experimented using solutions of the PE poly-
diallyldimethylammonium chloride (PDAC) at 2% by weight in
pure water, the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and

Fig. 1. Procedures leading to the crystallization of PE-surfactant com-
plexes. (A) Surface x-ray scattering shows that the polyelectrolyte
PDAC (positively charged) at 2% wt. is completely water soluble. (B)
Similar studies of SDS (negatively charged) at concentrations smaller
than 10-4M show that the surfactant is practically water soluble. (C)
By mixing the two solutes, hydrophobic complexes (PE-induced
micelles) are formed and detected at the interface. (D) The addition
of NaCl to the PE-surfactant mixture solution induces crystallization of
cylindrical PE-micelles at the interface.

Continued on next page
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Aging is a manifestation of non-equilibrium behavior. Al-
though many systems settle down quickly after undergoing a
change in conditions, some continue a long evolution toward a
state that is never quite reached. For example, the density of
water assumes a certain value that depends on its temperature
and pressure. However, for aging materials that are perpetually
evolving, a simple question such as, “What is the density?” can
be problematic. And just as the macroscopic transformation of
liquid water to ice can be understood at the molecular level, sci-
entists would like to understand material aging at the level of
individual particles. For this reason, the research team
employed x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy, a method by
which the motion of particles in relation to their neighbors can
be probed in detail.

As a test system, the researchers studied laponite, a syn-
thetic silicate clay consisting of highly monodisperse nanoscale
disks, in water suspension with a volume fraction of 0.012.
When dispersed in water at such low concentrations, the

AA variety of materials, from glasses to polymers and gels, all undergo a lengthy structural relaxation after being
disturbed. This process is called “aging,” and the fact that such different substances share this behavior sug-
gests a common underlying mechanism. While there has been extensive theoretical effort to elucidate the

microscopic details of aging in materials, experimental efforts have typically been limited to temporal studies that are
sensitive to macroscopic changes. A clearer microscopic picture of aging would have practical benefits, both for a bet-
ter understanding of the fundamental physics of materials and for technological applications. Recently, collaborators
from Johns Hopkins University, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Yale University have used x-ray correlation
spectroscopy at IMMY/XOR beamline 8-ID at the APS to untangle the dynamic details of material aging on the scale of
individual particles. 

A  CA  C LL O S E RO S E R LL O O KO O K AA TT MM AA T E R I A LT E R I A L AA G I N GG I N G
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NaCl. In addition to performing surface tension experiments, the
group performed XR and GIXD experiments using the Ames
Laboratory Liquid Surface Diffractometer with highly monochro-
matic beams at 8 and 16.2 keV. The x-ray beam can be
deflected onto the liquid surface to a desired angle of incidence,
yielding information on the density profile across the interface
and the in-plane ordering at the surface (within the penetration
depth of the beam). From these measurements, the molecular
arrangements in the film can be deduced. 

Based on their measurements, the group confirmed that
when the PE is first added to water (without a surfactant or salt
in the solution), it dissolves and is repelled from the surface
because of interfacial discontinuity in the dielectric constant
(Fig. 1). If a very small amount of surfactant is added to the
solution (at concentration levels so low that the surfactant would
otherwise be totally soluble in pure water), it decreases the sur-
face tension. This is caused by the formation of hydrophobic
PE-surfactant complexes that migrate to the surface, where the
surfactant forms a monolayer. Above a critical surfactant con-
centration—when the ideal linear bulk separation among surfac-
tants is about 250 Å—micellization occurs. The  researchers

believe that, when salt is added, the micelles are transformed
into a cylindrical shape, and because the ions screen electro-
static interactions, the micelles stack into hexagonal, columnar
crystals growing from the interface. 

The researchers hope to use anomalous XR and GIXD
techniques with heaver ions to further investigate the internal
structure of the crystals. — Yvonne Carts-Powell

See: D.Vaknin1, S. Dahlke1, A. Travesset1, G. Nizri2, and S.
Magdassi2, “Induced Crystallization of Polyelectrolyte-
Surfactant Complexes at the Gas-Water Interface,” Phys. Rev.
Lett. 93, 218302-1 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Iowa State University, 2Hebrew University
of Jerusalem
Correspondence: vaknin@ameslab.gov
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laponite suspension undergoes a remarkable transformation
from low viscosity liquid to a jelly-like solid over the course of
days. The 8-ID beamline employs a silicon monochromator and
precision slits to select a micron-scale piece of the incident
beam to produce a partially coherent source of x-rays incident
on the sample. X-rays scattered from the suspension were col-
lected with a CCD array configured for a range of wave vectors
from 0.05 nm-1 to 0.3 nm-1, a range tuned for the distance
between nearest neighbor disks. Sequences of CCD images
were used to determine the intensity autocorrelation function for
correlation delay times of 1.6 to 1000 seconds at various stages
after formation of the sample, from 1.3 × 104 to 2 × 105 seconds,
during which time the suspension evolved from fluid to solid. 

By analyzing the correlation data, the research team found
that the transformation displays the hallmarks of aging.
However, surprisingly, the microscopic behavior was not consis-
tent with the slowing of diffusive fluid-like motion of the clay par-
ticles. Instead, the dynamics seem to be best explained by a
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Fig. 1. (a) Cartoon of a laponite suspension — charged, monodisperse clay disks in aqueous solution. (b) Intensity auto-
correlation function g2(q,t) measured with multispeckle x-ray correlation spectroscopy for a laponite suspension at wave
vector, q = 0.10 nm-1, at various stages after the formation of the sample. The evolution of the decay to larger times t is
a signature of aging in the system. The increase in the plateau value at short times indicates a growing repulsion
between particles with increasing age.

(a) (b)
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model in which the particles constantly shift in response to local,
isolated rearrangements of disks. The rate of motion of the shift-
ing steadily decreases, leading to aging. Moreover, by compar-
ing the x-ray results with conductivity measurements of the sus-
pension, the team concluded that the process can be explained
by a picture in which the repulsive force between disks gradu-
ally increases over time. This interpretation raises the interest-
ing question:  What other examples of material aging might be
explained by similar scenarios?

These photon correlation measurements have opened a
long-sought window into the detailed dynamics of such non-
equilibrium systems at length scales of the individual particles.
Such techniques have only recently become available because
of the advent of third-generation facilities, such as APS, which
provide sufficiently bright sources to enable the partially coher-
ent x-ray beams needed for these scattering experiments.
Future work of this nature will permit a more comprehensive

understanding of the general dynamics and underlying princi-
ples of aging materials.  — David Voss
See: R. Bandyopadhyay1, D. Liang1, H. Yardimci1, D.A.
Sessoms1, M. A. Borthwick2, S.G.J. Mochrie3, J.L. Harden1, and
R.L. Leheny1, “Evolution of Particle-Scale Dynamics in an Aging
Clay Suspension,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 228302 (26 November
2004).
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Previous structural studies of boron carbide by means of
neutron and x-ray diffraction, while revealing the general prop-
erties of the crystal structure, have been less useful for study-
ing the substitutional disorder in B4C because these probes
cannot distinguish easily between boron and carbon atoms at
a given site. In the past, spectroscopic techniques such as x-
ray near-edge structure (XANES) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) have been used in these kinds of studies
because of their ability to probe element-specific energy states
with high resolution. But the technique known as nonresonant
x-ray Raman scattering (XRS) affords an additional degree of
freedom, namely the ability to observe scattering as a function
of momentum, as well as energy. This ability can, in turn, pro-
vide unique insights about chemical occupancy of sites with dif-
ferent local symmetry in a unit cell. XRS is an inelastic spec-
troscopy in which x-rays are scattered by K shell electrons; in
the process, some energy and momentum is transferred to
these electrons, so the scattered x-rays are observed at a
slightly lower energy.

To carry out the experiments, the researchers packed poly-
crystalline B4C powder having micrometer-scale grains into 3-
mm-thick disks. X-rays of 10-keV energy (far higher than the
boron K-shell binding energy, which is only 190 eV) from beam-
line 20-ID were directed at the samples, and inelastically scat-
tered x-rays were collected and analyzed in transmission mode.
Boron XRS spectra were collected at 8 different momentum
transfers from 1.05 A-1 to 9.01 A-1. The Compton background
was subtracted to yield background-free XRS spectra. 

The Raman spectra were combined with site-specific ab
initio calculations to unravel the near-edge spectroscopic fea-
tures. Simulations of the expected scattering cross sections
were carried out for various models of the site occupancy of
carbon in B4C and compared with the experimental data. Of
particular interest is a peak near the boron K edge in the exper-
imental spectra. 

The main result of the study is a strong q-dependence of
the near-edge peak, demonstrating a strongly p-type character.
A pure state with such properties must come from an atom
located in a highly symmetric position in the unit cell. In the
case of B4C, only the so-called chain-center site has the nec-
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UU N TN T A N G L I N GA N G L I N G T H ET H E SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E O FO F BB O R O NO R O N CC A R B I D EA R B I D E

BB oron compounds exhibit mechanical and electronic properties that are of substantial interest to physicists and
materials researchers. Boron compounds with five-fold icosahedral symmetry, especially boron carbide (B4C),
are particularly important because of their extreme mechanical strength, which makes them valuable as abra-

sive agents, reinforcements in composite materials, and armor plate. In addition, B4C is commonly used in control rods
in nuclear reactors. However, there has been continuing debate about the details of the site-substitutional disorder pres-
ent in B4C, where the boron and carbon atoms can occupy each other's places in the lattice. This issue is one of the
contributors to the continuing difficulties in calculating the electronic properties of this system, which is already challeng-
ing because of the presence of boron's unique 3-center chemical bonding. Recently, a research team from the
University of Washington and Argonne National Laboratory used the PNC/XOR 20-ID beamline at the APS to carry out
x-ray spectroscopic studies in order to provide information about site occupation in B4C. The results of these studies can
be used to constrain theoretical models of the structure.

essary high symmetry; as a consequence, the study concludes
that there must be dominant boron occupation of this site. This
assignment is consistent with site-specific ab initio calculations
on different structural models. In previous studies, this feature

Fig. 1. (a) The unit cell of icosahedral boron carbide for structure
model B12-CBC, with four distinct crystallographic sites specified
as 1 to 4 with different colors. Other structure models with boron
or carbon on different crystallographic sites would have specifi-
cations such as B4 or C1. The sticks are not indications of chem-
ical bonds but the nearest neighbor relationship and the
boundary of the unit cell. (b) View of the unit cell from a differ-
ent angle. The six B1 equatorial sites and six B2 polar sites form
an icosahedron, as shown on the corner of the unit cell.
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has been attributed to a π-bonding resonance in the carbon-
boron-carbon chain, but the new results indicate that the
observed feature is not consistent with this interpretation.
Instead, the strong near-edge peak seen in the actual spectra
indicates an excited core electron-hole pair (an exciton) being
formed during the measurement process. Moreover, the exciton
appears to be spatially extended, again requiring an ab initio
treatment instead of a molecular orbital approach.

This study shows that a combination of XRS and ab initio
calculations can be a very useful method for prying apart the
details of site-substitutional disorder in materials. Further, the
formation of excitons in these materials may provide a new way
to probe the local symmetry properties of solid lattices.  

— David Voss

See: Y. Feng1, G.T. Seidler1,2, J.O.Cross1,2, A.T. Macrander3,
and J.J. Rehr1, “Role of Inversion Symmetry and Multipole
Effects in Nonresonant X-ray Raman Scattering from
Icosahedral B4C,” Phys. Rev. B 69, 125402-1 (8 March 2004).
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AA new x-ray technique that uses laser light to excite molecules and x-rays in order to capture a “snapshot” of the
molecules as they change shape can provide chemists and biologists with detailed information about impor-
tant catalytic, photochemical, and biological processes. The technique, developed by researchers from the

State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo and employed at the ChemMatCARS-CAT 15-ID beamline at the APS, can
provide atom-by-atom detail about the short-lived chemical species that exist in the short time-span between reactant
and product. This work can help researchers improve industrially important reactions and better understand biochemistry.

Crystallography traditionally provides detailed snapshots
of molecules only in their lowest energy state, which is com-
monly referred to as the “ground state.” However, the ground
state is not necessarily the most interesting one when it comes
to understanding the behavior of different molecules and how
they interact with each other. The ability to probe other energy
states by using x-ray techniques could provide an opportunity
to watch geometric changes as they take place at the molecu-
lar level. The collaboration in this study has pioneered a stro-
boscopic technique that uses laser light to repeatedly excite
the molecules in a sample combined with x-ray pulses from the
15-ID beamline to capture an image of the short-lived species
that exist in a transient excited state between reactant and
product.

This experiment, which explores the reaction of a molecule
containing two atoms of the metal rhodium, shows how these
atoms react to exposure to intense light from a laser source.
The resulting excited (i.e., high-energy) species are highly
reactive. The team used a burst of laser light lasting only a frac-
tion of a millionth of a second and having an energy of a few
hundreds of a microjoule. Immediately after excitation, they
exposed the molecules to a short pulse of x-rays from the 15-
ID beamline. This allowed them to probe the structure of the
excited molecule several ten thousand times a second as it
changed and dropped back to its non-excited state, ready for

Fig. 1. Light excites an organometallic complex of rhodium, allowng
researchers to observe its excitation with a short burst of x-rays.

Continued on next page
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the next burst of laser light. The method provides an instanta-
neous snapshot of the molecule as it is distorted in the high-
energy laser beam.

In an application of their new approach, the team per-
formed a study on an organometallic compound of rhodium in
which the rhodium atoms are held together by a “bridging”
organic compound. When this compound is excited by a burst
of laser light, the rhodium atoms become linked by a direct bond
and are drawn much closer together than they are in the ground
state of the molecule. This is the first time that scientists have
been able to observe such a light-induced molecular contraction
directly, with detail revealed at atomic resolution.

Chemical and biological processes proceed through the
formation of transient chemical species that exist for only a few
millionths of a second or less. By probing the structure of such
transient species, researchers can gain insights into the work-
ings of all kinds of chemical and biochemical reactions, from the
catalytic conversion of raw materials into products to the meta-
bolic reactions that turn sugars into energy in our cells.

The energy stored for very brief times in such molecules
can in turn be used to initiate other chemical reactions. Related
compounds, several of which the SUNY-Buffalo group have
also studied, are used to capture energy from sunlight for the
development of renewable energy resources.

Further development of this technique to obtain shorter
time resolution will allow even shorter-lived light-emitting
species to be studied in great detail and permit researchers to
monitor light-induced reactions at the atomic level in real time.
The insights that will become available from such studies will
allow chemists to synthesize new complexes with desirable
properties, such as strong light emission and light-to-energy
conversion, that mimic such biochemical processes as photo-
synthesis.  — David Bradley

See: P. Coppens1, O. Gerlits1, I.I. Vorontsov1, A. Yu.
Kovalevsky1, Y.-S. Chen2, T. Graber3, M. Gembicky1, and I.V.
Novozhilova1, “A Very Large Rh-Rh Bond Shortening on
Excitation of the [Rh2(1,8-diisocyano-p-menthane)4]2+ Ion by
Time-Resolved Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction,” Chem.
Commun. 19, 2144 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1State University of New York at Buffalo,
2University of Toledo, 3The University of Chicago
Correspondence: coppens@acsu.buffalo.edu
Time-resolved experiments at the ID-15 beamline are supported
through DOE grant DE-FG02-02ER15372. Work at SUNY-Buffalo
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109-ENG-38.

Before the measurements were made, a sample of liquid
Ga was prepared from pure metal ingots, sent through a capil-
lary feeder system and into an evacuated sample chamber;
heated to a constant 35° C (95° F); and subjected to argon ion
sputtering in order to remove contamination. Collection of the
diffuse x-ray scattering was accomplished with a static incident
angle of 0.13°—smaller than the critical angle of 0.19°. The q
resolution was calculated to be 0.002 inverse-Angstroms (Å-1)
with horizontal slits installed in front of the detector.
Background scattering from the direct beam was greatly dimin-
ished by using large detector pickup angles of 1.0°, 1.5°, and
3.0°. Empty chamber background x-ray scattering and bulk
scattering were measured appropriately.

All the experiments were carried out  at the
ChemMatCARS-CAT 15-ID beamline. The q-dependent sur-

DD I F F U S EI F F U S E SS C AC A T T E R I N GT T E R I N G F R O MF R O M T H ET H E
LL I Q U I DI Q U I D - V- V A P O RA P O R II N T E R FN T E R F A C EA C E O FO F GG AA

SS cientists from The University of Chicago, using the ChemMatCARS-CAT beamline 15-ID at the APS, determined the
wave-vector (q) dependence of the liquid-vapor interfacial tension (γ) of gallium (Ga). Their experimental data
(Fig. 1) was used to test the Mecke-Dietrich theory of liquid-vapor interfacial tension, originally developed for

dielectrics. The Mecke-Dietrich theory incorporates fluctuations of all wavelengths from the smallest to the largest. It pre-
dicts that surface tension is wave-vector dependent for a dielectric liquid with asymptotic form of the pair interaction
with form r-6. In a dielectric, the liquid-vapor interfacial density profile is monotone. However, in a metal such as gallium,
the liquid-vapor interface density profile is stratified and the asymptotic form of the pair interaction is different from r-6.

CCHHEEMMIICCAALL SSCCIIEENNCCEE

face tension was calculated from the diffuse scattering pattern.
Several models—screened Coulomb, Van der Waals, energy
independent model pseudopotential, and individual local
pseudopotential (ILP)—were used to predict the behavior of γγ(q)
and then compared with the experimental data. The ILP poten-
tial produced the best agreement between the observed and
calculated γ(q) when the correct stratified interfacial density pro-
file was used. 

Before this study, the existing theory of the effective
Hamiltonian and the experimental diffuse x-ray scattering meas-
urements of liquid-vapor interfaces were mainly focused on
dielectric liquids. While liquid gallium and water have very differ-
ent forms of inter-particle potentials and longitudinal density
profiles across the interfaces, the wave-vector dependency of
surface tension turns out to be quite similar, and this similarity
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suggests that the reduction of surface tension in the intermedi-
ate q range could be a more general phenomenon than previ-
ously conceived.  — William Arthur Atkins and Dongxu Li

See: D. Li, B. Yang, B. Lin, M. Meron, J. Gebhardt, T. Graber,
and S.A. Rice, “Wavelength Dependence of Liquid-Vapor
Interfacial Tension of Ga,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 92(13), 136102-1 (2
April 2004).
Author Affiliations: The University of Chicago
Correspondence: sarice@uchicago.edu

The research was supported by a grant from the National Science
Foundation. All of the experiments described were carried out at the

Fig. 1. The diffuse x-ray scattering from the liquid-vapor
interface of liquid Ga measured by grazing incidence x-
ray diffraction. The diffuse scattering intensity is shown as
circles; the background scattering that was measured by
moving the sample out of the x-ray beam is shown as
green squares; the bulk liquid scattering intensity is shown
as a blue solid line; and the red solid line shows a diffuse
scattering intensity predicted by a classical capillary wave
theory.

ChemMatCARS-CAT beamline at the APS. ChemMatCARS-CAT is
supported by grants from the National Science Foundation and the
Department of Energy. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

SS H E D D I N GH E D D I N G LL I G H TI G H T O NO N T H ET H E
MM A C H I N E RA C H I N E R YY O FO F PP H OH O TT O S Y N T H E S I SO S Y N T H E S I S

SS quare-planar molecules known as porphyrins are at the heart of natural and artificial photosynthesis. They pro-
vide a molecular springboard that captures photons of sunlight and bounces out energetic electrons. Porphyrins
also have potential as light-powered catalysts and as components of photonics devices, such as information stor-

age materials, that use light, rather than electrons, as their currency. To help illuminate the inner workings of porphyrins,
an Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) research group used the BESSRC/XOR 11-ID beamline to determine how differ-
ent porphyrin molecules respond to being excited by light under different chemical conditions. Their findings could help
scientists fine tune the chemical structure of porphyrins by changing the attached side groups and the metal ions at
their center to make them respond to different wavelengths of light. Such modified porphyrins may one day form the
building blocks of novel catalysts, photonic devices, and efficient solar-power units. 

Experimenters have previously used Raman and other
forms of visible-light spectroscopy to study the excited states of
porphyrins. While these techniques provide useful information,
they cannot reveal crucial structural details. For instance,
Raman spectroscopy tells scientists only indirectly about the
bond distances between the central metal ion and the chemical
groups around the porphyrins’ ring bond distance, a key prop-
erty that could be tweaked for optimum effect in a modified por-
phyrin. Raman spectroscopy also fails to reveal the number of
bonds to the metal, the coordination number, how many elec-
trons have been lost or gained in forming those bonds, and the
oxidation state. 

New x-ray techniques, such as time-resolved pump-probe
x-ray absorption near edge and fine structure (XANES and

XAFS), on the other hand, can reach into the core of such mol-
ecules and pull out information when the porphyrin is in solution
phase. By carrying out experiments using the pulsed synchro-
tron source available on beamline 11-ID, the ANL team was able
to obtain information even for porphyrin molecules that exist only
fleetingly, with lifetimes of about 100 picoseconds. On this time
scale, it is possible to freeze the action as a porphyrin absorbs a
photon and is excited, allowing researchers to determine its
structure precisely in this state. 

The ANL team has focused on a derivative of the basic por-
phyrin molecule that carries eight hydrocarbon groups on the
outside of the ring and a copper ion at the center: the copper(II)
octaethylporphyrin, CuOEP, molecule. CuOEP is an archetypal

Continued on next page
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BB R I N G I N GR I N G I N G SS E N S O R SE N S O R S I N TI N T OO T H ET H E FF O L DO L D

AA new class of sensors for important biomolecules, pollutants, and compounds relevant to defense is on the
horizon, thanks to studies of the way proteins fold into their active shape. Researchers from the University of
California, Santa Barbara; Stanford University; The University of Chicago; Argonne National Laboratory;

Princeton University; and The Johns Hopkins University used BESSRC/XOR beamline 12-ID and Bio-CAT beamline 18-ID at
the APS and beamline 4-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory to probe the nature of the random coiling
of proteins and to compare the dimensions of these coils with chemically unfolded proteins. Their research offers impor-
tant clues about the behavior of these proteins, which appear to have random structures. These results will advance
efforts to exploit proteins in real-time optical and electronic sensors for the biotechnology industry and in biomedicine.

Previous research using various spectroscopic tech-
niques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy, led to the tantalizing conclusion that many proteins
can keep their shape even under chemical conditions that
would quickly denature, or break down, the structure of lesser
proteins. For instance, NMR showed that even in urea or
guanidine hydrochloride, two strongly denaturing chemical
reagents, several proteins display ordered structure. These
findings suggested that this residual structure might play a role

in the initial folding kinetics and thermodynamics of certain pro-
teins.

However, small-angle x-ray scattering studies appear to
give a different picture of these proteins, revealing them as
behaving in certain respects as random coils completely
devoid of any organized structure.

The group hoped to explain this discrepancy by using a
detailed study of several proteins that, it has been claimed, were
robust in withstanding denaturation. If there were residual struc-

Fig. 1. Photoinduced ligation of excited-state CuOEP with solvent molecules
studied by time-domain X-ray absorption. Top: Formation of the THF-CuOEP
adduct at the photoexcited state. Bottom: The adduct does not form with
toluene even at the photoexcited state of CuOEP.
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synthetic porphyrin that is essentially free from the inter-
ference of other complex chemical groups that are
attached to the porphyrin ring in its natural counterparts.
The researchers can therefore use CuOEP as a skeletal
porphyrin model. 

Knowledge of the structural changes induced by
photon absorption is key to tailoring the physical proper-
ties of these porphyrins. The ANL group carried out stud-
ies with two different solvent systems, one comprising
the aromatic hydrocarbon toluene and the second con-
taining both toluene and the oxygen-containing polar
solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF). They found that toluene
alone did not affect the way the copper-porphyrin system
responds to light. However, in the mixed-solvent system,
the researchers found that a THF molecule can become
attached temporarily through the copper atom to the por-
phyrin ring. The result is the formation of an excited por-
phyrin in which the bonds between the copper atom and
the porphyrin ring are stretched (Fig. 1). The formation
of such a “pyramidal” shaped, short-lived excited chem-
ical species provides new insights into earlier spectro-
scopic studies—such as lifetimes of the excited state
and photoluminescence quantum yields—and will help
researchers with the design of new versions of the basic
structure that have particular absorption properties.  —
David Bradley

See: L.X. Chen, G.B. Shaw, T. Liu, G. Jennings, and K.
Attenkofer “Exciplex Formation of Copper(II)
Octaethylporphyrin Revealed by Pulsed X-rays,” Chem.
Phys. 299, 215 (2004).
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ture, as the spectroscopic studies sug-
gested, then the dimensions of these
tough proteins would not follow the
same rules as a randomly coiled peptide
chain. A hallmark of random-coil behav-
ior is a power-law relationship between
peptide chain length and the ensemble
average radius of gyration. 

There is a highly characteristic
relationship between the length of a
polymer and the dimensions of the bun-
dle it forms. This power-law relationship
can be used to distinguish between a
random coil and a coil with structure. A
simple analog would be to take the
mean distance between the two ends of a piece of yarn floating
in a swimming pool; they will naturally increase for longer pieces
of yarn. But, if the yarn is wrapped into a tight ball, the end-to-
end distance will be related to the cube-root of the length of the
piece of yarn. If, on the other hand, the yarn is unwound and
adopts an expanded, random structure, the increase in end-to-
end distance will follow, not the cube-root, which would be to the
1/3 power, but instead to the 0.588 power. This 0.588-power
rule holds for any fully random polymer, whether a length of
yarn or a sub-microscopic protein molecule.

The group investigated 28 proteins that had a claim to
denaturation resilience and found that only two deviated from
the expected 0.588 behavior of a random coil. If there were true
resilience, one would expect all of the proteins to deviate signif-
icantly from this relationship.

Their data suggest that, if there is residual structure in the
unfolded states—structure that might guide the folding process
—it is too subtle to affect the mean overall dimensions of the
unfolded state. This should put strong constraints on our men-
tal model of the unfolded state and should have profound con-
sequences for our understanding of folding.

A clearer understanding of protein folding could ultimately
allow scientists to develop simple and efficient sensors based
on the folding of proteins, peptides, and DNA when they come
into contact with compounds of interest in a sample. Indeed, the
motivation for this research was the research group’s efforts to
build optical sensors based on the binding-induced folding of

normally unfolded proteins. If the unfolded state is truly random,
then this binding-induced folding represents the largest possible
change in protein conformation (from random to perfectly struc-
tured), suggesting an ideal means of coupling binding events
with optical or electronic outputs.

Sensors based on this behavior would be inexpensive and
easy to use and so might allow sensor technology to become
more readily accessible in home testing kits and in the develop-
ing world.  — David Bradley

See: J.E. Kohn1, I.S. Millett2, J. Jacob3,4, B. Zagrovic2, T.M.
Dillon1, N. Cingel1, R.S. Dothager3, S. Seifert4, P. Thiyagarajan4,
T.R. Sosnick3, M.Z. Hasan5, V.S. Pande2, I. Ruczinski6, S.
Doniach2, and K.W. Plaxco1,2, “Random-Coil Behavior and the
Dimensions of Chemically Unfolded Proteins,” P. Natl. Acad.
Sci. USA 101, 12491 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of California, Santa Barbara,
2Stanford University, 3The University of Chicago, 4Argonne
National Laboratory, 5Princeton University, 6The Johns Hopkins
University
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Fig. 1. Understanding the power of protein folding could lead to a new class of medical and
environmental sensor.
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One way to identify active
molecules is to design an assay for
the desired function of a protein
target and then test each small
molecule variant. This approach is
labor intensive and time consum-
ing because it means that a differ-
ent assay must be developed for
each drug target of interest.
Another approach is based on
deriving a more general probe that
would identify whether any protein
structural change had occurred. A
large number of samples could be
screened in this way; those that
showed promise could then be
examined more closely for mechanistic details. Just such a
general method, which uses x-ray scattering to detect func-
tional drug candidates, is now available.  

The APS served as a unique resource to aid the investiga-
tors in their study of WAXS of proteins in solution. The
researchers are developing WAXS as a probe for detecting the
structural changes that usually occur when a protein binds to a

functional ligand. Such activity encompasses a broad range of
changes in secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure of the
protein. Although nuclear magnetic resonance can be used to
characterize proteins in solution, this method requires exten-
sive data collection and analyses. Small-angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS) allows researchers to observe changes in the radius of
gyration, but not all domain rotations and none of the small

side-chain interactions.
Using the WAXS tech-
nique, data can be col-
lected quickly and
accurately using label-
free ligands and tar-
gets, making the
method well suited to
moderate-throughput
detection and analysis
of protein-ligand inter-
actions. The data col-
lected permits direct
estimate of the magni-
tude of the structural
change, without refer-
ence to crystallographic
coordinates. Although
the exact form of the
structural change at
atomic resolution can-
not be inferred from
WAXS, both the magni-
tude and the class of
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FF I N D I N GI N D I N G AA C T I V EC T I V E PP R OR O T E I N ST E I N S

WW hen combinatorial chemistry produces new varieties of reagents, the tricky next step is figuring out
whether those molecules will be biochemically active. While there are several  methods for finding active
molecules, they all have limitations. Researchers from Argonne National Laboratory, using the Bio-CAT

beamline 18-ID, employed wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) to develop a method for identifying drug candidates. 

Fig. 1. Computer renditions (PyMOL) of the apo form of the protein transferrin (left) and the iron
bound form (right) based upon crystallographic coordinates. From this angle, one can see the
great extent to which the protein domains rotate relative to one another upon ligand binding.

Fig. 2. False color images of the solution scattering patterns from the apo and ligand-bound forms of transfer-
rin, highlighting the differences in diffraction between the structures.
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the change can be elucidated. Even without crystallographic
data, a combination of SAXS and WAXS has the potential to
characterize what happens during ligand binding. As proof of
concept, the data demonstrate that WAXS is a sensitive probe
for identifying functional ligands through ligand-induced struc-
tural changes. 

Using proteins in solution, five classes of structural change
were studied: transferrin for ligand-induced domain rotation,
maltose binding protein for hinge-bending motion, alcohol dehy-
drogenase for change of the shape of the binding cleft, calmod-
ulin for ligand-induced refolding, and adipocyte lipid binding pro-
tein and ricin for side chain reorientations. To minimize damage
to the proteins, thin aluminum foils were used as x-ray beam
attenuators to control the incident beam flux. Protein concentra-
tions ranged between 12.6 and 48 mg/mL. As a validation, the
program CRYSOL was used to predict WAXS patterns from the
proteins, using the atomic coordinates from the crystallographic
structures. 

The data showed that ligand-induced structural changes
involving domain movements, as well as smaller ones (such as
side chain rearrangements) are detected by WAXS, an in vitro
biophysical probe. For the most part, measured scattering was
in agreement with that predicted by applying the CRYSOL soft-
ware to the atomic coordinates (Fig. 1). Ligand-induced domain
movements, however, were larger than predicted on the basis

of x-ray crystallography alone, consistent with a previous finding
that crystal-lattice domain positions may differ from those
observed in solution (Fig. 2). 

When binding a ligand, most proteins undergo some
change in conformation, either local or global. Collecting the nec-
essary WAXS data to characterize these changes takes about
30 s at a third-generation synchrotron source and can be carried
out with a wide range of solution conditions for protein-ligand
pairs, which do not have to be chemically modified. As such,
WAXS can greatly improve the speed and accuracy with which
drug candidates can be assessed for their therapeutic potential,
enhancing the drug development process. — Mona Mort

See: R.F. Fischetti, D.J. Rodi, D.B. Gore, and L. Makowski,
“Wide-Angle X-ray Solution Scattering as a Probe of Ligand-
Induced Conformational Changes in Proteins,” Chem. Biol. 11,
1431 (October 2004).
Author Affiliation: Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: lmakowski@anl.gov

This work was supported by the Office of Biological and Environmental
Sciences, DOE, to D.J.R.; NCRR, NIH, for Bio-CAT as a Health-sup-
ported Research Center. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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UU sing a tiny device that focuses x-rays much as a lens focuses light, researchers from Argonne National
Laboratory, Wichita State University, the University of Notre Dame, and the University of Southern California,
working at the APS, have mapped the distributions of phosphorous, calcium, and other elements within a sin-

gle hydrated bacterium. The measurements performed at beamline XOR 2-ID at the APS open the way for directly study-
ing chemical interactions in and around bacteria. In particular, the technique might reveal how some bacteria bind
toxic heavy metals into mineral deposits—a phenomenon that might be exploited to combat the spread of under-
ground pollution.

To see precisely how an individual bacterium ticks,
researchers must determine how different chemical elements
are distributed within it. Techniques employing electron or pro-
ton beams possess the resolution to detect nanometer-sized
features inside the cell and distinguish one element from
another. However, these techniques work only in high vacuum,
which kills the cells and can alter the distribution of elements.
In contrast, the x-ray technique enables investigation of
hydrated cells in their natural state. 

Key to the technique is a device called a phase zone
plate that works like a lens for x-rays. But whereas an ordi-
nary lens relies on refraction to bend rays of visible light, the
zone plate focuses x-rays through diffraction. Measuring 150
microns in diameter, the zone plate consists of gold etched
into an elaborate bull's-eye pattern of concentric rings, or

zones, of various widths. When x-rays pass through the plate
at a particular point, they experience a phase shift; the size of
the shift depends on the thickness of the plate at that location.
Thanks to the various phase shifts, the x-rays emerging from
the other side of the plate will interfere in a way that focuses
them in a spot 150 nanometers wide.

The researchers used these tightly focused x-rays to study
Pseudomonas fluorescens, a bacterium commonly found in
wetlands, water columns, and lakes. Fixing the x-ray energy at
10 keV, the researchers first scanned their tiny x-ray spotlight
back and forth across samples of individual bacteria harvested
from a suspension and bacteria growing in a film, their natural
state. The high-energy x-rays excited inner-shell electrons in
the various atoms inside and around the cells, which then fluo-
resced as outer-shell electrons fell into the vacancies. By track-

Continued on next page
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ing and analyzing the fluorescence, the researchers found that
they could locate individual cells and map the distribution of ele-
ments—ranging from lightweight phosphorous and sulfur to
hefty copper and zinc—within them.

The researchers also examined samples of bacteria that
had been exposed to the ion chromium-VI, a carcinogen and
potent toxin. The chromium permeated and killed the isolated
cells harvested from a floating suspension, but cells grown in a
film did not absorb the toxin and continued to thrive. The
chromium appeared to collect around the cells in the film, pre-
sumably in the cement of sugars the bacteria exuded to glue
themselves to one another. To further study the fate of the
chromium, the researchers fixed the x-ray beam on a chromium
deposit and ramped the x-ray energy up slowly from about 6
keV. The precise energy at which the chromium began to fluo-
resce revealed its valance state and indicated that, through
chemical interactions with the extra-cellular matrix, the
chromium-VI was reduced to less pernicious chromium-III. In
fact, the detailed shape of the “x-ray absorption near edge spec-
trum” indicated that the chromium was bound in a phosphate.

The measurements demonstrate that isolated bacteria do
not necessarily behave in the same way as those grown in

films—an important caveat for microbiologists. The researchers
now plan to turn their attention to bacteria that actively metabo-
lize toxic metals. Such bacteria essentially breathe metal, and
the new technique promises a breathtaking view of precisely
how they do it.  — Adrian Cho

See: K.M. Kemner1, S.D. Kelly1, B. Lai1, J. Maser1, E.J.
O'Loughlin1, D. Sholto-Douglas1, Z. Cai1, M.A. Schneegurt2,
C.F. Kulpa, Jr.3, and K.H. Nealson4, “Elemental and Redox
Analysis of Single Bacterial Cells by X-ray Microbeam
Analysis,” Science 306, 686 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Wichita
State University, 3University of Notre Dame, 4University of
Southern California
Correspondence: kemner@anl.gov

This work supported by the Natural and Accelerated Bioremediation Research
Program, Office of Biological and Environmental Research, Office of Science, U.S.
Department of Energy. Additional support (K.M.K.) provided by the DOE Office of
Science Early Career Scientist and Engineer Award. Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. False-color maps of the spatial distributions and
concentration gradients of elements in and around P.
fluorescens before (A) and after exposure to potas-
sium dichromate (B). Inset: The phase zone plate used
to focus x-rays and make the measurements.
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A molecule will vibrate only at distinct frequencies, much
as a soda bottle will resonate only certain tones if you blow
across the top of it. To study molecular vibrations, researchers
typically prod molecules with infrared light; the spectrum of the
absorbed or scattered light then reveals the frequencies of the
vibrations. Infrared techniques have limitations, however. The
long wavelength light effectively interacts with all the atoms as
a group. So while the techniques show that a molecule is rat-
tling, they do not indicate how each individual atom is moving.
Moreover, in accordance with quantum mechanical selection
rules, infrared photons will only excite vibrations when the
atoms move in patterns with certain symmetries.

To overcome such impediments, the research team
employed an x-ray technique that excites a single atomic
nucleus in a biomolecule. Known as nuclear resonance vibra-
tional spectroscopy (NRVS), the technique works a bit like the
famed Mössbauer effect, in which a nucleus embedded in a
crystal can absorb x-rays of a very specific energy without
recoiling. In NRVS, the targeted nucleus does recoil, but it can
only do so by causing the entire molecule to vibrate. That
means that an x-ray must pack precisely enough extra energy
to excite a vibration, which according to quantum mechanics, is
just Planck's constant times the frequency of vibration. The
atom eventually emits an x-ray again, and by tracking such flu-
orescence as a function of x-ray energy, researchers can deter-
mine the molecule's vibrational spectrum. Moreover, the x-rays

UU nlike the rigid models chemistry students assemble from sticks and balls, real biomolecules readily flex and
vibrate, and those vibrations may enable some molecules to perform their crucial tasks. But observing the
low-frequency vibrations of jumbo biomolecules remains a challenge. X-ray measurements taken at XOR

beamline 3-ID at the APS by researchers from Northeastern University, the National Research Council of Canada, the
University of Notre Dame, Purdue University, and Argonne National Laboratory have revealed the low-frequency vibra-
tions of molecules resembling heme proteins, which regulate blood pressure and enable blood to absorb oxygen.
Combining the new spectroscopy with powerful computational techniques, researchers hope to deduce precisely how
such molecules prefer to twist, bend, and stretch.

RR E B O U N D I N GE B O U N D I N G AA TT O M I CO M I C NN U C L E IU C L E I TT OO PP R O B ER O B E
LL O WO W -- F R E Q U E N C YF R E Q U E N C Y MM O L E C U L A RO L E C U L A R VV I B R AI B R A T I O N ST I O N S

can excite any mode in which the targeted nucleus moves,
regardless of the mode's overall symmetry.

Using NRVS, the team studied the vibrations of disk-like
molecules known as ferrous nitrosyl porphyrins, which resemble
the reactive heart of heme proteins. The core of the porphyrin
molecules consists of an iron atom surrounded by four pyrrole
rings joined edge to edge like scales on a turtle shell. A nitrosyl
group (NO) attaches to the iron and sticks up from the plane of
the molecule. Taking advantage of a monochromatic x-ray beam
with a flux 109 photons per second and an energy spread of 0.85
meV (in wavenumbers, 7 cm-1), the researchers studied the flu-
orescence of both powder samples and samples consisting of
many aligned crystals as they probed energies up to 75 meV
(600 cm-1) above the 14.413 keV resonance of the 57Fe nuclei.
They compared the observed spectra to those predicted by den-
sity functional theory, a computer-based technique that enables
the calculation of the structure and dynamics of molecules. The
researchers found they could match the spectra and identify
several of the low-frequency vibrations of the molecules.
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Fig. 1. Low-frequency vibrations involve the same motions that take
place on binding of the dumbbell-shaped NO molecule to the pla-
nar heme molecule. These motions include reorientation of the NO
(left) and “doming” of the heme (right), where the heavy central iron
atom moves out of the plane and the rest of the molecule flexes like
a trampoline responding to a dropped cannonball.

Continued on next page
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TT he sliding filament model of muscle contraction is more than 50 years old, yet theories about the precise mech-
anisms of the motor function still generate some controversy. A group of researchers from Università di Firenze,
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, Brandeis University, King's College London, the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility, Illinois Institute of Technology, and Argonne National Laboratory used insertion device beamlines at Bio-
CAT at the APS and at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) to take a closer look at the molecular structure
of myosin II, the molecular motor in muscle, as it works under different loads. This study provides a more detailed under-
standing of the complex process responsible for the efficient chemomechanical transduction of energy.

Myosin II is a class of proteins found in skeletal muscle
and heart cells. Myosin molecules aggregate to form the thick
myosin filament, with the heads of the molecules protruding
periodically from the filament. Myosin filaments overlap with the
actin filaments in the 2.1-µm sarcomere, the elementary con-
tracting structure in muscle. During contraction, the myosin
heads act as tiny motors, drawing the thin actin filament toward
the center of the sarcomere and then detaching from actin and
returning to the original conformation, ready for another stroke
cycle.

Studies using in vitro samples of muscle tissue have pro-
duced variable results in measuring the size of the stroke pro-
duced by the intermittent binding of myosin to actin. These puz-
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In particular, the researchers observed low-frequency
vibrations in which the iron nucleus moves in the plane of the
molecule, which generally cannot be seen with infrared tech-
niques. They also identified the “doming” mode, in which the
disk like molecule bows like a rounded hubcap. Such motion
may help control the reactions of iron in heme proteins with
diatomic molecules such as nitric oxide, whose interactions with
heme control blood pressure. The close agreement between the
calculated and measured spectra suggest that by combining
NRVS and density functional theory, researchers may be able
to determine the spring constants and other dynamical parame-
ters of biomolecules, which could help reveal precisely how the
molecules function. That's nothing to shake a stick at—or an
atomic nucleus, either. — Adrian Cho

See: B.M. Leu1, M.Z. Zgierski2, G.R.A. Wyllie3, W.R. Scheidt3,
W. Sturhahn4, E.E. Alp4, S.M. Durbin5, and J.T. Sage1,
“Quantitative Vibrational Dynamics of Iron in Nitrosyl
Porphyrins,” J. Am. Chem. Soc. 126, 4221 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Northeastern University; 2Steacie Institute
for Molecular Science, National Research Council of Canada;
3University of Notre Dame; 4Argonne National Laboratory;
5Purdue University
Correspondence: jtsage@neu.edu

This work supported by National Science Foundation grants 0240955
(J.T.S.) and 9988763 (S.M.D.) and National Institutes of Health grants
GM-52002 (J.T.S) and GM-38401 (W.R.S.). Use of the Advanced
Photon Source supported by the Department of Energy, Basic Energy
Sciences, Office of Science, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG.

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional (2-D) patterns in the region of the M3
reflection recorded on a charge-coupled device detector at the
Bio-CAT beamline with 3-m camera-to-sample distance, normal-
ized by X-ray exposure time. Total exposure times: L0, 25 ms; L2s, 5.5
ms; L2e, 21 ms; and L3, 25 ms. Fiber cross-sectional area equals
38•103 µm2; isometric tension equals 230 kPa; sarcomere length
equals 2.16 µm.  On the top are shown the intensity profiles
obtained by integrating 80 pixels on each side of the meridional
axis of the 2-D patterns.
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zling results are likely attributable to the nature of the samples,
which do not retain their natural structure and function and thus
are inaccurate measurements of events in a muscle fiber in
actual physiological conditions.

To produce a more precise view of these molecular interac-
tions, researchers have recently used an x-ray diffraction tech-
nique to measure the size of the working stroke in vivo, by using
intact frog skeletal muscle cells. The researchers directed par-
allel synchrotron x-ray beams to the muscle cell. This produces
a strong reflection called M3, which comes from the 14.5-nm
repeat of the myosin heads along the filament (Fig. 1). The x-
ray interference originating from the two arrays of myosin heads
in each sarcomere allows measurements of the axial motion of
the motors with ~1 Å spatial resolution and submillisecond time
resolution.

At the 18-ID (APS) and ID-2 (ESRF) beamlines, the
researchers measured changes in intensity and in the fine
structure of the reflection during three phases of the motor cycle
elicited at three different loads: 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 times the
isometric force (T0). To eliminate the damaging effect of radia-
tion, which eventually caused the fibers to fail, the samples
were displaced vertically a few hundred micrometers between
each contraction. A steady isometric force was obtained by
electric stimulation of the fiber at the proper frequency—ranging
from 18 to 25 Hz at the 4°C used in these experiments. Then
the force was suddenly reduced in a stepwise manner through
a force feedback control. During the filament sliding that follows
this step, the two interference peaks into which the M3 x-ray
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reflection is split change their relative intensities. First R, the
ratio of the high-angle peak over the low-angle peak,
decreases; then R increases as the myosin heads detach and
return to their original axial position.

The recovery of R occurs at ~6 nm with 0.75 T0 and at
~11 nm with 0.25 T0, showing that the axial motion that drives
filament sliding is smaller at high loads.

These observations help explain the efficiency of muscle
fibers at the molecular level.  — Elise LeQuire

See: M. Reconditi1, M. Linari1, L. Lucii1, A. Stewart2, Y.-B.
Sun3, P. Boesecke4, T. Narayanan4, R.F. Fischetti5, T. Irving6,
G. Piazzesi1, M. Irving3, V. Lombardi1, “The Myosin Motor in
Muscle Generates a Smaller and Slower Working Stroke at
Higher Load,” Nature 428(6982), 578 (1 April 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Università di Firenze, 2Brandeis
University, 3King's College London, 4European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility, 5Argonne National Laboratory, 6Illinois
Institute of Technology
Correspondence: vincenzo.lombardi@unifi.it
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< Kevin Battaile and Kathleen Favale
(both The University of Chicago) dispens-
ing liquid nitrogen to be used in prepar-
ing samples that will be loaded into the
ACTOR robot.

> Lisa Keefe (The University of Chicago),
director of IMCA-CAT, in the 17-ID research
station at the controls of the ACTOR robot
for high-throughput protein crystallography. 
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Sortases play a role in attaching surface proteins to the cell wall
envelope of the bacteria during infection. C-terminal signals direct
sorting and attachment of these proteins. In S. aureus, SrtB recog-
nizes a motif NPQTN, cleaves the protein after the Thr residue, and
then attaches it to the pentaglycine cross bridges. In B. anthracis,
SrtB recognizes the NPKTG motif and attaches surface proteins to m-
diaminopimelic acid cross bridges. The crystal structure of SrtB from
S. aureus was determined at 2.0 Å resolution and that of B. anthracis
at 1.6 Å. The structures exhibit a feature—a β-barrel fold with α-heli-
cal elements on the outside—that have to date been identified only in
the sortase family. On the edge of the β-barrel is a putative active site
consisting of a Cys-His-Asp catalytic triad thought to face the bacter-
ial cell surface. The data also reveal a nearby putative binding site for
the sorting signal. 

Chromosomal DNA of S. aureus (strain Newman) was used to
produce Sa-SrtB ORF by PCR amplification. The resulting construct
encoded a protein 216 amino acids long with a 20-residue His tag
at its N terminus. In a similar manner, chromosomal DNA of B.
anthracis (strain Sterne) was used to obtain Ba-SrtB ORF, a protein
consisting of 242 amino acids with a 24-residue His tag at its N ter-
minus. The constructs did not include the N-terminal signal peptide.
Vapor diffusion and hanging droplets produced crystals of Sa-SrtB
and Ba-SrtB at room temperature. The 19-ID beamline was used to
collect diffraction data on the Se-Met-labeled protein crystals at
100K. For Sa-SrtB, the space group was P21212 with cell dimension
of a = 71.208 Å, b = 104.367 Å, c = 58.087 Å, α = β = γ = 90°. For
Ba-SrtB, the space group was P21 with cell dimension of a = 40.47
Å, b = 64.60 Å, c = 42.96 Å, α =90°, β =105.77°, γ = 90°.
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion phasing was used to deter-
mine and refine the structures of Sa-SrtB and Ba-SrtB.

The resulting high-resolution crystal structures of Sa-SrtB and
Ba-SrtB show a high degree of similarity. The Sa-SrtB monomer
exhibits an α/β fold containing a central β-barrel decorated on the
outside with several α helices. An eight-stranded β-barrel containing
mainly antiparallel β strands forms the core of the protein, which in
Ba-SrtB shows some disorder in the loop region. Some difference
between Sa-SrtB and Ba-SrtB also exists in the N-terminal region.
Both proteins contain a fold unique to the sortase family—a β-barrel
in a novel “double banner” design. The active site of SrtB is thought
to point toward the cell wall surface, with the edge of the β-barrel

II D E N T I F Y I N GD E N T I F Y I N G CC R I T I C A LR I T I C A L EE N Z Y M E SN Z Y M E S
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BB acteria continue to cause disease in humans, despite, or perhaps because of, decades of antibiotic therapy.
Two serious pathogens are Staphylococcus aureus, a major cause of hospital infections, and Bacillus anthracis,
an anthrax agent of major bioterrorism concern. Because new strains have emerged that are resistant to

known antibiotics, there is an urgent need to develop new means of combating these bacteria. One approach is to
study their cell surface proteins, such as the sortases, which possess exposed functional domains easily accessible to
drugs. Sortases anchor other proteins to the cell surface and have shown promise as drug targets. New studies of the
sortase B (SrtB) crystal structure have been carried out by researchers from Argonne National Laboratory and The
University of Chicago using SBC-CAT beamline 19-ID. Their results  provide badly needed details about how it behaves
in S. aureus and B. anthracis, thus fueling the search for ways to inhibit growth of these bacteria.

Fig. 1. The secondary structure diagram of Ba-SrtB; strands
forming the barrel are in purple, helices are in aqua, loops
and turns are in pink. N- and C-termini, as well as presumed
active site residues in Ba-SrtB are labeled. The figure was
prepared with PyMol.

containing a catalytic triad of Cys-His-Asp. The SrtB surface
contains two grooves, in a V shape, that are potential substrate
binding sites for the transpeptidation reaction. 

The SrtB gene is located in the isd locus of staphylococci
and other gram-positive bacteria, suggesting a capacity for
heme-iron scavenging from hemoglobin that allows continued
growth even in iron-restrictive mammalian tissues. Inhibiting
SrtB could lead to insufficient decoration of the cell with surface
proteins and subsequent decreased bacterial growth. With
these new data on SrtB structure, and existing knowledge of its
behavior, a detailed strategy for hindering pathogen success
can now be undertaken.  — Mona Mort
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See: R. Zhang1, R. Wu1, G. Joachimiak1, S.K. Mazmanian2,
D.M. Missiakas2, P. Gornicki2, O. Schneewind2, and A.
Joachimiak1, “Structures of Sortase B from Staphylococcus
aureus and Bacillus anthracis Reveal Catalytic Amino Acid Triad
in the Active Site,” Structure 12, 1147 (July 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2The
University of Chicago. 
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Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The human immunodeficiency virus succeeds in confusing
the legions of antibodies that scour the bloodstream in search
of foreign agents. But one component that HIV can't hide com-
pletely is the sugar-covered protein gp120, which venture out-
side the envelope to bind so-called “co-receptors” on the sur-
face of immune cells. Although HIV constantly varies and
masks the structure of gp120, some antibodies manage to rec-
ognize the protein's binding site, although most of them are
poor at stopping the virus. The researchers had already solved
the structure of one of these antibodies and found that its bind-
ing site is highly acidic, as is the co-receptor on immune cells
that grants access to HIV. To see if the other antibodies have
similar features, the group analyzed the amino acid sequences
of 12 gp120-binding antibodies isolated from five HIV-infected
individuals.

The antibodies are highly selected to mimic the HIV co-
receptor, the group reported. Seven of the 12 contain a sulfate
group on their primary binding site—the same sulfate modifica-
tion that decorates the cellular co-receptor (Fig. 1). The cell
adds sulfate groups to a small percentage of proteins after it
has synthesized them, but researchers had never before seen
an antibody with such a modification. In three of the sulfated
antibodies, removal of the sulfate group greatly reduced their
ability to bind HIV, indicating that sulfation and perhaps direct
co-receptor mimicry are key to binding. The other four, how-
ever, bound HIV equally well with or without the sulfate group.
In explanation, the researchers note that HIV's co-receptor
contains a highly negatively charged amino acid sequence that
causes the cell to deposit a sulfate there. The researchers pro-
pose that in mimicking the cell receptor, the antibodies must
adopt a similar sequence, which tends to attract sulfate but
may be sufficient on its own to recognize the virus protein.

HIV FHIV F ORCESORCES THETHE II MMUNEMMUNE SS YSTEMYSTEM OO UTSIDEUTSIDE THETHE BB OO XX

II n the arms race between the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the immune system, the virus usually comes
out ahead. Studying the immune system's efforts, therefore, can reveal its most state-of-the-art weapons.
Researchers from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the National Cancer Institute at the

National Institutes of Health; Columbia University; Brigham and Women's Hospital, Children's Hospital, the Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute, and the Harvard School of Public Health at Harvard University; and the Tulane University Medical
Center using the SER-CAT beamline 22-ID at the APS and the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) have now solved
the three-dimensional structures of a handful of antibodies that recognize HIV by mimicking the virus's point of entry into
cells, resulting in some unique features. The group carrying out this study notes that the result highlights our immune sys-
tem's extraordinary adaptivity in the face of a constantly changing foe.

Fig. 1. Atomic details (main) of the binding fragment (insert) of the
HIV-recognizing antibody 412d. A sulfate group (yellow, red) is
attached to a tyrosine residue (blue). Mutation of the tyrosine to
phenylalanine reduces 412d's ability to bind the HIV protein gp120.

Another unusual feature of the sulfated antibodies is that
they all share the same “VH” gene, one of the genes that
encodes their binding site. An antibody's binding site is made
from the mixing and matching of dozens of genes. Such highly

Continued on next page
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specific genetics is out of the ordinary and suggests that the
gene contributes strongly to the antibodies' specificity for the
virus. To determine the structure of the binding site at the VH
region, the group crystallized five of the antibodies and deter-
mined their structures based on x-ray diffraction studies per-
formed on the 22-ID and X4A beamlines. Of the 50 different VH
genes that an antibody might contain, only the gene these anti-
bodies share leads to a small, water-averse protuberance on
the binding site that seems to be important for binding HIV.

The group is continuing to examine the structures of anti-
bodies that neutralize HIV, which may reveal other peculiarities
and suggest ways to develop an effective HIV vaccine.

— JR Minkel

See: C.-c. Huang1, M. Venturi1, S. Majeed1,2, M.J. Moore3, S.
Phogat6, M.-Y. Zhang6, D.S. Dimitrov6, W.A. Hendrickson2, J.
Robinson7, J. Sodroski5,8, R. Wyatt1,5, H. Choe4, M.
Farzan2, P.D. Kwong1,2, “Structural Basis of Tyrosine Sulfation
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researchers from Pfizer Global Research and Development have cracked the first three-dimensional structures
of a protein that allows the common cold virus to reproduce. The group crystallized the RNA polymerase
enzyme, which copies the viral genome, from three different strains and determined each structure via x-ray

diffraction of the crystallized enzymes at the IMCA-CAT beamline 17-ID at the APS and beamline 5.0.1 at the Advanced
Light Source. The structures are similar to those found in analogous proteins from other viruses, including polio and hep-
atitis C. The researchers say the result could aid in the design of antiviral drugs to combat the common cold.

The cold has defied vaccination because it is caused by
many different strains of the same virus, called rhinovirus, and
vaccines against one strain work poorly against others. An
alternative strategy to keep the cold at bay is to develop antivi-
ral drugs that kill the virus or stop its growth, analogous to
antibiotics for bacterial infections. Researchers have tested a
few such anti-rhinovirus compounds in human cells grown in
the lab, but they are still looking for the best part of the virus to
attack. One attractive potential drug target is RNA polymerase,
because it plays two roles in copying the rhinovirus genome. In
one role, it slides along an existing copy of the viral genome—
namely, a single strand of RNA, which is similar to DNA—and
constructs a complementary RNA strand one piece at a time.
(RNA is a polymer, or string, of building blocks called
nucleotides. The enzyme builds RNA molecules; hence “poly-
merase.”) In its other role, the RNA polymerase prepares a pro-
tein that attaches to the genome and serves as a starting point
for the copying process.

Rhinovirus RNA polymerase has the typical structure of
enzymes that copy DNA and RNA (Fig. 1). The Pfizer group
examined polymerase from three strains, including representa-
tives of both major types of rhinovirus. All three structures are
highly similar, resembling a right hand curled into an “O” shape,

Fig. 1. The structure of the RNA polymerase of human rhinovirus,
which causes the common cold, looks like a curled up right
hand, made of thumb (purple), palm (blue) and fingers
(orange, pink, gold) domains.
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with distinct regions serving as thumb, palm, and fingers. The
structure is most similar to the polymerase of poliovirus, which
is closely related to rhinovirus.

The enzyme's active site, or the place where it catalyzes
the fusion of a nucleotide to the growing RNA, lies in the palm.
The reaction requires two magnesium ions in the active site.
Although the researchers could not get the enzyme to crystal-
lize with magnesium ions present, one structure contains an ion
of samarium (an element used to solve the crystal structure)
where a magnesium ion should be. The overall shape of the
structure with samarium is the same as the others without it—
implying that no large changes accompany metal binding. The
thumb and fingers of the rhinovirus enzyme bind tightly, and this
interaction may provide the rigidity that seems apparent in all
RNA polymerases of this type.

A structure of the enzyme attached to an RNA molecule
would be needed to determine whether it can bind an old RNA
and elongate a new one in its observed state. Nevertheless, the
Pfizer investigators modeled the enzyme bound to RNA based
on the structure of the human immunodeficiency virus poly-

LL I N K I N GI N K I N G PP R OR O T E I NT E I N SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E A N DA N D CC Y S T I CY S T I C FF I B R O S I SI B R O S I S

CC ystic fibrosis is a debilitating disease that causes malfunction of the lungs, liver, pancreas, and reproductive
tract, typically leading to death by middle age. Knowing more about which cellular changes cause the dis-
ease would greatly aid the search for drugs to combat its effects. Deletion of a single amino acid in a mem-

brane channel protein is known to cause cystic fibrosis, and the mechanism by which it does so was thought to be
understood. However, new data collected by researchers from Structural GenomiX, Inc., Columbia University, and The
Johns Hopkins University using the SGX-CAT 31-ID beamline at the APS are surprising in that they show the mutant pro-
tein to behave in a completely different way than previously proposed. These new data suggest promising ways in
which to use pharmaceuticals against cystic fibrosis.

The research group in this study determined the crystal struc-
ture of the first nucleotide-binding domain (NBD1) of the human cys-
tic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) contain-
ing deletion of residue F508 (ΔF508). This mutation in CFTR causes
cystic fibrosis, presumably by reducing the number of functional
channels at the epithelial cell surface. Previous studies, which used
incomplete NBD1 domains, implicated abnormal folding of the
mutant protein as the reason for the malfunction. In studying the
complete NBD1 domain, however, the current research shows little
change in protein folding but marked changes in surface topography
at the site of the deletion. Because the deletion is in the region of
NBD1 that is thought to interact with the first membrane-spanning
domain of CFTR, the new results suggest the main effect of ΔF508
to be that of preventing proper interactions between CFTR domains.

merase. The modeled RNA molecule does not clash with the
enzyme, indicating a potential fit. The rhinovirus polymerase
contains a bent structure called a “beta hairpin” between the
palm and fingers, which is unique among enzymes of this type
and may serve as a guide for the RNA molecule.   — JR Minkel

See: R.A. Love, K.A. Maegley, X. Yu, R.A. Ferre, L.K. Lingardo,
W. Diehl, H.E. Parge, P.S. Dragovich, and S.A. Fuhrman,
“The Crystal Structure of the RNA-Dependent RNA
Polymerase from Human Rhinovirus: A Dual Function Target
for Common Cold Antiviral Therapy,” Structure 12, 1533
(August 2004).
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Fig. 1. Ribbon diagram of human NBD1. The region where Phe
580 is deleted is shown as a red patch in the lower left of the fig-
ure. Bound adenosine triphosphate, thought to participate in
the regulation of CFTR, is shown as wireframe in the upper right.

Continued on next page



tions showed that they may significantly enhance folding of
NBD1 in vitro. Further work will be needed to show whether the
folding effect explains how suppressor mutations improve
CFTR efficiency in vivo. 

The disruption of interdomain interactions could be related
to the altered gating properties previously reported for ΔF508
CFTR channels. This effect might also be responsible for known
malfunctions in the endoplasmic reticulum that are associated
with cystic fibrosis. Designing a small molecule that could “cor-
rect” the ΔF508 mutation by reinforcing interdomain interactions
in CFTR would be one possible pharmaceutical treatment for
cystic fibrosis. These new data greatly advance the search for
effective treatment of the disease. — Mona Mort
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Emtage1, “Impact of the ΔF508 Mutation in NBD1 of Human
CFTR on Domain Folding and Structure,” J. Biol. Chem. 280(2),
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A virus uses proteins on its outer surface to recognize spe-
cific receptors on host cells and gain entry, like inserting a key
into a lock. Rotavirus, responsible for digestive tract infections
that kill half a million children each year, is studded with tiny,
protruding protein spikes called VP4. Antibodies that attach to
VP4 prevent the virus from entering and infecting cells. But
knowing exactly how viruses like rotavirus breach a host cell's
barrier could help in choosing a vaccine strategy. 

In the case of rotavirus, VP4 starts out floppy and inca-
pable of penetrating cells. The protein-degrading intestinal
enzyme trypsin primes VP4 to enter cells by nicking its protein
backbone, making it rigid. Electron microscopy studies indi-

CC LL O S EO S E - U- U PP O FO F AA VV I R A LI R A L SS P I K EP I K E

rr esearchers from the Harvard Medical School, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and the Baylor College of
Medicine have constructed a new model of the way the infectious rotavirus turns flexible proteins on its sur-
face into rigid spikes that help it enter human cells. The researcher group made x-ray measurements of the

spike proteins' three-dimensional structure at SBC-CAT beamline 19-ID at the APS and beamlines F1 and A1 of the Cornell
High Energy Synchrotron Source. Their results revealed an unexpected umbrella-like shape. By comparing the x-ray crys-
tal structure to structures obtained during previous electron microscopy studies of the rotavirus, the group concluded
that, during cell entry, rotavirus spikes fold back on themselves, exposing regions that attack cell membranes. A better
understanding of the spikes' structure and formation should help in the design of vaccines against the virus.

Accom-panying biophysical studies support this new model,
which can now be used in designing pharmaceuticals effective
against cystic fibrosis. The research also revealed that so-called
suppressor mutations at a second site might work to compen-
sate for the F508 mutation by increasing NBD1 folding effi-
ciency in the full-length protein.    

Human NBD1 (hNBD1) proteins, with and without the
ΔF508 mutation, were expressed in E. coli, purified, and crystal-
lized at 4°C. Crystals in space group C2221 (protein without
ΔF508 mutation, five molecules per asymmetric unit) and in
space group P43212 (protein with ΔF508 mutation, one mole-
cule per asymmetric unit) were obtained by hanging drop vapor
diffusion. The SGX-CAT 31-ID beamline was used to measure
diffraction data. Equilibrium denaturations and tryptophan fluo-
rescence measurements allowed observation of thermody-
namic stability and folding mechanisms.

The high-resolution diffraction data acquired for the hNBD1
crystals showed that the protein has similar folding patterns,
with or without the ΔF508 deletion (Fig. 1). The surface topog-
raphy and chemical properties were markedly different, how-
ever, at this critical site where the domains interact, providing a
possible explanation of how the deletion exerts its lethal effect.
The equilibrium denaturation studies showed no apparent
change in the in vitro stability of hNBD1 in the presence or
absence of the ΔF508 mutation. The biophysical studies of
intact hNBD1 domains were consistent with the structural data,
showing only minor differences in folding for the mutant mole-
cule. In contrast, biophysical studies of the suppressor muta-

cated that the resulting spike has approximately  two-fold sym-
metry, meaning it seems to be composed of two symmetric,
rigid subunits.

The research team crystallized a recombinant form of VP4
that was both primed by trypsin and inadvertently triggered to
undergo an additional rearrangement that probably occurs dur-
ing cell entry. They solved the structure of this form of the spike
by using x-ray diffraction measurements. The crystal structure
shows that, during this second rearrangement, the protein
acquires a third rigid subunit, and the subunits bend back on
themselves, like an umbrella shade around an inner post.
Tryspin-primed VP4 is essentially straight, not bent, and hides a
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Fig. 1. Three forms of the rotavirus spike. Lower left: Before trypsin priming, the VP4 spikes are flexible
and therefore absent from averaged image reconstructions based on electron cryomicroscopy.
Upper right: After trypsin priming, two subunits of each VP4 spike become rigid and visible in a recon-
struction. Middle left: Closer view of an image reconstruction of a primed spike, into which x-ray crys-
tal structures of VP4 domains have been fit. Middle right: X-ray crystal structure shows that the primed
spikes can rearrange to a “folded umbrella” shape with three subunits. This rearrangement probably
occurs during cell entry.

greasy, water-averse region in its interior. The second
rearrangement bends the protein and exposes the water-averse
region, which moves from near the tip of the spike toward the
base. Insertion of this region into a cell membrane, followed by
bending-back of the protein, could breach the host membrane
and give the virus entry to cells.

The researchers surmise that all three subunits must be
there from the beginning. So, they conclude that, when trypsin
primes the flexible VP4 protein, two subunits rigidify and one
remains flexible, which would make it hard to detect in averaged
image reconstructions based on electron microscopy. They fur-
ther hypothesize that, when some second event triggers the
primed spike, the third subunit also becomes rigid—bending
back onto itself like the other two subunits. The prediction that
the second rearrangement disrupts cell membranes must now
be tested experimentally. — JR Minkel

See: P. R. Dormitzer1, E.B. Nason3, B.V.V. Prasad3, and  S.C.
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II nvestigators from the Indiana University School of Medicine have solved the crystal structure of an enzyme that a
mouse virus uses to copy its genome. They crystallized the virus's “reverse transcriptase” enzyme and solved its struc-
ture via x-ray crystallography at IMCA-CAT beamline 17-ID and SBC-CAT beamline 19-ID at the APS, and beamline

X25 at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). To gain insight into the enzyme's functioning, they compared its
structure to that of the HIV reverse transcriptase and other related enzymes.

Enzymes that build polymers of DNA or its
relative RNA are called polymerases. Most
polymerases slide along a template strand of
DNA and construct complementary strands of
DNA or RNA from building blocks called
nucleotides. Some types of polymerases, called
reverse transcriptases, flip the process: they
build double-stranded DNA molecules from a
single-stranded RNA template. The resulting
DNA inserts itself into the host cell's genome,
often disrupting the cell's normal functioning.
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) uses
this strategy, as does the Moloney murine
leukemia virus, a mouse virus that causes can-
cer in its host. So far, researchers have paid the
most attention to the structure of HIV reverse
transcriptase, which consists of two different
subunits, compared to the mouse enzyme's sin-
gle piece (Fig. 1). To try to understand how a
single-subunit reverse transcriptase works, and
how it differs from that of HIV, researchers from
the Indiana University School of Medicine in
Indianapolis performed x-ray crystallography on
the mouse enzyme.

Both the HIV and mouse virus reverse transcriptases are
shaped like cupped right hands, with a “thumb” on one side of
the “palm,” and “fingers” on the other side. The active site of
each enzyme, where it catalyzes the joining of two nucleotide
building blocks, lies where the palm and fingers meet. The
enzymes also have extra portions for degrading RNA tem-
plates; connecting segments link these RNA-chewers to the
hands. The thumbs of the two enzymes are slightly rotated rel-
ative to each other, and the connecting segments are almost
perpendicular to each other. The result is that the mouse virus
enzyme adopts more of a clamp shape than the HIV version,
which may explain how it can grip a template strand of RNA
without a second subunit, the researchers say.

From structural comparisons with other enzymes, the
researchers conclude that the positions of the thumb, connect-
ing segment, and RNA-chewer strongly control the trajectory of
the DNA and RNA molecules as they pass through the mouse
enzyme. When they superimposed the palm region of the
mouse virus enzyme onto that of a conventional polymerase
that builds DNA from a DNA template, the trajectory of the DNA
template in the conventional enzyme clashes with the fingers,
palm, and RNA-chewer of the mouse virus enzyme. And when

they superimposed the palms and fingers of the mouse virus
and HIV enzymes, the DNA template again clashes with the
mouse enzyme's thumb and RNA-chewer.

The RNA-chewing part of the enzyme is potentially flexible,
the researchers note. If it did move around, it might control the
way that DNA and RNA project from the enzyme's binding site.
The group is currently investigating the functional role of the
movement of the RNA-chewer in reverse transcription.

— JR Minkel
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Fig. 1. Surface representations of the mouse and HIV reverse transcriptases. The mouse
enzyme has one subunit (blue), including an RNA-degrading domain (red). The HIV
enzyme has two subunits (blue, green), one of which (blue) is related in structure to
the mouse enzyme.

Mouse HIV
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In studying the structure of the dengue virus enve-
lope after membrane fusion, the research group directed
their attention to the viral envelope glycoprotein E, which
binds to a receptor and undergoes conformational
rearrangement in response to the lower pH of the endo-
some. The three-dimensional structure of the ectodomain
of soluble E (sE) is markedly different after fusion, chang-
ing from a dimer to a trimer and bearing three “fusion
loops” at one end. These loops are what allow insertion
into the cell membrane, and they provide a model of pre-
cisely how this insertion occurs via protein folding. The
study suggests a fusion mechanism driven by irreversible
conformational changes in E. Certain features of the
folded-back structure point to ways in which flavivirus
entry could be prevented, such as by binding of peptides
that block the required folding.

The protein sE from the dengue virus type 2 S1 strain
was obtained after expression in Drosophila melanogaster
using a pMtt vector containing the dengue 2 prM and E
genes (nucleotides 539-2121). The prM-E protein was
processed during secretion to yield sE, the component
purified from the cell culture medium by using
immunoaffinity chromatography. Dengue sE trimers were
obtained by using a method similar to that used for tick-
borne encephalitis sE, then they were concentrated to
about 15 mg ml-1 for crystallization, and dialysed.

Hanging-drop vapor diffusion was used to grow crys-
tals at 20ºC, resulting in two forms: plates of space group
P321 with cell dimensions a=b=76.2 Å, c=131 Å (the
asymmetric unit contains one molecule of sE) and rhom-
boids of space group P3221 with cell dimensions a=b=153
Å, c=143 Å (the asymmetric unit contains one trimer of sE).
Cryoprotection was achieved by raising the PEG400 con-
centration to 30%, after which the crystals were frozen in
liquid nitrogen for data collection at 100K on beamline 14-
BM. For electron microscopy, dengue sE trimers inserted
into liposomes were adsorbed to copper grids with micro-
graphs recorded at 100 kV and 64,000-fold magnification.
To determine the crystal structure of dengue E in the post-
fusion conformation, the group performed molecular
replacement using individual domains from the prefusion E
structure as search models, and the P321 data set.

HH OWOW VV IRUSESIRUSES II NVNV ADEADE : P: P RORO TEINTE IN FF OLDINGOLDING ININ DD ENGUEENGUE

BB efore enveloped viruses can enter a cell, they must direct a fusion of their membrane with the cellular mem-
brane. Viral surface proteins carry out an intricate set of steps by which interaction with the cell and subsequent
membrane fusion occur. For flaviviruses, such as yellow fever, West Nile, and dengue, there is a distinct set of

proteins that undergo folding and rearrangement to bring about fusion. Although much was already known about how
these fusion proteins behaved, new research carried out by investigators from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute,
Children's Hospital and Harvard Medical School; and Hawaii Biotech, Inc. using the BioCARS-CAT beamline 14-BM the
APS provides what is considered a missing link in our understanding of the viral fusion process. It is now possible to
describe the protein as it inserts into a target membrane, suggesting a strategy for preventing flaviviruses from entering
in the first place.  

Fig. 1. The envelope protein of dengue virus undergoes a conformational
change under the acidic conditions encountered early in the infection
process. This change drives fusion of viral and cellular lipid membranes
into a single membrane, a key event in the entry of a protein-coated virus
into a host cell. The crystal structures of the dengue virus envelope pro-
tein before and after membrane fusion (on left and right, respectively)
reveal the nature of the conformational change and suggest strategies
for inhibiting viral entry into host cells. The green rectangles represent the
fused lipid membrane.

The results provide a clear view of the crystal structure of
the trimeric, postfusion conformation of the soluble ectodomain
of dengue virus type 2 sE (Fig. 1). A membrane-insertable “aro-
matic anchor” is formed at the tip of the trimer when the fusion
loops of the three subunits come together (Fig. 2). In this
process, the fusion loop retains its prefusion conformation
while the neighboring hydrophilic groups limit insertion to the
near end of the outer lipid bilayer. Then the viral membrane
anchor is directed toward the fusion loop when the ectodomain
of the protein folds back on itself.  

The researchers proposed a mechanism in which fusion is
driven by an irreversible change in the conformation of sE and aided

Continued on next page
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Fig. 2. Proposed mechanism for how class 2 enveloped
viruses fuse membranes. The envelope protein, E, is com-
posed of three domains (red, yellow, blue) and a stem
(cyan), which is anchored in the viral membrane. (a) E binds
to a receptor on the cell surface. (b) Acidic conditions cause
the yellow domain to hinge outward from the virion surface,
exposing the fusion loop (orange asterisk) at the tip of the yel-
low domain. (c) The fusion loop inserts into the cell mem-
brane, promoting clustering of E. (d) Contacts between E
proteins spread downward from the fusion loop. The blue
domain shifts and rotates to create more contacts, causing
the stem to fold back toward the fusion loop. Energy
released by this refolding bends the two membranes. (e)
Creation of additional contacts between the stem and yel-
low domain leads first to hemifusion and then (f) to complete
fusion of the viral and cellular membranes. This creates a
pore, through which viral genes enter the cell.

by membrane distortions that are imposed by insertion of the
fusion loops. These data provide new knowledge about the fea-
tures of the folded-back protein and are consistent with concur-
rently published results on an alphavirus fusion protein. The
data also arm researchers in the fight against viral disease by
suggesting exciting possibilities for ways in which viral entry—
and the resulting diseases—can be prevented.  — Mona Mort

See: Y. Modis1, S. Ogata2, D. Clements2, and S.C. Harrison1,
“Structure of the Dengue Virus Envelope Protein after
Membrane Fusion,” Nature 427, 313 (2004).
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UU sing hormones to treat disease can often have unwanted side effects. One example is estrogen, successfully
used in hormone replacement therapy to combat osteoporosis, but now linked to increased rates of uterine
and breast cancer. Previous work revealed molecular modulators that enhance the positive effects of estro-

gen therapy while minimizing the negative ones. This is accomplished by selectively targeting the estrogen receptors in
certain tissues. Investigators from Merck Research Laboratories and Karo Bio AB, using the IMCA-CAT 17-ID beamline at
the APS, have discovered and synthesized dihydrobenzoxathiins, potent and selective estrogen receptor α (ERα) lig-
ands. The study reveals an estrogen modulator with extremely high selectivity and great promise for clinical use. 

Of these selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs),
one analogue, 4-D, was the most active, showing 50-fold
selectivity in competitive binding assay and 100-fold selectivity
in transactivation assay in HEK-293 cells. The researchers also
investigated the mechanism by which the 4-D ligand exhibits
selectivity for ERα. This selectivity appears to be due to the
interaction between the sulfur atom of the benzoxathiin ring
and two critical residues in the binding pocket of the receptor.
The discovery and synthesis of 4-D represents marked
progress because previously synthesized modulators had
shown either little preference for the ERα over ERβ or had

shown a lower affinity for ERα. “Ideal SERMs”—those that
show high affinity for one receptor subtype over another—are
desirable in that they should lead to reduced side effects of
hormone therapy. Because 4-D is so selective for ERα, it
shows great promise for therapeutic use.

Following synthesis, the complex of 4-D and the ligand-
binding domain of ERα (residues 307-554) was crystallized
(space group P65-22, with cell dimensions a = b = 58.48 Å, c =
276.08 Å) and analyzed at beamline 17-ID to a resolution of 1.9
Å. An ER binding assay allowed testing of the compounds for
intrinsic activity. A cellular transactivation assay was used to
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test for potency and selectivity, using HEK-293 cells co-trans-
fected with human ERα or ERβ and the alkaline phosphatase
reporter gene.

Previous work by the research team led them to propose
that the α selectivity was related to the interaction in the carbonyl
region of the ligand; the present work allowed a focused analy-
sis of this interaction. By using the larger, more polar sulfur atom,
a greater affinity for the α receptor over the β receptor was
achieved (Fig. 1). A single enantiomer, 4-D, exhibited both high
affinity for ERα and strong inhibition of estradiol-driven uterine
growth in rats, thus showing that it could operate to enhance
estrogen activity without the negative side effect of increasing
uterine sensitivity. In rats, 4-D also inhibited bone resorption and
lower serum cholesterol levels induced by ovariectomy. These
activities clearly characterize this new class of compounds as a
selective estrogen α receptor  alpha modulator (SERAM), with
low-nanomolar binding affinity and subnanomolar functional
activity. The specificity that is so crucial to the beneficial effects
of 4-D is most likely due to the sulfur moiety.

Critical to minimizing side effects of estrogen therapy, the
SERAMs show great promise for use in treating diseases result-
ing from low estrogen activity, such as osteoporosis. The pres-

ent work fine-tunes the ways in which estrogen receptor modu-
lators can be enlisted for maximum effectiveness and sets the
stage for sophisticated synthesis of future pharmaceuticals.  

— Mona Mort
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Ligands. II. Discovery of Benzoxathiins as Potent, Selective
Estrogen Receptor  Modulators,” J. Med. Chem. 47(9), 2171
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Fig. 1. Crystallographic (cyan) and molecular modeling (white) results for 4-D,
shown with hERα (purple) and hERβ (green).
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TT wo major health problems—obesity and diabetes—tend to be associated. An obese individual has an
increased risk of developing Type II diabetes. The molecular basis for this connection, however, remains elusive.
Insulin resistance is one of the main characteristics of Type II diabetes, and understanding its origins has long

been thought to be a promising area of study. When the hormone insulin works properly, it decreases blood glucose lev-
els; in Type II diabetes, insulin can no longer achieve this function adequately, leading to dangerous elevations in blood
glucose. A newly-discovered family of hormones, the resistins, may help explain the link between obesity and diabetes.
Resistin, which is named for its ability to promote resistance to insulin, is secreted from fat cells. Studies suggest that it cir-
culates in the blood at elevated levels in obese individuals, pointing to a potential molecular link between obesity and
insulin resistance. Researchers from Columbia University and Albert Einstein College of Medicine used SGX-CAT and
COM-CAT beamlines at the APS to obtain high-resolution crystal structures for resistin and a resistin-like molecule (RELM)
β. These new studies provide a critical understanding of how resistin assembly affects its function and suggest new ways
to understand insulin resistance and diabetes.

Detailed analyses of resistins revealed a multimeric struc-
ture, unusual in that it has highly exposed disulfide bonds link-
ing the multimer together.  The assembly of the hormones
requires association of trimers to form hexamers, and some of
both the assembled and unassembled forms are found in
serum samples (Fig. 1). A mutant lacking the disulfide bonds
between protomers appeared to inhibit insulin action to a far
greater extent than the wild-type protein, suggesting that the
trimer form may be an active species, and the hexamer a “stor-
age form.” Thus, the disulfide bonds themselves appear to be
important in controlling resistin activity. 

Mammalian HEK-293T cells provided expressed mouse
resistin and RELMβ, resulting in two crystal forms of resistin, in
space groups C2 and C2221, and one form of RELMβ in space
group I222. Structural data were obtained by using beamlines
31-ID (SGX-CAT) and 32-ID (COM-CAT) at the APS, and
beamlines X4, X9, and X25 at the National Synchrotron Light
Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. To analyze mouse
serum for the presence of resistin, protein separation was per-
formed on SDS gels and developed with antibodies against
resistin. To study the importance of the disulfide bonds, the
mutant version of resistin, lacking a critical cysteine residue,
was tested for its ability to form multimers and assayed on non-
reducing SDS gels. 

The structures of resistin and RELM are similar—each has
a C-terminal β-sandwich “head” domain, rich in disulfides,
linked to a helical “tail” region at the N terminus. The head
domain forms a unique six-stranded jelly-roll, in which the cys-
teine residues and, by inference, the disulfide pattern is con-
served throughout the resistin family. The association of the
protomers into the multimer occurs through formation of a
coiled coil by the amino-terminal helical regions. The disulfide
bonds between chains of resistin and RELMβ are highly solvent
when exposed, a novel characteristic for such bonds in pro-
teins. In serum, the proposed assembly mechanism was con-
firmed by the presence of about 80 to 90% of total resistin in the
form exhibiting disulfide bonds, with the remainder lacking such
bonds.  After purification of the mutant from 293T cells, the
covalently bound form was not present, confirming the critical

Fig. 1. Ribbon diagrams of (a) resistin and (b) RELMβ are
shown with each protomer shaded in a different hue and
disulfide bonds shaded in yellow. In both structures, a pro-
tomer from the “top” trimer is covalently attached via a
disulfide to a protomer from the “bottom” trimer.

(a) (b)
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The crystal structure of the ChAT enzyme reveals two
domains and a solvent-accessible site at the domain interface.
When the enzyme is in complex with the substrate coenzyme A
(CoA) and is viewed at low resolution, the binding site is appar-
ent, as is another interaction not found in the related enzyme car-
nitine acetyltransferase (CrAT). Both electrostatic and steric
blocks to carnitine binding appear to be responsible for the pref-
erence of choline over carnitine at the active site. About half of
the mutations causing motor disorders are found at positions
where they would affect enzyme activity directly, while the
remaining mutations are at distant positions and are believed to
exert indirect effects. The ChAT structure resulting from this
extensive analysis also indicates how regulation occurs via
phosphorylation and how surface patches may be involved in
membrane association or macromolecular interactions.  

To obtain ChAT, the recombinant rat enzyme in the protein
expression vector pLENTY was overexpressed in DH5aF′IQ
cells, collected, and purified. The isolation of selenomethionyl-
ChAT, obtained by using the methionine pathway inhibition
technique, used the same vector and similar purification proce-
dure to that used for native ChAT. To determine ChAT activity
during the purification procedure, a fluorometric assay was
used to monitor the byproducts of the enzymatic pathway and
its reverse. The research group used sitting-drop vapor diffu-
sion to grow crystals of both native and selenomethionyl-ChAT
at 4°C. Crystals were cryoprotected using glycerol, mounted in
a nylon loop, and plunged into liquid nitrogen. The charge-cou-

EE N Z Y M EN Z Y M E MM U TU T AA T I O N ST I O N S A N DA N D MM OO TT O RO R DD I S O R D E R SI S O R D E R S

II n the 1920s, acetylcholine became the first neurotransmitter described in the scientific literature. It took another
two decades to identify the enzyme, choline acetyltransferase (ChAT), that is responsible for the synthesis of acetyl-
choline, a molecule essential to the nervous system and other tissues. Decreased ChAT activity is associated with

neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS).
Knowledge about the crystal structure of ChAT and how mutations are distributed within this enzyme would provide
important clues as to how these disease states arise. Just such a data set is now available, thanks to studies by
researchers from the University of Kentucky, SYRRX, and the Mayo Clinic using the SER-CAT, SBC, and BioCARS-CAT
beamlines at the APS to further their detailed studies of the structure of ChAT.

Fig. 1. Location of ChAT mutations that cause congenital myas-
thenic syndrome with episodic apnea. The positions of the 12
ChAT point mutations found in patients are shown as red spheres
on a ribbons representation of the enzyme. Labels indicate the
wild type and mutant residues. The two domains of ChAT are in
green and gold, and the bound coenzyme A and catalytic histi-
dine are shown in a wireframe representation.

nature of the missing cysteine residue in disulfide bond forma-
tion. In the presence of this mutant, using the pancreatic-insulin
clamp technique, the researchers found that changes in hepatic
insulin sensitivity levels were far greater than with wild-type
resistin. Thus, the disulfide bonds appear to be critical for the
bioactivity of resistin. 

The investigators previously demonstrated a similar mech-
anism for bioactivation of adiponectin, another adipocyte-spe-
cific hormone that has the opposite physiological effect to that
of resistin. Taken together, these data suggest a general mech-
anism for regulation of adipokine hormone secretion and con-
tribute significantly to the search for a way to control obesity-
related diabetes. — Mona Mort

See: S.D. Patel1, M.W. Rajala2, L. Rossetti2, P.E. Scherer2, and
L. Shapiro1, “Disulfide-Dependent Multimeric Assembly of
Resistin Family Hormones," Science 304, 1154 (21 May 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Columbia University, 2Albert Einstein
College of Medicine.
Correspondence: lss8@columbia.edu

This work was supported by grants from NIH and the Research to
Prevent Blindness Foundation; the NIGMS NYSGXRC; the U.S. DOE,
Office of Basic Energy Science (W-31-109-ENG-38); and by Structural
GenomiX, Inc. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under contract No.W-31-109-ENG-38.
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pled device detectors at APS beamlines 22-ID (SER-CAT), 19-
ID (SBC-CAT), and 14-BM (BioCARS-CAT) were used to collect
x-ray diffraction data. Native ChAT forms crystals in space group
P21 (unit cell dimensions: a = 84.70 Å, b = 78.88 Å, c = 139.36 Å,
α = 90°, β = 98.4°, and γ = 90°). ChAT-CoA complex crystals
(space group P212121, unit cell dimensions: a = 77.59 Å, b =
153.32 Å, and c =152.83 Å) were formed by hanging-drop vapor
diffusion at 4°C. Molecular replacement was used to determine
the ChAT structure by using coordinates of unliganded CrAT as
a search object.

The crystal structure of recombinant rat ChAT, at 2.5-Å res-
olution, shows that the enzyme contains a total of 22 α helices
and 18 β strands divided into two structural domains: the N
domain (residues 102-401) and the C domain (residues 18-101
and 402-617). Both of these domains, as in CrAT, are struc-
turally similar to the monomers of trimeric acetyl transferases.
At the domain interface, a 2,500-Å2 surface area is home to a
solvent-accessible tunnel running through the center of the mol-
ecule and reducing the contact area. This tunnel is the known
substrate binding site for CrAT and other acetyltransferases; in
ChAT, the crystal structure also reveals a metal-binding site in
the C domain. No substantial conformational changes in ChAT
were detected upon CoA binding. Although ChAT and CrAT
have similar choline-binding sites, ChAT exhibits a strong pref-

erence to use choline as a substrate. Twelve point mutations
were located in the ChAT three-dimensional structure; nine of
these mutations are in the N domain, while three map to the C
domain, close to the surface and the active site (Fig. 1). The
mutations can now be characterized in some detail and related
to known disease states, such as congenital myasthenic syn-
drome with episodic apnea. These data, along with knowledge
about how ChAT is regulated in the cell, provide new tools with
which to fight neurogenerative disease. — Mona Mort

See: Y. Cai1, C.N. Cronin2, A.G. Engel3, K. Ohno3, L.B. Hersh1,
and D.W. Rodgers1, “Choline Acetyltransferase Structure
Reveals Distribution of Mutations that Cause Motor Disorders,”
EMBO J. 23, 2047 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Kentucky 2SYRRX Inc.,
3Mayo Clinic
Correspondence: david.rodgers@uky.edu or lhersh@uky.edu

This work supported by: the United States Public Health Service to
D.W.R. (NS38041), L.B.H. (AG05893), and A.G.E. (NS6277), the
National Science Foundation to D.W.R. (MCB-9904886), the American
Chemical Society Petroleum Research Fund to D.W.R. (37135-AC4),
and the Muscular Dystrophy Association to A.G.E. Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Cells are coated in fatty membranes that keep most mole-
cules out. But they still need sugars, proteins, and fatty acids
for fuel and building materials. So the cells make proteins that
reside in their membranes and ferry these materials across.
Researchers still don't understand the workings of the proteins
that transport fatty acids and other greasy, or water-averse,
molecules in bacteria like E. coli. To gain fresh insight, the
research team examined FadL, a fatty acid transporter that
resides in the tough outer membrane of E. coli. They used x-ray
diffraction to solve the crystal structure of the protein, which
they purified with a fatty-acid-like detergent. The protein crystal-
lized in two slightly different forms, called monoclinic and
hexagonal, giving the researchers additional insight into how
the protein wiggles from shape to shape.

On first inspection, the monoclinic structure contains no
obvious channel through which fatty acids could enter the cell.
The protein has a 50-Å-long barrel made of 14 parallel protein

A RA R E L A X E DE L A X E D AA P P R O A C HP P R O A C H TT OO FF AA T T YT T Y AA C I DC I D TT R A N S P O R TR A N S P O R T

strands, like strips of wood in typical barrels (Fig. 1A). However,
the barrel is not hollow; it has a compact “hatch” that plugs the
space inside, preventing the passage of fatty acids. Two loops
project out of the mouth of the barrel on the side that would face
the cell's environment (outside). These loops form a water-
averse groove with two fatty-acid-like detergent molecules
sticking to it, suggesting that passing fatty acids may do the
same. Inside the barrel, below the water-averse groove, is a
pronounced pocket of even greasier amino acids, clinging to
another detergent molecule. The researchers propose that this
pocket is a strong binding site for fatty acids that diffuse into the
barrel from the groove.

The pocket of the hexagonal structure is distorted slightly
compared to the monoclinic structure. The detergent molecule
is also 10 Å closer to the barrel's inner mouth. This observation
suggests that rearrangement of the pocket releases the fatty
acid and creates more space underneath it on the barrel's inner

AA protein in the outer membrane of E. coli seems to draw greasy molecules, such as fatty acids, into the cell just
by “breathing” in and out, according to researchers from the Harvard Medical School and The Ordway
Research Institute. The researchers solved the three-dimensional structure of the protein, called FadL, using the

the NE-CAT 8-BM beamline at the APS and the X25 beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS).
Comparing two slightly different structures of FadL suggests that it operates by a mechanism unique among such trans-
port proteins, in which the protein's natural undulations allow a long fatty acid molecule to burrow into the cell. The result
may eventually help scientists engineer bacteria to better degrade industrial wastes.
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side. The researchers hypothesize that additional shape
changes, driven by spontaneous contractions and expansions
in the protein's structure, or “breathing,” knead the fatty acids
through the hatch and into the cell (Fig. 1B).

Many bacteria use transporters like FadL to take in toxic
greasy molecules, such as hydrocarbons, from oil spills and
other industrial wastes. The bacteria then “biodegrade” these
chemicals, making them harmless. The researchers hope that
insights provided by the FadL structures could ultimately
improve the efficiency of such transporters, and therefore
enhance biodegradation.  — JR Minkel

See: B. van den  Berg1, P.N. Black2, W.M. Clemons, Jr.1, T.A.
Rapoport1, “Crystal Structure of the Long-Chain Fatty  Acid
Transporter FadL,” Science 304, 1506 (4 June 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Harvard Medical School, 2The Ordway
Research Institute.
Correspondence: lvandenberg@hms.harvard.edu

P.N.B. received support from the NSF. W.M.C. is supported by a fellow-
ship from the Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation. T.A.R is a
Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator. Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. (A) X-ray structure of FadL, shown in a
schematic form. A hatch (pink) plugs the interior of the
FadL barrel (gray). Fatty-acid-like detergents (green,
red) are bound to a greasy groove (top) and pocket
(middle). (B) Model of FadL-mediated fatty acid trans-
port: (1) collection of fatty acids (green) from the
external medium by the groove; (2) diffusion of fatty
acids (red) into the pocket; (3) spontaneous expan-
sions and contractions in the hatch (pink) knead the
fatty acid to the inside of the cell. Horizontal lines indi-
cate the position of the bacterial outer membrane.

Investigators from Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, the
Harvard Medical School, and Brandeis University studied the
structure of the S. cerevesiae Bni1p FH2 domain. They found
that the mostly α-helical FH2 forms a unique “tethered dimer.”
In this dimer, an unusual lasso and linker structure ties together
two elongated actin binding heads at either end. Biochemical
and crystallographic data proved the dimer to be stable but
flexible, with flexibility between the two halves of the dimer pro-
duced by linker segments. Even though each half of the dimer
can interact with the filament ends, actin nucleation and pro-
cessive capping occur only when the dimer is intact. This teth-
ered dimer architecture may facilitate a process by which

FF O R M I NO R M I N CC RR Y S TY S T A LA L SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E
SS H E D SH E D S LL I G H TI G H T O NO N HH O WO W AA C T I NC T I N FF O R M SO R M S

formins stair-step on the barbed end of a growing actin fila-
ment.

Three protein constructs, Z (residues 1348-1766 of the
Bni1p FH2 domain), P (residues 1348-1750 of Bni1p plus a C-
terminal 6-His tag), and ΔZ (identical to Z except that residues
1411-1416 were replaced with Glu-Phe via mutagenesis), were
expressed as a fusion with a tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease
site. The Z protein was concentrated to 8 mg/ml for crystalliza-
tion and PCMBS was added to 2.5 mM. Hanging-drop diffusion
was used to grow crystals (hexagonal space group P6122;
unit cell dimensions a = b = 101.4 Å, c = 265.7 Å; asymmetric

FF ormin proteins are often involved in building cytoskeletons (the combination of muscle and skeleton that is
responsible for cell movement, cytokinesis, and the organization of the organelles within a cell) inside eukary-
ota, one of the two major cellular groups in living things. Formin proteins contain a conserved region, the Formin

Homology-2 (FH2) domain, that nucleates actin filaments. New data obtained at NE-CAT beamline 8-BM at the APS and
at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) revealed the crystal structure of an FH2 domain from the yeast
S. cerevesiae, providing much-needed details on the mechanism by which the actin filaments form, especially with
respect to required conformational intermediates. These data, which greatly improve our understanding of how the final
structure arises, suggest an elegant stair-step process by which formins aid the elongation of a new actin filament.

Continued on next page
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unit contains one FH2 polypeptide chain) at 20°C with 16% eth-
ylene glycol as a precipitant. Hanging-drop vapor diffusion was
used to crystallize the ΔZ protein (space group C2 with unit cell
dimensions a = 98 Å, b = 172.2 Å, c = 120.6 Å, and β = 112.3°,
with two subunits per asymmetric unit). Crystal diffraction data
for the Z construct were collected at CHESS. X-ray diffraction
data for the ΔZ construct were collected on the NE-CAT beam-
line 8-BM at the APS. Rabbit skeletal muscle actin was used for
actin assembly, filament elongation, and filament depolymeriza-
tion reactions.

The FH2 dimer, when viewed from the top, forms a closed
ring shaped like a parallelogram. The dimer can be separated
into five subdomains: an N-terminal “lasso,” a 17-residue
“linker” segment, a globular “knob” subdomain, a coiled-coil
region, and a carboxy-terminal “post” subdomain. A “hemidimer”
is formed from the knob, coiled coil, and post of one subunit,
together with the lasso. The tethered dimer architecture is
formed when the two comparatively rigid hemidimers are
leashed together by the linker segments. When viewed from the
side, the molecule has a boat shape because the two knob
regions of the dimer extend above the plane of the parallelo-
gram. Biochemical studies of the deletions (constructs P and
ΔZ, which perturb the arrangement of subunits observed in the
crystal structure but still form dimers), along with earlier studies
of deletions that cannot form dimers, show that the dimer is
required for activity but that the two halves of the dimer are not
held in a defined orientation. Rather, they are “flexibly tethered.”

Dimerization creates the lasso/post interface, where actin
binds. Actin filament assembly and disassembly are affected by
capping proteins. In the resulting picture, the hemidimer can

bind actin but it blocks elongation, whereas with the intact FH2
dimer, normal actin nucleation and processive capping occur.
From these results, the researchers have constructed a working
model in which the formin molecule has a role in regulating
activity at the barbed end of the actin molecule. As each half of
the FH2 dimer dissociates in a stair-stepping fashion, the formin
molecule could processively “ride” the elongating barbed end of
an actin filament (Fig. 1). The tethered-dimer model would be a
strikingly elegant mechanism for elongation of actin filaments
and is consistent with data collected thus far. Further research
will address whether the flexibility of the FH2 domain is required
for function. In the meantime, these data allow a new way of
looking at actin elongation.   — Mona Mort

See: Y. Xu1,2, J.B. Moseley3, I. Spagot4, F. Poy1, D. Pellman4,
B.L. Goode3, and M.J. Eck1,2, “Crystal Structures of a Formin
Homology-2 Domain Reveal a Tethered Dimer Architecture,”
Cell 116, 711 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, 2Harvard
Medical School, 3Brandeis University, 4Dana-Farber Cancer
Institute and Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical School.
Correspondence: eck@red.dfci.harvard.edu

M.J.E. and D.P. are Scholars of the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society.
B.L.G. was supported by a Pew Scholars award. This work was sup-
ported in part by NIH proposals GM61345 (D.P.) and GM63691 (B.L.G.).
Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. Stair-stepping of the tethered FH2 (tan and blue) dimer on the elongating barbed end of F-Actin (subunits are
colored ovals). (A) Orthogonal views of FH2 below the barbed end of a five-subunit actin filament. (B) Schematic illus-
tration shows how FH2 might stair-step on the barbed end.
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In the dark (or inactive) state, the
ubiquinone QB is bound to the distal site.
Upon stimulation by light, it shifts about
4.5 Å to the proximal binding site. At the
same time, the aromatic ring of the
ubiquinone in R. sphaeroides has been
observed to rotate 180° around the iso-
prene tail.

A recent experiment using third-genera-
tion-synchrotron techniques has explored
this reaction in Blastochloris viridis, formerly
Rhodopseudomonas viridis, the first organ-
ism in which the reaction center's structure
was determined on the molecular scale.
Using Laue diffraction and time-resolved
crystallographic techniques, the researchers
have found significant differences in the
structural behavior and time frame of
quinone exchange in the reaction center of
B. viridis compared to that in R. sphaeroides.

The time-resolved Laue diffraction
method, which has been employed in previ-
ous experiments to examine proteins such
as myoglobin and a photoactive yellow pro-
tein, uses brief pulses of brilliant x-ray radia-
tion after the sample has been stimulated by
a short burst of visible light from a laser
(Fig. 1). Using this technique, temporal res-
olution down to nanoseconds can be
achieved.

Monochromatic x-ray data were col-
lected on the reaction center of B. viridis in
the dark stage, using a natural form of
ubiquinone (UQ10) similar to one found in R. sphaeroides.
Then, native ubiquinone in the B. viridis reaction center was
replaced with a synthetic form (UQ2). Both phases of the
experiments were conducted on samples at room temperature
to avoid artifacts that may occur in freeze-trapping crystallo-
graphic studies. The Laue diffraction pump-probe data were
collected at beamline 14-ID. Monochromatic diffraction meas-
urements were collected at beamline 14-BM.

PP ROBINGROBING THETHE MM OLECULAROLECULAR SS TRUCTURETRUCTURE OFOF AA
BB ACTERIALACTERIAL PP HOHO TT OSYNTHETICOSYNTHETIC RR EACTIONEACTION CC ENTERENTER

To prepare the reaction center, protein was isolated and
purified from wild-type bacteria grown in a semianaerobic
medium, and protein crystals containing the two ubiquinones,
UQ2 and UQ10, were grown in the dark at 18º C. The samples
were analyzed by means of Laue diffraction at 15º C in the dark
and 3 ms after illuminating the crystal with a pulsed laser at 630
nm. Analysis of the data revealed no discernible motion of

TT o convert photons from solar radiation into usable chemical energy, bacteria, algae, and the higher plants
employ a membrane protein that acts as a photosynthetic reaction center. The reaction center accepts pho-
tons directly from the source of the light and from antennae proteins in the membrane, initiating a cascade

of reactions that move electrons across the membrane, generating an electrochemical potential. A recent experiment
by researchers from The University of Chicago using the BioCARS-CAT beamlines at the APS has disclosed new informa-
tion about reaction center behavior. Freeze-trapping crystallographic probes of the reaction center from the bacteria
Rhodobacter sphaeroides have revealed details of the molecular dynamics of secondary electron transfer, in which
electrons are transferred to a ubiquinone molecule bound to an active site inside the reaction center. These studies indi-
cate significant movement and rotation of native quinone during photoillumination.

Fig. 1. The bacterial reaction center of B. viridis revealed by Laue diffraction with spatial
resolution of 2.9 Å at the detector edge and with a temporal resolution of 2 ms.

Continued on next page
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nel tapers to a close in the middle of the molecule, indicating that
the structure may correspond to the closed channel. A short
stretch of protein plugs the channel (Fig. 1), and the researchers
propose that the channel opens when the plug swings toward the
back of the protein. This unplugging would leave an hourglass-
shaped channel—two funnels opening out from a central con-
striction. The 5- to 8-Å constriction is lined with flexible, water-
averse amino acids, which may act as a gasket-like seal as a pro-
tein snakes through, preventing ions and other small molecules
from rushing out. Previous models assumed that another cellular
complex such as the protein-manufacturing ribosome sealed the
mouth of the channel, but electron micrographs have observed
gaps between the channel and ribosome.

The signal sequence-binding site is at the front of the chan-
nel. The researchers propose that the signal sequence wedges
open the channel wall and contorts it so that the plug doesn't fit
snugly into the constriction (Fig. 1). A transmembrane segment
could also slip out into the surrounding membrane from that
side, they suggest, and membrane-averse portions of the trans-
membrane protein could pass through the gap between chan-
nel and ribosome.

The belief was that SecY proteins collect in groups of
between two and four to form a channel. Although the
researchers say this is still a possibility, they consider it unlikely
because the channel is known to contain water and the outsides

ubiquinone from the distal to the proximal position in the shift
from the dark to the illuminated state.

These results suggest that the distal position is not a stable
state on the time scale of the experiment, or that the movement
of ubiquinone from the distal to the proximal position is not
reversible in B. viridis. In future time-resolved crystallographic
studies of B. viridis and R. sphaeroides, the researchers might
vary the time resolution between light and dark phases and fur-
ther explore the effect of pH on electron transfer in order to pin-
point in greater detail the molecular dynamics of photosynthetic
bacteria. — Elise LeQuire

See: R.H.G. Baxter1, N. Ponomarenko1, V. Šrajer1, R. Pahl1,
K. Moffat1, and J.R. Norris1, “Time-resolved Crystallographic

Proteins are manufactured in the endoplasmic reticulum of
eukaryotes (cells with a nucleus) or in the cytoplasm of bacte-
ria. To eventually make it outside the cell or into a cellular mem-
brane, a protein has to pass through a channel in the endoplas-
mic reticulum membrane (or the cytoplasmic membrane in bac-
teria). All organisms share a very similar channel, called SecY
in bacteria, which is the target of outgoing proteins either dur-
ing or after synthesis. The escaping protein's “open sesame”
command normally consists of a sequence of amino acids,
called the signal sequence, at its leading tip. Proteins destined
to sit in a membrane contain sequences called transmembrane
segments; these proteins are shunted sideways through an
opening in the channel wall. To understand how the protein
transport process works, a group of researchers from the
Harvard Medical School, the Max Planck Institute of
Biophysics, and University Luebeck crystallized SecY from a
methane-producing “archaebacterium” and solved its 3-D
structure, based on x-ray diffraction measurements obtained at
beamlines 8-BM (NE-CAT), 14-BM (BioCARS-CAT), and 19-ID
(SBC-CAT) at the APS, and  NSLS beamline X25 at
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

The group doing this study asserts that the channel is
formed by one SecY molecule, not between multiple SecY pro-
teins, as was previously suspected. SecY is dimpled on one end
with a funnel-shaped cavity 20 to 25 Å wide at its mouth. The fun-

rr esearchers using APS and National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) beamlines have solved the three-dimen-
sional (3-D) structure of a protein channel that allows other proteins to pass across cellular membranes or
become lodged in them. The protein contains a funnel that leads into a channel blocked by a plug in the mid-

dle. When the plug moves out of the way, the opening forms a shape like an hourglass, with a ring of greasy amino acids
in the middle that may act as a seal to prevent other molecules from passing through. The structure indicates how the
channel recognizes the “signal sequence,” the trigger in proteins that leads to plug movement and the opening of the
channel.

SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E O FO F A NA N EE S C A P ES C A P E HH AA TT C HC H
F O RF O R RR E S T L E S SE S T L E S S PP R OR O T E I N ST E I N S

Studies of Light-Induced Structural Changes in the
Photosynthetic Center,” P. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101(16), 5982
(20 April 2004).
Author Affiliation: 1The University of Chicago
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of SecY proteins are greasy and could not combine together to
form a water-filled pore. Grouping may instead facilitate regula-
tion of the transport process by other molecules, they suggest.

— JR Minkel

See: B. van den Berg1, W.M. Clemons, Jr.1, I. Collinson2,
Y. Modis3, E. Hartmann4, S.C. Harrison3, and T.A. Rapoport1,
“X-ray Structure of a Protein-Conducting Channel,” Nature
427(1), 36 (January 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Harvard Medical School, 2Max Planck
Institute of Biophysics, 3Children's Hospital and Harvard
Medical School, 4University Luebeck
Correspondence: tom_rapoport@hms.harvard.edu

The National Synchrotron Light Source is supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Division of Materials Sciences and Division of
Chemical Sciences; SBC-CAT is supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences; NE-CAT is
supported by an award from the National Center for Research
Resources at the National Institutes of Health. This work was supported

Fig. 1. View down the putative channel formed by the SecY pro-
tein, which spans the cell membrane and transports other pro-
teins through or into the membrane. A small portion of the pro-
tein (orange) may act as a plug, becoming dislodged only
when an outgoing protein wedges apart two faces of the chan-
nel (red and blue). Proteins destined to reside in the membrane
may exit through the channel's front (yellow and light blue).

by a fellowship from the Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation
to W.M.C., and by fellowships from the Human Frontier Science
Program Organization to I.C. and Y.M. E.H. was supported by grants
from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and Fonds der
Chemischen Industrie. T.A.R and S.C.H. are Howard Hughes Medical
Institute Investigators. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences under contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

II t has long been known that the protein vinculin plays an important role in cellular junctions. The regulation of cell-
cell and cell-matrix binding depended on vinculin, but its exact role remained a mystery. It was thought that vin-
culin remained largely passive in the adhesion process and served merely as a scaffold for other binding partners.

New data, however, show that vinculin, in association with its partner molecule, talin, undergoes dramatic conforma-
tional changes, called “helical bundle conversion,” that allow it to actively control critical cellular adhesion processes. 

SS I G N A L I N GI G N A L I N G VV I AI A CC O N F O R M AO N F O R M A T I O N A LT I O N A L
PP L A S T I C I T YL A S T I C I T Y :  S:  S U R P R I S E SU R P R I S E S F R O MF R O M VV I N C U L I NI N C U L I N

Vinculin orchestrates reorganization of the actin cytoskele-
ton following formation of cell-cell (adherens junctions) and
cell-matrix (focal adhesions) contacts. In focal adhesions, vin-
culin links the actin cytoskeleton to integrin receptors through
its interactions with talin, though vinculin's ability to bind to its
partners is masked by an intramolecular interaction between its
N-terminal head domain (Vh1) and its tail (Vt) domains, which
clamp the molecule in a closed conformation. Severing the
Vh1-Vt interaction thus activates vinculin and was thought
mediated by the binding of acidic phospholipids to the Vt
domain. But recent crystal structure determinations of the
human Vh1:Vt complex and the Vh1:talin complex by investiga-
tors from St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, Global
Phasing Limited, and the University of Tennessee revealed a
new model, whereby talin vinculin binding sites (VBS) activate

vinculin by severing the extensive hydrophobic interactions
between the helical bundles of Vh1 and Vt.

Using an array of data sets, most of which were collected at
the APS (SBC-CAT, sector 19; SER-CAT, sector 22; and COM-
CAT, sector 32), the research team determined the crystal struc-
tures of the human Vh1:Vt complex to 2.35-Å resolution, and that
of the Vh1:talin-VBS3 complex to a resolution of 2.7 Å. Native
and derivative crystals were extremely sensitive to radiation,
especially the SeMet derivatives at the Se peak wavelength.
Only the first few frames of several data sets were merged to
provide a complete data set for phase determinations.

The structure of the Vh1:Vt complex revealed that the five-
helical bundle of Vt changed little when in complex with the
Vh1 domain. Further, the Vh1 domain was revealed as an elon-

Continued on next page
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gated seven-helical bundle with two four-helical bundle sub-
structures joined by a long, centrally shared α-helix. The struc-
ture of the Vh1 domain was most similar to the β-catenin:α-
catenin complex, which is another seven-helical bundle that
forms when the β-catenin α-helix displaces the α-helices of the
α-catenin homodimer by a helical exchange mechanism in
which one helix swaps out for another.

A similar sequence of events was thus predicted for the
Vh1:talin-VBS3 complex, but this structure established a totally
new mechanism for altering protein structure: the binding of the
amphipathic α-helix of talin VBS3 provoked dramatic move-
ments and changes in the conformation of the α-helices of the
N-terminal bundle of Vh1, by means of a process coined “heli-
cal bundle conversion.” Importantly, this structure also estab-
lished talin as a direct trigger that activates vinculin as these
drastic alterations in structure abolish the Vt binding site in Vh1. 

The structure of the “active” Vh1:VBS3 complex paved the
way for solving the crystal structure of the Vh1 domain in com-
plex with talin-VBS1 to a resolution of 2.4 Å. This was accom-
plished by means of molecular replacement using data collected
at the SBC-CAT 19-ID beamline. These analyses confirmed that
all of the talin VBS provoke helical bundle conversion of vin-
culin's N-terminal helical bundle. Most recently, the group solved
the full-length (116-kDa) structure of human vinculin to a 2.85-Å
resolution from data sets collected at the APS (SBC-CAT 19-ID
and SER-CAT 22-ID beamlines) by using single-wavelength

anomalous dispersion. This structure revealed three new globu-
lar α-helical bundle domains. Two are seven-helical bundles that
are structurally highly related to Vh1, and were thus coined Vh2
and Vh3; the third bundle domain is a four-helical structure most
closely related to Vt, and was thus denoted the Vt2 domain.
Between the Vt and Vt2 domains is a highly disordered and flex-
ible proline-rich linker. This structure established that the most
extensive inter-domain interactions in vinculin indeed occurred
between Vh1 and Vt, whereas the other helical bundles are
loosely packed. Thus, when the Vh1-Vt interaction is severed,
for example following talin binding, the Vt domain is predicted to
swing free from the rest of the molecule to allow it to bind to
other partners at sites of cell adhesion (Fig. 1). — Mona Mort

See: T. Izard1, G. Evans2, R.A. Borgon1,3, C.L. Rush1,3, G.
Bricogne2, and P.R.J. Bois1, “Vinculin Activation by Talin through
Helical Bundle Conversion,” Nature 427, 171 (8 January 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1St. Jude Children's Research Hospital,
2Global Phasing Limited, 3University of Tennessee
Correspondence: tina.izard@stjude.org

This work was supported in part by the Cancer Center Support (CORE)
Grant and by the American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities
(ALSAC). Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. Ribbon representation of the structure of the inactive conformation of vinculin is shown at left. The pro-
tein contains eight helical bundles that organize the protein into five distinct domains, with a seven-helical
bundle at its head (Vh1, yellow), a five-helical bundle in its tail (Vt, light blue), and three globular-helical bun-
dle domains in between that are structurally related to either Vh1 (Vh2, pink, and Vh3, magenta) or Vt (Vt2,
dark blue). A proline-rich (P-P-P) and structurally disordered linker joins the Vt and Vt2 domains and is
believed to function as a flexible hinge for the protein. The extensive hydrophobic interactions in the Vh1 and
Vt domains clamp vinculin in a closed architecture, yet these interactions are abolished by the high-affinity
binding of amphipathic-helical vinculin binding sites (VBS) present in the central rod of talin (talin-VBS, red). 

focal
adhesions
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Investigators from The
Rockefeller University and the
National Institutes of Health
used the SGX-CAT 31-ID beam-
line at the APS to determine the
x-ray structure of eIF2γ from
Methanococcus jannaschii at
2.4-Å resolution. eIF2γ, a
GTPase that delivers the initia-
tor tRNA during a rate-limiting
step in initiation, exhibits a struc-
ture that is similar to those of
known translation elongation
factors. The main structural fea-
tures of eIF2γ include an N-ter-
minal G domain and two β-bar-
rel domains (II and III) in a
closed configuration, with
domain II packed against the G
domain near the Switch regions.
An unusual zinc ribbon motif,
not yet found in other GTPases,
was discovered within the G
domain. Using structure-based
site-directed mutagenesis, two
adjacent features on the surface
of eIF2γ, responsible for binding
the α-subunit of eIF2 and the
Met-tRNA, were identified. The
combined structural, biochemi-
cal, and genetic results provide a much more detailed picture
of how the eIF2 heterotrimer assembles, suggesting starting
points for further detailed study and understanding of transla-
tion initiation. 

M. jannaschii genomic DNA encoding residues 35-437 of
eIF2γ were amplified using PCR and inserted into an expres-
sion vector, expressed in E. coli, and purified. Hanging drop
vapor diffusion was used to grow native and Se-Met crystals in
the monoclinic space group P21 with one protein molecule per
asymmetric unit (a = 52.8 Å, b = 52.4 Å, c = 74.1 Å, β = 92.5°,
diffraction limit = 2.4 Å resolution), at room temperature. The
SGX-CAT beamline was used to measure diffraction data. At

SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E O FO F TT R A N S L AR A N S L A T I O NT I O N FF A C TA C T O RO R RR E V E A L E DE V E A L E D

an x-ray wavelength corresponding to the white line of the sele-
nium K-absorption edge, Se-Met single wavelength anomalous
dispersion (SAD) data were collected. To obtain mutant forms
of eIF2γ, the appropriate codons were mutated in the expres-
sion vector.  

Structure- and sequence-based comparisons of M. jan-
naschii eIF2γ to known eukaryotic and archael homologs
showed that the conserved residues map to hydrophobic cores
of the three domains (G, II, and III) and mutants map to random
coil portions (Fig. 1). The data show that all known eIF2γs
exhibit highly similar three-dimensional structures. A zinc rib-

TT ranslating messenger RNA into protein is a complex process that requires a cast of hundreds of macromole-
cules. A large number of protein and RNA molecules assembles at the initiation codon of the mRNA, and there
are at least 12 eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs) involved, two of which hydrolyze GTP. Knowing more about

how this process is regulated would aid in understanding cellular responses to environmental stressors, such as viral infec-
tion, nutrient deprivation, and radiation damage. eIF2—consisting of the three subunits α, β, and γ—is essential for via-
bility in yeast and is highly conserved among all eukaryotes and archaebacteria. New structural information on eIF2γ
from an archaebacterium provides unexpected details that greatly increase understanding of translation initiation.

Fig. 1. Structure of eIF2γ. (A) Ribbons diagram of eIF2γ, with N- and C-termini and domains labeled.
Domain color-coding is as follows: GTPase domain, red; domain II, yellow; and domain III, green.
The Switch regions are shown in magenta and a dark blue sphere denotes the Zn ion. A simplified
diagram of the translation initiation pathway is shown on the right.

(A)

Continued on next page
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A DNA molecule is essentially a ladder. Each rung consists
of a pair of the “bases” adenine, guanine, cytosine, and
thymine. In normal DNA, bases pair together into a rung the
same way: adenine with thymine or guanine with cytosine.
When DNA is duplicated, an enzyme called polymerase reads
the sequence of one strand, the template, and constructs a
complementary strand base-by-base. Every guanine in the
template is paired with a cytosine in the complementary strand,
for example. Sometimes the wrong base finds its way into the
duplicate strand. If it remains and the erroneous base is passed
on to subsequent DNA molecules, a mutation occurs.

SS T R U C T U R ET R U C T U R E O FO F AA D N A  SD N A  S P E L LP E L L CC H E C K E RH E C K E R

Polymerase plays a major role in proofreading the new
strand as it's being built. If the enzyme adds the wrong base, it
hesitates, giving other enzymes a chance to remove the mis-
take. Polymerase can sense errors up to four base pairs behind
the one it is in the process of forming. To figure out how, the
group crystallized and solved the structure of a commonly used
bacterial polymerase bound to all of the possible base pair mis-
matches, such as guanine-thymine or guanine-guanine. They
compared each structure's “active site,” the place on the
enzyme where a base is added to the growing DNA strand,
based on x-ray diffraction measurements taken at 14-BM. No

EE rrors in DNA duplication are important fodder for evolution, but they can also lead to cancer or hereditary dis-
eases in multicellular organisms. This tension plays out in the cellular machinery responsible for DNA duplication,
which must be accurate but not too accurate. Researchers from Duke University Medical Center, using the

BioCARS-CAT beamline 14-BM have determined how the enzyme that builds DNA molecules identifies errors along the
way. They solved the structure of the enzyme in the presence of all the possible errors that could occur during DNA dupli-
cation. The results show how errors disrupt the enzyme's structure and force it to slow down.

bon extends from the G domain and forms an overhang
between the G domain and domain II. Domains II and III are β-
barrels that show structural similarity to previously described
elongation factors. Significant conformational changes appear
to be restricted to two polypeptide chain segments, Switches 1
and 2. Switch 1, positioned at the interface of the G domain and
domain II, stabilizes the relative orientations of the two domains.
Switch 2, located at the heart of the structure, makes contact
with domains II and III. Mutations in eIF2γ affect eIF2α binding,
pointing to the overall importance of the γ subunit for eIF2 activ-
ity. Unlike mutations in yeast eIF2γ, certain eIF2γ mutations in
M. jannaschii also impair the Met-tRNA binding, suggesting
additional subtleties in archaebacterial translation initiation.

Within eIF2, the α- and β-subunits and the Met-tRNA use
the γ−subunit as a foundation for assembly. The detailed crystal
structure studies of eIF2γ allow location of conserved adjacent
surfaces responsible for eIF2α and tRNA binding. Further bio-

chemical, genetic, and structural studies can now be directed
toward understanding interactions among eIF2 subunits, tRNA,
mRNA, and the small ribosomal subunit. Such studies will
greatly enhance our understanding of translation initiation.

— Mona Mort
See: A. Roll-Mecak1, P. Alone2, C. Cao2, T.E. Dever2, and S.K.
Burley1, “X-ray Structure of Translation Initiation Factor eIF2γ”J.
Biol. Chem. 279, 10634 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1The Rockefeller University, 2National
Institutes of Health
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Fig. 1. Mismatched DNA base pairs distort the structure of the enzyme that synthesizes DNA, shown schematically on the right. When gua-
nine and thymine come together, for example, the pair twists relative to its normal orientation (middle, red overlay vs. yellow), and the
enzyme must adjust itself correspondingly (right, distorted regions in red and purple).
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one had solved the structure of a mismatch bound to poly-
merase before.

This study shows that a mismatch can disrupt the active
site in one of four ways: It can cause the template strand or the
duplicate (or both) to warp, or cause the two strands to split
apart. For example, when a guanine is erroneously attached to
a thymine in the template strand, the thymine positions itself
normally but the guanine twists sideways (Fig. 1). The twisting
disrupts the fit between template and polymerase so that the
template is ejected from the active site. The distortion in the
template extends back three base pairs from the mismatch.
These structural deformations cause polymerase to hesitate, or
stall. In most cases, the four categories of mismatch correlate
with their observed abilities to stall polymerase. The structures
should allow researchers to infer how different interactions con-
tribute to the stalling process.

The group next extended the copy strands by soaking the
crystals in free nucleotides, the source of new bases. The gua-
nine-thymine mismatch, for example, moves down the line of
new base pairs like a swallowed pill, changing its orientation a

little bit at each new position. Within three base pairs of the
active site, the mismatch still distorts the DNA enough to pull the
template away from the enzyme. At four base pairs distance,
the mismatch causes the active site to fluctuate between a dis-
rupted and undisrupted state, and by the time the mismatch is
six nucleotides away and free of the enzyme entirely, the active
site has returned to normal.   — JR Minkel

See: S.J. Johnson and L.S. Beese, “Structures of Mismatch
Replication Errors Observed in a DNA Polymerase,” Cell 116,
803 (March 19, 2004).
Author Affiliation: Duke University Medical Center
Correspondence: lsb@biochem.duke.edu
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Researchers typically exploit viruses as gene therapy vec-
tors, or vehicles for replacement genes, because they enter
cells selectively and cause the cells to express viral genes. A
big problem with existing vectors is that they insert their DNA
willy-nilly. Nothing prevents the replacement gene from landing
in the middle of a host gene and disrupting it. The vectors also
tend to place their contents near genes that the cell is actively
copying, which poses a risk of causing cancer. In 2003, a retro-
viral gene therapy trial caused leukemia in two boys, appar-
ently by this mechanism. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) is the
only virus known to insert its DNA into the same location most
of the time, on human chromosome 19. The Rep protein is key
to this ability. Without it, AAV behaves like retroviruses such as
HIV and integrates its DNA randomly. A better understanding of
Rep could therefore help researchers engineer more precise
vectors.

To understand how Rep binds to DNA, a group from the
National Institutes of Health crystallized the DNA-binding por-
tion of Rep attached to either of two binding sites on the viral
DNA. AAV contains a single DNA strand, which folds back onto
itself at the end, forming a double-stranded neck connected to
a hairpin-like structure, each of which contains a different Rep

RR E PE P MM A R K SA R K S T H ET H E SS P OP O TT …… O FO F VV I R A LI R A L DNA IDNA I N S E R T I O NN S E R T I O N

binding site. When bound to the neck (at a sequence called
simply the Rep binding site), Rep unwinds a nearby section of
double-stranded DNA and cuts one strand, which allows the
duplication process to begin. The hairpin structure seems to
help Rep perform the unwinding and cutting. The same Rep
binding site found in the virus also appears on chromosome 19,
implying that Rep is key for insertion of the viral genome, too.

Five Rep molecules spiral around the Rep binding site
(Fig. 1), each grasping one strand of the DNA like tweezers,
according to the group's 3-D structures, obtained from x-ray
diffraction experiments carried out on SER-CAT beamline 22-
ID at the APS. The hairpin structure binds to a pocket on the
opposite side of the protein. The Rep binding site consists of
several nearly identical repeated sequences of four
“nucleotides,” the building blocks of DNA. The group found that
Rep grips the binding site at the junction between two repeated
sequences with a strength that varies depending on the exact
sequence.

The structure suggests a mechanism by which Rep initi-
ates DNA duplication, the researchers say. Attached to Rep's
DNA binding portion is an enzyme portion that unwinds double-

rr esearchers from the National Institutes of Health, using the SER-CAT beamline 22-ID, have solved the three-
dimensional (3-D) structure of the DNA binding domain of a protein that allows a virus to insert its DNA into a
specific spot on a human chromosome. Multiple copies of the DNA binding domain of the viral protein, called

Rep, latch onto a distinct pattern of DNA in an asymmetric way that prepares the viral genome for duplication and inser-
tion into the host chromosome. These results may help scientists develop safer gene therapies to treat hereditary diseases.

Continued on next page
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stranded DNA, called a helicase. The crystallized proteins
are oriented so that all of their nucleases would point
toward the site at which Rep is known to cut the viral DNA.
The researchers propose that Rep binding causes the heli-
cases to join into a donut structure, which separates the
strands of DNA and allows one to be cut. The hairpin DNA
could bend to contact a Rep protein sitting on the binding
site. Rep could bring two DNA molecules together by grab-
bing the Rep binding site of one molecule and the unwind-
ing site of the other.  — JR Minkel

See: A. Burgess Hickman, D.R. Ronning, Z.N. Perez, R.M.
Kotin, and F. Dyda, “The Nuclease Domain of Adeno-
Associated Virus Rep Coordinates Replication Initiation
Using Two Distinct DNA Recognition Interfaces,” Molecular
Cell 13, 403 (13 February 2004).
Author Affiliations: National Institutes of Health
Correspondence:  dyda@ulti.niddk.nih.gov
Work supported in part by the NIH Intramural AIDS Targeted Antiviral
Program. Use of the APS supported by the U.S. DOE, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

The group studied the crystal structure of the 161-
nucleotide specificity domain of bacterial A-type RNase P and
compared it to the previously described B-type RNase P. The
A-type specificity domain showed major differences in second-
ary and tertiary structures from that of the B-type. But these
underlying structural differences did not lead to disparate three-
dimensional structures for the cores of the domains, which
were remarkably similar in both the A and B types. The data

FF U N C T I O N A L LU N C T I O N A L L YY SS I M I L A RI M I L A R RR N AN A MM O L E C U L E SO L E C U L E S
HH AA V EV E DD I V E R S EI V E R S E SS T R U C T U R E ST R U C T U R E S

SS ome RNA molecules, known as ribozymes, serve as enzymes in the complex process of life. Of particular interest
in this category of RNA is ribonuclease P (RNase P), integral to the maturation of transfer RNA (tRNA) and highly
conserved across taxonomic kingdoms. RNase P contains both RNA and protein subunits. Bacterial RNase P is clas-

sified into two major types, A and B, depending on the sequence of the RNA subunit. Both types of bacterial RNase P
have, in their RNA subunits, a catalytic domain and a specificity domain; the latter is responsible for recognizing and
binding pre-tRNA. There are marked differences in how these specificity domains of types A and B are put together. The
variance is large enough so that the two types would be expected to fold differently. Despite the underlying structural
differences, new data obtained by investigators from Northwestern University and The University of Chicago show that
types A and B end up having remarkably similar three-dimensional folds in the region that recognizes tRNA.

show that, even though there are different sets of interactions
stabilizing the cores in the two RNase P types, the end result
is a similar geometry in the pre-tRNA recognition region. These
diverse ribozymes represent two different structural routes to
the same end and create new respect for the diversity of RNA
molecules. 

The crystal structure of the Thermus thermophilus RNase
P S domain (nucleotides 75 to 235) was determined to a reso-

Fig. 1. The structure of the Rep protein helps explain how
adeno-associated virus inserts its DNA at a specific loca-
tion on a human chromosome. Here, five Rep molecules
(A-E) are attached to their binding sites on the viral DNA.
One Rep is positioned to bind to a hairpin-like fold in the
DNA (arrow).
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lution of 2.9 Å from single-wavelength anomalous diffraction
using Ba+2.  The DND-CAT and LS-CAT beamlines (5-ID and
32-ID, respectively) at the APS were used to facilitate measure-
ments. 

The S domain from this A-type RNase P was compared to
the S domain of a B-type RNase P previously reported by the
same researchers for Bacillus subtilis and also solved by using
data measured at beamline 5-ID. Certain differences between
these two structures could affect the tertiary fold: the A-type
J12/11 internal loop is interrupted by the insertion of the P13
and P14 stems, absent in the B-type; the B-type P10.1 stem
involved in folding is absent in the A-type. These and other dif-
ferences are large enough that they could be expected to lead
to very different three-dimensional structures for the pre-tRNA
recognition region (Fig. 1). But biochemical data from other lab-
oratories show that the nucleotides recognized by these two
types of RNase P are equivalent. Despite the substantially dif-
ferent underlying structures, when it comes to the three-dimen-
sional folding of the region necessary for pre-tRNA recognition,
types A and B appear to be quite similar. 

The A and B types of RNase P do share a major common
feature: an opening formed by stems P9, P10, and P11 and the
nonhelical module J11/12-J12/11. The local positions of the
nucleotides are remarkably similar and allow an understanding

of how the pre-tRNA orients in the opening. The high degree of
structural conservation further underscores the finding that the
type A and B RNase P molecules are two different large RNA
molecules that have an identical function. The molecules look
quite different but, because the functionally important regions
are conserved, they behave in a similar fashion. The two RNase
P subtypes are using different means to achieve the same end.
The internal complexity of RNA molecules may contribute to
their ability to perform the same function, even when their over-
all architecture is different.  — Mona Mort

See: A.S. Krasilnikov1, Y. Xiao1, T. Pan2, and A. Mondragón1,
“Basis for Structural Diversity in Homologous RNAs,” Science
306, 104 (1 October 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Northwestern University, 2The University
of Chicago
Correspondence: a-mondragon@northwestern.edu

This work was supported by: NIH (A.M.) and an NIH National Research
Service Award Fellowship (A.K.); the R.H. Lurie Cancer Center of
Northwestern University to the Structural Biology Center; and DuPont,
Dow, NSF, and DOE for the DND-CAT at the APS. Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. The S-domains of the two bacterial types of RNase P have different architectures, but the overall structure of the tRNA
binding site (circled in red) is conserved.

A-type B-type
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When hard x-rays interact with atoms,
numerous processes can occur: electron
excitation to different empty levels in the
atom, recapture of electrons, and “bubbling”
up to the outer shells of empty spaces
(known as “holes”) where an electron might
otherwise reside in an atom. These various
phenomena provide different routes to the
residual ion, which might ultimately have
lost one, two, or even all of its original elec-
trons.

Using the 11-ID beamline, the research
group is delving into the depths of an atom's
electron shells to discover what happens
when hard x-ray photons ionize the atom.
The charge on such ions depends strongly
on the energy of the x-ray photons. The
properties of the resulting ion can reveal
new information about how atoms are
organized and might one day lead to new
applications in laser optics for medical and
analytical uses.

The group studied the effects of x-ray
photons on atoms of the noble gas krypton,
which provides a replenishable, noncorro-
sive target of non-interacting atoms.
Krypton has an atomic number of 36, which
means there are 36 electrons in various
shells around the atomic nucleus. An x-ray
photon hitting a krypton atom can eject an
electron to produce a krypton ion. This residual krypton ion also
has a hole in a deep inner shell, which means it is in a highly
energetic state and can release the absorbed photon energy
via several paths. For instance, the hole can bubble up through
the atom's energy levels, triggering the loss of additional elec-
trons. These various energy decay paths involve a combination
of radiative (fluorescence) and nonradiative (Auger) processes.
The researchers hope their studies will ultimately lead to a pre-
dictive and quantitative map of these decay paths.

Earlier research examined the ion charge state distribution
with the incident x-ray energy close to the so-called “K-edge.”
(The K-edge is the energy required to eject the deepest elec-
tron, a 1s electron, from the atom's innermost shell.) In the
vicinity of the K-edge, it is possible for the 1s electron to be
excited to a vacant orbital, such as the “5p” (6p, 7p,...); the

DD I S S E C T I N GI S S E C T I N G T H ET H E AA TT O MO M

researchers anticipated that the decay paths would be different
here. In this earlier work, the researchers monitored the ion
charge state for events in which K-fluorescence occurred.

The group’s current work builds on this past research by
using a new method that allows them to observe individual
decay paths in isolation. They have now better defined the
decay path by using a high-resolution x-ray detector, which can
distinguish between decay paths proceeding through a 2p or a
3p hole.

The new experiments are feasible because the
researchers are using a coincidence technique between fluo-
rescence x-rays and ions. Figure 1 shows a map of the decay
paths the team obtained by using this technique. On the basis
of these results, they have developed a theory—the “spectator
cascade decay” (SCD) model—to explain their findings. In the

WW hen a photon with low energy hits an atom, in most cases just a single electron is knocked loose from that
atom. But higher energy photons, such as hard x-rays, can knock out two or more electrons at a time.
Researchers from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville and Argonne National Laboratory used x-ray

beams from the BESSRC/XOR wiggler beamline 11-ID at the APS to knock out electrons from krypton atoms in order to
gain a new understanding of the fundamental physical processes of ionization and decay that can occur in atoms.

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional representation of the fluorescence energy vs. ion time-of-flight
resulting from excitation of krypton at an x-ray energy 10 eV above the K-edge.  The
decay through the 2p hole state (Kα at 12.6 keV) results in higher charge states than
that proceeding through the 3p hole state (Kβ at 14.1 keV). 

AATTOOMMIICC,, OOPPTTIICCAALL,, && MMOOLLEECCUULLAARR PPHHYYSSIICCSS
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SCD model, an excited electron acts as a spectator to the decay
of the krypton ion's core. The model provides the means of pre-
dicting ionization effects, not only for krypton, but for many other
atoms. The research bring us one step closer to understanding
complex vacancy decay patterns in atoms. The understanding
of such decay phenomena may suggest techniques to control or
prevent the decay of highly energetic states, which could be
exploited in a new type of laser that employs higher photon
energy. Such lasers could have a variety of biomedical and ana-
lytical applications.  — David Bradley

See: G.B. Armen1, E.P. Kanter2, B. Krässig2, J.C. Levin1,
S.H. Southworth2, and L. Young2, “Spectator-Electron Behavior

During Cascade Decay in Krypton,” Phys. Rev. A 69, 062710
(2004). 
Author Affiliations: 1University of Tennessee, Knoxville;
2Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: young@anl.gov
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Using carbonate reduction at high pressure and
temperature (5-11 GPa; 500-1,500º C), the team docu-
mented in situ formation of methane (CH4) from FeO-
wüstite, CaCO3-calcite, and water. The empirical results
are supported by thermodynamic calculations on the sta-
tistical mechanics of soft particle mixtures. These data
show that hydrocarbons can be formed via abiogenic
pathways in the Earth's interior. Because this possible
source has been generally ignored, the data also sug-
gest that the Earth has a larger hydrocarbon budget than
previously assumed.

Diamond anvil cells, with cutlets ranging between
350 and 700 µm in diameter, were used for the experi-
ments. Simultaneous high pressure and temperature
were produced by both resistive (T <600° C) and laser (T
>1,000° C) heating. A combination of Raman spec-
troscopy-for detecting diagnostic C-H stretching vibra-
tions and examining amorphous crystalline phases; syn-
chrotron x-ray diffraction-to identify crystalline phases
and help determine reactions; and optical microscopy
allowed in situ analyses. This array of techniques was
used for probing minute areas of the chamber, neces-
sary because of the heterogeneous nature of the sam-
ples. The HP-CAT 16-ID beamline was used for x-ray
measurements and double-sided Nd-YLF laser heating. 

Raman spectra revealed hydrocarbon-rich regions—
identified as methane on the basis of band position—

HH ydrocarbons such as methane are believed to arise mainly from organic sources. Although it has been found
in the Earth's crust, where there are no living systems, most methane is still assumed to originate in the bios-
phere, such as from bacterial metabolism in the rumen of cows. Challenging this assumption, new research

shows that methane readily forms inorganically at the high pressure and temperature conditions encountered in the
Earth's interior, forcing a new look at the planet's hydrocarbon budget. The HP-CAT beamline 16-ID at the APS aided
investigators from Indiana University South Bend, the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Harvard University, and
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in their study of hydrocarbon generation under conditions simulating those in
the Earth's upper mantle.

Fig. 1. A diamond anvil cell sample. View looking through the dia-
monds (using a microscope) to see the sample while it is at high pres-
sure. The sample is in the center and surrounded by a metal foil that
keeps it from flowing out.

Continued on next page
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after laser heating at ~1,500° C and 5.7 GPa. But such high
temperatures were not necessary for methane formation, which
also occurred in situ at 600° C, with resistive heating initiated at
5.1 GPa and temperature ramped at a rate of 50° per minute.
Moreover, the amount of methane produced appeared to be
greater in the experiments at lower temperatures. In situ syn-
chrotron x-ray diffraction shed light on the principal reaction,
which appears to be a chemically complex variant of FeO,
CaCO3, and H2O producing Fe3O4, CH4, and CaO.
Accompanying optical microscopy showed phenomena consis-
tent with the presence of methane, such as extensive bubble
formation when samples decompressed at room temperature
(Fig. 1). Micro-Raman measurements indicate that the bubbles
are predominantly methane. Analysis of the thermochemistry
demonstrated that methane production is disfavored at higher
temperatures: in a reaction of H2 and CO2 to produce CH4 and
H2O, high temperatures favor the production of hydrogen gas
and carbon dioxide, while low temperatures favor production of
methane and water.

These data show that methane formation can occur at a
broad range of pressure and temperature conditions, which

may be widespread in the Earth's mantle. The probable exis-
tence of large abiogenic hydrocarbon reservoirs inside the
Earth can no longer be ignored. — Mona Mort

See: H.P. Scott1,2, R.J. Hemley2, H.-k. Mao2, D.R. Herschbach3,
L.E. Fried4, W.M. Howard4, and S. Bastea4, “Generation of
Methane in the Earth's Mantle: In situ High Pressure-
Temperature Measurements of Carbonate Reduction,” P. Natl.
Acad. Sci. USA 101(39), 14023 (September 28, 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Indiana University South Bend, 2Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 3Harvard University, 4Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory
Correspondence: hpscott@iusb.edu
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SS eismic wave observations have established that Earth's “core” actually consists of a liquid outer core enveloping
a solid inner core. From geophysical, cosmochemical, and geodynamic data, it is generally accepted that the
core is primarily composed of an iron-rich iron-nickel alloy. Seismic observations, coupled with laboratory experi-

ments, further indicate that the outer core—and to a lesser degree the inner core—is less dense than liquid iron, imply-
ing that elements lighter than iron must comprise a non-trivial fraction of the core. One element that might be present
in significant quantities is hydrogen. Previous laboratory research had shown that, under high pressures and tempera-
tures, hydrogen and iron combine to form a stable iron hydride. To gain greater insight into the properties of iron hydride,
investigators from The University of Chicago, the Carnegie Institution of Washington, and Argonne National Laboratory
subjected a sample of iron (Fe) and hydrogen (H) to the high pressures found deep inside the Earth.

The researchers probed the sample by using x-ray beams
from the APS for the closely related techniques of nuclear res-
onant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) and synchrotron
Mössbauer spectroscopy (SMS). Three APS beamlines were
used in this research: the XOR 3-ID beamline for the NRIXS
and SMS measurements; the GSECARS-CAT 13-ID beamline
for pressure calibration; and the HP-CAT 16-ID beamline for
obtaining x-ray diffraction patterns of iron hydride to determine
its exact crystalline structure.

The sample examined in this research consisted of tiny
amounts of iron (enriched in the isotope 57Fe) and liquid hydro-
gen (H2), which initially were inserted into a beryllium container
(or gasket). The gasket was then squeezed within a diamond
anvil cell to pressures up to 52 GPa. At pressures above 3 GPa,
the iron and hydrogen combined to form nearly stoichiometric
FeHx (the “x” subscript indicates the proportion of hydrogen
atoms to one iron atom in the compound; “nearly stoichiomet-
ric” means that x = ~1). Excess hydrogen in the sample formed

a hydrostatic pressure-transmitting medium around the FeHx

that evenly distributed the pressure (see the photomicrograph
in the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 1). X-ray diffraction patterns
of FeH showed that it possessed a double hexagonal close-
packed (dhcp) structure over the entire range of pressures
examined in the research.

The synchrotron x-rays used to probe the sample were
focused to a diameter of approximately 10 µm (1 µm = 1 × 10-6

m). As part of the NRIXS technique, the energies of the syn-
chrotron x-rays were stepped in increments about the 57Fe
Mössbauer line. The NRIXS method can utilize the nuclear res-
onance of 57Fe, which lies at the 14.1425-keV energy level.
Nuclear resonance occurs, for instance, when an x-ray photon
with an energy of 14.1425 keV is absorbed by the 57Fe nucleus,
thereby boosting the nucleus into an excited state; the process
culminates in the excited nucleus emitting an x-ray photon (at
an arbitrary angle to the absorbed photon) with the identical
energy of 14.1425 keV. (Actually, NRIXS measures the inelas-
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tic scattering of x-rays tuned slightly off the nuclear resonance
energy because of the additional energy contributed by the lat-
tice's phonon states).

The measurement of the emitted resonant x-rays (i.e., the
NRIXS data) yielded information about the Fe-related phonon
density of states (DOS) within the sample (see lower part of Fig.
1). The researchers combined their NRIXS results with the
known equation of state (EOS) for FeHx to yield its aggregate
compressional velocity (Vp) and shear wave velocity (Vs) at var-
ious pressures. The shear wave velocity is especially difficult to
determine at high pressure with methods other than NRIXS; the
NRIXS data pegged its value at Vs = 0.023*P ± 3.2 (Vs is in
km/sec, while the pressure [P] is in GPa).

Previous research had established the ferromagnetic
nature of FeHx up to pressures of 10 GPa. In this research, the
SMS technique was used to determine that FeHx is actually
magnetic up to a pressure of 22 GPa, after which it disappears
altogether. (The SMS technique utilizes the elastic scattering of
x-rays exactly at the nuclear resonance energy, which in this
case is 14.1425 keV for 57Fe). The loss of magnetism at 22 GPa
corresponds to an abrupt change in the plotted values of Vp and
Vs at that same pressure. 

This research lends further credence to the case for iron
hydride being a significant constituent of Earth's outer core. The
researchers point out that a mass fraction of only 0.12–0.48%
of hydrogen in the outer core could explain the so-called “core
density deficit” in that region of Earth's interior.  — Philip Koth

See: W.L. Mao1,2, W. Sturhahn3, D.L. Heinz1, H.-k. Mao1,2,
J. Shu2, and R.J. Hemley2, “Nuclear Resonant X-ray Scattering
of Iron Hydride at High Pressure,” Geophys. Res. Lett. 31,
15618 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1The University of Chicago, 2Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: wmao@uchicago.edu

Use of the HP-CAT facility was supported by DOE-BES, DOE-NNSA
(Carnegie/DOE Alliance Center), NSF, DOD-TACOM, and the W.M.
Keck Foundation. GSECARS-CAT is supported by the NSF (EAR-
0217473), DOE (DE-FG02-94ER14466), and the State of Illinois. Use of

Fig. 1. The lower graphical portion of the figure displays the NRIXS
spectra showing the partial phonon density of states (DOS) for
FeHx at selected high pressures. At the very bottom is shown the
DOS of pure Fe at ambient pressure. The inset (upper left-hand
corner) is a photomicrograph of FeHx contained within a
Beryllium gasket at a pressure of 10 GPa. Note the H2 surrounding
the FeHx sample; the H2 had crystallized at a pressure of 5.5 GPa.
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BB oth Earth and Mars have a large proportion of liquid iron in their cores, but the properties of that liquid have
been almost impossible to study given the difficulties of reproducing the extreme pressure and temperature
conditions of a planet's core. While crystalline iron has been examined at a wide range of pressures and tem-

peratures, liquid iron has until now been analyzed only up to 5 GPa. Understanding the properties of liquid iron is crucial
not only to understanding the internal make-up of the terrestrial planets, but also to understanding the dynamo action
in Earth's fluid outer core that sustains the planet's magnetic field. Using a diamond anvil cell, which can create high
pressures while still allowing analysis with synchrotron radiation, researchers from The University of Chicago used the GSE-
CARS-CAT 13-ID beamline at the APS to obtain the first structural measurements of liquid iron up to 58 GPa and temper-
atures of 2900ºK. This covers the entire range of pressure conditions of the Martian core and is almost halfway to Earth's
outer core conditions.

X-ray diffraction patterns from beamline 13-ID showed that
the atomic structure of liquid iron was remarkably stable under
different pressure conditions and provided valuable information
for both seismic and dynamo modeling. The researchers carry-
ing out this study also found that the viscosity of liquid iron does
not change significantly over the melting curve and is close to
the value at ambient pressure. In addition, a new, unambigu-
ous way to measure the melting point was determined by
observing the change in x-ray diffraction patterns. 

To create the samples, an iron flake was sandwiched
between layers of NaCl and placed into a diamond anvil cell
that could be heated under high pressure with a double-sided
laser heating system. The sample was loaded in a glovebox
in an argon atmosphere to avoid moisture, and then exam-
ined using x-ray diffraction. X-ray diffraction scattering pat-
terns were recorded over a range of pressures as the temper-
ature increased and the iron melted into pure liquid, thus pro-
viding information about the melting curve of iron. 

Liquid transition metals can be interpreted as a simple
fluid in which the arrangement of atoms is similar to the hard-
sphere model (where atoms are packed like oranges in a gro-
cery store) in which the structure factor is based on the aver-
age density of atoms and the hard-sphere diameter. These dif-
fraction patterns were consistent with a packing structure in
which the packing fraction essentially remained constant,
while the hard-sphere diameter decreased with increasing
pressure. The group also found that the structure factor retains
the same shape throughout all of the measurements, suggest-
ing that structure does not change for different pressures. This
does not agree with the results from a previous study at pres-
sures below 5 GPa where structural changes were seen.
Since a stable local atomic configuration is consistent with
close-packed structures, it was concluded that liquid iron at
high pressure is consistent with the general characteristics of
close-packed liquid metals. 

Pertinent to modeling the geodynamo, these results sug-
gest that viscosity remains consistent along the melting curve
over a wide pressure range. This implies that the kinematic vis-
cosity of the liquid outer core is comparable to that of water.

Thus the low-viscosity liquid permits vigorous convection as the
core cools, implying fluid velocity rapid enough to sustain
Earth's magnetic field.

The structural data can also be used to interpret the seis-
mic parameter, Φ, which relates to longitudinal and shear
sound velocities, and has been shown to be proportional to

temperature and to be a function of the packing fraction.
Because it was found that the packing fraction is constant, Φ
along the melting curve can be shown to have a simple linear
relationship to the melting temperature. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental points plotted in a phase diagram, showing clear
evidence of melting point. Each point is defined by its measured pres-
sure-temperature condition, and examined by x-ray diffraction/scat-
tering (see the insert). The diffuse band arising from molten iron can be
easily observed for liquid structure determination. 
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The study has implications for experimental techniques as
well. Defining the onset of melting in a laser-heated diamond
anvil cell has been the subject of a long-standing debate, since
visual observations in such a small sample size—especially
under the thermal glow of the laser—are incredibly difficult.
Visual observations have provided melting temperatures that
differ by more than 1000°. These studies showed that examin-
ing the difference between the x-ray diffraction pattern for a
crystalline solid versus the pattern for a molten liquid is a much
more reliable technique. — Karen Fox

See: G. Shen, V.B. Prakapenka, M.L.Rivers, and S.R. Sutton,
“Structure of Liquid Iron at Pressures up to 58 GPa,” Phys. Rev.
Lett. 92(18), 185701 (7 May 2004).
Author Affiliation:  The University of Chicago
Correspondence: shen@cars.uchicago.edu
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The team used the undulator microprobe at 13-ID in two
configurations, first analyzing the samples with Kirkpatrick-
Baez microfocusing mirrors and a Canberra Industries, Inc.,
energy dispersive fluorescence detector with digital processing
electronics; they then used a larger version of the mirror setup
coupled with an Oxford Instruments, Inc., wavelength disper-
sive spectrometer.

Of the six experimental glass suites—Schreiber, Hanson,
Canil, Beckett, Karner, and Drake—they first used the
Schreiber suite of basaltic glasses with independently estab-
lished valence states from V3+ to V5+ to calibrate the XANES
measurements. The XANES measurements of this suite corre-
lated well with measurements obtained by titration and optical
spectrometry: an element with low valence (V2+) displays a
very weak pre-edge spectrum, while the intermediate valences
(V3+ and V4+) display multiplets. At the highest (V5+) valence,
the XANES probe confirmed the presence of an intense sin-
glet. Using these data, the team was able to confirm a wide
range of valences in samples from the other five experimental
suites, which are in good agreement with predictions. 

In addition, comparisons of the Schreiber glasses with
high and low basicity demonstrated a slight valence increase
with increased basicity, as expected from theory. The samples

OO X I DX I D AA T I O NT I O N CC O N D I T I O N SO N D I T I O N S I NI N T H ET H E
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with high concentrations of calcium were more oxidized than
those with low concentrations at constant temperature and
fugacity conditions. 

Further measurements analyzing the effects of tempera-
ture differences, using the Beckett suite and some of the
Hanson samples, also revealed a slight increase in valence
with lower temperatures. The calibration curve established in
these probes can be used to infer oxygen fugacity from XANES
peak intensity for unknown samples. 

Since the measured pre-edge peak intensity can differ
depending on molecular site geometry, the team also studied
five natural and synthetic glass samples by means of extended
x-ray absorption fine structure (microEXAFS) spectra with the
undulator beam. These probes confirmed that synthetic
glasses constitute suitable standards to determine the
valences of naturally occurring vanadium under a range of
redox conditions from 2+ to 5+.

Natural glass samples from volcanic sources on Earth,
from lunar glass beads collected during the Apollo 15 and 17
missions (Fig. 1), and from a Martian meteorite collected in
Antarctica were analyzed to compare the accuracy of the
experimental measurements. The Martian sample, which was

VV anadium is an abundant element found in basaltic glasses from terrestrial and planetary sources. Because it
has an unusually large number of valences—four—vanadium can serve as a useful barometer to explore a
wide range of oxidation conditions, thus providing a glimpse into the history of the formation of these materi-

als in samples obtained from Earth, the Moon, and Mars. A major obstacle to exploring the properties of vanadium and
other elements from natural samples, however, is that they occur as compounds rather than in a pure form. Researchers
at APS recently applied a non-destructive technique—synchrotron x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spec-
troscopy—to explore the properties of six suites of experimental samples of basaltic glasses containing vanadium.
Working with very small samples of a few millimeters, geochemists from The University of Chicago, the University of New
Mexico, Rutgers University, and Mount Holyoke College used GSECARS-CAT beamline 13-ID at the APS to measure the
XANES properties of these samples, a few of which had previously established valence values determined by traditional
chemical and optical spectrometry techniques. The researchers used these known properties as a baseline to establish
the accuracy of XANES probes in exploring the valence of natural samples of basaltic glasses.

Continued on next page
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formed through meteorite impact rather than vol-
canic activity, was included because it may
potentially reveal important information on the
impact process. 

Measurements of the natural glasses con-
firm that Mars has an intermediate oxidation
state relative to the Earth (more oxidized) and
the Moon (more reduced). These results demon-
strate the great potential of XANES as a robust
and non-destructive new oxybarometer to probe
the conditions in which natural basaltic glasses
from various solar system sources were formed. 

— Elise LeQuire

See: S.R. Sutton1, J.M. Karner2, J.J. Papike2,
J.S. Delaney3, C.K. Shearer2, M. Newville1, P.
Eng1, M. Rivers1, and M.D. Dyar4, “Oxygen
Barometry of Basaltic Glasses based on
Vanadium Valence Determinations Using
Synchrotron MicroXANES,” Lunar and Planetary
Science 35, 1725 (2004).

J.M. Karner2, S.R. Sutton1, J.J. Papike2, J.S. Delaney3,
C.K. Shearer2, M. Newville1, P. Eng1, M. Rivers1, and M.D.
Dyar4, “A New Oxygen Barometer for Solar System Basaltic
Glasses Based on Vanadium Valence,” Lunar and Planetary
Science 35, 1269 (2004).
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Fig. 1. Lunar beads from orange soil formed in a
volcanic eruption, collected by Apollo 17 astro-
nauts at the Taurus-Littrow Valley site. The sam-
ple contains volcanic glass (the orange parti-
cles) and the mineral ilmenite (the black parti-
cles). (Image courtesy of NASA and the Lunar
and Planetary Institute.)
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Contaminants such as chromium, cad-
mium, or uranium that leak into the environ-
ment generally become solvated in ground-
water, increasing dramatically the contami-
nants’ ability to move and spread. Along the
way, these contaminants can meet various
agents and surfaces, both mineralogical
and biological, to which they can bind and
that change their mobility. As a result, they
stop somewhere and accumulate, which
may or may not be desirable. Bacterial sur-
faces are rich in carboxyl functional groups
COO-, a radical that is typical of organic
acids. The conditions under which signifi-
cant adsorption/complexation can occur
depend on the molecular binding mecha-
nism. By beginning to understand how the
metal behaves in the solution, and from
there, how it binds to an acetate molecule
(as a model of a carboxyl bond), science
can explore important questions about metals in the environ-
ment.

To begin, the Argonne-Notre Dame team studied a model
system of chromium salts dissolved in solution with and without
an acetate ligand. They added acetic acid (CH3COOH) to
chromium solutions and observed how the metal behaves, i.e.,
whether or not it binds to the acetate. Acetic acid can bind to a
metal in one of four ways: one is an electrostatic association that
is not a strong bond, two are chemical bonds with a shared elec-
tron, and the fourth is a chemical bond in which two metal ions
are bridged by the acetate group.

In the case of chromium ions, Cr3+, three of them come
together and form an aqueous trichromium acetate complex
(Fig. 1) in which the acetate groups are in a bridging configura-
tion between the chromium ions. The structure was derived by
x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy as a func-
tion of pH, concentration, acetate-to-Cr ratio, and the age of the
solution. The structure of hydrated Cr3+ ions was also obtained.
Like most aqueous metals, the ions are not bare; they are sur-
rounded by associated water molecules, called a hydration
sphere. The first hydration sphere is the very inner circle of
these hydrated molecules, which is quite structured. Going fur-
ther out is another shell of more or less ordered waters—in this
case, chromium, as a +3 ion, has a very strong interaction, and
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it is also able to order the second hydration sphere, forming a
second shell of water molecules around the chromium ions.

This and other studies show that XAFS is an effective
technique for investigating metal hydration and structure. Such
information can also help in studies of the binding of dilute
aqueous Cr to carboxyl ligands, as well as investigations of
metal-metal interactions and polymerization in solution.   

— David Appell

See: M.I. Boyanov1,2, K.M. Kemner1, T. Shibata2, and B.A. Bunker2,
“Local Structure around Cr3+ Ions in Dilute Acetate and Perchlorate
Aqueous Solutions,” J. Phys. Chem. A 108, 5131 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2University
of Notre Dame
Correspondence: mboyanov@nd.edu
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Fig. 1. (a) Results from EXAFS data for Cr acetate solutions; magnitude of the Fourier
transform of k2 χ(k). (b) Structure of the Cr3O(CH3COO)6.3H2O solution complex

WW hen metal ions are released into the environment, how do they interact with the world they find? In par-
ticular, how do aqueous metals absorb on bacterial surfaces? Those are questions of great interest in envi-
ronmental biogeochemistry. Studies carried out by researchers from Argonne National Laboratory and the

University of Notre Dame using the MR-CAT 10-ID beamline at the APS provide an important first step toward understand-
ing this process.
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In 2001, a borehole was drilled through the waste plume at
the Hanford 200 East Area site to provide information on the
depth distribution and inventory of uranium and technetium.
Sediment samples drawn from this borehole and obtained by
researchers from Stanford University, Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, and Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory were analyzed to determine the
speciation parameters for uranium that would ultimately deter-
mine its ability to move within the environment. These speciation
parameters include uranium's: (1) valence state, (2) chemical
form (e.g., precipitate and adsorption complex), (3) phase asso-
ciations, and (4) spatial distribution within sediments (at the grain
level). This information may be input into contaminant transport
models to predict the future migration of uranium at this site.

The researchers applied synchrotron-based x-ray spectro-
scopic and diffraction techniques, including x-ray absorption
near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy, extended x-ray

absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, x-ray micro-
diffraction (µXRD), and microscanning x-ray fluorescence
(µSXRF) to determine the key speciation parameters of ura-
nium in the sediment samples. The measurement work was
performed on the on the PNC/XOR 20-ID beamline at the APS
and the Molecular Environmental Sciences beamline 11-2 at
the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL).

The XANES spectroscopic measurements demonstrated
that uranium occurs primarily in the hexavalent form in all sam-
ples examined. EXAFS spectroscopic studies showed that
there was miniscule variation in the speciation of uranium
among the samples. The studies also demonstrated that the
main uranium species is probably a uranium (VI) silicate within
the group of uranophane minerals. Because EXAFS tech-
niques are unable to identify individual uranophane members,
µXRD analyses were used to identify the specific phase present
(Fig. 1), the only uranophane group mineral present in the sam-
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Fig. 1. Left: A μSXRF map showing the heterogeneous uranium distribution occurring at the micrometer scale. Center: A μXRD pattern taken
of a 20 × 20 μm area (white box in map at left) of high U concentration. Right: Integrated and background subtracted μXRD patterns
demonstrating the presence of sodium-boltwoodite, Na(UO2)(SiO3OH)•1.5H2O.

AA ccidental releases of liquid waste from U.S. nuclear weapons production facilities have included large quan-
tities of radionuclides, such as cesium (137Cs), cobalt (60Co), europium (152,154Eu), strontium (90Sr), technetium
(99Tc), and uranium (235,238U). Such subsurface leaks at several underground waste storage tanks, first built in

the 1940s, have occurred throughout the Department of Energy's Hanford site in eastern Washington state. Many of
these high- and low-level nuclear wastes have never been cleaned up and, thus, have caused complex subsurface
contaminant plumes. As a result, many scientific studies have been performed to assess the future of such potentially
harmful underground contaminants. One such study concerned the overfilling of tank BX-102 (on 20 March 1951) at the
200 East Area. This accident allowed the release and leakage of almost 350,000 liters (91,600 gallons) of caustic aque-
ous sludge—containing around 7.5 metric tons (16,500 pounds) of uranium metal—into the vadose zone.
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ples was sodium-boltwoodite [Na(UO2)(SiO3OH)•1.5H2O].
Electron microprobe and µSXRF analyses demonstrated that
sodium-boltwoodite occurred as µm-size crystals inside frac-
tures in plagioclase feldspar grains.

The researchers concluded that remediation of the contam-
ination would likely be a difficult task because of the speciation
and distribution of uranium within the sediments. They further
concluded that future release of uranium from these sediments
would be minimal because of the low moisture content of the
sediments and the isolation of sodium-boltwoodite in microfrac-
tures. — William Arthur Atkins

See: J.G. Catalano1, S.M. Heald2, J.M. Zachara3, and G.E. Brown,
Jr.4, “Spectroscopic and Diffraction Study of Uranium Speciation in
Contaminated Vadose Zone Sediments from the Hanford Site,
Washington State,” Environ. Sci. Technol. 38(10), 2822 (2004).

Previous research showed that 137Cs at Hanford was
sorbed specifically to the micas biotite and muscovite in prefer-
ence to other minerals. When in contact with micaceous miner-
als, Cs had two rates of sorption and desorption. In addition,
the longer the Cs had been present, the more resistant to des-
orption it was. These phenomena were thought to be caused
by Cs binding to several kinds of sites on the mica structure
composed of planar aluminosilicate sheets bound together by
interplanar potassium ions. The hypothesized sites included
cation exchange sites on mineral surfaces, frayed-edge sites
formed by the removal of potassium from the mica structure
during weathering, and interlayer sites where Cs could diffuse
from the frayed edges, displacing potassium. 

To study sorption in detail, the researchers hand-picked
mica flakes taken from a borehole at the Hanford Site and sep-
arated them into dark biotite and colorless muscovite on the
basis of appearance. The flakes were placed in a solution of
CsNO3 for either 14 or 28 days at room temperature. The sur-
faces of the mica were examined directly, and the mica interi-
ors were examined by embedding the flakes in epoxy resin and
cutting 60-µm-thick sections.

MM I C R O S C A L EI C R O S C A L E DD I S T R I B U T I O NI S T R I B U T I O N O FO F
CC E S I U ME S I U M SS O R B E DO R B E D TT OO BB I OI O T I T ET I T E A N DA N D MM U S C O V I T EU S C O V I T E

While the amounts of sorbed Cs varied from sample to
sample, the researchers found no significant difference
between those saturated for 14 or 28 days. Elemental abun-
dances were examined by using an electron microprobe
(EMP). Where Cs was concentrated, potassium was usually
depleted, consistent with the formation of frayed edge sites
caused by weathering reactions. Muscovite sorbed less total
Cs than biotite, which could be explained by considering the
differences between the two micaceous minerals. Because
muscovite is both more weather-resistant and retains potas-
sium more strongly than biotite, it develops fewer frayed edges
that are hospitable to Cs sorption.

The spatial resolution of the EMP was superior, but its
detection limit was 100 times that available using an x-ray
microprobe (XMP, Fig. 1.). For more sensitive determinations
of Cs residence on micas, measurements were made using the
GSECARS-CAT and PNC/XOR beamlines. The XMP data
showed that in muscovite, Cs was not limited to the edges, but
had deeply penetrated the sample in distinct, concentrated
areas, suggesting emplacement by processes other than diffu-

rr adioactive Cesium-137 is one of several contaminants in the soil at the Hanford Site in southeastern
Washington, where numerous leaks of radioactive waste have accrued during synthesis of plutonium. About
one million curies of 137Cs seeped into the soil over the years, and much of it sits above the water table, chem-

ically bound by sorption to the micaceous sediment. With a half-life of 30.2 years, leaving the 137Cs to decay in place
might well be the best option. However, the 137Cs has, at times, migrated because of the mobilizing effects of interac-
tion with concentrated wastes, so decisions about remediation require a better understanding of the sorption mecha-
nisms. Researchers from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and The University of Chicago, using the GSECARS-
CAT (sector 13) and PNC/XOR (sector 20) beamlines at the APS, have gained a clearer picture of these mechanisms and
the mobility of 137Cs at the Hanford site.

Author Affiliations: 1Stanford University, 2Argonne National
Laboratory, 3Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 4Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
Correspondence: catalano@pangea.stanford.edu
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ported by the U.S. Department  of Energy, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences and Office of Biological and Environmental Research, and the
National Institutes of Health, National Center for Research Resources,
Biomedical Technology Program. PNC-CAT is supported by funding
from the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Basic Energy Sciences,
the National Science Foundation, the University of Washington, the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and
Simon Fraser University.  Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Continued on next page
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sional replacement of potassium. Previous studies of mica
weathering suggested that frayed-edge sites could occur
deep within the mica structure, where structural defects
acted as conduits for weathering fluids. These defects also
could act  as conduits for Cs migration and deposition on
those internal frayed edges. Finding Cs on these sites was
significant, because it implied that a much larger surface
area was available for sorption than was otherwise appar-
ent. It could also explain why desorption was slower after
longer exposure to 137Cs, corresponding to the migration
over time of Cs from weaker surface sites onto the stronger
sites in the interior. 

Sorption of Cs onto biotite was significantly different.
Cs was pervasive, but at much lower local abundance than
in muscovite. Potassium was depleted and iron more abun-
dant where Cs was concentrated, possibly because iron
was oxidized and expelled from the crystal lattice along with
interlayer potassium during weathering that created frayed-
edge sites. Using x-ray absorption near-edge structure
analysis, iron throughout the biotite was found to be oxi-
dized. The Hanford biotites thus apparently included perva-
sive microchannels, accessible by Cs, formed by dissolu-
tion and oxidation; the iron-poor muscovites, on the other
hand, developed clusters of internal frayed-edge sites after
solution weathering along less numerous fractures, part-
ings, or crystal defects.

In summary, Cs was sorbed to frayed-edge sites on
the interior and exterior portions of mica minerals. Biotite
had the ability to sorb a larger quantity of Cs than mus-
covite, but desorption from muscovite could be slower due
to the restricted access of solutions to internal sites. The redis-
tribution of Cs over time to internal frayed-edge sites may
explain the slow desorption that has been observed for Cs
associated with micaceous sediments. These results suggested
that the 137Cs at Hanford was relatively immobile. 

— Karen Fox

See: “Microscale Distribution of Cesium Sorbed to Biotite and
Muscovite,” J.P. McKinley1, J.M. Zachara1, S.M. Heald1,
A. Dohnalkova1, M.G. Newville2, and S.R. Sutton2, Enviro. Sci.
Tech. 38(4), 1017 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
2The University of Chicago

Correspondence: james.mckinley@pnl.gov
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Fig. 1. The distribution of CS in biotite: Comparative panels from XMP,
above, and EMP, below, illustrate the relative advantages in detection
and spatial resolution of the two techniques. Cesium was generally not
detectable by EMP.
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Beginning with the belief that no experi-
mentation has ever been performed to
resolve annual ring composition within
cementum, the collaborators analyzed the
metallic composition and distribution of
cementum in human teeth from two mum-
mies of the early sixteenth century. The mum-
mies were retrieved from the archaeological
“Stone Temple” burial site of Tucume, on the
northern coast of Peru.

The technique employed, called micro-
synchrotron radiation-induced x-ray fluores-
cence (µ-SRXRF), was used in this experi-
ment because of its ability to accurately meas-
ure trace elements found in the cementum
rings that are normally difficult to detect. Such
measurements must have a trace element
sensitivity of a few parts per billion and a spa-
tial resolution of a few microns. µ-SRXRF pro-
vides these capabilities.

The experiments consisted of studying
the lower right first incisor and the upper left
first incisor of two female mummies selected
from among 22 males and females found
within an adobe platform at the Stone Temple
ruins. The teeth were embedded in a slow-
curing transparent epoxy resin, followed by
cross-sectional cutting of the
roots. Next, several thin sec-
tions of the teeth were cut at
the cemento-enamel junction
(the area where the cemen-
tum and enamel meet). The
resulting surfaces were then
polished with silicon carbide
paper and diamond grit (both
with appropriate lubricants)
and later exposed to sound
waves while submerged in
methanol and distilled water
in order to remove bacteria.

MM E TE T A LA L CC O N C E N T R AO N C E N T R A T I O N ST I O N S I NI N CC E M E N T U ME M E N T U M RR I N G SI N G S
A SA S A NA N AA I DI D TT OO BB I O A R C H A E O LI O A R C H A E O L O G YO G Y

MM uch as annual rings indicate the age of trees, the distinct ring structure of cementum—the tissue that sur-
rounds the tooth root—may provide definite signals of an individual's long-term exposure to metals. That is
the hypothesis put forward by researchers from the University of Western Ontario; Ludwig Maximilians

University; and the National Institute of Culture, Peru based on experiments carried out at PNC/XOR beamline 20-ID.
Such recorded concentrations within cementum are believed to be caused by the consumption of metals as part of
the regular intake of nourishment and by the interaction of the body with the outside environment.

Fig. 1. Tooth cross section taken from one of the mummies. The figure is from a subse-
quent study done on mummies from the burial site at Tucume, Peru. The questions asked
were essentially the same, although more detailed information was obtained because
the collaborators achieved better resolution with the thin (approximately 50 µm) sec-
tions. The small box indicates the area scanned with XRF (as shown in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy intensity maps for the tooth of the mummy shown in Fig. 1. The
left hand side is the lead (Pb) image, while the right side shows the superimposed zinc (Zn) image.

Continued on next page
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The samples (Fig. 1) each had a thickness of 5 mm, which,
when exposed to x-ray radiation, provides the most fluores-
cence from trace metals. The work was performed at beamline
20-ID using a pair of mirrors to focus the beam. Synchrotron
x-ray fluorescence was collected at the K-alpha spectral line for
the elements bromine (Br), calcium (Ca), copper (Cu), lead
(Pb), nickel (Ni), strontium (Sr), and zinc (Zn).

The results show (Fig. 2) that Zn is regularly enriched in the
cementum rings of both tooth samples, while Ca and Sr were
found to be sometimes concentrated in the same two samples.
The elements Pb and Br were at found concentrations very near
the detection limits of the technique; thus, enrichment in only
one individual could be demonstrated. No inferences could be
made for Ni and Cu. Overall, the cementum rings were more
enriched with the various metals than in other parts of the tooth
material.

On the basis of these results, the collaborators feel that µ-
SRXRF is an excellent method for examinations of the concen-
tration of certain trace elements in archaeological samples such
as teeth. Furthermore, the results indicate that µ-SRXRF can be
exceptionally important in deciding whether the probable origin
of a trace element is biogenic (from diet and disease that occur
while humans are alive) or diagenetic (from postmortem condi-

tions). Further research may well provide additional insight into
the historical measure and degree of absorption of metals and
other substances into the human body. 

— William Arthur Atkins

See: Ronald R. Martin1, Steven J. Naftel1, Andrew J. Nelson1,
Andrea B. Feilen2, and Alfredo Narvaez3, “Synchrotron X-ray
Fluor-escence and Trace Metals in the Cementum Rings of
Human Teeth,” J. Environ. Monit. 6, 783 (2004).
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By manipulating the core-shell architecture and introduc-
ing amine groups to the core of these dendritic molecules, the
team was able to boost polar interactions and stabilize surface
structures. A critical condition for the formation of these long,
thin structures is the crystallization of the alkyl tails in the outer
shell.

The team submitted the hyperbranched core of the mole-
cules to three modifications to produce molecules of different
molecular weights. Molecules 1 and 3 are of particular interest.
Molecule 1 has hydrophobic alkyl tails and hydroxyl and car-
boxyl groups in the outer shell, while molecule 3 has alkyl tails
and hydroxyl groups in the outer shell, with the addition of
amine groups in the inner core. Molecule 1, when applied to the
substrate at different pressures, did not form long, robust struc-
tures but remained instead uniform and dense.

The introduction of the amine to molecule 3, however,
enhanced the hydrogen bonding and polar interactions and
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stabilized the surface structures at the silicon surface. When
molecule 3 was deposited on a silicon substrate under increas-
ing pressure using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique, the team
observed a progression of morphological behaviors at the air-
water interface. At the lowest pressure, a few curved and
poorly branched nanofibers about 1 nm high and 500 nm long
formed. With increasing pressure, the fibers multiplied, and
some of these split and bent sharply. At medium high pressure,
the nanofibers aggregated in groups of three or four, aligning
themselves together and bending in the same direction. When
evaporated from concentrated solutions, the fibers formed
densely packed bundles several microns long and three to four
microns tall across 60% of the silicon oxide surface, the upper
limit for packing behavior.

Examination with a high-resolution atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) confirmed that these nanofibers were between
0.8 and 1.0 nm high. Because of some distortion inherent in

AA chieving the goal of coaxing highly branched, irregular, and flexible dendritic molecules to form uniform, sta-
ble, and robust shapes has been elusive. Fabricating long, thin supramolecular forms such as rods, fibers, and
ribbons has, until recently, required multiple interventions in the composition of the branches and cores of the

molecules. A new approach to manipulating the core-shell architecture of these molecules has produced intriguing
results: exceptionally stable, one-dimensional structures ranging from a few nanometers to several micrometers long.
Researchers from Iowa State University conducted grazing incidence x-ray diffraction and  x-ray reflectivity experiments
using the liquid surface refractometer at the MU-CAT 6-ID-B beamline at the APS, as well as bulk x-ray diffraction tech-
niques at Iowa State University, to confirm the self-assembly of long, flexible, and robust one-dimensional nanofibers from
highly branched, irregularly shaped molecules with hydrophobic tails and hydrophilic cores.
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AFM measurements, the exact width
could not be determined, but was esti-
mated to be about 4 to 10 nm, depend-
ing on the surface pressure and loca-
tion of the molecules. Further confirma-
tion of the structure and dimensions of
molecule 3 was provided by x-ray
reflectivity data, Langmuir isotherm
data, and diffraction of the tail orienta-
tion. These probes suggest that this
model is asymmetric and semispheri-
cal, with the hydrophilic cores com-
pressed at the surface of the wafer and
the hydrophobic branches concentrated
in the top layer (Fig. 1).

The straightforward synthesis,
robust stability, and potential versatility
of these nanofibers and ribbons make
these structures promising candidates
for fabricating organic nanostructures in greater quantities than
is possible with currently available models. — Elise LeQuire

See: M. Ornatska, S. Peleshanko, K.L. Genson, B. Rybak, K.N.
Bergman, and V.V. Tsukruk, “Assembling of Amphiphilic Highly
Branched Molecules in Supramolecular Nanofibers,” J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 126(31), 9675 (9 July 2004).
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No. W-7405-ENG-82 for the MU-CAT beamline.

Fig. 1. Left: X-ray reflectivity data showing relative intensity versus wave number for molecule
3 at multiple surface pressures. Right: Molecular modeling reveals the architecture of mole-
cule 3 at the higher pressure, as it assumed a compressed conformation with the alkyl tails
slightly tilted from the surface normal and with limited short range ordering.

The structural analysis relied on wide-angle x-ray scatter-
ing (WAXS) patterns acquired from powders of bulk ZnS (spha-
lerite structure) and the mercaptoethanol-coated ZnS nanopar-
ticles. Because WAXS requires high-brilliance, high-energy
x-rays, this work was done at the APS, at BESSRC/XOR's 11-
ID beamline. The researchers processed the WAXS data to
obtain real-space interatomic distance correlation functions,
commonly known as pair distribution functions (PDFs), for the
bulk and nanoscale materials. They also demonstrated that
structural differences in nanoparticles can be determined by a
comparative approach, provided that the size of the nanoparti-
cles is known accurately. So the researchers used fits to small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data acquired at the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) to measure the
nanoparticles' average diameter at 3.4 nm. High-resolution

SS T R U C T U R A LT R U C T U R A L DD I S TI S T O R T I O N SO R T I O N S II N S I D EN S I D E NN A N O PA N O P A R T I C L E SA R T I C L E S

transmission electron microscope data confirmed the size
determined by SAXS and showed that the nanoparticles were
approximately spherical.

The analysis of disorder in the nanoparticles involved
comparing the nanoparticle PDF to a simulated “ideal” PDF for
ZnS sphalerite nanoparticles. This ideal nanoparticle PDF was
obtained by truncating the PDF for bulk ZnS with a real-space
curve associated with a 3.4-nm sphere; it corresponds to the
PDF that would be expected for ZnS nanoparticles if their inter-
nal structure were identical to that of the bulk material. The
approach allows finite particle size effects in the diffraction data
to be separated from structural effects. 

The researchers found evidence for the presence of two
distinct forms of static disorder within the real nanoparticles rel-

NN anoparticles are not small bits of bulk material. They often exhibit internal structural disorder and complex
strain interactions that can significantly modify their material and electronic properties relative to those of bulk
materials. Understanding the reasons for these deviations from bulk behavior is key to expanding nanoparti-

cle applications. But this understanding is hampered by the fact that the internal characteristics of nanoparticles are hard
to study experimentally. Researchers from the University of California, Berkeley, and Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory developed an approach to quantifying structural distortions inside nanoparticles and applied it to mercap-
toethanol-coated zinc sulfide (ZnS) nanoparticles. The method is suitable for characterizing many nanoscale solids.

Continued on next page
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ative to the ideal bulk sphalerite particles: ran-
dom-displacement disorder, in which individual
atoms are randomly displaced from sites on a
single lattice, and strain-driven distortion, in
which local structure is maintained, but at
larger interatomic distances, so that atoms lie
farther from the positions expected for an
undistorted lattice. The nanoparticle structure
was also compressed relative to the bulk mate-
rial, with a mean bond length contraction of
1%. 

The loss of structural coherence and the
inability of simple strain models to describe
peak shifts in the PDF data point to the exis-
tence of complex strain fields within the
nanoparticles. The researchers concluded that
internal distortion is present throughout the
nanoparticle interior, provoked by competing
attempts of the structurally diverse surface
regions of the nanoparticles to simultaneously
adopt low-energy configurations. 

Temperature-dependent extended x-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) showed that
the structural modifications in the nanoparticles were associ-
ated with significantly altered material properties. To study the
lattice dynamics of the ZnS samples, Zn K-edge EXAFS spec-
tra (also acquired at SSRL) were obtained between 3K and
500K from the same bulk sphalerite and real ZnS nanoparticles
used in the PDF analysis. The temperature dependence of the
mean squared relative displacement was fitted to a theoretical
expression for an anharmonic Einstein oscillator. The resultant
zinc-sulfur Einstein vibration frequency was found to be sub-
stantially higher in the nanoparticles than that in bulk zinc sul-
fide, implying structural stiffening. Because the stiffening could
not be explained by the observed 1% radial compression alone,
it was attributed to the structural distortion observed by the PDF
analysis. 

The work demonstrates that nanoparticle size, structure,
and properties are tightly linked. The method is an important

step toward more realistic descriptions of nanoparticle structure
that include internal strain, which is likely to be a general feature
of nanoscale solids.  — Vic Comello

See: B. Gilbert1, F. Huang1, H. Zhang1, G.A. Waychunas2,
J.F. Banfield1,2, “Nanoparticles: Strained and Stiff,” Science
305, 651 (30 July 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of California at Berkeley,
2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Correspondence: jill@eps.berkeley.edu

The U.S. Department of Energy,  Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences supports use of the APS (Contract No. W-31-109-
ENG-38) and the SSRL (Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00515). HRTEM
was performed at the National Center for Electron Microscopy. Financial
support for this work came from the U.S. Department of Energy, the
National Science Foundation, and Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory.

Fig. 1. A comparison between the pair distribution function (PDF) of 3.4-nm-diameter
ZnS nanoparticles and a simulated PDF that represents ideal 3.4-nm nanoparticles
having a perfect sphalerite structure. The simulated PDF is created by modifying data
from bulk ZnS to account for small particle size. The reduced PDF peak intensities and
peak shifts indicate the presence of strain and disorder within the real nanoparticles.
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The formation of nanocrystal superlat-
tices must be controlled before these
materials can be used for a wide range of
applications—from novel types of catalysts
for speeding up useful chemical reactions
to building tiny components for applica-
tions in optoelectronics and nanotechnol-
ogy. 

However, there are serious problems
to be solved in trying to tame the structure
of the nanocrystal superlattices as they
form. The effect on structure of the numer-
ous different forces between the clusters of
gold atoms and the chemical reagents they
use to make the nanocrystals cannot be
predicted.

Conventional wisdom holds that gold
nanocrystals can be condensed onto a
substrate surface from an evaporating sus-
pension of gold nanoparticles and a reac-
tive organic molecule containing sulfur, a
dodecanethiol ligand in organic solvent. As
the liquid suspension dries, the nanoparti-
cles coated with the ligands may self-
assemble to produce so-called superlat-
tices as the ligands act as a kind of spacer.
Other researchers found that using this
approach to nanocrystal construction
leads to a wide range of superlattice struc-
tures—from ordered two-dimensional (2-
D) and three-dimensional (3-D) patterns to
fractal-like aggregates and even structures
full of tunnels and channels.

One of the barriers to making desirable 2-D nanocrystal
superlattices is a misunderstanding regarding the mechanism of
their formation. Previous speculations had pointed to the idea
that the self-assembly of nanocrystals occurs at the interface
between the liquid and the substrate surface. At this interface,
the nanocrystal particles can move freely at the substrate surface
and, as the liquid evaporates and de-wets the surface, the super-
lattice structures are left behind.

The Argonne group used transmission electron micros-
copy to show that there is too much order for the dewetting idea
to hold true. To prove this point, the team turned to the non-
intrusive analytical SAXS technique, which allowed the group to

DD I S C I P L I N EI S C I P L I N E F O RF O R GG O L DO L D NN A N O C RA N O C R Y S TY S T A L SA L S

GG old nanocrystals are not the most well-behaved of materials. Simply mixing the right ingredients will induce
them to self-assemble, but the microscopic and mesoscopic organization of the nanocrystal superlattices is
not predictable. Researchers from Argonne National Laboratory seeking to remedy this situation are using

time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements on beamline XOR 1-BM at the APS to take a closer look
at the physical processes taking place as gold nanocrystal superlattices form. They hope that their insights will allow
researchers to better control these complex processes, allowing precise design of gold nanocrystal superlattices.

watch the formation of nanocrystal superlattices as the
nanoparticle suspension droplets evaporated (Fig. 1). Their
results show that the self-assembly process does not occur at
the interface between the liquid and the substrate but at the
interface of the liquid surface and the surrounding air. They fur-
ther demonstrated this to be the case by speeding up the rate
of evaporation, showing that the same starting materials could
produce either 2-D or 3-D lattices, depending on how quickly
the liquid evaporated. The faster rate of evaporation produces
2-D structures; a slower rate of evaporation allows time for 3-D
structures to form. The self-assembly of 2-D nanocrystal super-

Fig. 1. X-ray experiments can reveal how the gold nanocrystal superlattices can form in
real time.  The four upper-left panels show the SAXS pattern from the superlattices during
their ordering process as the liquid suspension is evaporated.  The scattering patterns are
collected by using the experimental setup shown in the upper-right panel, while the cor-
responding simulated scattering patterns are shown in the lower-right four panels.  The
match between the measured and simulated scattering patterns is striking, indicating the
detailed understanding of superlattice formation.  The lower-left panel shows a quantita-
tive evaluation of the growth kinetics revealed by the scattering intensity change as a
function of time.

Continued on next page
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lattices at the liquid-air interface opens up the possibility of
annealling out the defects and allowing ordered formation of 2-
D superlattices in mesoscopic scale to form, which has not been
proven possible in the past.  — David Bradley

See: S. Narayanan, J. Wang, and X.-M. Lin, “Dynamical Self-
Assembly of Nanocrystal Superlattices during Colloidal Droplet
Evaporation by in situ Small Angle X-Ray Scattering," Phys.
Rev. Lett. 93, 135503 (2004).

Author Affiliation: Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: wangj@aps.anl.gov

This work and use of the APS are supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE), BES-Materials Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-
ENG-38, by DOE Center 135503-4 for Nanoscale Materials, and by the
University of Chicago-Argonne National Laboratory Consortium for
Nanoscience Research.

With USAXS particle volume to surface ratio providing pri-
mary particle diameters, the researchers compared their results
to diameters obtained from nitrogen adsorption (Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller, BET). With both vapor phase and liquid silica
precursors—at a range of production rates (5-1100 g/h), degree
of agglomeration, and flame conditions (premixed, diffusion, or
spray flame)—the USAXS average primary diameters were in
excellent agreement with those obtained using BET. The
USAXS data also showed how fuel and precursor flow rate
affect product primary particle diameter and agglomerate size
for various vapor- and liquid-fed flame reactors. USAXS distin-
guished between agglomerated and nonagglomerated flame-
made silica particles; revealed that smaller agglomerates form
in liquid-fed than in vapor-fed flames; and showed a reasonably
constant mass-fractal dimension of SiO2 ranging from 1.6 to 2.2
in vapor-fed flames and from 1.9 to 2.0 in liquid-fed flame
aerosol reactors.

Silica nanoparticle production occurred in premixed
and diffusion flame reactors, after which powder was collected
on glass fiber filters. Nitrogen adsorption, using a five-point
isotherm (relative pressure range, 0.05-0.25), was used to
measure the BET specific surface area (SSA) of the powder;
average primary particle diameter was calculated assuming
spherical particles, SSA, and ρSiO2 of 2200 kg/m3. The UNI-CAT
beamline and a Bonse-Hart camera covering a q range of
0.0001-0.4 Å-1 and 10 keV were used to measure USAXS pat-
terns of the powders under ambient pressure. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) allowed a visual comparison of the
degree of agglomeration.

Scattering patterns of a highly fractal (agglomerated)
and commercially available powder, Aerosil 200, were com-
pared to that of a nonfractal (nonagglomerated) SiO2 powder
synthesized in the premixed flame reactor (Fig. 1). The authors

GG E T T I N GE T T I N G TT OO KK N O WN O W NN A N O PA N O P A R T I C L E SA R T I C L E S

UU ltrafine metal oxide particles are present in many widely used products, such as paints, cosmetics, and silicon
rubber. Quality control of manufactured items depends largely on knowing how these nanoparticles
behave. Agglomerates or clumps of very small particles can ruin paints and cosmetics but the same clumps

would enhance the performance of silicon rubber. Existing methods for measuring the size and aggregation of ultra-fine
silica particles are labor-intensive and time-consuming. Investigators from ETH Zurich and the University of Cincinnati used
ultra-small-angle x-ray scattering (USAXS) at the UNI-CAT 33-ID beamline at the APS to determine particle size and
degree of agglomeration of agglomerated and nonagglomerated flame-made silica nanoparticles.
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Fig. 1. Scattering curves recorded by ultra small-angle x-ray
scattering (USAXS) of non-agglomerated (upper pattern) and
agglomerated (lower pattern) flame-made silica nanoparti-
cles. The use of third generation synchrotron radiation enables
the detection over more than 4 orders of magnitude in q,
resulting in information about primary particle and agglomer-
ate size. The mass fractal dimension, Df, can be determined
from the slope of the intermediate power law dependence as
indicated. The latter is absent for the upper pattern indicating
non-agglomerated particles, as the correlation between the
particles vanishes. This pattern was shifted by one order of
magnitude in intensity for clarity. Primary particle size, agglom-
erate size, and Df can be determined with the global unified fit-
ting equation as described in the paper cited below, Kammler
et al. (2004).
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presented a set of equations allowing calculation of the volume
to surface average primary particle diameter using USAXS
measurements and the Porod invariant of the primary particles.
For the agglomerated Aerosil 200, the data showed excellent
agreement between USAXS and BET, which also provides vol-
ume to surface average primary particle diameter, and matched
the manufacturer's specifications. Data resulting from analysis
of the nonagglomerated particles showed that this type of
nanostructured particle could be easily distinguished from the
agglomerated type.

Previously, standard procedures to determine particle size
distribution and degree of agglomeration used methods, such
as TEM, that were time-consuming and resistant to automation.
The current data show that USAXS provides similar information
in an accurate and much more rapid fashion, thus constituting a

great leap forward with respect to efficiently characterizing silica
nanoparticles and streamlining manufacturing. — Mona Mort

See: H.K. Kammler1, G. Beaucage2, R. Mueller1, and S.E.
Pratsinis1, “Structure of Flame-Made Silica Nanoparticles by
Ultra-Small-Angle X-ray Scattering,” Langmuir 20, 1915 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1ETH Zurich, 2University of Cincinnati
Correspondence: pratsinis@ptl.mavt.ethz.ch

This work was supported by the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, and UOP LLC for the UNI-CAT facility; NSF
to G.B.; and the Swiss National Science Foundation.  Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The chemical driver behind the research is
the possibility that certain molecules could self-
assemble into more complex chemical struc-
tures, allowing chemists to design a building
block that will then form itself into the desired
material. This is one way of making nanoscale
materials with a controlled structure that
respond to different external stimuli, such as
light, temperature, and pH. By fine-tuning the
chemistry of the building blocks, scientists can
tailor the nanostructures to have different
response levels to a stimulus. For instance,
when a polymer called PEG is mixed with a
fatty, phospholipid molecule in water containing
a surfactant (a soap-like molecule), the building
blocks rearrange themselves into microscopic
bubbles known as micelles. The resulting
material is gel-like and doubly refracts light in slightly different
directions—it is birefringent. By changing the length of the chem-
ical side chains on the PEG component, it is possible to change
the level of birefringence. Such materials are of interest for
researchers working in optoelectronics.

The Argonne group, however, has uncovered the potential
of a related polymer, N-isopropylacrylamide (PNIPAM), in mak-

S A X S  S A X S  A N DA N D T H ET H E WW AA T E RT E R CC H A N N E LH A N N E L

ing, not microscopic bubbles, but channels in a similar mixture
of ingredients. These channels are essentially “endless” bub-
bles into which water and other molecules can fit. While other
researchers have been able to change the size of the micelles
(one class of aggregate, formed by amphiphilic molecules,
often in an aqueous environment) by tweaking the chemistry of

SSmart materials containing tiny channels, a thousandth the thickness of a human hair, could carry drug molecules
directly to a target in the human body and release them when the material reaches body temperature. The heat-
responsive materials would allow drugs that are otherwise inactive when taken by mouth to be administered with-

out the patient requiring a shot. Related materials might also act as artificial enzymes, speeding up the conversion of
the trapped molecules into useful products. A group of researchers from Argonne National Laboratory has designed
several polymeric materials containing these tiny water and membrane channels. Their studies, using the BESSRC/XOR
12-ID beamline at the APS, are revealing how chemical fine-tuning of the polymer's structure can change the size of the
channels so that different molecules can be held inside selectively for subsequent ejection.

Fig. 1. Turning up the heat puts the squeeze on water channels.
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the building blocks, the Argonne group set out to make the size
of the water channels tunable using an external stimulus, such
as a change in temperature. Other researchers have already
demonstrated that PNIPAM undergoes dramatic changes in its
chemical conformation when the temperature rises, so the poly-
mer seemed to be the perfect choice for making a thermally
responsive material.

A series of new materials was synthesized, in which a PNI-
PAM group was grafted on to the head of a phospholipid. The
group used several spectroscopic techniques to demonstrate
that the chemicals had self-assembled into the structures they
were expecting, and they employed optical microscopy to con-
firm birefringence in these new materials. They found that the
mixture was a transparent gel at room temperature (22°C), but
when warmed to 32°C, it became an opaque fluid.

The researchers then turned to the BESSRC/XOR beam-
line, using small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) at different tem-
peratures to obtain a detailed view of the water channels. At
room temperature, the diffraction pattern for the material carries

three peaks, which are likely due to a lamellar structure com-
posed of alternating layers of the PNIPAM-based material and
water layers. The SAXS data also suggest that the stacking of
these layers is directional, reflecting the channel-like nature of
the layering. When the gel is warmed above 32°C, the diffrac-
tion pattern changes dramatically, indicating that the layered
structure collapses and the size of the water channels is com-
pressed.  — David Bradley

See: D.N.T. Hay, P.G. Rickert, S. Seifert, and M.A. Firestone,
“Thermoresponsive Nanostructures by Self-Assembly of a
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)-Lipid Conjugate,” J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 126, 2290 (2004).
Author Affiliations: Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: firestone@anl.gov

This work and use of the Advanced Photon Source supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

To achieve better understanding and control of the useful
properties of nanostructured materials, an accurate knowledge
of their three-dimensional structure is needed. Usually the
structure of materials is obtained from the Bragg peaks in their
diffraction patterns. However, nanomaterials lack the three-
dimensional order and periodicity of typical crystals and show
diffraction patterns with only a few Bragg peaks and a pro-
nounced diffuse component. This limits the applicability of tra-
ditional techniques for structure determination. Recently,
researchers from Central Michigan University, the State
University of New York at Binghamton, and Argonne National
Laboratory extended an old method for analyzing x-ray data to
vanadium pentoxide nanotubes. The method is the so-called
“atomic pair distribution function” (PDF) technique, used in the
past to study glasses and liquids and, more recently, crystalline
materials. Nanomaterials are “somewhere in between” a per-
fect crystal and a completely disordered material. They tend to
make highly intricate structures that, in the case of vanadium
pentoxide nanotubes, resemble coils and scrolls (Fig. 1).  

UU N R AN R A V E L I N GV E L I N G T H ET H E CC O M P L E X I T YO M P L E X I T Y
O FO F VV A N A D I U MA N A D I U M OO X I D EX I D E NN A N OA N O T U B E ST U B E S

rr esearchers from Central Michigan University, the State University of New York at Binghamton, and Argonne
National Laboratory, using the XOR 1-ID beamline at the APS, have captured the most detailed picture yet of
oxide-based nanotubes with potential industrial applications. The crystalline analogue of the nanotubes,

vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), is a key technological material widely used in such applications as switches, chemical sen-
sors, catalysts, and solid-state batteries. Vanadium pentoxide nanotubes have many of the useful physicochemical
properties of the  parent crystal significantly improved. In addition, their high surface area renders them even more
attractive as positive electrodes in secondary Li batteries. Also, the nanotubes show good potential for completely novel
applications, such as nanoactuators and nonlinear optical limiters.

Fig. 1. TEM images of vanadium pentoxide nanotubes.
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The research team sent x-rays from the APS through the
nanotubes and applied the PDF technique. They found that the
nanotubes exhibited a very well-defined nanometer-scale struc-
ture and could be described in terms of such concepts as sym-
metry and unit cell [1].  By comparing the experimentally deter-
mined PDF with theoretical PDFs from various trial models, it
was possible to create a real-space model for the nanotubes
(Fig. 2) that accurately captures their atomic coordination prop-
erties.  The unique capabilities of the PDF method, combined
with the high brightness of the APS in the appropriate x-ray
energy range, suggest that this technique should provide a
sorely needed structural analysis technique for nanomaterials.

— David Voss

REFERENCE

[1] See below.
See: V. Petkov1, P.Y. Zavalij2, S. Lutta2, M.S. Whittingham2, V.
Parvanov1, and S. Shastri3, “Structure Beyond Bragg: Study of
V2O5 Nanotubes,” Phys. Rev. B 69, 085410-1 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Central Michigan University, 2State
University of New York at Binghamton, 3Argonne National
Laboratory
Correspondence: petkov@phy.cmich.edu

The work was supported in part by NSF through Grant Nos.
DMR0304391 (NIRT) and DMR0313963. Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No.W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Structure description of V2O5 nanotubes. Double layers of V-O6 octahedral (green) and V-O4 tetrahedral  (red) units
are undistorted and stacked in perfect registry with crystalline BaV7O16 in H2O (a). When bent (b,) such layers may form
nanoscrolls (c) or closed nanotubes (d). Double layers of such complexity may sustain only a limited deformation. As a
result, V2O5 nanotubes occur with inner diameters not less than 5 nm. The real-size models shown in (c) and (d) have an
inner diameter of approximately 10 nm and involve 33,000 atoms. The bending of vanadium oxide layers into nanotubes
can be explained by the presence of an anisotropy in the distribution of vanadium 4+ and 5+ ions.
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The group carried out its experiments using the UNI-
CAT 34-ID beamline at the APS. Gold film was deposited to
a depth of 1,000 Å (1 Å = 10-8 cm) by thermal evaporation
onto a 15 × 15 mm2 polished quartz substrate. Then the
sample was positioned flat onto the primary axis of an ultra-
high vacuum diffractometer, and slanted to accommodate
the incidence angle. Two roller-blade slits were placed in
front of the sample in order to achieve coherence of the x-
ray beams. A charge-coupled device x-ray camera was
positioned on the detector arm of the diffractometer. With
the values of the incidence angle set at either 0.77° or
0.90°—both greater than the critical angle (~0.5° for gold)
in order to assure sufficient penetration inside the thin
film—the reflected beam was measured within a range of 0
< αf < αc.

The coherent x-ray diffraction produced a speckled
modulation, with the speckle size inversely proportional to
the beam size, but also affected by beam refraction. The
speckle shape was used to interpret (1) distortions caused
by emergence of the exit beam from the thin film and (2)
distribution of identified grains within the film.

When using grazing exit geometry, three familiar parts
of the scattering were observed (Fig. 1). First, a specular
(mirror-like) beam occurred that exhibited identical geomet-
ric form and propagation properties as the incidence angle
(ai), but with decreased intensity caused by surface rough-
ness. Second, a speckled ridge of pseudo-specular scat-
tering appeared that was due directly to the surface rough-
ness within the illuminated footprint. Third, diffuse scattering
caused by the distribution of bulk grains within the thin film
occurred. The scattering formed a triangular shape that became
weaker when αi was increased. Its intensity (along with the
intensity of the ridge) was increased when the exit angle was
approximately equal to the critical angle (αf < αc).

TT H EH E MM I C R O S T R U C T U R EI C R O S T R U C T U R E O FO F MM E TE T A L L I CA L L I C TT H I NH I N FF I L M SI L M S

The shape of the speckles varied with the exit angle (αf)
becoming (1) more circular near αf ≈ αc and (2) longer in the
vertical direction near the surface plane when αf < αc. The
modification of the speckle shape was also dependent on the
position of the beam on the sample. When the entrance slits

TT he analysis of polycrystalline metals often uses x-ray diffraction geometry. However, many researchers prefer
the method of grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) because the scattered radiation that
emerges from below the surface enables identification of average grain sizes as a function of depths within

thin film samples. Collaborators from the Swiss Light Source at the Paul Scherrer Institute and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign bounced coherent x-ray beams from the APS off the surface of metallic thin films so that the initial
(incidence) angle (αi) and the final (exit) angle (αf) were both near the value of the critical angle for total external
reflection (αc). Measurements were made from the angular width of the scattering of the exit beam (as it emerged from
various depths from within the thin film), specifically, those that fell below the value of αc. As a result, the group was able
to probe the fine internal structure of the sample. The coherence should allow imaging of the specific distribution of
shapes and sizes within the grain structure.

Fig. 1: Coherent x-ray diffraction pattern of a granular thin film of Au (gold)
measured at 34-ID with an incidence angle greater than αc. The specular
beam is at the top, connected to the off-specular ridge, which falls to the
horizon at αf ~αC.

NNOOVVEELL XX-RRAAYY TTEECCHHNNIIQQUUEESS && IINNSSTTRRUUMMEENNTTAATTIIOONN

NNNNOVELOVEL XX-XX-RAYRAY TTTTECHNIQUESECHNIQUES
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As 57Fe nuclei decay, they resonate and generate a
delayed signal that arrives at a detector shortly after the signals
produced by the initial x-ray excitation of other nuclei in the
sample. A computer program is used to extract the data and
calculate the vibrational energy or resonant densities of the Fe
atoms. 

To investigate the potential for using nuclear resonant
inelastic x-ray scattering to study iron and hydrogen atoms in
complex biological samples, the researchers tested the tech-
nique on two simpler systems, tetrahedral Fe-S4 in Pyrococcus
furiosus (Pf) rubredoxin (Rd) and FeH(D)6 in [FeH(D)6]
[MgBr(THF)2]4. A high-resolution monochromator was used to
select the exact x-ray energy (14.413 keV) needed to cause the
Fe probes to resonate. The monochromator consisted of a
series of perfect silicon crystals aligned in a specific geometry.
The researchers could precisely tune the x-ray energy by
mechanically rotating the crystals in mere fractions of a micro-
radian, a unit of measure that describes extremely small tilt
angles. (On a horizontal, perfectly rigid rod that is one kilome-
ter long, raising one end of the rod by just one millimeter will tilt
the rod by an angle of 1.0 microradian.) The perfect crystal
optics produced an x-ray beam tunable through the E0 = 14.413
keV 57Fe nuclear resonance energy with 0.85 meV resolution.
The 1.0-mm-square, monochromatized beam was aimed at
samples held in a cryo-stand that kept the target cooled to
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AA key element in understanding biological processes inside living cells involves determining how the behavior
of lighter, smaller atoms, such as hydrogen, at certain active sites can influence the function of enzymes.
Hydrogen, being the smallest and lightest atom, can be almost invisible to conventional x-ray scattering tech-

niques, which is why scientists are exploring the possibility of studying hydrogen when it is bonded to other, larger ele-
ments, such as iron. Iron can often be found at positions on proteins that are important to the functioning of these bio-
molecules, and the stable 57Fe isotope has a well-known Mössbauer resonance at 14.413 keV. Synchrotron x-rays can
be tuned to the vicinity of this resonance to observe the vibrational dynamics of 57Fe when paired with a hydrogen
atom. Thus the iron isotope could serve as a “probe” that would enable researchers to study the associated hydrogen
atoms. Researchers from the University of California, Davis; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Argonne National
Laboratory; Indiana University; Purdue University; the University of Georgia; and Louisiana State University performed a
study at the XOR beamline 3-ID, employing nuclear resonant vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) to excite the nuclei in a
sample in order to identify hydrogen and other ligands. 
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Fig. 1. The vibrational density of states of the FeH6 and Fe(D)6
complexes discussed in the text. The Fe-H and Fe-D bending
modes (ν4) and the Fe-D stretch mode (ν3) are clearly identified.

were made wider in the vertical, the speckles became vertically
contracted and vice versa.

The technique demonstrated here will be used to deter-
mine the microstructure of polycrystalline metallic thin films dur-
ing their growth and subsequent processing. 

— William Arthur Atkins

See: F. Pfeiffer1, W. Zhang2, and I.K. Robinson2, “Coherent Grazing
Exit X-ray Scattering Geometry for Probing the Structure of Thin
Films,” Appl. Phys. Lett. 84(11), 1847 (15 March 2004).
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about -370° F (50K), which minimized the radiation effects on
the samples. 

One Rd feature considered was the band near 60 cm-1 (in
heme proteins and models, bands between 40 and 80 cm-1 are
ascribed to heme doming modes). The NRIXS data revealed
that the Pf Rd crystal structure has an Fe site enclosed in a loop
at the far end of the protein. The Rd results showed that Fe–S
vibrations in more complex enzymes will be easily observed but
they will not interfere in the Fe H(D) bend regions. However, the
researchers could not adequately observe Fe H stretches in
[FeH(D)6] [MgBr(THF)2]4, so the prospects for seeing Fe H
stretches in proteins are not initially encouraging. The outlook is
brightened by the fact that the Br in the sample (K-edge at 13.5
keV) reduced the penetration length for the 14.413 keV photons
by about 200 fold versus what the effect would be in a protein
sample. The observed count rate in the Fe D bend region of ~1s-

1 would, for proteins, be ~1750 ppm or ~35 mM Fe. This means
that observing Fe D bonds at the mM level would require several
days, so that for this technique to become a routine experiment,
better insertion devices, optics, and detectors are required.

Future studies include investigating other metal H bond
properties, important in chemistry, industrial catalysis, and the
mechanisms of enzymes such as hydrogenase and nitrogenase.

[Note: This highlight, based on a 2003 publication, was com-
pleted after the deadline for the 2003 APS annual report.]
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Unique opportunities are opening up in an increasingly
important energy region for environmental, biological, and
advanced materials studies. Using brilliant focused x-ray
beams at the APS, spectromicroscopy can be achieved in the
1- to 4-keV region at XOR beamline 2-ID-B. This energy region
has traditionally been difficult to access, but recent application
of multilayer coatings to the grating monochromator has
increased available flux by 20-fold at key absorption edges.

Phosphorus and sulfur are key elements in environmental
and biological studies. Chemical state analysis using near-edge
spectroscopy combined with spatial resolution of 70 nm allows
researchers to examine new science questions. Recent exam-
ples of research at XOR beamline 2-ID-B include the study of
phosphorus within dissolved and particulate organic materials.
Phosphorus in these forms is a significant, but poorly under-
stood, source of bioavailable phosphorus in many aquatic envi-
ronments [1]. Figure 1 shows high-resolution fluorescence maps
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Fig. 1. High-resolution fluorescence maps of dissolved marine
organic material. Absorption mapping of marine organic phos-
phorus particulates shows that high-density regions are not nec-
essarily phosphorus rich. Once the higher concentration regions
of phosphorus are identified, the chemical state can be deter-
mined using spectromicroscopy.

Continued on next page



of dissolved marine organic
material locating phosphorus-
rich regions. The chemical
state of the phosphorus in
sub-micron areas can then be
determined using spectromi-
croscopy, as shown in Fig. 2.

A second example con-
cerns sulfur, which is an indis-
pensable nutrient for plants
and microorganisms. Sulfur's
speciation in soils is inti-
mately linked with the chemi-
cal conditions of the soils,
such as redox potential and
acidity [2]. Changes in the
speciation of sulfur in soils
caused by pedogenetic
processes and changes of the physicochemical temporary envi-
ronment (e.g., water logging) can therefore result in consider-
able changes in soil fertility. In both these examples, knowledge
of the chemical speciation at the sub-micron level and in situ is
critical and can be provided by x-ray spectromicroscopy.

Contact: D. Paterson (paterson@aps.anl.gov)

X-ray scattering characterizations of
nanoscale materials have been limited to
averaging information obtained by illuminating
a large number of objects. Detailed informa-
tion, such as nanostructure, structure variation
within individual nanomaterials, and dimen-
sion-dependent structural properties, was lost
when conventional x-ray scattering was used.
At the XOR 2-ID-D beamline, undulator radia-
tion can be focused onto a spot measuring
150 nm × 150 nm, with a gold zone plate of
150-µm diameter, yielding a photon flux of bet-
ter than 109 photons/s/0.01%BW from 5.5 keV
to 12 keV, corresponding to a flux density of
4.5 × 104 photons/sec/nm2/0.01%BW. The
x-ray microfocusing optics is further integrated
with a six-circle diffractometer for full accessi-
bility in reciprocal space [1]. 

Researchers studied the structure of indi-
vidual tin oxide (Sn2O3) nanobelts synthesized
via a thermal evaporation and condensation
process in order to demonstrate the nanodif-
fraction capability. Figure 1 shows diffraction
patterns of the (030) reflection obtained from a
single 100-nm-wide nanobelt. The diffraction
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Fig. 1.  X-ray diffraction spots of the (030) reflection from a 100 nm Sn2O3 nanobelt cap-
tured by a charge-coupled device detector. Each image was taken after moving the
microbeam along the length of the nanobelt in steps of 200 nm. The horizontal axis
represents the 2θ direction and ranges from 36.5 to 39.5 degrees. The vertical axis rep-
resents the χ direction and covers 8.5 degrees.
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectromicroscopy from 100-nm areas of dissolved marine organic material.
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In recent years, materials research has increas-
ingly sought to develop a better understanding of the
disordered state of matter. Most of the effort in under-
standing amorphous materials has focused on struc-
tural models with an atomic pair distribution function
(PDF) consistent with diffraction experiments.
However, the PDF method has poor sensitivity to
medium-range order (MRO). Recently, fluctuation elec-
tron microscopy (FEM) was developed and success-
fully used for probing MRO in amorphous materials [1].
This technique gains its sensitivity to MRO by examin-
ing fluctuations of speckle intensity from very small
sample volumes. The speckle variance depends on
higher-order correlation functions that are more sensi-
tive to MRO [2].

Compared to electrons, x-rays provide access to
longer length scales and offer greater sample penetra-
tion with less radiation damage. Consequently, we are
developing fluctuation x-ray microscopy (FXM) at the
2-ID-B soft x-ray beamline to study MRO in bulk samples and
films at nanometer and larger length scales [3]. A working defi-
nition of MRO in the x-ray regime is 5 ≤ L/d ≤ 20, where d is the
separation distance of unit objects and L is the correlation

length of these units [3]. FXM examines variations in coherent
x-ray speckle patterns measured as a function of illumination
radius R and sample position, where R is defined using either
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Fig. 1. Schematic outline of the FXM setup at 2-ID-B beamline.
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patterns are clearly composed of several sub-spots splitting
along the χ direction in the range of degrees, indicating a highly
textured subgrain structure. Studies of the orientation distribu-
tion of the grains revealed a broadening of 3 to 5 times in the χ
axis compared to the θ axis. 

Although scanning electron microscopy is an accurate tool
for measuring lateral size, determination of the extent of the
material along the third dimension often requires other tech-
niques like x-ray scattering. Figure 2 shows an x-ray θ-2θ pro-
file along the (030) reflection of a nanobelt of lateral size 30 µm
× 100 nm. A theoretical reflectivity profile based on the kine-
matic scattering was used to fit the measured profiles, which
led to a thickness of 29 nm for the nanobelt. 

The technique has enabled study of the size-dependent
nanostructure of individual nanobelts of tin and zinc oxides
with a minimum sampling volume down to 3 × 10-5 µm3. With
expected improvements in zone-plate optics, the detection limit
will be pushed further, to 10-6 µm3 or smaller in the near future.
Future research of the structure-related electrical, thermal, and
optical transport processes in nanoscale materials will benefit
from the development of the x-ray nanodiffraction technique. 

Contact: Z. Cai (cai@ aps.anl.gov)
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Fig. 2. Measured (open diamond) and calculated (solid line) x-ray θ-
2θ scan profiles of the (030) reflection from a 100-nm-wide triclinic
tin-oxide nanobelt. The interference fringes and their frequency
characterize the thickness of the nanobelt. Fitting the profile
revealed a thickness of 29 nm. 

Continued on next page
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Inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) at various energy ranges and
resolutions is gradually becoming a more important part of the
research done at the APS.  As part of the continuing specializa-
tion of PNC-CAT sector 20 on scanning-energy x-ray spectro-
scopies, a new instrument has been constructed and commis-
sioned for improved measurement of momentum- (q-) depend-
ent IXS (qIXS) from the core-shell electrons of low-Z elements or
the less tightly bound electrons in heavier elements.

This scattering, traditionally called nonresonant x-ray
Raman scattering (XRS), provides several unique opportuni-
ties.  First, in the low-q range, XRS measures the same transi-
tion matrix element as in x-ray absorption spectroscopies
(XAS). However, where the direct XAS measurements require
soft x-rays with energies comparable to the binding energy of
the electron, the XRS measurements are performed with inci-
dent photon energies of approximately 10 keV. This enables
measurements in environments incompatible with the high vac-
uum required in soft x-ray studies, such as low-Z elements in
electrolytic reactions in aqueous solution or high-pressure

A  NA  N O V E LO V E L II N S T R U M E N TN S T R U M E N T F O RF O R T H ET H E
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studies in diamond anvil cells. Second, unlike XAS measure-
ments, XRS measurements provide a range of momentum
transfer sufficient to escape the dipole scattering limit for many
systems. This often permits a partial spectroscopy of the sym-
metry of the final-state wavefunction, information that can
sometimes be inferred from measurement of multiple absorp-
tion edges in XAS studies for heavier elements but that cannot
be obtained from XAS measurements for low- or intermediate-
Z elements. Finally, momentum conservation in the system of
the incident photon, outgoing photon, and photoelectron
requires the use of the direction of the momentum transfer to
further probe the symmetry of the final state, especially in
strongly anisotropic, single-crystal samples.

Unfortunately, the small XRS cross section, combined with
the frequently large background from Compton scattering, can
make these measurements unduly time-consuming, even at a
third-generation synchrotron such as the APS. Several groups,
especially those of Uwe Bergmann (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory) and Peter Eng (GSECARS-CAT, APS
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pinholes or zone plate optics with various numerical apertures.
FXM produces a fluctuation map that contains information
about the degree of MRO and the correlation length. 

A disordered distribution of polystyrene latex spheres was
studied to demonstrate this technique. Using various pinhole
apertures to define R, a stage to scan the sample, and a CCD
camera mounted on a two-circle diffractometer (Fig.1),  speckle
patterns were obtained over a range of illumination radii and
sample positions. The mean data on the left of Fig. 2 are equiv-
alent to the average (incoherent) small-angle scattering pat-
terns from the sample. As predicted, the variance shown at
right of Fig. 2 is far more sensitive to MRO. Changing the illu-
mination radius allows direct extraction of the correlation
length. The variance grows with increasing illumination radius
up to 5.5 µm, implying a correlation length on the order of 
several µm for this latex sphere “glass” with sphere radius 140
nm.

This technique is still under development. With further
development in x-ray nanofocusing optics, we can expect to
study systems with characteristic length scales from 10 nm to
2 µm. Fluctuation x-ray microscopy can be used to explore
medium-range order and subtle structural changes in a wide
range of disordered materials, such as polymers, biological
systems, self-assembled nanostructures, nanocomposites,
and hybrid materials, as well as quantum dot arrays and mag-
netic materials. Contact: L. Fan (lfan@anl.gov)
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Fig. 2. Mean and variance data of 3721 speckle patterns from a
film (~7 µm thick) of latex spheres, using 1.83-keV radiation and dif-
fering illumination diameters as indicated.



sector 13), have worked to overcome this problem by construct-
ing instruments that can integrate the signal from several spher-
ically bent Si analyzers at a single detector to improve the over-
all counting statistics. 

The qIXS instrument at sector 20 was designed and con-
structed by graduate student Tim Fister in Assoc. Prof. Gerald
Seidler's group at the University of Washington Physics
Department, working in close association with Julie Cross (XFD-
BES) and Al Macrander (XFD-OFM) of the APS and Trevor
Tyson and Qing Qian (New Jersey Institute of Technology).
Unlike all prior XRS apparatus, the new instrument consists of
many independent sets of spherically bent Si analyzers and
matching photon-counting detectors so that it simultaneously
measures the IXS signal at many different momentum transfers,
from 0.5 to 10 inverse Å. The present apparatus, which was
commissioned in December 2004, consists of 10 such matched
sets of analyzers and detectors with the scattering from the sam-
ple straddling the vertical plane (Fig.1). This vertical configura-
tion maximizes the XRS signal by working in the plane perpen-
dicular to the polarization of the incident x-rays. In addition, the

fact that the entire apparatus is stationary (energy loss is
achieved by energy-scanning the monochromator for the inci-
dent radiation) allows for rapid sample exchange with no need to
retune any of the analyzers. Finally, the coplanar arrangement
for all the analyzers is an excellent fit with the goal of significantly
broadening the range of materials for which XRS can be meas-
ured in diamond anvil cells, where scattering through the planar
gasket is a convenient experimental geometry. 

The commissioning run for this instrument was extremely
successful, with manuscripts in preparation on the instrument
and on the final state symmetry in several systems, and also with
successful preliminary measurements on several other materials
of interest in geophysics or in energy science research. Future
plans include making this instrument available for general users
by mid- to late-2005 and the installation of nine additional
matched sets of spherically bent Si analyzers and photon-count-
ing detectors to optimize the counting rate in the coplanar geom-
etry and provide finer detail in the qIXS spectra.

Contact: S. Heald (heald@aps.anl.gov)
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Fig. 1. University of Washington graduate students Adrienne Battle (left) Tim Fister inspect the alignment on the qIXS apparatus
at sector 20-ID (PNC-CAT).  This apparatus, which will soon become available to general users, is primarily used to measure the
contribution to the dynamical structure factor from the core shells of low-Z elements or weakly-bound orbitals of higher-Z ele-
ments.  This provides an alternative to and extension of x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements performed with soft x-rays.
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A high-resolution x-ray fluorescence analyzer with large
solid-angle coverage has been developed as part of a project
to implement a laser pump, x-ray probe spectroscopic tech-
nique for measuring the charge carrier dynamics in a photoex-
cited semiconductor. This new analyzer promises to be very
useful in other applications as well, and will be further refined
in the future. Currently, the energy resolution is 2.85 eV at a flu-
orescent photon energy of ~10 keV; the solid angle is of the
order 5° × 2°, and the device can easily be tuned over several
keV of pass energy. Development of this device was necessary
because none of the existing technologies could provide the
combination of eV energy resolution; large solid-angle collec-
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tion of photons of one narrowly defined energy; and wide
energy coverage required for the spectroscopy device. Figure
1 shows a schematic of the device: a strip cut from a silicon
wafer is pushed from both ends to buckle up, and a row of (cur-
rently) eight shape correctors are adjusted to change the
shape of the crystal to that of a logarithmic spiral matched to
the pertinent photon energy.

Figure 2 shows the resolution and energy coverage range
of the analyzer. These data were taken with the same experi-
mental setup, but with the position and incidence angle of the
analyzer (with the pass energy) changed. Figure 3 shows the
raw data from one of the angular scans of the analyzer that

Fig. 1. Photo and schematic of the prototype x-ray fluorescence
analyzer.

Fig. 2. Logarithmic contour plots of the detected intensity over the energies of the photons incident of the GaAs sample, and
those of the fluorescent photons at 9.225 kev and 9.252 keV (Ga Kα lines), 10.264 keV (Ga Kβ) and 10.367 keV (Ga Kγ and absorp-
tion edge).
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went into the contour plot of Fig. 2. The Ga Kα1,2 line pair
is well resolved, and the count rate is consistent with
>50% collection efficiency within the solid angle covered
by the analyzer. The background intensity level is very
low. The intensity incident on the GaAs sample was
~1010 photons/s. The energy resolution of the analyzer
was measured with elastically scattered x-rays and
determined to be ~2.85 eV. Therefore, the line width in
Fig. 3 is mostly intrinsic, and is not attributable to the res-
olution.

An interesting detail is seen in the region where the
Kγ fluorescence line intersects the elastic scattering line
(upper right-hand corner of Fig. 2). The left-hand side of
Fig. 4 shows a side view of this region in Fig. 2. This data
set corresponds to an orientation of the sample with the
surface normal along the (001) direction pointing up, and
the x-rays coming at grazing incidence along the (110)
direction. The right-hand side of Fig. 4 shows the same
view for a sample orientation with (001) pointing up and
the x-rays incident along (100). The difference in fluores-
cent yield between the two orientations is probably due
to the directionality of the Ga-As bond, giving rise to an
anisotropic pattern of near-resonant elastic scattering.

Contact: B.W. Adams (adams@aps.anl.gov) and 
K. Attenkofer (klaus.attenkofer@anl.gov)

Fig. 3. Raw data, intensity [counts per second] over the rocking
angle [degree] of the analyzer assembly, showing the Ga Kα line
pair having a separation of 27 eV.

Fig. 4. Side view of the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 2. Incident energy along bottom and fluorescent energy into the paper plane.
Left, with x-rays incident along (110); right: x-rays incident along (100).
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Synchrotron x-ray scattering techniques are particularly
well-suited for providing in situ information during materials
processing. In addition to having sufficiently low absorption to
readily penetrate chamber walls and chemically reactive envi-
ronments, high-energy x-rays are useful for determining
atomic-scale structure and following microstructural and chem-
ical evolution. However, application of these capabilities has
been limited due to the lack of a suitable chamber capable of
producing an appropriate chemical environment and sample
temperatures. For this reason, a state-of-the-art, controlled-
atmosphere system was constructed by a group from the ANL
Materials Science Division for use at the APS.

This system creates oxidizing/reducing atmospheres
maintained within a quartz-walled chamber, as shown in Fig. 1.
The chamber is mounted on a Huber six-circle diffractometer
(BESSRC/XOR beamline 12-ID) and is evacuated with a com-
pact turbomolecular pump backed by an oil-free scroll pump.
The base pressure is approximately 1 × 10-7 Torr; the partial
pressure of the reactive gas can be varied from 1 × 10-11 Torr
up to one atmosphere using a controlled flow of purified gases
(e.g., Ar, O2, CO, CO2, H2, etc.). The temperature can be tightly

A CA C O N T R O L L E DO N T R O L L E D -A-A T M O S P H E R ET M O S P H E R E SS Y S T E MY S T E M
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maintained from 0 to ~1000°C. A rectangular single crystal
specimen is shown in the center of Fig. 1, mounted, via two
high-T-alloy metal clips, onto a ceramic furnace faceplate. The
sample temperature is monitored using a thermocouple in
contact with the back side of the faceplate. The thermocouple
readings are calibrated to the actual sample temperatures by
comparing measured and known lattice parameter values for
materials with well-characterized thermal expansion behavior.
A residual gas analyzer for monitoring the sample environ-
ment and a plasma source for surface cleaning/reduction can
be mounted on the chamber. Fine control of the
oxidizing/reducing environment is achieved by adjusting gas
flows via a series of mass-flow controllers and admitting the
purified gas into the chamber through a controlled leak valve.
All gas flows can be controlled remotely during x-ray measure-
ments. Both grazing-incidence and high-angle diffraction x-ray
scattering geometries can be accessed, and an easily mount-
able area detector facilitates rapid analysis of new specimens. 

The initial research using this system is aimed at under-
standing oxidation processes in pure and alloyed metals.
Such understanding has been limited by the dearth of struc-
tural, chemical, and kinetic information during the early stages
of oxidation, exactly the type of information that an in situ
study can elucidate. Early-stage oxidation studies are particu-
larly demanding, requiring high-purity, single-crystal films or
bulk samples, selected so that thermodynamic processes can
be reversibly explored and surfaces can be reproduciblyFig. 1. The environmental cell mounted on the diffractometer at

BESSRC/XOR beamline 12-ID. The sample height can be adjusted with
sub-micron resolution by the use of three high-precision, pre-loaded
ball screws driven by a common belt.

Reducing

Oxidizing

Fig. 2. Oxidation of (001) Cu single-crystal thin films produces
cube-on-cube-aligned Cu2O islands. The Cu/Cu2O phase
boundary is determined by monitoring the Cu2O (200) Bragg
reflection and observing the pressure at which the behavior
changes from oxidizing to reducing. The horizontal line marks a
change between O2 and Ar atmospheres.
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cleaned and characterized. Figure 2 is from an ongoing study of
the oxidation behavior of thin copper films epitaxially grown on
SrTiO3. It shows the intensity of the Cu2O (200) Bragg peak, as
a function of time, for various partial pressures of oxygen, while
oriented oxide nanoislands grow (oxidize) or shrink (reduce). A
reversible phase boundary is present between an oxidizing
regime and a reducing regime. Interestingly, this phase bound-

ary is many orders of magnitude higher in oxygen partial pres-
sure than predicted from bulk thermodynamic data. Using in situ
techniques, phase diagrams and kinetic information can be rap-
idly and accurately determined for these complex systems. 

P.H. Fuoss, J.A. Eastman, L.E. Rehn, P. Baldo,  G.-W. Zhou,
D.D. Fong, L. Thompson / Contact: P.H. Fuoss (fuoss@anl.gov)

A new spectrometer for momentum-resolved, resonant
inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) with medium-energy resolution
has been designed and commissioned at CMC-CAT beamline 9-
ID (Fig. 1). The instrument features a 2-m-long vertical scatter-
ing arm with dynamic balancing of mechanical twist moments
caused by its payload. An overall energy resolution of 118 meV
full-width half-maximum was achieved by using an Si(444)
monochromator and a newly fabricated Ge(733) spherical ana-
lyzer. The mechanical stability of the instrument is excellent.

The design of the spectrometer was guided by the need for
an analyzer-to-sample distance of 2 m to provide adequate
energy resolution, a vertical scattering geometry to minimize
polarization losses, and good mechanical stability in terms of
twisting and bending of the 2-Θ arm as it is moved over its angu-
lar range from 0° to ~120°. Using Huber components, the new
instrument incorporates a 3-circle sample stage in Eulerian
geometry and two coupled 2-Θ rotation stages to provide the
load-bearing capacity and bearing stiffness for operating the
scattering arm. A finite-element analysis was performed for this
arm and revealed that, as a consequence of its length and load
requirements, significant mechanical deformations would still
occur as a function of scattering angle. Thus, a novel anti-twist
system was designed to dynamically counteract these deforma-
tions. The system consists of an adjustable, transverse counter-
weight and a large torsional cylinder running down the rear side
of the arm. This cylinder both stiffens the arm against bending
and transmits the torque from the counter weight to the tip of the
arm, where it dynamically balances the twisting torques gener-
ated by the payload.

The effectiveness of this anti-twist system was tested in
operation with a laser and position-sensitive PIN diode detector.
Its compensatory mechanism was found to work exceptionally
well.

The RIXS analyzer-detector setup includes a number of
new features to facilitate the precision, ease of alignment, and
ease of use of the instrument. Both the sample-to-analyzer and
analyzer-to-detector distances can now be independently
adjusted under computer control. Modular analyzer mounts and
changeable detector slits enable easy energy and resolution con-
figuration. An He-filled flight tank with telescoping snouts reduces
air gaps in the optical path to a minimum and, as a result, back-
ground count rates are less than one count per minute. 

Contact: J. Hill (hill@bnl.gov)
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Fig. 1. John Hill (BNL), Nalaka Kodituwakku (Western Michigan
University) and Thomas Gog (CMC-CAT) inspect the spherical ana-
lyzer on the detector arm of the new IXS spectrometer in sector 9.
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With the advent of third-generation syn-
chrotron sources, emerging x-ray imaging
techniques have shown the capability of
acquiring ultrafast, two-dimensional x-ray
images of extended size with high spatial reso-
lution. The subject of the experiments can be
fast transient phenomena, including but not
limited to supercritical fluids, high-pressure liq-
uid and gas injection, and plasma-material
interactions. The materials involved in the phe-
nomena are normally opaque to visible light
due to the highly dense droplets surrounding
the core region of the events. 

The x-ray images are made quantitative
and yet nonintrusive by utilizing monochromatic
x-radiography to probe the characteristics of
these events. Therefore, the fundamental prob-
lem that must now be solved in order to make
these experiments possible is the development
of techniques to make the critical sample envi-
ronmental chamber x-ray accessible for quanti-
tative and time-resolved x-ray analysis.

The development of practical x-ray win-
dows for a high-pressure chamber has been a
key undertaking requiring significant effort and
creativity. New types of materials have been
sought to meet the rigorous requirements
imposed by the pressurized conditions.  A
series of simulations and bench testing have
revealed that polymer-based thin films are able
to provide the pressure and temperature resist-
ance required by the proposed chamber.  More
important, these thin films feature superior
safety operational properties, compared with
beryllium-based windows. 

Such a design concept has been realized
during the past two years, and windows have
been fabricated that can withstand up to 1000
psi of pressure with a window size of 3 mm ×
21 mm (see Fig. 1) for imaging applications.  A
test of fuel sprays under pressurized condi-
tions at XOR sector 1 using the windows has
been accomplished.  In Fig. 2, a fuel spray to
an injection chamber filled with 10 bar of N2

gas was imaged through these x-ray transpar-
ent windows.

This research was funded in part by the DOE Office
of FreedomCAR and Vehicle Technology. 

Contact: D. Shu (shud@aps.anl.gov) and
J. Wang (wangj@ aps.anl.gov)
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Fig. 1. A set of high-pressure x-ray transparent windows, maximum size 4 × 27 mm2.

Fig. 2. A series of near-nozzle images of fuel sprays injected into a chamber with
N2 pressure up to 10 bars.
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Detailed analysis of the internal structure of fuel sprays has been
recognized as an important step for optimizing the operation of internal-
combustion engines in order to improve efficiency and reduce emis-
sions. 

By using an ultrafast x-ray pixel array detector (PAD) developed at
Cornell University and intense monochromatic x-ray beam from XOR
1-BM and pink beam from the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS), the fine structures and dynamics of 1-ms direct-injection
gasoline fuel sprays were elucidated for the first time by a newly devel-
oped, ultrafast, computed microtomography technique. The temporal
and spatial resolutions of the current measurement are 5.1 µs and 150
µm, respectively. 

Many features associated with the transient liquid flows are readily
observable in the reconstructed spray, such as “sac” (a small volume of
fuel near the spray’s leading edge caused by transient nonequilibrium
pressures at the instance of the injection pintle lift), streaks, and highly
axial asymmetry. Furthermore, an accurate time-resolved, three-dimen-
sional fuel density distribution was obtained as a result of the computed
tomography. 

These results not only reveal the characteristics of automotive fuel
sprays with unprecedented detail, but will also facilitate realistic compu-
tational fluid dynamic simulations in complex multiphase flows. The
researchers believe that the methodology demonstrated here is also a
sensitive probe and diagnostic tool for investigating other highly tran-
sient phenomena.  Contact: J. Wang (wangj@ aps.anl.gov)

See: X. Liu1, J. Liu1, X. Li1, S.-K. Cheong1, D. Shu1, J. Wang1, M.W.
Tate2, A. Ercan2, D.R. Schuette2, M.J. Renzi2, A. Woll2, S.M. Gruner2,
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Fig. 1. Tomography fuel chamber.
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Fig. 2. Reconstructed hollow-cone fuel spray cross section (3.6 mm from
nozzle and 820 s after start of injection).
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“Development of Ultrafast Computed Tomography of Highly
Transient Fuel Sprays,” Proc. of SPIE 5535, 21 (invited) (4
August 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Cornell
University

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under
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Researchers at the APS and the Argonne Structural Biology Center (SBC-CAT, sector 19) have met the continually increasing
demand for macromolecular x-ray crystallography beam time by increasing the productivity of the SBC bending magnet beamline with
an automated, cryogenic sample-mounting system in the 19-BM-D enclosure. The higher-throughput experimental station will reduce
the need for users to enter the hutch and will take advantage of improved data collection quality control and online structure determina-
tion. Improvements in the past year centered on efficient robot-to-beamline control integration and on providing SBC users with a reli-
able piece of equipment.

In collaboration with SBC scientists, XOR engineers designed and implemented many improvements in order to make the system
more robust and reliable. The equipment protection system was augmented with the installation of miniature encoders and an optical
sample sensor. Thermal compensation circuitry was designed to improve robot finger function at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
Milestones met during the first two APS runs of 2004 included demonstration of protein sample viability during system use (Fig. 1) and
operation of the system by an SBC user. Contact: D. Shu (shud@aps.anl.gov) and A. Joachimiak (andrzejj@anl.gov)

< Deming Shu (left) and Curt Preissner (right; both XFD-XOR) with Andrzej Joachimiak (cen-
ter; ANL-BIO and Director, SBC-CAT) in the 19-BM-D research station. In the foreground is the
receptacle for sample holders, one of which Joachimiak is holding just above the robotic
arm. The sample stage and detector are behind Shu.

Fig. 1. Diffraction images of the same cryo-sample using the
APS 19-BM-D robot for automatic sample mounting. Left side;
image after the first mounting; right side; image after seven
automatic mounting cycles.

II N T E G R AN T E G R A T I O NT I O N O FO F AA RR O B OO B O T I CT I C SS Y S T E MY S T E M
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Photo sequence below, from top right: The robotic arm removes a sample from the
cryogenic receptacle; precisely positions the sample; and then places the sample in
the sample stage.
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In the study of electronic, mag-
netic, and structural properties of com-
plex materials, magnetic field plays a
fundamental role. It directly couples to
the spin and orbital degrees of freedom
and can act as an experimental “knob”
to tune-in novel phases of matter.
Correlated electron systems—such as
cuprates and manganites, magne-
tocaloric and magnetoelectric com-
pounds, and metamagnetic materials—
all require the use of magnetic fields to
explore their phase diagrams.

In order to meet users' demands,
instrumentation has been developed
that will expand the capabilities of XOR
sector 4 in order to facilitate scattering
and spectroscopic studies in magnetic
field. Two cryogen-free magnets are
available at the XOR 4-ID-D beamline
that can provide a maximum magnetic
field of  4 T: one in the horizontal (“H-
magnet”) and the other in the vertical
(“V-magnet”) direction. Both of them
are user-friendly, versatile, and have
significant optical access. A variable
temperature insert (VTI) is used to con-
trol the sample temperature
(4.2–325K). The magnets are placed
on a three-circle Huber goniometer.
The goniometer allows for scattering
experiments in the horizontal plane.
Depending on the magnet, the range of
scattering angles accessible varies, as
described below.

Figure 1 shows the H-magnet. The magnet has two
round Be windows aligned along the field, one on either
side of the magnet. These windows allow for transmission
of x-rays and are particularly useful for magnetic dichroism
measurements. The windows are large enough to permit
scattering up to 30°. This range of scattering angle is suf-
ficient for magnetic reflectivity measurements using a
three-circle Huber diffractometer (right panel); high-
energy (~40 keV) diffuse scattering and diffraction studies
can also be performed. Such measurements are needed to
study phenomena such as competing electronic and mag-
netic phases in cuprates in the presence of vortices and
magnetostriction in metamagnetic materials. There are two
other windows at 90° with respect to the magnetic-field
axis, with an opening of 10°. These windows can be used
to monitor fluorescence signals in circular or linear mag-

II N T E R M E D I AN T E R M E D I A T ET E - F- F I E L DI E L D MM A G N E T SA G N E T S
F O RF O R SS C AC A T T E R I N GT T E R I N G A N DA N D SS P E C T R O S C O P YP E C T R O S C O P Y

netic dichroism measurements. Such windows also allow
scattering at 90°; because the charge scattering goes to
zero for x-rays polarized in the horizontal plane, this geom-
etry is, in some cases, useful for magnetic scattering
investigations.

The V-magnet (Fig. 2) is designed for diffraction
measurements. Reflectivity and high-energy diffuse scat-
tering can be performed as well. The V-magnet, which can
be easily swapped with the H-magnet, has three windows,
each of which spans 60°–65° at the center of the magnet
(see right side of Fig. 2). A scattering angle as high as 120°
can be accessed. The V-magnet is well suited for resonant
scattering studies of magnetic, multipolar, and structural
transitions induced by a field.

Both magnets are cooled to an operating temperature
of 3.2K by a closed-cycle refrigerator. The compressor

Fig. 1. The 4-T H-magnet at the XOR sector 4-ID-D beamline.
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Fig. 2. The XOR beamline 4-ID-D 4-T V-magnet.

requires chilled water for operation. Because it takes
~13 h for initial cool-down before the magnet can be
operated, the cooling is done off-line. The magnet and
VTI control units are mounted in a single rack for ease
of operation and transport. Fields can be switched
between +4 and -4 T in ~5 min. For precise alignment
of crystals, a small tilt stage has been mounted at the
VTI tip. A height-adjustable magnet mount with an arc
(±12°) makes it possible to align and orient any crys-
tal with a high degree of precision. In addition, a rota-
tion stage allows for rotation of the VTI and sample
around the vertical axis in order to  change the sam-
ple angle with respect to the x-ray beam while keeping
the field direction fixed.

In summary, the horizontal and vertical 4-T mag-
nets at beamline 4-ID-D offer the user community new
capabilities for magnetism studies at the APS. 

Contact: Z. Islam (zahir@aps.anl.gov)

The requirement for closed-loop
control of the sub-micron-accuracy
positioning stage in station 8-ID-E led
to enhancements in the capability of
the Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System motor record
(EPICS MR). The user readback fea-
ture of the EPICS MR was designed to
allow closed-loop control using exter-
nal position feedback devices. In fact,
any EPICS input record could be used
as the user readback device [Fig. 1(a)],
except another MR. This was because
the EPICS MR would not communicate
with a motion controller unless the
motor was in motion.

The 8-ID-E positioning stage com-
prises an open-loop precision-spatial-resolution actuator and a
separate nanometer-resolution position-feedback encoder.
Support for the encoder was available from the EPICS MR, but
a separate EPICS MR was needed to support the actuator.
Enhancements to the EPICS MR allowed for a position feed-
back status update on request. The EPICS MR can now be
used as a user readback device [Fig. 1(b)]. 

E P I C S  ME P I C S  M OO TT O RO R RR E C O R DE C O R D DD E V E LE V E L O P M E N TO P M E N T AA TT 8 - I D8 - I D

The status update enhancement to the EPICS MR has
other benefits. The feedback devices supported by the EPICS
MR are now available as input to all EPICS records. And infor-
mation such as limit switch states and position feedback is
available for display even if the motor is not in motion. 

— Contact: R. Sluiter (sluiter@aps.anl.gov) 
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Fig. 1. (a)  The existing functional EPICS Motor Record.  Only position feedback devices sup-
ported by other EPICS records could be utilized for user feedback. (b)  The enhanced func-
tional EPICS Motor Record.  Now optional position feedback devices that are only supported
by the EPICS Motor Record can also be used for software closed-loop control.
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The use of polarized x-rays in
the study of magnetism in complex
materials offers unique capabilities
for probing physical and electronic
structure, as well as phase behavior,
with element selectivity. In particu-
lar, resonant absorption and scatter-
ing of x-rays at transition metal L
and rare-earth M lines are very
attractive techniques for studying
multielement materials such as
manganites, metamagnetic materi-
als, permanent magnets, ferromag-
netic semiconductors, and many
layered systems. In many cases,
these materials display rich behav-
ior at significant magnetic fields and
at cryogenic temperatures, thus
indicating the need for sample serv-
ices to access this region of phase
space.

Recently, the beamline staff at
XOR sector 4 have upgraded the
magnetic field capabilities of the soft
x-ray beamline (4-ID-C) with a new electromagnet designed for
soft x-ray absorption, optical luminescence, and reflectivity in
fields of up to 7 T. This is a split-coil, windowless, UHV-compat-
ible, liquid-He bath superconducting magnet with horizontal
field along the beam direction. The geometry of this system is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The input and output ports allow
beam angles of ±5º with respect to the field direction. The split-
coil design allows two radial detector ports at 90º with respect
to the field for x-ray fluorescence and optical luminescence
measurements, while a scattered beam detector can be
mounted on the output port for reflectivity measurements with
2θ up to 26º. The sample may also be isolated for electron yield
measurements, thus providing depth selectivity via the differ-
ence in escape depths between the electron and fluorescence
measurements (-5 nm and 100 nm, respectively). The coil can
be operated in either persistent mode for static field experi-
ments or in non-persistent mode for hysteresis loops. The sys-
tem is equipped with a variable temperature insert (VTI) capa-
ble of achieving temperatures from 4.2K to 325K with liquid-He
cooling. The VTI is mounted on a translation/rotation stage so
that the sample angle can be varied between ±120º with
respect to the beam direction. Finally, the magnet system is
enclosed in a 20-L liquid-He dewar and liquid-nitrogen shroud
with a static hold time of 24 h.

Figure 2 shows the magnet chamber at the end of the
4-ID-C beamline. The magnet chamber was received in August
2003 and was made available to general users after its first
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the high-field magnet, showing the split-coil 7-T superconducting
magnet and three detectors for photon-in photon-out techniques. The chamber is also equipped
with a variable-temperature sample insert for sample temperatures of 4.2K to 325K.

Fig. 2. The 7-T magnet system at the end of beamline 4-
ID-C. Reflectivity and fluorescence detectors are indi-
cated. The optical spectrometer is not mounted in this
picture.
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commissioning run in December 2003. In subsequent commis-
sioning work, the fluorescence and optical detectors were fitted
to the magnet chamber, and the magnet controls and power
supplies were integrated into the beamline controls. During that
time, use of the high-field magnet grew to account for approxi-
mately 30% of the beam time on 4-ID-C and has impacted sev-
eral user groups' research programs. Users perform experi-

ments in areas including exchange-biased layered systems,
colossal magnetoresistive manganites, ferromagnetic semicon-
ductors, and exchange-spring magnets.

The 7-T magnet offers the users of beamline 4-ID-C greatly
enhanced sample environments and the flexibility to perform a
wide range of measurements not previously available at the APS.

Contact: D. Keavney (keavney@aps.anl.gov)
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The ability of x-ray-based techniques to separate magnetic
contributions from different elements in heterogeneous sam-
ples is one of the most important advantages of x-rays over
neutrons when probing magnetism. X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) achieves this separation by tuning the x-ray
energy to element-specific electron excitations whose absorp-
tion cross section depends on x-ray helicity (left or right). This
dichroism arises from an imbalance between spin-up and spin-
down density of electronic states near the Fermi energy, char-
acteristic of ferro(ferri)magnetic materials. While x-ray dichro-
ism is commonly measured in absorption, a related dichroic
effect occurs in the resonant scattering/diffraction of circularly
polarized x-rays, where the virtual photoelectron is sensitive to

that same spin imbalance in the intermediate state. Analog
lock-in detection of XMCD in the absorption channel is already
available at XOR sector 4 of the APS. Now, a digital lock-in
detection scheme has been developed for measurements of
dichroic scattering/diffraction. 

Advantages of dichroic scattering/diffraction include the
ability to exploit structure factor effects in crystals in order to
separate magnetic contributions from elements of the same
species in inequivalent crystal sites [1], to determine element-
specific magnetization depth profiles in films and multilayers [2],
and to separate magnetic signals from the same element in dis-
similar crystal phases in multiphase materials such as
nanocomposites.
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Fig. 1. (Left): Schematic of the digital lock-in system. CFD = constant fraction discriminator; PZT = piezoelectric actuator; APD = ava-
lanche photodiode. (Right): Chemical (blue) (I+ + I-) and magnetic (red)(I+ - I-)(I+ + I-) resonant diffraction at the (110) Bragg peak
of Nd2Fe14B single crystal. (I+, I-) denote diffracted intensities for opposite x-ray helicity. The (110) Bragg condition isolates one of the
two inequivalent Nd sites in the structure [1]. Top panel shows conventional detection using a scintillator detector; bottom panel
shows lock-in detection over 20 cycles of helicity switching using an APD detector. The lock-in data were taken two times faster.
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The detection system shown in Fig. 1 allows measure-
ments of the x-ray-diffracted intensity to be synchronized with
the helicity modulation of a circularly polarized incoming x-ray
beam, which alternates in the 1- to 50-Hz range. A square wave
with half-duty cycle expands/contracts a piezoelectric actuator
causing a phase-retarding optic to yield opposite helicities of cir-
cularly polarized x-rays. Upon helicity switching, a timing mod-
ule triggers the incident and scattered intensity scalers of a dual
photon counter for a time interval (gating) just below the half
period of the square wave. This allows measurements of x-ray-
incident and scattered intensities for opposite helicities to be
performed over many helicity switchings in a short time, with the
data for each type of helicity stored in even and odd addresses,
respectively, of the photon counter's memory arrays. This detec-
tion scheme, coupled to a fast-counting avalanche photodiode
detector, yields large improvements in signal-to-noise ratios and
reduction of systematic errors over conventional detection, in
which the helicity is switched only once. 

The right panel of Fig. 1 compares data collected by using
the conventional method (top) to that collected by using digital
lock-in over 20 cycles of helicity switching (bottom). In addition
to improvements in data quality, the lock-in measurement was
done in half the time of the conventional measurement. This
development extends the detectability of dichroic scattering/dif-
fraction to 1 part in 10,000. It is especially suited for detection of
dichroic diffraction from single crystals and small-angle dichroic
reflectivity/scattering from layered nanostructures. 

Contact: D. Haskel (haskel@aps.anl.gov)
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Capabilities at CMC-CAT beamline 9-ID for
investigating grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
(GIXD) from liquid surfaces are now augmented by
the use of a charge coupled device (CCD)-based
area detector in conjunction with the liquid surface
spectrometer (LSS). The CCD detector comple-
ments the two detectors routinely used with the LSS:
a scintillation point detector used for reflectivity and a
linear position-sensitive detector (PSD) equipped
with Soller slits, normally used for GIXD.  The area
detector allows the GIXD pattern over a large range
of reciprocal space to be captured simultaneously
with exposures as brief as 10 s.  This is especially
advantageous for organic or biological specimens,
which may be damaged by radiation during the
longer exposures required to complete scans with
the PSD.  As an example, the new configuration was
useful in observing the GIXD from a Langmuir mono-
layer composed of alpha-helical peptide bundles,
which scatter weakly in the region near qxy≈0.55 Å-1

(Fig. 1). At this value of the momentum transfer, the
effects of the decreasing Δqxy resolution with increas-
ing scattering angle are not so severe. To scan the
same region of reciprocal space with the PSD (10
s/point) would have required approximately 600 s
exposure for a Δqxy resolution of 0.012 Å-1.

In the most recent configuration of CCD-based
GIXD measurements, a Langmuir trough on the
sample stage of the LSS contained the specimen.
The CCD detector (Bruker SMART 1500) was

Fig. 1.  Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction from peptide monolayers. (a) Two-
dimensional CCD image of GIXD from a monolayer of a synthetic peptide desig-
nated AP2 at high surface pressure.  Integration of the region bounded by the red
rectangle along qxy gives the intensity as a function of qz (b), including back-
ground scattering.  Integration of similar data from a monolayer of another pep-
tide, designated AP0, along the qz direction (as indicated by the green box), after
background subtraction of otherwise equivalent GIXD from the pure subphase in
the absence of the peptide monolayer, gives the background corrected GIXD as
a function of qxy (c).  Model calculations for the qxy dependence of the in-plane
diffraction from a bundle of 4 cylinders show good agreement with the data in (c),
especially once the experimental  Δqxy resolution is considered.

AA R E AR E A DD E T E C TE T E C T O RO R - B- B A S E DA S E D G I X DG I X D
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Fig. 2.  Area detector-based GIXD setup.  The CCD detector is
shown in the foreground at the end of the X-95 rail, out of the
way of the point detector.  The beamstop is mounted against the
kapton exit window of the canister enclosing the Langmuir
trough on the sample stage of the liquid surface spectrometer.

mounted on an X-95 rail supported from the floor. This allows
the specimen-detector distance to be varied from 26 to 120 cm;
or, for x-ray energy of 13.474 keV, the corresponding q-ranges
to be varied from more than 2 Å-1 to about 0.5 Å-1. However, the
CCD detector cannot be scanned. The beamstop at the exit
window of the trough canister limited the minimum q to about
0.3 Å-1. Additional shielding upstream of the sample and a fixed
aperture inside the entrance window of the canister reduced
background. Alignment of the sample requires use of the point
detector in reflectivity mode, with the CCD detector moved out
of the way to the largest specimen-detector distance, so that the
user must enter the hutch to return the CCD detector to the
desired specimen-detector distance. The geometry prevents the
PSD from being used when the rail is in position near the sam-
ple, but the point detector can still be scanned through angles
up to approximately 15°, or qxy

~1.7 Å-1.  
J. Strzalka, I. Kuzmenko, T. Xu, T. Gog, J.K. Blasie.

Contact: J. Strzalka (strzalka@sas.upenn.edu)

X-ray Operations and Research beamline 1-ID has been
utilizing Si-based refractive lenses for vertical focusing of high-
energy (50-100 keV) x-rays at both low and high source
demagnification geometries (~1:0.6 and ~1:0.05, respectively).
The high x-ray intensity from vertical focusing has enhanced a
number of sector 1 programs, including time-resolved diffrac-
tion, small-angle scattering, and high-pressure studies. Such
lenses can also be used for x-ray angular collimation in order
to improve the throughput of subsequent high-energy-resolu-

tion optics, as has been demonstrated with cylindrical alu-
minum lenses [1].

The Si lenses are based on a sawtooth geometry,
described elsewhere [2], and exhibit a number of desirable
properties. First, their effective profile closely approximates a
single parabolic lens, eliminating cylindrical aberration. Second,
by adjusting the taper between the top and bottom sets of the
teeth, the focal length can be varied. For a given position down-
stream of the lens, this allows for tunability in the focused beam
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Fig. 1.  (a) Variation in vertical beam size with taper end-gap between lens pieces and (b) beam profiles with and without the lens, as meas-
ured using a 0.005(v) × 1(h) mm2 aperture and PIN diode at the entrance to the C-hutch. 
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size or for adaptation to an energy change. Third, x-rays passing
directly along the optical axis experience zero absorption.
Finally, since they are composed of single-crystal Si, they pro-
duce little small-angle scattering, and thus a cleaner beam than
that from lenses comprised of polycrystalline material.

The lenses were provided by C. Ribbing (Uppsala
University, Sweden) and B. Cederström (KTH, Stockholm,
Sweden). They consist of two 65-mm-long pieces of Si, each
etched to produce an array of 230 triangular ridges (“teeth”) with
slopes at 57° to the surface normal and a tooth depth of 0.2 mm.
The pieces were serially mounted in the 1-ID-B station, approx-
imately 0.2 m apart and 34 m from the source, with one piece
inverted to form a maximum combined physical aperture of 0.4
mm. The lenses receive radiation from a bent double-Laue
Si(111) monochromator [1] that preserves beam size and diver-
gence, and hence source properties.

Figure 1a shows the tunability of the lenses at 81 keV by
measuring the vertical beam size in the C-station 21 m down-
stream of the lenses (~1:0.6 ratio) as a function of the taper
end-gap between the two sawteeth. It is clear that the beam
size can be continuously varied, with a minimum observed at a
gap of 0.58 mm, which compares well with the expected value
of 0.62 mm. The minimum beam width measured at that setting

is 16 µm FWHM (15 µm expected), with Fig. 1b showing its pro-
file compared to that of the unfocused beam. The result corre-
sponds to a flux density gain of about 19, in reasonable agree-
ment with the calculated value of 21. Finally, the total transmit-
ted flux is approximately 85% of the unfocused value, which is
evidence of a low lens attenuation loss. The lenses have also
been used for greater demagnification (~1:0.05), creating a line
focus at 1.6 m away in the same station. A beam size of 1.8 µm
and flux density gain of 36 were achieved at 81 keV.

An important point is that the tails of the focused beam
decrease rapidly, with no appreciable flux measured past ±0.1
mm. This reduces parasitic scattering around the direct beam
compared to apertures, and allows access to lower q-values for
the high-energy small-angle scattering camera under develop-
ment at 1-ID.         Contact: J. Almer (almer@aps.anl.gov) and

S. Shastri (shastri@aps.anl.gov)

[1] S.D. Shastri, “Combining Flat Crystals, Bent Crystals and
Compound Refractive Lenses for High-Energy X-ray Optics,” J.
Synchrotron Rad. 11, 150 (2004).
[2] B. Cederstrom, M. Lundqvist, and C. Ribbing, “Multiprism X-
ray Lens,” Appl. Phys. Lett. 81(8), 1399 (2002).

High-resolution inelastic x-ray
scattering (HRIXS) provides micro-
scopic information about the
dynamics of atoms inside materi-
als, from ordered crystalline solids
to disordered solids and even liq-
uids. Because the typical energy
scale involved for dynamical excita-
tions (meV) is substantially less
than x-ray energies, using x-rays to
probe these excitations requires a
spectrometer with high resolving
power. To achieve this, synchrotron
radiation must be highly monochro-
matized, and then the scattered x-
rays must be analyzed with approx-
imately the same level of energy
resolution. The need for highly
monochromatic x-rays means only
a narrow spectral region of syn-
chrotron radiation is actually used.
Consequently, incident photon flux
is low and typical measurements
involve low signal rates and long
data-collection times. The HRIXS

Fig. 1. XOR staff member Tom Toellner at the new monochromator used for HRIXS. The cryogeni-
cally-cooled, high-resolution monochromator transmits a 1.2 meV-bandwidth x-ray beam with 60%
spectral efficiency.
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monochromator that reduces the bandwidth of the x-ray beam
down to the “meV” level. The layout of the crystal components
is shown in Fig. 2. The first pair of reflectors is aligned to the sil-
icon (2 2 0) crystal reflection, and their surfaces are chosen to
successively collimate the x-ray beam so its divergence
matches the reflection width of the second pair of reflectors  that
are mounted in a low-vibration cryostat and oriented to diffract
from the silicon (15 11 3) crystal reflection. While the second,
high-index crystal reflection pair transmits an x-ray beam with a

bandpass of 1.2 meV, the first pair makes the CHRM perform
more efficiently by reducing the beam divergence and funneling
the radiation into the inherently narrow angular acceptance of
this small-bandpass reflection. The third and last pair of reflec-
tors is identical to the first pair, but placed in reverse order to
return the beam back to its original size and divergence.

Performance tests demonstrate that the monochromator
transmits an x-ray beam with a bandwidth of 1.2 meV and an
exceptionally high spectral efficiency of 60%. This is a fivefold
improvement over the previous monochromator and is the high-
est efficiency achieved for an inline x-ray monochromator with
an energy resolution in excess of 107. This is achieved both by
the use of cryogenic cooling and by the newly-developed six-
reflection design. A similar CHRM is currently being designed
for the IXS-CDT beamline 30-ID that is now under construction. 

Contact: T.S. Toellner (toellner@aps.anl.gov)

spectrometer at the XOR beamline 3-ID, which operates using
21.7-keV x-rays, is the only one currently available at the APS
with meV-resolving capability.

To improve the data-collection rate it is necessary to opti-
mize the efficiency of every aspect of the spectrometer. To this
end, XOR staff have recently upgraded the high-resolution
monochromator of the HRIXS spectrometer to a cryogenically-
cooled six-reflection design (Fig. 1). This replaces a room-tem-
perature four-reflection design that was underperforming due to
thermal influences. Thermal
effects arise from various heat
sources, including the x-ray
beam itself. High-resolution
monochromatization generally
encounters problems associ-
ated with thermal loading, given
the present x-ray power loads 
(0.1 W per eV-bandwidth) in
premonochromated x-ray beams
at third-generation synchrotron
sources. A solution developed
by XOR staff to mitigate thermal
problems involves the use of cryogenics to operate the more
sensitive crystal components at a temperature where the crys-
talline material experiences no thermal deformations. For sili-
con, which is the crystal material used for the monochromator
components, the coefficient for thermal expansion vanishes
around 123K and then again below 30K. Cooling the silicon
crystal components to such cryogenic temperatures mitigates
the thermal problems, but it poses a technical challenge in that
the crystal components need to have their angle relative to the
beam controlled with a stability of 0.01 µrad. XOR staff have
recently developed a low-vibration cryostat for this purpose that
is light enough to be mounted on a high-resolution rotation
stage.

In addition to the use of cryogenics to improve monochro-
mator efficiency, a new crystal design has been developed that
uses six crystal reflections to achieve a highly efficient in-line

T = 123 K

Fig. 2. Crystal configuration of the six-reflection CHRM.
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The availability of synchrotron-generated high-flux photons
with energies greater than 60 keV has significantly advanced
the field of materials research because of the great penetration
and low absorption of high-energy x-rays. The capability of
reaching high resolution in high-energy x-ray scattering pro-
vides further research opportunities, especially in the study of
bulk samples for both fundamental research and practical appli-
cations. Recently, a user facility for high-resolution, high-energy
x-ray scattering studies of materials under high magnetic fields
has been developed at BESSRC beamline 11-ID-C. This facil-
ity combines all the advantages of high-energy photons (high
penetration, low absorption, small scattering angle, and greater
access to the reciprocal space) with the high-Q resolution of the
triple-axis diffractometer at 11-ID-C. 

The magnetic interaction is one of the most fundamental
forces affecting the physical properties and functionalities of
materials and devices. While the effect of a magnetic field on
the structures and properties of magnetic compounds has been
extensively studied over the last century because of its impor-
tance in broad applications, our knowledge about the magneto-
lattice interactions is still limited. Recent efforts to understand
the newly discovered phenom-
ena (e.g., high temperature
superconductivity, colossal
magneto-resistance, multiple
electric-magnetic effects, mag-
netic-shape-memory-alloys) in
complex materials have
resulted in increased research
into the charge and structural
lattice effects of an external
magnetic field. Magnetic fields
can alter magnetic structures
and significantly modify the
charge carriers and their short-
and long-range distributions—
especially in the vicinity of com-
peting phases, where fascinat-
ing new properties are often
found. Understanding magnetic-
field-induced structural modifi-
cations, phase transitions, and
domain reorientations is of cru-
cial importance in fundamental
research, as well as in the
search for materials that func-
tion more efficiently. In this
research area, high-resolution,
high-energy x-ray scattering in
high magnetic fields offers
unique advantages.

The user facility at the BESSRC/XOR 11-ID-C beamline
consists of a cryomagnet (Oxford Instrumentation) installed on
the heavy-duty sample stage of a triple-axis diffractometer. The
cryomagnet can provide magnetic fields up to 7 T in a temper-
ature range from 1.5K to 325K. The magnetic field can be
applied either parallel or perpendicular to the incoming beam.
The diffractometer allows ω and χ angle rotations up to 10
degrees. The Q-resolution can reach 10-5 Å-1 perpendicular to
the reciprocal lattice vector. The access in the reciprocal space
is up to 15 Å-1. Three pre-monochromators provide three differ-
ent photon energies: 60, 98, and 115 keV. A single-element Ge
solid-state detector located more than 2 m from the sample
position has an energy resolution better than 0.7 keV at 122
keV and is very sensitive to weak signals caused by diffuse
scattering and subtle structural changes. An image plate
(Mar345) is available for two-dimensional data collection for
both single crystals and powder samples. 

This facility has opened the door to new and unique scien-
tific opportunities, has attracted scientific interest from a broad
user community, and has begun to produce important results.

Contact: Y Ren (yren@anl.gov)
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Haluk E Karaca, a graduate student from Texas A&M University, at the 11-ID-C high-resolution, high-
energy x-ray scattering  facility, which he uses to study ferromagnetic shape-memory alloys. 
(Photo: Y. Ren)
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Real-time phase-enhanced
radiography has proven to be an
extremely useful technique for the
study of small animal biomechan-
ics and physiology [1]. In this tech-
nique, the partial coherence of an
APS x-ray beam, coupled with a
suitable sample-detector distance,
allows for image edge enhance-
ment. Edge enhancement greatly
increases the image contrast and
makes it much easier to discern
features that would otherwise not
be discernable. Adding the high
x-ray intensity available at the
APS, real-time recording of the
images at 30 Hz (with exposure
times of ~1/60 s) was demon-
strated using silicon crystals and
monochromatic radiation with an
energy bandpass of about 10-4.
Recently, this technique has been
advanced to utilize filtered white
beam, which allows for exposure
times of 1 µs (10-6 s).

The ability to do phase-
enhanced imaging with very
broad energy bandpass x-ray
beams is facilitated by two facts.
On one hand, the positions of the
maximum and minimum of the
first fringe in a Fresnel diffraction
pattern are not very sensitive to
energy. On the other hand, the
secondary fringes are smeared out, making the complex holo-
graphic pattern disappear and the image much easier to under-
stand. Thus, even with broadband radiation, there is still excel-
lent edge enhancement in the image. Ultra-high-speed phase-
enhanced radiography has been demonstrated by using fil-
tered white beam at the MHATT/XOR beamline 7-ID to exam-
ine the dynamics of a fuel injector.

Fuel sprays from a fuel injector are an integral part of inter-
nal combustion engines. X-rays have been used to study the
properties of the fuel sprays, and asymmetric density variations
have been observed [2]. However, the internal dynamics of the
injector itself, and how they relate to the spray, have never
been measured, because the fuel injector is made of stainless
steel (several millimeters thick) and the entire injection cycle
period is only about 1 ms or less. Until now, no technique has
been able to afford a view of the inside of the injector with the
necessary time and spatial resolution.

Figure 1 shows a four-exposure image of the fuel injector,
taken with 10-µs exposure each, separated by 100 µs. The
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image allows for calculation of instantaneous velocity, and also
clearly shows a wobble in the motion. The motion of the
plunger is highly reproducible and, as a result, x-ray movies of
the entire injection cycle have been made.

Filtered white-beam, phase-enhanced radiography at the
APS opens new avenues of research. This technique allows for
µs time and µm spatial resolutions. It will be a very useful tool
for the study of dynamics in small systems, including microex-
plosions, fluid flow, cavitations, and micromachines. 

Contact: W.-K. Lee (wklee@aps.anl.gov) & 
K. Fezzaa (fezzaa@aps.anl.gov)

REFERENCES
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Fig. 1. A four-exposure phase-enhanced radiograph of the fuel injector. The field of view is about 1 × 1
mm2. Each exposure is 10 µs, separated by 100 µs. The wobble of the plunger is clearly seen: the four
positions of the plunger corner are indicated with white triangles. The concave shape of the injector
body gives the dark edge enhancement, while the convex shape of the plunger gives the lighter edge
enhancement.

180  µm Plunger
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The importance of trace elements in biological,
medical, and environmental sciences has received
increased recognition (e.g., see [1]). Synchrotron-
based x-ray fluorescence (XRF) microscopy is a pow-
erful technique to study the elemental distributions.
Due to its low background, XRF is particularly well
suited to detect elements in trace quantities, down to
the level of attograms. However, a substantial part of
the specimen is typically made up of light elements
that are difficult to map using XRF because of their
small photo-electric absorption cross section and low
fluorescence yield.  The small x-ray absorption also
makes direct visualization in absorption contrast diffi-
cult at higher x-ray energies. However, the real part δ
of the complex index of refraction n = 1-δ-iβ is several
orders of magnitude larger than the imaginary part β,
and this difference can be used advantageously to
visualize such material in phase contrast instead of
absorption contrast [2-4]. 

In collaboration with SUNY-Stony Brook [5],
beamline scientists at XOR beamlines 2-ID-B and 2-
ID-E are developing a configured detector optimized for
the detection of differential phase contrast at intermedi-
ate and hard x-ray energies. Differential phase contrast
(DPC) makes direct use of x-rays that were refracted by
the specimen and does not require changes to existing

DD I F F E R E N T I A LI F F E R E N T I A L PP H A S EH A S E CC O N T R A S TO N T R A S T
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w/ phase gradient
Unperturbed beam,
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with wedge object

Detector 1

Detector 2

Stefan Vogt (XOR-XMG) with the configured detector installed at XOR beamline 2-ID-E.
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focusing optics. While the total transmitted flux is insensitive to these
phase effects, they lead to spatial variations in the far-field diffraction
pattern, which can be registered with appropriate detectors. Figure 1
illustrates how a wedge-like object would perturb the x-ray beam. 

Fig. 1.  Illustration of differential phase contrast in a scanning microprobe setup.
The zone plate focuses hard x-rays into a focal spot on the sample. The order
sorting aperture (OSA) suppresses any x-rays not diffracted into the first (focus-
ing) order. Here, the presence of a wedge shaped phase object causes an
angular shift of the center of the transmitted beam. By using a set of spatially
resolving detectors, this shift can be measured. 

Continued on next page
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In addition to improved contrast for the visuali-
zation of “soft” organic materials, as shown in
Figures 2 and 3 (see also [6]),  this new detection
scheme allows the fast imaging of environmental
and biological samples by moving the sample con-
tinuously through the focal spot while acquiring the
detector signal “on the fly” using a hardware multi-
channel scaler. This substantially increases the
throughput by avoiding the overhead associated
with the step and probe approach used for conven-
tional scans.   Contact: S. Vogt (vogt@aps.anl.gov),

D. Paterson (paterson@aps.anl.gov)
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Fig. 2.  Scanning microscope images of a diatom taken at an inci-
dent x-ray energy of 1.8 keV at 2-ID-B: (a) Bright field image, show-
ing the absorption contrast; (b) Differential phase contrast image,
showing the horizontal differential phase contrast. The fine struc-
ture of the specimen is much more visible in the DPC contrast. 

Fig. 3.  Scans of a cardiac myocyte, taken at 10 keV incident
x-ray energy at beamline 2-ID-E: ABS is an absorption contrast
image showing mostly salt deposits that remained from sam-
ple preparation; DPC shows the differential phase contrast
that visualizes the biological structure of the cell; VLM is a visi-
ble light micrograph of the same cell. DPC image gives a sig-
nificantly better representation of the biological mass of the
specimen than do the absorption contrast.
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Construction of the hard x-ray Nanoprobe beamline for the
Argonne National Laboratory Center for Nanoscale Materials
(CNM) on APS sector 26 has begun. The beamline is designed
to characterize nanoscale systems and devices at a spatial res-
olution of 30 nm, using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, x-ray
diffraction, and transmission imaging. Two collinear insertion
devices with periods of 3.3 cm are used as the x-ray source,
providing a brilliance of 1020 photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%BW at
photon energies between 3 and 10 keV. The nanoprobe
beamline will deliver x-rays with photon energies between 3
keV and 30 keV to the nanoprobe instrument, thus allowing x-ray
fluorescence spectroscopy of most elements in the periodic
system. The beamline optics are designed to provide a spatially
coherent wavefront for illumination of the focusing optics in the
nanoprobe instrument, allowing imaging with diffraction-limited
resolution.

Fresnel zone plates are planned as high-resolution x-ray
optics. They will be used as focusing optics in scanning probe
mode and as imaging optics in full-field transmission mode. In
scanning probe mode, the zone plate is placed upstream of the

Fig. 1. Schematic of the hard x-ray nanoprobe beamline with the major beamline components.
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specimen and focuses the incident coherent wavefront, defined
by the vertical source size and a horizontal beam-defining aper-
ture, into a diffraction-limited spot on the specimen. In full-field
transmission mode, the zone plate is placed downstream of the
specimen to create a magnified image of the specimen on an
area detector. In this case, the beamline is configured to accept
a large fraction of the undulator beam, and a condenser system
is placed upstream of the specimen to provide partially coherent
illumination of the specimen. 

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the beamline in scanning
probe mode and in full-field transmission mode. Major beamline
components are a double mirror system, a beam-defining aper-
ture, and a crystal monochromator. The mirror system, located
30 m from the source, focuses the undulator beam in the hori-
zontal direction on a beam-defining aperture located 40 m from
the source. To provide a spatially coherent source for operating
in scanning probe mode, the beam-defining aperture is closed
to a horizontal size of 20–25 µm. For operation in full-field trans-
mission mode, the beam-defining aperture is opened, allowing
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partially coherent beam accepted by the mirror system to illumi-
nate the condensor system. A crystal monochromator will select
the required photon energy. 

Figure 2 is a photo of sector 26 with completed radiation
enclosures. Shielding verification is planned for March and April
2005. The enclosures are based on a standard APS design. The
beamline spans the entire length of sector 26 in order to maxi-
mize the working distance of the nanoprobe instrument.
Measurements made at high resolution require good tempera-
ture stability for the nanoprobe instrument. The final enclosure
will, therefore, have a temperature-controlled environment.  

Figure 3 shows an engineering drawing of components
inside the first optical enclosure (FOE). Design of the safety
shutters, photon shutters, beamline masks, and shielded trans-
port pipes between the FOE and the second optical enclosure
is complete. APS technical design reviews of most of these
components have been concluded and procurement is proceed-
ing as of late 2004. Installation of required vacuum components
and shutters will be completed in early 2005 to allow shielding
verification of all nanoprobe beamline hutches. 

The CNM hard x-ray nanoprobe beamline is scheduled to
be completed in June 2007. To provide initial x-ray microscopy

capabilities before availability of the nanoprobe instrument, an
Early User Instrument (Fig. 4, next page) has been developed.
This system incorporates a prototype of the required high-preci-
sion scanning stage and specimen stage. The system is
designed to provide a mechanical repeatability of ± 2 nm over a
travel range of 12 mm for lateral zone plate and specimen posi-
tion and to maintain the lateral position to better than 15 nm dur-
ing the focusing motion of the zone plate. The latter is required
to allow spectroscopy of a single specimen point of 30 nm diam-
eter. The zone plate is mounted on a piezo-driven flexure stage
with a range of 1 µm, which in turn is mounted on a motorized
x/y/z  stage. The specimen is mounted on a motorized x/y/z/θ
stage. High-precision positioning is achieved by measuring the
position of both zone plate and specimen stages in the x and y
directions with individual laser Doppler interferometers with
respect to a reference frame. Deviations of the position from the
desired values are corrected by using the flexure stage. A feed-
back loop operating at a frequency of 100 Hz allows correction
for drifts and provides active vibration control. First measure-
ments of the system performance at 8-ID have yielded a source-
size limited resolution of 70 nm at a photon energy of 7.4 keV. 

Contact: J. Maser (maser@aps.anl.gov) and
G. B. Stephenson (stephenson@anl.gov)

Fig. 2. The Nanoprobe beamline at APS sector 26 as of late 2004, with hutch construction complete. The first optical enclosure is in
the center of the photo; the second optical enclosure and the Nanoprobe end station are at left. (Photo: R. Winarksi, XFD-XMG) 

Fig. 3. First optical enclosure of the Nanoprobe beamline. 
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Fig. 4. Early User Instrument and measurement of its
performance. (4a): The instrument mounted at beam-
line 8-ID. (4b): The correlation function obtained when
the zone plate is positioned at a knife edge of
chromium. Contributions from both instrument and
beamline add to a total vibration amplitude of 30 nm.
(4c): A scan of a chromium knife edge, yielding a
source-size limited full width-half maximum focal spot
size of 70 nm. (Photo: J. Maser, XFD-XMG)

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)
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Construction of a dedicated inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS)
beamline (Figs. 1a and b, next page) is under way at APS sec-
tor 30. This IXS beamline was developed by a collaborative
development team (IXS-CDT) comprising several universities,
national laboratories, and private companies. The beamline will
have two dedicated instruments: a high-energy-resolution
inelastic x-ray spectrometer (HERIX) with a resolution of 1-2
meV to study collective excitations such as phonons, and a
medium-energy-resolution inelastic x-ray spectrometer
(MERIX) with a resolution of 50-100 meV to study collective
electronic excitations.   

The HERIX spectrometer is designed to work in the 21 keV
to 5 keV energy range, while the MERIX instrument will oper-
ate in the 5 keV to 12 keV energy range. Both instruments will
have dedicated, state-of-the-art, bimorph Kirkpatrick-Baez
focusing mirror pairs to provide a spot size under 20 µm, with
full spatial efficiency.  

Construction of the beamline began in 2003. The first
beam is expected in the spring of 2005. Beamline commission-
ing is planned to start in the fall of 2005, with completion in the
fall of 2006. Funding for the construction was obtained from the
U.S. Department of Energy (75%) and the National Science

Foundation (15%), with matching funds from the member insti-
tutions (10%). 

The HERIX spectrometer (Fig. 2, next page) is served by a
state-of-art, in-line, six-crystal, cryogenically cooled high-resolu-
tion monochromator. The energy range is 21.6 to 25.7 keV, and
overall energy resolution is under 2 meV. It has a 9-m-long hor-
izontal arm to provide momentum transfer in the range of 0.5 to
78 nm-1. Current plans call for nine analyzers, allowing data to
be collected at multiple q values simultaneously. This number
may be increased in the future.

The MERIX spectrometer, shown in Fig. 3 (next page), will
also be served by a state-of-art, in-line, no-offset, four-crystal,
constant-bandpass monochromator. The instrument has a 2-m-
long spectrometer that is capable of both vertical and horizontal
scans, allowing it to take full advantage of polarized x-rays. It
will perform both resonant and non-resonant IXS measure-
ments. Initial energy resolution will be around 120 meV, and
analyzers will be available for a number of transition metal
absorption edges.

The Experimental Facilities Division Engineering Group
designed a new front end to handle a total power of 21 kW

NNOOVVEELL XX-RRAAYY TTEECCHHNNIIQQUUEESS && IINNSSTTRRUUMMEENNTTAATTIIOONN
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and a maximum normal incidence peak power
density of 2,100 W/mm2 at about 17.2 m from
the center of the straight section. This precaution
is taken to accommodate up to three insertion
devices, if it becomes possible in the future to
extend the straight section length from the cur-
rent 5 m to 8.5 or 12 m. Planners also foresee a
dedicated superconducting undulator that will
deliver 20-25 keV x-rays in the first harmonic. 

Contact: E. Alp (eea@aps.anl.gov)
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Fig. 1 (top right). Overall layout of the new IXS beamline at sector
30 of the APS. The first optics enclosure houses a water-cooled
diamond double-crystal monochromator and a Be-compound
refractive lens. The second station (MERIX) houses the high-resolu-
tion monochromators for both the MERIX and HERIX spectrome-
ters, as well as the MERIX instrument itself. The last station down-
stream (HERIX) includes a state-of-the-art microfocusing system
and the HERIX spectrometer. The control room acts as a buffer to
provide exceptional temperature stability during access to the
stations.

Fig. 2 (above left). The HERIX spectrometer for sector 30. The 19-m
horizontal arm swings up to 30°, enabling momentum transfer
from 0.5 to 78 nm-1. 

Fig. 3 (right). The MERIX instrument for sector 30. The instrument
features vertical and horizontal scattering geometries and the
provision for extreme sample environments, such as high mag-
netic field.
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BioCARS-CAT, a Na-
tional User Facility at sec-
tor 14 of the APS, fosters
frontier research in the
field of macromolecular
crystallography. It provides
state-of-the-art facilities and
scientific and technical
support for structure deter-
mination of macromole-
cules by means of standard
x-ray diffraction tech-
niques, such as multiple-
wavelength anomalous dif-
fraction. 

But the facility is also
designed for two special
tasks that set it apart from
other centers for macro-
molecular crystallography
at the APS and nationwide.
The BioCARS-CAT inser-
tion device beamline 14-ID
can serve as both a mono-
chromatic and a polychro-
matic x-ray source. The
polychromatic capability is essential for conducting time-
resolved x-ray diffraction experiments that utilize the Laue tech-
nique. These experiments result in molecular movies depicting
biologically important macromolecules as they carry out their
functions. The other special feature of the BioCARS-CAT facil-
ity is that all three experimental stations are embedded in a
Biosafety Level 3 (BSL-3) containment, the only one of its kind
in the U.S. This permits safe research with biohazardous mate-
rials classified as Biosafety Level 2 or 3 agents, such as
human, animal, or plant viruses and toxins. 

Agents classified as BSL-2 include a broad range of
indigenous moderate-risk agents that are present in the com-
munity and associated with human diseases of varying sever-
ity. Immunization or treatment for these agents is available.
Examples include the measles virus, Salmonellae, and the
Hepatitis B virus. Agents classified as BSL-3 are indigenous or
exotic agents that may cause serious human diseases as a
result of exposure by inhalation. Examples of BSL-3 agents
include M. tuberculosis, the St. Louis encephalitis virus and
Coxiella burnetii. The guidelines for BSL-2 and BSL-3 facilities,
described in “Biosafety in Microbiological and Biomedical
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Laboratories” (U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention and National
Institutes of Health, Fourth
Edition, May 1999),
require special safety
equipment, as well as a
special facility design for
handling BSL-2 and BSL-3
materials. All of these
requirements are fulfilled
by the BioCARS-CAT facil-
ity, originally designed by
Wilfried Schildkamp and
recently upgraded for BSL-
3 operation in a joint effort
by BioCARS-CAT staff (led
by Vukica Srajer and
Reinhard Pahl) and the
APS. The facility was
approved for BSL-3 opera-
tion on November 2, 2004,
by the ANL Institutional
Biosafety Committee. The

first BSL-3 experiment was conducted on November 12, 2004. 
Manipulation of all BSL-3 agents is done in a Class II

Biosafety Cabinet that serves as the primary protection barrier.
The facility is physically separated from the access corridors
and is maintained under negative pressure (with respect to the
APS experiment hall) while BSL-2 and BSL-3 experiments are
under way. Air flows into the facility and is exhausted, via a
high-efficiency particle air filter, out of the APS experiment hall
building. Mandatory special operating procedures for
BioCARS-CAT users and staff have been developed. These
procedures describe in detail the rules for conducting BSL-2
and BSL-3 experiments, the required responses to incidents
and emergencies, as well as safe disposal methods for any
waste generated during such experiments. 

Many virus crystallographers nationwide already use the
BioCARS-CAT facility for their research projects. In this
expanding field of national importance, BioCARS-CAT is in a
position to play an important role as the only synchrotron-
based x-ray diffraction laboratory that can be used for safe
study of BSL-3 samples.  

Contact: V. Srajer (v-srajer@uchicago.edu)

Left to right; Vukica Srajer (BioCARS-CAT), Bärbel Kaufmann,  Susan
Hafenstein, and Michael Rossmann (all Purdue University) in the BioCARS-CAT
BSL-3 facility. (Photo: Reinhard Pahl/The University of Chicago)
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DD uring 2004, access opportunities for APS users
increased substantially as new beamlines began
hosting general users (GUs), and partner users

continued to develop new capabilities and introduce new com-
munities of users to APS research. (General users are investi-
gators who apply for beam time through the APS GU peer-
review proposal process; partner users are individuals or
groups whose work involves a greater degree of collaboration
with the APS than is generally expected of GUs.)  By the end of
2004, a total of 42 beamlines (28 insertion device and 14 bend-
ing magnet) were supporting GUs, with commitments of beam
time on each ranging from 25% to 80%. Overall, during 2004,
more than 10,500 8-h shifts of beam time were available for
GUs.

To access the APS as GUs, researchers submit propos-
als—either individual (good for one allocation of beam time) or
programmatic (good for multiple beam-time allocations over a
two-year period). These proposals are reviewed and rated by
one of nine proposal review panels (scientific peers, generally
not affiliated with the APS). Beam time is then allocated by
either of two APS Beam Time Allocation Committees. During
2004, 1,392 requests for beam time were submitted through the
GU system; of those, 67% received time.

Those users who proposed to carry out research programs
beyond the scope of the GU program may apply to become
partner users on any beamline operated by the APS. APS-oper-
ated beamlines generally provide 80% of their beam time to
general users. Prospective partner users can compete for up to
30% of the total beam time over a 3-year period by submitting
proposals that are peer-reviewed by a subset of the APS
Scientific Advisory Committee. Final decisions on the appoint-
ment of partner users are made by APS management. The two
most significant criteria for successful partner user proposals
are the significance/impact of the proposed science and the ulti-
mate benefit to the APS general user community. To date, 33
partner user proposals have been submitted, 17 of which have
been approved for some percentage of time. A list of successful
partner user proposals and their time and beamline allocations
appears in Table 1 (next page).

TT H EH E APS UAPS U S E RS E R PP R O G R A MR O G R A M
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Table 1. Partner User Proposals Approved for Beam Time
Investigators Partner User Proposal Title Beamline Beam Time Award

(PUP number)
T.A. Calcott Soft X-ray Spectroscopy for the Study of 4-ID-C
D.L. Ederer Complex Magnetic Materials (PUP-1) 10%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2006-2
J. Freeland
G. Srajer

J. Wang Fuel Spray Research at the 1-BM Beamline at the APS (PUP-3) 1-BM 30%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2006-2
S. E. Parrish
R. Poola
P.V. Farrell
M.-C. Lai
S. Gruner

J. Lang Enhanced Sensitivity of X-ray Magnetic 4-ID-D 15%/run for two years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2005-2
D. Haskel Circular Dichroism Measurements Using
Z. Islam Phase Lock-in Detection (PUP-7)
G. Srajer

D. Keavney Incorporation of a High-Field Magnet on 4-ID-C 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2
J. Freeland Beamline 4-ID-C (PUP-8) (completed) 
R. Rosenberg

S. Shastri High-Energy X-ray Optics Development (50-100 keV) 1-ID 10%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2005-2
D. Haeffner at the XOR 1-ID Beamline at the APS (PUP-9)
W.-K. Lee
U. Lienert

W. Sturhan Nuclear Resonant Scattering under High Pressure 3-ID 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2
J. Zhao and High Temperature (PUP-10) (completed)
J.-F. Lin
J. Jackson
G. Shen

S. Mochrie Development of X-ray Photon Correlation Techniques to 8-ID-I 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2 (completed)
L. Lurio Probe Soft Matter and Complex Fluids (PUP-17)
A. Sandy
S. Narayanan

U. Lienert In Situ Structural Characterization of Bulk Polycrystalline 1-ID 10%/run for two years beginning with run 2004-1 through 2005-3
H. Poulson Materials on the Single-Grain Length Scale by
R. Suter High-Energy Synchronization (PUP-19)

D. Reis Ultrafast X-ray Science: A Partner User Proposals for 7-ID 20%/run for one year beginning with run 2004-1 through 2004-3
P. Bucksbaum Establishing a User Base for Time-Resolved Science
R. Clarke at MHATT-CAT, Sector 7 (PUP-20)
E. Dufresne

E.D. Crozier Pacific Northwest Consortium Synchrotron 20-ID 15%/run for three years beginning with run 2004-1 through 2006-3 
Radiation Facility-XOR Partnership Proposal (PUP-21)

E. Stern Novel X-ray Spectroscopies and Microscopies for the 20-ID 30% for two years on both lines beginning with run 2004-3 through 2006-2
E.D. Crozier Determination of Structure with Atomic Resolution (PUP-24) 20-BM
S. Heald
G. Seidler
Y. Yacoby
D. Brewe
J. Cross 

S. Mochrie Development of Small-Angle X-ray Photon 8-ID-I 20% for three years beginning with run 2004-3 through 2007-2 
A. Sandy Correlation Spectroscopy for Studies of the
L. Lurio Dynamics of Soft Matter (PUP-35)
S. Narayanan

L. Young Ultrafast and Ultrasmall Laser X-ray Techniques (PUP-37) 7-ID 15% for three years beginning with run 2004-3 through 2007-2
S. Southworth
D. Ederer
E. Landahl
E. Kanter
B. Kraessig
R. Dunford

L. Soderholm Short-range Order in Solution: Development 11-ID-B 10% per run for two years beginning with run 2005-1
S. Skanthakumar of a Dedicated Beam Line for Pair-Distribution 
J. Neuefeind Functions Studies at the APS (PUP-42)
P. Burns
M. Beno

Y. Lee Establishing a High-Magnetic-Field Capability at the APS 4-ID-D 10% per run for two years beginning with run 2005-1
B. Khaykovich (PUP-43)
Z. Islam
G. Srajer
J. Hill
J. Lang

D. Keavney Implementation of Low-Temperature Magnetic Imaging Using 4-ID-C 10%/run for one year beginning with run 2005-1
Photoemission Electron Microscopy at 4-ID-C (PUP-44)

D. Reis Ultrafast X-ray Science: a Partner User Proposal 7-ID 15% of each run for one year
R. Clarke for Establishing a User Base for Time-Resolved
P. Bucksbaum Science at MHATT-CAT, Sector 7 (update of PUP-20)
D. Arms (PUP-47)
E. Landahl
D. Walko
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TT he 2004 APS Users Meeting, held May 4 to 6,
attracted the largest number of attendees (more than
650 people) of any APS user meeting to date; fea-

tured the most posters (140) of any Users Meeting to date; had
the largest student population (more than 50 registered, 41 sub-
mitting posters); offered the most adjunct workshops (8); and
had the largest number of exhibitors (40). Highlights of the
meeting included the newly established Rosalind Franklin
Young Investigator Award (see sidebar), three $500 student
poster prizes, and a “Midwestern Country Evening” featuring a
pig roast and a bluegrass band.

The opening session began with a welcome from
Argonne’s Director, Hermann Grunder. Ellen Burns, congres-
sional staffer and Ph.D. chemist, described the process and
prospects for science funding in Congress, while Pat Dehmer,
Director of the DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences, added her
perspective on science funding in today's climate, urging APS
users to pay attention not only to their own particular experi-
ments and facilities, but also to the broader scientific picture.
Associate Laboratory Director for Scientific User Facilities and

May 4, 2004, just prior to the opening session of the 2004 APS Users Meeting. Left to right: Hermann
Grunder (Director, ANL), Dan Arvizu (Director, National Renewable Energy Laboratory), Ellen
Burns, aide to Congressman Vern Ehlers (R-MI 3rd), Murray Gibson (Director, APS), Patricia Dehmer
(Associate Director of Science for Basic Energy Sciences [BES], U.S. Department of Energy [DOE],
Office of Science), Eric Isaacs (Director, Center for Nanoscale Materials, ANL), Stephen Durbin
(Purdue University and outgoing Chair, APS Users Organization), and Pedro Montano (Director,
Scientific User Facilities, DOE-BES).

APS Director Murray Gibson recapped the past year's scientific
accomplishments and offered a glimpse into the future, echoing
Dehmer's comments about the need for “grand challenge,
visionary goals.”

Efim Gluskin, Director of the APS Experimental Facilities
Division (XFD), described advances in undulator technology,
with an emphasis on how these new instruments can help drive
the APS vision. Finally, Gabrielle Long, Associate Director of
XFD, explained the structure and evolution of the scientific pro-
grams on APS-managed beamlines and described the work-
shops planned in 2005 as part of the strategic planning process.

Wednesday afternoon opened with a warm and informative
retrospective by Gene Ice (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) on
the life of synchrotron pioneer and colleague Cullie Sparks, a
charter member of the APS user community who died not long
before the meeting. Richard Reeder (State University of New
York at Stony Brook) followed with a glimpse into the geophysi-
cal world via his talk entitled, “Mineral Surfaces: Bridging
Adsorption and Co-Precipitation.” Next came a look into the
future with Ronald Ruth of Lyncean Technologies, Inc., who
described plans for a compact light source that could easily fit
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into a home laboratory. The final speaker for this session was
George Flynn, who moved farther afield with his look at inter-
planetary dust particles, including challenges in chemical analy-
sis and preparation for the first samples to be returned from a
comet.

Thursday morning's scientific session focused on structural
biology and geology. The first presentation, by Dinshaw Patel of
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, was entitled
“Molecular Recognition Events in RNA Interference and
Glycolipid Transfer Processes.” The second, by Jonathan Greer
of Abbott Laboratories, described progress in designing drugs
to fit targets—that is, the process of structure-based drug dis-
covery. The final talk in the structural biology sequence was by
Wei-Jen Tang of The University of Chicago on anthrax adenylyl
cylase toxin. Next, Thomas Duffy moved into the geophysical
realm in his talk on the role of synchrotron experiments in
understanding deep planetary interiors. The morning ended on
a high note with the presentation of the three student-poster
prizes to Jennifer Jackson (“(Mg,Fe)SiO3 Perovskite to 120
GPa Using Synchrotron Mössbauer Spectroscopy”), Jason Key
(“Time-Resolved Crystallographic Studies of the Heme-Based
Sensor Protein FixLH”) and Mark Pfeifer (“3-D Mapping of
Strain Using Coherent X-Ray Diffraction”). 

The APS Users Organization (APSUO) awarded its
first Rosalind Franklin Young Investigator Award to Alexis
S. Templeton for her work as a graduate student at Stan-
ford University and more recent studies as a Postdoctoral
Research Associate at Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy, University of California, San Diego. Franklin was
presented with the award, which consists of a plaque and
$1,000, on May 6 at the 2004 APS User Meeting. She pre-
sented a talk on her work at the close of the meeting.

Templeton's research centers
around the influence of microor-
ganisms in the speciation of heavy
metals in environmental systems,
as well as the role of bacteria in
the weathering of basaltic glasses
in deep ocean environments. She
has relied on a diverse array of
spectroscopic and microscopic
techniques. A particularly novel
development was her combination
of the long-period x-ray standing
wave technique with x-ray absorp-
tion near-edge structure spectros-
copy to provide depth-sensitive
speciation of selenium within bio-film coatings on mineral
surfaces. The methods she used to provide a fully three-
dimensional characterization of trace element distribution
and speciation represents a major advance in the investi-
gation of such systems.

The award was established by the APSUO in conjunc-
tion with the APS to recognize an important technical or
scientific accomplishment by a young investigator that
depended on, or is beneficial to, the APS. The award is
open to senior graduate students and those whose Ph.D.
was awarded no more than two years prior to nomination.
The award is presented every other year (alternating with
the Compton Award) at the APS Users Meeting.

Rosalind Franklin was born in 1920 and graduated
from Cambridge University in 1941. Before she was 26
years old, she published five papers on the composition of
coal and charcoal, work that is still quoted today, and
helped launch the field of high-strength carbon fibers.
Franklin later pioneered the use of x-ray diffraction in ana-
lyzing complex, unorganized matter such as large biologi-
cal molecules. Working as a research associate for John
Randall at King's College, she performed x-ray crystallo-
graphic studies of DNA that were a critical contribution to
the solution of the molecule's structure. Franklin's career
was cut short by her untimely death at age 37. 

TTHE FFIRST AAPPSSUUOO
RROSALIND FFRANKLIN

YYOUNG IINVESTIGATOR AAWARD

Alexis Templeton

Above: Scenes from the 2004 APS Users Meeting.
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N E W U S E R S U P P O R T R E S O U R C E S

DD uring 2004, the Experiment Floor Operations and
Beamline Technical Support groups in the APS
Operations Division were merged to form the

Experiment Operations Support (EOS) group. Among other
responsibilities, the new group provides 24/7 coverage for
beamline operations and manages work on configuration con-
trol components through the Floor Coordinators. The
group also manages and operates the APS Detector Pool.
Consolidating the technical resources of both groups into
the new EOS group has allowed for a more efficient use of
resources in support of user operations.

The APS Experiment Floor Project Specialist (EFPS)
position was created in April 2004. This person acts as the
main interface between the APS Conventional Facilities
Engineering (CFE) staff and the research groups under-
taking construction and upgrade projects in the experi-
ment hall, while also providing electrical design and instal-
lation oversight capability to CFE. Among other responsi-
bilities, the EFPS serves as the contract officer technical
representative and construction field representative for
shielding projects.

The new User ESH Support Group was formed in
2004. The group leader also serves as the APS User
Safety Officer overseeing user activities on the experiment
hall floor. The group's responsibilities include direct envi-
ronment, safety, and health support for the APS beamline
staff and users; experiment safety reviews; and compli-
ance issues related to DOE and other federal regulatory
requirements; health physics support for the users as well
as for all of the APS; and maintenance of user safety
related information, policies, procedures, Experiment Safety
Assessment system, and tracking of experiment-related user
statistics. In addition, members of the group are involved in
dosimetry measurements pertaining to the study of radiation
damage to insertion devices and beamline and accelerator
components. The dosimetry activity has recently been
extended to assist several users in determining x-ray doses at
the sample position during experiments.

T H E A P S  D E T E C T O R P O O L
A N D O T H E R D E T E C T O R A C T I V I T I E S

The APS continues to expand its activities in the arena of
x-ray detectors. The APS Detector Pool became fully opera-
tional as a centralized source of x-ray detectors for the beam-
lines (Fig. 1), and detector development efforts are ongoing.
The mission of the Detector Pool is to provide high-end x-ray
detectors and instrumentation on short-term loan to the APS
beamlines. In this way, the Detector Pool allows access to
expensive detectors that can be used as backup detectors or to
satisfy specific requirements of beamline users. The Detector
Pool staff surveys the needs of the APS scientific community,
researches detector options, evaluates commercial systems,

UU S E RS E R SS U P P O R TU P P O R T
provides equipment loans via a Web-based reservation sys-
tem, promotes sharing of equipment between beamlines, and
assists beamline staff in the repair and maintenance of useful
systems. This past year, use of the equipment has been very
high, with some 20 detectors almost continually out on loan.
New systems added to the pool this year included large-area
charge-coupled device systems, image plates, and silicon drift
detectors. As gaps show up between what types of detectors

are needed and what can be purchased, and to enhance the
scientific productivity of the beamlines, EOS personnel con-
tinue to develop detectors. This effort is now growing thanks to
an expanded staff. 

In the past year, the EOS group has hired two persons to
work on the detector effort. In support of beamline operations,
this past year the EOS staff continued to deliver and install
electrometer-based beam-position monitors, provided sets of
custom shaping amplifiers, worked to develop high-speed ava-
lanche photodiode systems, and installed several custom digi-
tal timing systems.

U S E R S H I P P I N G S U P P O R T
The EOS group has begun processing User Shipping

Requests in an effort to provide support to beamline personnel
by expediting the transportation offsite of material brought to
the APS by visiting scientists. The program began with the pro-
cessing of dry shippers for SBC-CAT; NE-CAT and IMCA-CAT
have also utilized this service. Each week approximately 5 to
20 different shipments are sent out from the APS. Future plans
are to incorporate an online shipping request system to handle
notification and tracking of items shipped. 

Fig. 1. Steve Ross (AOD-TBS) with a germanium energy dispersive detector,
one of several detector types that users can check out from the APS
Detector Pool.
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TT H EH E AA C C E L E R AC C E L E R A TT O RO R

II n calendar year (CY) 2004, the APS scheduled 5,128.25 h
for user operations and delivered 5039.3 h. The empha-
sis on meeting established availability and reliability

goals continues to yield impressive results. This is the first year
in which the reliability, expressed as the mean time between
faults (MTBF), exceeded project goals. The long-term goal for
the APS was to be able to deliver beam without interruption for
50 h or greater, on average. Orbit stability is also a very high
priority, and this year progress was made in this area (see
related article, following). The APS continues to utilize a sched-
ule of three long runs and three extended maintenance periods,
first employed in 2002.

BE A M AVA I L A B I L I T Y & MTBF
During 2004, accelerator operations, as quantified by

availability and MTBF, exceeded the high levels obtained in
2003 (see Table 1). The APS has, since 2000, routinely
exceeded the goal of 95% availability. Efforts have focused on
maintaining this level of availability while reducing the number
of faults. These efforts have resulted in a reliability figure of
merit of 68.1 h MTBF—a truly remarkable accomplishment.
The MTBF in the final run of 2004 was 110.7 h. 

These improvements can be attributed, in large part, to the
pragmatic and rigorous approach taken in analyzing and
addressing problems and the proactive efforts to identify and
resolve potential problems before they cause downtime.
Causes (and duration) of user-beam downtime due to acceler-
ator equipment problems have been tracked and analyzed
since the inception of operations. To this end, the APS made
increased use of periodic machine intervention periods to
resolve problems. Examples of such rigor include detailed daily
monitoring of rf system behavior to detect potential problems
early and the automatic replacement of storage ring converters
following transient trips so as to prevent recurring trips. A great
deal of effort has also gone into identifying and replacing weak
components, such as power-converter-control power supplies,
and to reducing susceptibility to electromagnetic interference in
the rf systems. As engineering improvements have been iden-
tified and implemented, they have been subjected to ever-
increasing quality assurance and workmanship standards, in
order to minimize the chance of introducing new problems as
the old problems are resolved.

TT Y P I C A LY P I C A L A P S  MA P S  M A C H I N EA C H I N E
OO P E R AP E R A T I O N ST I O N S PP A R A M E T E R SA R A M E T E R S

LINAC
Output energy 325 MeV
Output beam charge 1–3 nC
Normalized emittance 10–20 mm-mrad
Frequency 2.856 GHz
Modulator pulse rep rate 30 Hz
Gun rep rate 2–12 Hz
(1–6 pulses, 33.3 ms apart every 0.5 sec)
Beam pulse length 8–30 ns
Bunch length 1–10 ps FWHM

PARTICLE ACCUMULATOR RING (PAR)
Nominal energy 450 MeV
Circumference 30.66 m
Cycle time 500 ms
Fundamental rf frequency (RF1) 9.77 MHz
12th harmonic rf frequency (RF12) 117.3 MHz
RMS bunch length 0.28 ns
(after compression) 

INJECTOR SYNCHROTRON (BOOSTER)
Nominal extraction energy 7.0 GeV
Injection energy 325 MeV
Circumference 368.0 m
Lattice structure 10 FODO cells/

quadrant
Ramping rep rate 2 Hz
Natural emittance 65 nm-rad
Radio frequency 351.930 MHz

STORAGE RING SYSTEM
Nominal energy 7.0 GeV
Circumference 1,104 m
Number of sectors 40
Length available for insertion device 5.0 m
Nominal circulating current, multibunch 100 mA
Natural emittance 2.5 nm-rad
Momentum spread 0.096%
Effective emittance 3.1 nm-rad
Vertical emittance 0.025 nm-rad
Coupling 1%
Revolution frequency 272 kHz
Radio frequency 351.930 MHz
Number of bunches 24 to 324
Time between bunches 153 to 11.3 ns
Bunch length 45 ps to 23 ps
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Non-top-up operation (refilling the storage ring twice every
24 h) is mainly used to provide injector beam time for parasitic
injector study, operator training, and injector maintenance and
improvement. A 324-multibunch fill pattern (bunch spacing of
11.4 ns) is utilized. Experimentation with filling all 1,296 buckets
for this mode began in 2004 and will be evaluated during oper-
ation in 2005.

The percentages of scheduled hours in 2004 for each of
the operation modes are shown in Fig. 1.

Beam current is 100 mA for all modes. The APS previously
explored a program of raising the current during short periods of
operation as part of a strategy for raising normal operational cur-
rent. This program has been put on hold while a thorough analy-
sis is done on all front-end and beamline components that are
exposed to insertion device x-rays. When this analysis is com-
pleted, it will lead to an understanding of the limitations and a
plan for moving forward.US E R OP E R AT I O N FI L L PAT T E R N S

Various storage ring operation modes have been devel-
oped to meet different user-beam requirements. The operating
modes used in 2004 were:

• Top-up, low emittance, 24 singlets fill pattern
• Top-up, low emittance, 1 + 7 × 8 hybrid (singlet) fill pattern
• Non-top-up, low emittance, 324 multibunch

Note that all operations now utilize the low-emittance lattice
developed over the last several years. See Table 2. CY2004 is
the first year for which this is the case.

The most common fill pattern is 24 singlets spaced by
154 ns. Top-up injection (injecting beam into the storage ring
every two minutes) is utilized for this fill pattern.

The hybrid singlet pattern is used by the timing community
to perform dynamic biological, chemical, and condensed mat-
ter/materials science studies. This pattern is defined as a single
bunch containing a maximum of 8 mA isolated from the remain-
ing bunches by symmetrical 1.59-µsec gaps. The remaining
current is distributed in 8 groups of 7 consecutive bunches with
a maximum current of 12 mA per group and a spacing of 48 ns
between groups. Top-up injection is also utilized in this mode.

Table 1. Operations statistics—CY 2004.

CY2003 CY2004
Run number Run 04-1 Run 04-2 Run 04-3
Start 1/29/04 5/25/04 10/05/04
End 4/19/04 8/25/04 12/21/04
Total hours scheduled (h) 5,129.0 1647 1,911.6 1,569.7 5,128.3
Beam available for users (h) 4,959.6 1,610.0 1,880.1 1,549.2 5,039.3
Beam availability (%) 96.7 97.8 98.4 98.7 98.3
Total downtime (h) 169.4 37.0 31.5 20.4 88.9
Average current (mA) 99.8 99.2 99.3 99.6 99.4
Number of faults 116 28 32 14 74
Mean time between faults (h) 42.8 57.5 58.8 110.7 68.1
Mean time to recovery (h) 1.46 1.32 0.98 1.46 1.20
Injector availability in top-up (%) 97.1 97.5 98.7 98.9 98.4

Table 2. APS beam parameters at radiation points,
2.5-nm horizontal emittance, 1% coupling.

ID BM
Horiz. beta function (m) 19.5 2.12
Horiz. dispersion (m) 0.172 0.058
Horiz. rms beam size (µm) 275.3 91.6
Horiz. rms divergence (mrad) 11.3 56.4
Vert. beta function (m) 2.87 25.97
Vert. rms beam size (µm) 8.5 25.5
Vert. rms divergence (mrad) 3.0 1.1

24 Singlets
62.4%

324 Multibunch
24.6%

Hybrid (Singlet)
Fill

13%

Fig. 1. Calendar year 2004 scheduled time for different APS operat-
ing modes.
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During the summer of 1997, in the “bad old days” of stor-
age ring beam stabilization efforts, I bemoaned the myriad sys-
tematic errors affecting our now-endeared monopulse radio fre-
quency (rf) beam-position monitor (BPM) system. The problems
were manifold: fill pattern dependence, intensity dependence
(this was before top-up), timing problems—not to mention the
periodic mode changes between high-emittance and low-emit-
tance machine optics. With each change in fill
pattern and/or optics, one dreaded the effort
needed to restore the trajectory at dozens of
source points, each having four independent
degrees of freedom. 

I was determined to include the insertion
device (ID) photon BPMs in closed-loop orbit
correction in order to ease the burden of repro-
ducing the orbit. After a few intense machine
studies shifts, despair ruled there, as well. The
number of stray sources of radiation co-propa-
gating down the ID beamlines made the correc-
tion of systematic gap-dependent errors in
these devices a completely intractable problem.
There were something like 22 separate sources
of ultraviolet radiation. Every dipole, quadru-
pole, sextupole, and corrector magnet located
in every ID straight section was a potential
source of erroneous signal.

An idea then occurred: realign the acceler-
ator in such a way as to steer all but two of
these stray sources away from the field of view
of the ID photon BPMs (now commonly referred
to as the “Decker Distortion”). To that end,
round about September 1997, I formed the
Experimental Facilities Division/Accelerator
Systems Division (ASD) X-ray Stability Task
Force (XAXSTF). Quite fortuitously, Om Singh
joined the Diagnostics Group of the APS
Operations Division (AOD) around this time, coming from the
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. Although his background was in electrical engineer-
ing, he ended up doing things such as running accelerator mod-
eling codes to extract survey coordinates, among dozens of
other organizational and technical tasks necessary to move my
idea forward. In October of 1998, the APS Operations
Directorate gave formal approval to the plan, and the first two
storage ring sectors (34 and 35) were realigned by Horst
Friedsam's Survey and Alignment Group (ASD) during the
December 1998 shutdown. 

This represented the culmination of more than a year of
detailed studies to find and solve numerous problems, including
ray tracing, mechanical engineering, thermal analysis, power
supply technology, accelerator physics, beam mis-steering inter-
lock configuration, potential impact on top-up operation, ad infini-
tum. Fortunately, the idea had merit, and the effort was success-
ful, opening the door to the possibility of long-term pointing stabil-

ity at or below the 500-nrad level. The results from beamline 34-
ID were published in November of 1999 [1]. 

Now, after six years, nearly the entire APS storage ring has
been displaced, allowing closed-loop feedback using photon
BPMs at about 20 ID beamlines. Many hurdles still remained,
even after the reduction of stray radiation effects, that resulted in
significant residual gap-dependent systematic errors requiring

compensation. Judicious use of sophisticated feed-forward algo-
rithms pioneered by Michael Borland's Operations Analysis
Group (AOD) have allowed the use of these monitors, while still
retaining the ability of users to make gap changes on demand. 

Having recently (December 2004) returned from an interna-
tional workshop on beam stabilization in Switzerland, it is clear
that the APS is the only facility in the world to have solved the
stray radiation problem, making good use of ID photon BPMs. My
personal goal is to compensate residual systematic errors to pro-
vide long-term pointing stability at the 100- to 200-nanoradian
level, making individual beamline steering requests (as someone
once stated in another context) “impotent and obsolete.” 

Contact: G. Decker (decker@aps.anl.gov)

REFERENCE

[1] G. Decker, O. Singh, "A Method for Reducing X-ray
Background Signals from Insertion Device X-ray Beam Position
Monitors," Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 2, 112801 (1999).

The author in the (almost) fully displaced APS storage ring.
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New front ends at the APS have been designed to operate
with two undulators and stored beam current of up to 200 mA;
ongoing R&D seeks to extend operation to 300 mA.  Finite ele-
ment analysis of the older existing front end (FE v1.2 and FE
v1.5) masks and shutters was carried out to establish the max-
imum beam current allowed for each type of front end. Earlier
analysis was adequate for operations up to 100 mA of stored
beam, but operation beyond this level required more extensive
analysis. The analysis of each component was comprehensive,
employed three-dimensional (3-D) models with precise thermal
loading, and covered all relevant beam steering scenarios.

Analysis Procedure.  A typical mask analysis starts with a
3-D model that is read directly by ANSYS via an ANSYS/ProE
geometry connection that is part of the ANSYS package (an
example is shown in Fig. 1). Next, a mesh is generated in
ANSYS. The mesh control is set for a fine mesh in the aperture
region (where the beam may strike) and a coarse mesh else-
where. The heat load (calculated based on the source param-
eters) is fitted into a fourth-order Gaussian formula. The
Gaussian formula is then applied as the heat flux distribution in
ANSYS. The temperature field is calculated (see Fig. 2), then,
using the temperature as the body load, the stress field is cal-
culated. The beam was moved within the aperture to simulate
vertical, horizontal, and corner mis-steering, with temperature
and stress calculations repeated to cover all load cases.
Sample results for the FE components at 100 mA are shown in
Table 1.

Once the results for 100 mA were calculated, a linear
extrapolation to higher stored beam currents was obtained.

Failure Criteria. The APS has, over the past 10 years, used
conservative criteria for establishing the maximum thermal load
acceptable for x-ray beam intercepting components:

STO R A G E RI N G OP E R AT I O N AT HI G H E R STO R E D CU R R E N T

Fig. 1. M1-40 ProE model read in by ANSYS. 

Table 1. Sample results of FE components at 100 mA (h = 0.015 W/mm2 °C, Twater = 25.6 °C)
FE type Components Tmax (°C) Twall (°C) Max. σσvm (MPa)

FE v1.2u FM1 (M1-30) 245.8 96.8 372.2
One undulator A FM2 (M2-20) 201.6 89.1 294.0
K=2.62 (11 mm gap) PS1 (P1-20) 228.1 118.6 308.3

PS2 (P2-20) 238.1 126.9 309.4
Exit Mask (L5-83) 189.6 86.6 328.7

FE v1.5 FM1(M1-40) 204.8 88.2 349.1
One undulator A FM2 (M2-40) 191.2 83.2 326.5
K=2.62 (11 mm gap) FM3 (M2-50) 184.0 79.8 308.9

PS1 (P2-30) 140.9 59.3 176.2
PS2 (P2-30)      Same component as PS1 further downstream

3-ID, one 2.7-cm N=88, PS1 (P1-20) 246 111 359
plus one 2.7-cm N=74, k=1.655 PS2 (P2-20) 261 121 370

4-ID, one undulator A, PS1 (P1-20) 297 147 410
k=3.175, plus CPU at k=2.75 PS2 (P2-20) 308 158 403

Fig. 2. M1-40 temperature (°C) at 100 mA, k = 2.62, vertical mis-steering.

T H E R M A L A N D S T R E S S A N A L Y S I S
O F M A S K S A N D S H U T T E R S
F O R T H E V 1 . 2  A N D V 1 . 5  F R O N T E N D S

Please see “Stress” on page 154
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APSAPS SS O U R C EO U R C E PPA R A M E T E R SA R A M E T E R S

UNDULATOR A
Period: 3.30 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax: 2.74 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 3.0–13.0 keV (1st harmonic)

3.0–45.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

5.0 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

3.0-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 30)
Period: 3.00 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 2.11 (effective; predicted at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 4.8–14.5 keV (1st harmonic)

4.8–50.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

6.0 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7.5 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

2.70-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 3)
Period: 2.70 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 1.69 (effective; predicted at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 7.0–16.0 keV (1st harmonic)

7.0–60.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic, non-contiguous)
On-axis peak brilliance:

7.0 ×× 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 8 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

5.50-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 2)
Period length: 5.50 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 6.57 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 0.4–7.0 keV (1st harmonic)

0.4–25.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

2.0 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 4 keV
Source size and divergence at 4.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 13.9 μrad Σy': 8.6 μrad

NE W IN S E R T I O N DE V I C E S

TT wo planar hybrid permanent-magnet APS insertion
device (ID) designs with period lengths of 2.7 cm
and 3.0 cm, and with a nominal length of 2.4 m, have

recently been completed. While most APS ID beamlines use
the 3.3-cm-period Undulator A, some users require other
period lengths to optimize the brilliance in a particular energy
region or to reach specific K edges in the first harmonic with
sufficient brilliance. In Fig. 1, the on-axis brilliance tuning
curves for the new devices are compared with the tuning curve
for Undulator A for a minimum undulator gap of 10.5 mm.

The 2.7-cm-period device is used for generation of rela-
tively high-energy x-rays with a minimum energy of 7.0 keV in
the first harmonic. The 3.0-cm-period device, with a tuning
range from 4.8 keV to 14.5 keV in the first harmonic (which cov-
ers the important bromine K edge at 13.5 keV), will be used for
inelastic x-ray scattering and for biological research.

A P S  IA P S  I N S E R T I O NN S E R T I O N DD E V I C E SE V I C E S ::

Mike Merritt (XFD-XFE) with one of the new planar hybrid IDs
(period length 2.7 cm) after testing and just prior to installation.
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APSAPS SS O U R C EO U R C E PPA R A M E T E R SA R A M E T E R S

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED UNDULATOR (SECTOR 4)
Period: 12.8 cm
Length: 2.1 m
Circular mode:

Kmax:: 2.65 (effective; for both horizontal and vertical fields
at maximum currents of 1.2 kA horizontal and
0.34 kA vertical)

Bmax: 0.26 T (peak fields)
Tuning range: 0.5–3.0 keV (1st harmonic)
On-axis peak circular brilliance:

3.6 ×× 1018 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 1.8 keV 
Linear mode:

Kmax:: 2.80 (effective; for both horizontal and vertical fields
at maximum currents 1.4 kA horizontal and
0.40 kA vertical)

Bmax: 0.29 T (peak fields)
Tuning range: 0.8–3.0 keV (1st harmonic)

0.8–10.0 keV (1st–5th harmonic)
On-axis peak linear brilliance:

2.7 ×× 1018 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 2.1 keV
Switching frequency: 0-5 Hz
Switching rise time: 20 ms
Source size and divergence at 1.5 keV:

Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 18.0 μrad Σy': 14.3 μrad

ELLIPTICAL MULTIPOLE WIGGLER (SECTOR 11)
Period length: 16.0 cm
Number of poles: 34 permanent magnets,

36 electromagnets 
Length: 2.8 m
Kx-max: 1.3 (effective; at maximum current 1.15 kA)
Ky-max: 14.4 (peak; at minimum gap 24.0 mm)
Switching frequency: 0–10 Hz
Critical energy: 31.4 keV (at minimum gap)
Energy range: 5–200 keV
Elliptical mode (Kx = 1.3, Ky = 14.4)

Degree of cicular polarization (Pc) ~90%
On-axis peak brilliance:

1.0 ×× 1017 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
On-axis peak angular flux density:

1.6 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
Linear mode (Kx = 0, Ky = 14.4)

On-axis peak brilliance:
2.0 ×× 1017 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 26 keV

On-axis peak angular flux density:
3.1 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 26 keV

Source size and divergence at the critical energy:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 820 μrad (FWHM 1.9 mrad; non-Gaussian; linear mode)
Σy': 47 μrad (linear mode)

APS BENDING MAGNET
Critical energy: 19.51 keV
Energy range: 1–100 keV
On-axis peak brilliance:

6.5 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 16 keV
On-axis peak angular flux density:

9.6 ×× 1013 ph/s/mrad2/0.1%bw at 16 keV
On-axis peak horizontal angular flux density:

1.6 ×× 1013 ph/s/mradh/0.1%bw at 6 keV
Source size and divergence at the critical energy:
Σx: 92 μm Σy: 26 μm
Σx': 6 mrad Σy': 47 μrad

F E A T U R E S O F T H E N E W D E S I G N S
The primary goals of the new ID designs were lower cost,

ease of magnetic tuning, compatibility with both types of exist-
ing gap separation mechanisms, commonality of as many parts
as possible, and adaptability for use in both full 2.4-m length
and in nominal 2.1-m length for the dual-canted-undulator sec-
tors (where two IDs are used in a common straight section to
provide two radiation sources with a small angular separation
between them). Several design studies were performed for the
initial 2.7-cm-period device to investigate the utility and feasibil-
ity of various design features. Then a parametric solid model for
the initial device was developed and value engineered, in con-
sultation with APS experts in undulator assembly and tuning
and with ANL experts in manufacturing processes. This process
resulted in a design that minimized the overall cost of manufac-
turing, assembling, and tuning the ID. The optimized parametric
model facilitated the very rapid design of subsequent devices of
similar periods and allowed economies of scale in producing
components common to all of the devices.

This design family incorporates a low-cost method of pole
retention and registration. Poles are secured by screws in two
holes tapped into each pole. Pole location is registered by
means of two small dowel pins for each pole in mating holes

RR E C E N TE C E N T DD E V E LE V E L O P M E N T SO P M E N T S

Fig. 1. On-axis brilliance tuning curves for the first, third, and fifth har-
monics of the 3.3-cm-period, 3.0-cm-period, and 2.7-cm-period
undulators at 7.0-GeV beam energy and 100-mA beam current. The
minimum gap was set to 10.5 mm for all devices, and all devices are
2.4 m long. The tuning curves intersect for the 3.3-cm-period undula-
tor, providing a continuous spectrum. The shorter the period length,
the higher the brilliance, but the spectrum may then no longer be
continuous.
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reamed into each pole and a base plate common to the poles
and the magnets. This base plate is flexible so that shimming
can be used behind it to accurately change the height of a pair
of poles for tuning. This design approach is feasible because of
the reasonable cost for high accuracy in machining the poles
and base plate and the assembly time saved by having the
accuracy of the assembly “machined into” the components
rather than achieved through high-precision assembly tech-
niques. Several of the features of the design are shown in Fig. 2.

Another feature of the design is the modular construction
that allows each device to be used full length or shortened to a
nominal 2.1-m length by removal of the end modules. The
shorter length is needed for use in the APS dual-canted-undu-
lator sectors.

S T A T U S
The 2.7-cm- and 3.0-cm-period devices are currently being

fabricated for installation in the APS storage ring in mid-2005.
Contact: J. Grimmer (grimmer@aps.anl.gov) and

R. Dejus (dejus@aps.anl.gov)

The undulator segments of the 130-m-long undulator line
for the Linac Coherent Light Source project must have a deflec-
tion parameter Keff that matches the nominal value for that seg-
ment to within ΔKeff/Keff <1.5 × 10-4. A canted-pole geometry
was chosen, allowing the K value to be changed by lateral
translation of the entire undulator segment [1]. This scheme
also facilitates step-wise tapering of the undulator line to
accommodate electron beam energy loss. Changing the K
value in this manner can also be used as a way to tune the
phase between devices.

To be able to set the K value to the very high accuracy
required and to evaluate whether the correct phasing between
undulator segments is achieved, we calculate and use a quan-
tity called the complex amplitude of radiation.  This value is
extremely sensitive to break length errors between undulator
segments (they cause a phase error) and to any other
unmatched condition that may arise, either from a change of
the K value or from the particle energy loss. The complex ampli-
tude of radiation is plotted in polar coordinates, making it easy
to visualize small errors that cause the phase to be wrong.

The phase slippage along the undulator can be calculated
using the following [2]: 

where k is the fundamental harmonic wave vector of the radia-
tion, γ is the relativistic factor, and I1x and I1y are the normalized

particle angles in the vertical and horizontal directions, respec-
tively, derived from magnetic measurement data. In free space,
with zero field and zero angle we have:

where Lfree is the required distance in free space for n periods
of phase slippage. An initial magnetic tuning will be required for
each undulator segment to match its end phasing to the stan-
dard mechanical break length. The complex radiation ampli-
tude A is defined as:

In the polar plot, the magnitude of A is plotted as the
radius, and the complex phase angle of A is plotted as the
angle. These values, calculated for a sequence of points along
the undulator, are plotted. A properly phased undulator will be
represented as a straight line drawn radially outward from the
center of the graph. Phasing errors appear as curved lines or
kinks (see Fig. 1). The absolute value of the complex radiation
amplitude at the undulator segment end A(L) is represented in
the polar plot as the distance between the initial and final points
of the vector. The radiation intensity is proportional to |A|2.

Three examples are shown in Fig. 1. Consider the sce-
nario with a long line of ideal undulators and ideal particle
beam energy, followed by two undulators separated by a long
break section with three periods of phase slippage in the drift
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Fig. 2. Exploded view of the new undulator assembly.
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Fig. 1. Left: After passing through a line of undulator segments where the undulators are perfect and the beam energy is ideal, the beam
loses 0.4% of its energy prior to passage through two undulators that are separated by a drift space with three periods of phase slippage.
The magnitude and complex phase angle of |A|are plotted in polar coordinates at points along the two undulators. The radiation ampli-
tude from those two undulators, represented by the length of a vector from the beginning to the end of the trace, is very small. Middle: The
Keff of the two undulators has been adjusted so that the spontaneous radiation is at the nominal wavelength, despite the beam energy loss.
The lines through the undulators are straight, and the kink between them indicates a phasing error in the drift space. The radiation ampli-
tude from these undulators is now 98.2% of ideal. Right: The Keff of the two undulators has been adjusted to maximize the overall |A|. The
Keff through the undulators is not perfect, as can be seen by the slight curvature, but the overall |A| is 99.1% of ideal. The radial scale for
the leftmost figure is different from that for the other two.

space. Also, assume that the particle beam energy is 0.4% too
low through those two undulators, because of a beam energy
loss. Figure 1 (left) shows a polar plot of the complex amplitude
of radiation through those two undulators and the drift space
between them. The line curvature is so extreme that the radia-
tion intensity from the two undulators is sharply reduced. The
performance of the undulator is seen to be very sensitive to the
particle energy. Figure 1(middle) shows what happens when the
magnetic field strength of the two undulators is adjusted so that
the spontaneous radiation is at the nominal wavelength, despite
the reduced beam energy. The traces through the two undula-
tors are straight, as they should be, but now there is a kink
between the two undulators, showing that the drift space is not
the right length for the reduced beam energy. This type of plot
can clearly show and help diagnose the origin of an effect that

only impacts the final radiation amplitude by 2% of the ideal
value. An additional improvement can be obtained if, instead of
adjusting Keff to match the spontaneous radiation to the nominal
wavelength, Keff is adjusted to maximize the overall |A|, as in
Fig. 1 (right). As shown by the curvature in the traces through
the undulators, there is a small phase slippage in the undulator
segments, but the net effect is that the radiation amplitude is
99.1% of ideal. Contact: I. Vasserman (isaac@aps.anl.gov) and

R. Dejus (dejus@aps.anl.gov)

[1] I. Vasserman, R. Dejus, P. Den Hartog, E. Moog, S. Sasaki,
E. Trakhtenberg, M. White, in Proceedings of the 26th
International Free Electron Conference, August 29-
September 3, 2004, Trieste, Italy.
[2] E. Gluskin et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods A 475, 323 (2001).

1) Maximum temperature on Glidcop <300°C to prevent
material creep.
2) Maximum temperature on the cooling wall is less than
the water boiling temperature at the channel pressure. The
typical pressure after going through two-thirds of the length
of a component is 60 psig, and the corresponding boiling
temperature at 60 psig is 153°C.
3) Maximum von Mises stress  is less than the yield stress
of Glidcop at room temperature (300 MPa to ~450 MPa,
depending on the Glidcop stock size).

Efforts are under way to reexamine these criteria. A committee
has been formed to re-evaluate the failure criteria, especially the
stress limit. Tests are also under way in collaboration with the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, to obtain operational
fatigue strength data.

Conclusion. On the basis of existing failure criteria that
have been used at the APS for more than 10 years, the maxi-
mum beam current presently allowed for each type of front end
is as follows:

1) FE v1.2u can operate with one undulator A at k = 2.62
(11 mm gap) and at a maximum current of 130 mA. 
2) The photon shutters (P2-30) of FE v1.5 can operate at
more than 200 mA, but the masks can only operate at up to
130 mA. Overall, the FE v1.5 can operate with one undula-
tor A at k = 2.62 at 130 mA.
3) 3-ID can operate at 115 mA.
4) 4-ID with undulator A at k = 3.175 (9.5 mm gap) and CPU
can only operate at 100 mA. Gap restrictions on undulator
A are necessary at higher current.
5) Water flow trip points should be set so the h value is
greater than or equal to 0.01 W/mm2 °C. 

Contact: Y. Jaski (jaskiy@aps.anl.gov)

“Stress” continued from page 150
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
A planar superconducting undulator (SCU) with a period of

15 mm has been designed to achieve a peak field of 0.8 T on
the beam axis with an 8 mm pole gap and a current density of
1 kA/mm2 in the NbTi superconducting (SC) coil. The tunable
range of the undulator’s photon energy in the APS 7-GeV stor-
age ring would be from 19 to 28 keV for the first harmonic.
Further extensions of this energy range to higher harmonics
would require a high field quality in the SCU. Because of the
high current density in the coil and low Cu/SC ratio, quenches
propagate rapidly even at current densities well below the
intended design value or critical current density. However, two
R&D short sections were fully “trained” by means of quenches
to reach the critical currents so as to measure the stability mar-
gins.

D E S I G N
The peak field in the midplane of the undulator, Bo, and the

coil maximum field, Bm, are calculated for an undulator period
of 15 mm and a coil cross section of 4.32 mm × 3.89 mm deep.
In Fig. 1, for pole gaps of 6.0 mm, 7.5 mm, and 8.0 mm, Bo and
Bm are plotted as functions of the current density j in the coil.
As seen in the figure, Bm differs by less than 1% for the three
values of the gap. The peak field, on the other hand, depends
significantly on the gap. The critical current density, jc(coil), for
the NbTi SC wire is about 1.43 kA/mm2 at Bm = 3.6 T, which lim-
its the highest peak fields to 1.5 T and 1.0 T for pole gaps of 6.0
mm and 8.0 mm, respectively. 

F A B R I C A T I O N A N D T E S T S
A core for a 12-period upper-half SCU (λ = 15 mm) was

machined from 1008 low-carbon steel. Formvar-insulated rec-

SU P E R C O N D U C T I N G UN D U L ATO R R&D

tangular NbTi SC wire with dimensions of 1.05 mm × 0.77 mm
was used for the 20-turn coil in each groove. Another upper-
half SCU (λ = 14.5 mm) with 22 periods was fabricated. The
grooves for the cross-over winding in the core were modified
from the 12-period one. Figure 2 shows the flat side of the
magnetic poles and coil (a) and the outer side of the cross-over
windings (b). The core is designed to wind the coil first in one
direction into every other groove for the full length. The alter-

Fig. 1. For an undulator period of 15 mm, the maximum field
in the coil, Bm, (left axis) and the on-axis peak field, Bo, (right
axis) are calculated as functions of the average current den-
sity in the coil.

Fig. 2. Coil winding on a core for the 22-period upper-half SCU. (a): Flat bottom side shows the magnetic poles and coil. (b):
Top side shows the cross-over windings. After the full 20 turns are wound in one groove, the wire skips one groove before con-
tinuous winding. The alternate (skipped) grooves are subsequently wound in the opposite direction. 
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nate coil grooves are then similarly wound in the opposite direc-
tion. 

The two upper-half SCUs (λ = 15 mm and 14.5 mm) were
tested at 4.2K. The peak fields, Bo, were measured using a Hall
probe at a fixed distance from a magnetic pole face. The meas-
ured peak fields, as well as the calculated fields, are plotted in
Fig. 3 after normalizing to a pole gap of 8.0 mm. Because of the
differences in the g/λ ratio between the two, the peak fields for
the 15-mm SCU are higher compared with those for the 14.5-mm
SCU. When the 14.5-mm SCU was trained by means of
quenches during the charging process, it nearly reached the
critical current density. 

T H E R M A L S T A B I L I T Y T E S T S
Once the current density required to achieve the desired

peak field is attained, the issue becomes one of stability at the
operating current despite the heat load from the electron beam
and elsewhere. A test setup for the heat load is sketched in Fig.
4. A thin-film heater is attached to the 0.6-mm-thick inner wall of
a vacuum chamber that presses against the coil/pole face. The
SCU axis was in the vertical direction during the tests in a pool-
boiling LHe dewar at 4.2K. 

The steady-state heat flux densities were measured when
the SCU quenched. The measured data are plotted in Fig. 5 for
three different cases, two with LHe at the interface and one
without it. Since the temperature margin between 4.2K and the
quench temperature should increase from zero at jc to about 5K
at zero current, the heat flux densities needed to quench the
SCU increase as the current density is reduced. Near the criti-
cal current density of 1.43 kA/mm2 the heat flux densities are
about 1.3 mW/mm2 and 0.5 mW/mm2 for the cases of SS (or Al)
and SS*, respectively. When LHe is excluded at the interface
(SS*), the vacuum chamber and the interface conduct away a
heat flux of 0.5 mW/mm2 so that it never reaches the supercon-
ductor, as indicated by the heat flux near the critical current den-
sity at 0.998 jc. When LHe is allowed into the interface (SS and
Al), an additional 0.8 mW/mm2 of heat flux density is carried
away, making a total of 1.3 mW/mm2. The results imply that LHe
offers an efficient heat absorber for the SCU because of the rel-
atively large latent heat of vaporization for LHe (2.6 mJ/mm3).

Contact: S.H. Kim (shkim@aps.anl.gov)

Fig. 3. The peak fields Bo for the two upper-half SCUs are plot-
ted for a pole gap of 8 mm. 

SCU Core/Coil

Thin-Film Heater

Vacuum Chamber

Fig. 4. A two-dimensional sketch of the setup for the heat-
load tests in a plane perpendicular to the undulator axis. A
thin-film heater was attached to the inner wall of a vacuum
chamber, which was attached to the SCU core/coil flat
face. 

Fig. 5. Steady-state heat loads that quench the SC coil were
measured as a function of the current density in 4.2K pool-
boiling LHe. SS: the thin film heater was attached inside a
stainless-steel chamber as depicted in Fig. 4. SS*: same as SS
except that a thin layer of vacuum grease was applied
between the SCU and the chamber to exclude any LHe at
this interface. Al: same as SS except that an aluminum
chamber was used instead of a stainless-steel one.
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(KEY: UA = 3.3 Undulator A; BM = Bending Magnet; CPU = Circularly Polarized Undulator; EMW = Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU = Accepting General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status
1-BM XOR Physics, Materials Sci. Powder diffraction BM Operational/GU  

Reflectivity

1-ID XOR Materials Sci., Physics Phase contrast imaging UA Operational/GU  
High-energy x-ray scattering

2-BM XOR Physics, Life Sci. Phase contrast imaging BM Operational/GU  
Tomography
Microdiffraction

General diffraction

2-ID-B XOR Physics Microfluorescence 5.5 Undulator Operational/GU  
Phase contrast imaging
Coherent x-ray scattering

2-ID-D XOR Life Sci., Materials Sci. Microfluorescence UA Operational/GU  
Microdiffraction
Microprobe

2-ID-E XOR Life Sci., Enviro. Sci. Microfluorescence UA Operational/GU  
Imaging: X-ray fluorescence

3-ID XOR Physics Inelastic scattering 2.7 Undulator Operational/GU  
Nuclear resonant scattering

4-ID-C XOR Physics, Materials Sci. Photoemission electron microscopy CPU Operational/GU  
Photoemission spectroscopy
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
Magnetic x-ray scattering

4-ID-D XOR Physics X-ray magnetic circular dichroism UA Operational/GU  
Anomalous and resonant scattering
Magnetic x-ray scattering
Magnetic microscopy

5-BM-C DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. Tomography BM Operational/GU  
Powder diffraction

5-BM-D DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure BM Operational/GU  
High-energy x-ray scattering
Polymer

5-ID DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  
Powder diffraction
Small-angle x-ray scattering
X-ray optics development
Polymer
Inorganic crystallography

6-ID MU-CAT Materials Sci. Liquid scattering UA Operational/GU  
Magnetic x-ray scattering
Powder diffraction
Surface diffraction

6-ID-D MU-CAT Materials Sci. High-energy x-ray scattering UA Operational/GU  
Magnetic x-ray scattering
Powder diffraction
Time-resolved x-ray scattering

7-ID MHATT/XOR Materials Sci. Time-resolved x-ray scattering UA Operational/GU  
Microprobe
General diffraction
Ultrafast laser excitations

8-BM NE-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Operational  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

APS BE A M L I N E GU I D E
As of 2.17.05   Source: ttp://beam.aps.anl.gov/pls/apsweb/beamline_display_pkg.beamline_dir
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(KEY: UA = 3.3 Undulator A; BM = Bending Magnet; CPU = Circularly Polarized Undulator; EMW = Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU = Accepting General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status
8-ID IMMY/XOR Materials Sci. Coherent x-ray scattering UA Operational/GU  

Small-angle x-ray scattering
Time-resolved x-ray scattering
Wide-angle x-ray scattering

9-BM CMC-CAT Materials Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure BM Operational/GU  
Surface diffraction
General diffraction

9-ID CMC-CAT Materials Sci. Grazing incidence diffraction & reflectometry UA Operational/GU  
Liquid scattering
Small-angle x-ray scattering
General diffraction

10-ID MR-CAT Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure microscopy UA Operational/GU  
X-ray absorption fine structure
Diffraction anomalous fine structure

11-ID-B BESSRC/XOR Materials Sci., GeoSci. High-energy x-ray scattering EMW Operational/GU  

11-ID-C BESSRC/XOR Materials Sci., GeoSci. High-energy x-ray scattering EMW Operational/GU  

11-ID-D BESSRC/XOR Materials Sci., GeoSci. X-ray absorption fine structure EMW Operational/GU  
General diffraction

12-BM BESSRC/XOR Materials Sci., GeoSci. X-ray absorption fine structure BM Operational/GU  
Powder diffraction
General diffraction

12-ID BESSRC/XOR Materials Sci., Physics Intensity fluctuation spectroscopy UA Operational/GU  
Photoemission spectroscopy
Small-angle x-ray scattering

13-BM GSECARS-CAT GeoSci., Enviro. Sci. Tomography BM Operational/GU  
X-ray absorption fine structure
Diamond anvil cell
Multi anvil press

13-ID GSECARS-CAT GeoSci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure UA Operational/GU  
Microdiffraction
Static & time-dependent surface scattering
Microprobe
Diamond anvil cell
Multi-anvil press

14-BM-C BioCARS-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Operational/GU  
Time-resolved x-ray scattering

14-BM-D BioCARS-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Operational/GU  
Microdiffraction
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
Time-resolved x-ray scattering

14-ID BioCARS-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
Time-resolved x-ray scattering
Laue crystallography

15-ID ChemMatCARS-CAT Materials Sci., Chemistry Anomalous and resonant scattering UA Operational/GU  
Liquid scattering
Time-resolved x-ray scattering
Wide-angle x-ray scattering
Microcrystallography
Liquid and solid surface scattering

16-BM HP-CAT Materials Sci., GeoSci. Powder diffraction BM Construction  
Single-crystal diffraction

APS BBEAMLINE GUIDE
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(KEY: UA = 3.3 Undulator A; BM = Bending Magnet; CPU = Circularly Polarized Undulator; EMW = Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU = Accepting General Users)

Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status
16-ID-B HP-CAT Materials Sci., GeoSci. X-ray absorption fine structure UA Operational/GU  

Compton scattering
Inelastic scattering
Microdiffraction
Nuclear resonant scattering
Powder diffraction
Diamond anvil cell

16-ID-D HP-CAT Materials Sci., GeoSci. Nuclear forward scattering UA Operational  
Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering
Inelastic x-ray scattering
X-ray Raman scattering
X-ray emission spectroscopy
Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

17-BM IMCA-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Commissioning  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

17-ID IMCA-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

18-ID Bio-CAT Life Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure UA Operational/GU  
Fluorescence spectroscopy
Small-angle x-ray scattering
Time-resolved x-ray scattering
General diffraction

19-BM SBC-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Operational/GU  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

19-ID SBC-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

20-BM PNC/XOR Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure BM Operational/GU  
Diffraction anomalous fine structure
General diffraction

20-ID PNC/XOR Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure microscopy UA Operational/GU  
Microfluorescence
X-ray absorption fine structure
Diffraction anomalous fine structure
Microprobe
General diffraction

22-BM SER-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Commissioning 

22-ID SER-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

31-ID SGX-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography UA Operational/GU  

32-ID COM-CAT Materials Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure UA Operational  
Powder diffraction
Single-crystal diffraction
Small-angle x-ray scattering

33-BM UNI-CAT Materials Sci. Topography BM Operational/GU  
Powder diffraction
Single-crystal diffraction
General diffraction

33-ID UNI-CAT Materials Sci. Anomalous and resonant scattering UA Operational/GU  
Inelastic scattering
Small-angle x-ray scattering
Surface diffraction
Ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering
General diffraction

34-ID UNI-CAT Materials Sci. Coherent x-ray scattering UA Operational/GU
Microdiffraction
Microprobe

APS BBEAMLINE GUIDE
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Technique Beamline
Absorption/Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy 18-ID
Intensity fluctuation spectroscopy 12-ID, 7-ID
Photoemission spectroscopy 4-ID-C
X-ray absorption fine structure 10-ID, 11-ID-D, 12-BM, 13-BM, 13-ID, 16-ID-B, 18-ID, 20-BM, 20-ID, 5-BM-D, 9-BM
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism 4-ID-C, 4-ID-D

High Pressure
Diamond Anvil Cell 13-BM, 13-ID, 16-ID-B
Multi-Anvil Press 13-BM, 13-ID

Imaging 
X-ray absorption fine structure microscopy 10-ID, 20-ID
Microfluorescence 2-ID-B, 2-ID-D, 2-ID-E, 20-ID
Microprobe 13-ID, 2-ID-D, 20-ID, 34-ID, 7-ID
Phase contrast imaging 1-ID, 2-BM, 2-ID-B
Photoemission electron microscopy 4-ID-C
Tomography 13-BM, 2-BM, 5-BM-C
Topography 33-BM

Protein Crystallography 
Macromolecular crystallography 14-BM-C, 14-BM-D, 14-ID, 17-ID, 19-BM, 19-ID, 22-ID, 31-ID, 5-ID
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion 14-BM-D, 14-ID, 17-ID, 19-BM, 19-ID, 22-ID

Scattering 
Anomalous and resonant scattering 15-ID, 33-ID, 4-ID-D
Coherent x-ray scattering 2-ID-B, 34-ID, 8-ID
Compton Scattering 16-ID-B
Diffraction anomalous fine structure 10-ID, 20-BM, 20-ID
General diffraction 11-ID-D, 12-BM, 2-BM, 13-BM, 2-BM, 20-BM, 20-ID, 33-BM, 33-ID, 7-ID
High-energy x-ray scattering 1-ID, 11-ID-B, 11-ID-C, 5-BM-D, 6-ID-D
Inelastic scattering 13-ID, 16-ID-B, 3-ID, 33-ID
Liquid scattering 15-ID, 6-ID, 9-ID
Magnetic x-ray scattering 4-ID-C, 4-ID-D, 6-ID, 6-ID-D
Microdiffraction 13-ID, 14-BM-D, 16-ID-B, 2-BM, 2-ID-D, 34-ID
Nuclear resonant scattering 16-ID-B, 3-ID
Polymer 5-BM-D, 5-ID
Powder diffraction 1-BM, 12-BM, 16-ID-B, 33-BM, 5-BM-C, 5-ID, 6-ID, 6-ID-D
Reflectivity 1-BM
Small-angle x-ray scattering 12-ID, 18-ID, 33-ID, 5-ID, 8-ID, 9-ID
Surface diffraction 33-ID, 6-ID
Time-resolved x-ray scattering 14-BM-C, 14-BM-D, 14-ID, 15-ID, 18-ID, 6-ID-D, 7-ID, 8-ID
Ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering 33-ID
Wide-angle x-ray scattering 15-ID, 8-ID

Miscellaneous 
X-ray optics development 5-ID

As of 2.17.05   Source: http://beam.aps.anl.gov/pls/apsweb/beamline_display_pkg.technique_dir
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